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All translations from Aramaic sources (Targums, Peshitta) are my own, as are all translations

from the Latin Vulgate.

Translations from the Greek Septuagint (henceforth, LXX) are those of the Zondervan

Publishing House: The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament, with an English Translation
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§1 - General Introduction: The Nature of the Beast

I think it would repay his trouble if a real scholar were to write a good monograph upon Biblical metaphors.

Claude Goldsmid Montefiore, 18911

Any investigation into the function of arboreal metaphors within the Hebrew Bible is going

to be forced to reckon at the outset with the sheer number of them. Trees, by virtue both of

their importance and their general scarcity, feature strongly within a large and varied number

of metaphorical passages2. As metaphors, they can serve to represent the general abundance

and fertility that trees themselves might signify, or the prosperity and security that the

ownership of trees entails. And yet, just as there are different types of trees, and different

parts of an individual tree to which a text may draw attention, so too is there a certain degree

of flexibility as regards their metaphorical application.

The following analysis of arboreal metaphors is intended to highlight this versatility, and to

provide a working framework for considering the general literary function of this particular

trope. In so doing, it is also my intention to indicate the manner in which metaphorical

complexes derive meaning from the general interactivity of their constituent metaphors. An

appreciation of the ways in which metaphors influence one another within textual units has

been absent from metaphorical studies to date, in spite of a growing awareness now of

metaphorical interactivity.

By way of a preamble to these two studies (the interactivity of metaphors within

metaphorical complexes, and the function of a specific type of arboreal metaphor in

particular), it behoves us to consider precisely what a metaphor is in the first place: how it

might be recognised as such, and how it might be interpreted. And far from being a simple

question, it turns out that defining "metaphor" is a somewhat gruelling task.

1. C.G. Montefiore, "A Tentative Catalogue of Biblical Metaphors", JQR 3:4 (1891), 623-681 (623)

2. For the suggestion that the literary importance of trees is inversely related to their actual presence on the
landscape, see Leland Ryken, James C. Wilhoit, Tremper Longman III (eds), Dictionary of Biblical Imagery
(Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1998), 890.
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Standard dictionary definitions have come to represent the commonplace view: a figure of

speech in which a descriptive word or phrase is transferred to an object different from, but

analogous to that to which it is literally applicable3. But what does it mean to suggest that one

word or phrase is “different from, but analogous to” another? After all, what is a relation of

analogy if not a metaphorical relation in the first place?4

This awkwardness, when it comes to identifying metaphors and explaining the manner in

which they operate, is born of the tension that exists between two conceptions of the

prevalence of metaphor in human discourse: the classical view, which locates metaphor in the

flowery language of rhetorical adornment5, and the “romantic” view, which recognises the

ubiquity of metaphor in everyday speech6. Where the former asserts that metaphor is a tool of

poets and rhetoricians7, the latter argues that it is a function of language itself.

In 1931, no less a literary critic than John Middleton Murry was able to remark, without a

trace of irony, that discussions of metaphor were plagued by both paucity and superficiality8.

At the time of my writing this, the very opposite holds true: there is not only an abundance of

literature on the identification and interpretation of metaphor, but it is increasingly complex

and generative of debate9.

3. So, for example, OED (2001).

4. Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984),
89.

5. So, for example, Eco, op.cit. 88.

6. For the term “romantic” to describe this model, cf: Geoffrey Finch, Key Concepts in Language and
Linguistics (2nd ed; Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 163.

7. So, for example, Andrew Ortony, who suggests that it was for this reason that it was only in the field of
Rhetoric that the nature of metaphor was traditionally analysed: Andrew Ortony, “Metaphor, Language and
Thought” in Metaphor and Thought (ed. A. Ortony; 2nd ed; Cambridge University Press, 1993), 1-16 (2-3).

8. Cited in Max Black, “More About Metaphor” in Metaphor and Thought, 19-41 (19).

9. Indeed, less than half a century after Murray made the remark quoted above, Mark Johnson described the
time in which he lived as being gripped by a "frenzy" of "metaphormania", and Wayne C. Booth was able to
joke that by 2039 there would be more students of metaphor in the world than people: Mark Johnson (ed.),
Philosophical Perspectives on Metaphor (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1981), ix; Wayne C.
Booth, "Metaphor as Rhetoric: The Problem of Evaluation", On Metaphor (ed. S. Sacks; Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1979), 47-70 (47).
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Indeed, it is no longer even possible to truly speak about metaphor theory; a glance at the

available literature is enough to demonstrate that what prevails at the present time is a

number of metaphor theories instead. In fact, the literature on metaphor is now so great that

it has come to eclipse the extant literature on all other figures of speech, the term "metaphor"

now effectively constituting a metaphor, itself, for a range of different tropes10. And so a

useful place to commence this part of the introduction may be in describing what metaphor

theory is not - and what better place to start than with the classical model that everybody

claims to reject.

In the ancient world, when philosophers and rhetoricians first turned their attention to the

delineation of literary tropes, that which they would eventually label metaphor was

unanimously considered to be a feature of style11. The assumption that one might divest

oneself of such flourishes, and in so doing speak less colourfully but more directly, prefigures

the longstanding misapprehension that metaphors constitute an adornment only, devoid of

independent semantic value.

In the Western philosophical tradition, once described as "a series of footnotes to Plato"12, the

traditional view of non-literal language has long been Aristotelian. Implicit in this view,

which was dominant for many centuries, is the assertion that metaphor is a literary trope that

consists of embellishing a text for rhetorical purpose13. The effect that it has upon the reader

10. Jonathan Cullen, The Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics, Literature, Deconstruction (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1981), 188.

11. Although Plato never refers to this stylistic feature explicitly, he demonstrates both a fondness for poetry
(chiefly the work of Homer) and a disparagement of poets. In defending his decision to banish all poets from his
utopian state, Plato has Socrates declare that "all the poets from Homer downwards have no grasp of truth but
merely produce a superficial likeness of any subject they treat... Strip it of its poetic colouring, reduce it to plain
prose, and I think you know how little it amounts to." While it is unlikely that Plato's words were intended as a
slight against the figurative use of language in general (if not because Plato was, himself, a skilled rhetorician),
his attitude has come to be seen as emblematic of a general distrust of all things non-literal. For Plato, and his
views on metaphor, see Desmond Lee, The Republic (trans. Desmond Lee; Penguin Classics, 1987), xi-lvi
(xxviii); Charles L. Griswold, "Plato on Rhetoric and Poetry", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring
2012 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2012/entries/plato-rhetoric/;
Mark Johnson, “Introduction: Metaphor in the Philosophical Tradition” in Philosophical Perspectives (M.
Johnson, ed), 3-47; Terence Hawkes, Metaphor (The Critical Idiom 25; London: Methuen, 1972), 34-36.

12. Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality: An Essay in Cosmology (ed. D.R. Griffin and D.W.
Sherburne; New York: The Free Press, 1978), 39.

13. Rhetoric III:2.
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is one of delight14, and its primary function is to be persuasive15. It achieves maximal effect in

poetry16, where an author might be freer in its application, but in prose one needs preserve as

carefully as possible the similarity between the metaphor and the subject to which it is being

related17.

As such, the term "metaphor" in Aristotle's appraisal18 denotes a particular word that in

context is misplaced, but which is sufficiently similar to the one that it represents in order to

be recognised as a figurative allusion to the same19. While metaphors may be found

frequently in discourse, to speak without them altogether is entirely possible, perhaps even

common, and in some situations desirable20. Most importantly, if one should wish to interpret

a metaphor, he need only translate it - to "substitute" it for the literal expression that is being

avoided.

This theory - which nobody claims to accept, but which everybody accuses at least one

person of embracing - is termed by Janet Soskice "a nobody's theory" of metaphorical

analysis21. This is important, for while there may be a plethora of opinions on just how

metaphors are created, what they are, what they mean and how they succeed in doing what it

is that they do, one thing that everybody agrees on is that the information conveyed by the

metaphor cannot be conveyed by a "more literal" paraphrase.

14. Rhetoric III:11.

15. That the primary function of such rhetoric lies in persuasion was suggested also by Plato: Gorgias 453a;
Griswold, "Plato", §4. See also Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor: Multidisciplinary Studies of the Creation of
Meaning in Language (trans. Robert Czerny; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977), 10-11; I.A. Richards,
The Philosophy of Rhetoric (Oxford University Press, 1936), 24.

16. Rhetoric III:2; Hawkes, op.cit. 6.

17. Rhetoric III:2, 11.

18. The name itself denoting 'transfer' from one semantic domain to another; Liddell and Scott, s.v. µετα-φερω.

19. Kittay, op.cit. 181; Johnson, op.cit. 5-6.

20. For a detailed overview of the Aristotelian model, cf: Christof Rapp, "Aristotle's Rhetoric", The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2010 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = http://plato.stanford.edu/
archives/spr2010/entries/aristotle-rhetoric/; Eco, op.cit. 91-95; Hawkes, op.cit. 6-11; Johnson, ibid.

21. Janet Martin Soskice, Metaphor and Religious Language (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 26. In fact, the
so-called Substitution "Theory" is so profoundly ill-equipped at dealing with metaphor that Soskice rejects the
notion that it was ever embraced as a theory in the first place. Her suggestion is that a close reading of Aristotle
and Quintilian yields a somewhat more sophisticated approach, which she terms the Comparison Theory. Her
argument is convincing, but beyond the scope of this introduction.
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And yet, such was the influence of Aristotle, that it was some time before this fact was

properly appreciated. That the field of rhetoric was intimately tied to the art of political

persuasion may have contributed to its decline in the 19th century22. Having been gradually

diminished to a theory of style, and thence to a taxonomy of literary tropes, the art of rhetoric

came to be viewed less as a scientific appraisal of meaning-making in language and more as

an amputated discipline whose roots, in antiquity, served a purpose no longer current23. With

metaphor restricted ultimately to the field of poetics, in which embellishments of style might

be thought to serve a cathartic rather than a propagandistic purpose24, its fate was sealed for a

time as a trope devoid of independent semantic content.

This misapprehension, that such figures of speech constitute oratorical embellishment only

and that true and fair discourse might be better served by their avoidance, reached its climax

in the empiricist and positivistic philosophies of the 18th to early-20th centuries25. It is

noteworthy that even some of the starkest condemnations of such literary flourishes are so

riddled with metaphor as to negate their author's assurances that such figures of speech are

unnecessary26. The long-held assumption that metaphor is a feature of style and not a

fundamental component of language is continually belied by attempts at expressing it.

It was in an effort to reverse such mistaken impressions that I.A. Richards delivered a series

of now-famous addresses in 1936, which have come to be viewed as the basis for an

"interaction theory" of metaphor27. The chief issues with which he took umbrage were the

22. Ricoeur, op.cit. 9.

23. Ricoeur, op.cit. 44-45.

24. Ricoeur, op.cit. 12.

25. Ted Cohen, "Metaphor and the Cultivation of Intimacy" in On Metaphor (ed. S. Sacks), 1-10 (1-3).

26. Consider the following example, from John Locke's Essay in Human Understanding, 1689: "Only I cannot
but observe, how little the preservation and improvement of Truth and Knowledge, is the Care and Concern of
Mankind; since the Arts of Fallacy are endow'd and preferred. 'Tis evident how much Men love to deceive, and
be deceived, since Rhetorick, that powerful instrument of Error and Deceit, has its established Professors, is
publickly taught, and has always been had in great Reputation: And, I doubt not, but it will be thought great
boldness, if not brutality in me, to have said thus much against it. Eloquence, like the fair Sex, has too prevailing
Beauties in it, to suffer it self ever to be spoken against. And 'tis in vain to find fault with those Arts of
Deceiving, wherein Men find pleasure to be Deceived" (ed. Peter H. Nidditch), III.10 §34. It is not at all
difficult to agree with de Man: "Nothing could be more eloquent than this denunciation of eloquence"; Paul de
Man, "The Epistemology of Metaphor", On Metaphor (ed. S. Sacks), 11-28 (13).

27. In fairness, Gustaf Stern's Meaning and Change of Meaning with Special Reference to the English
Language (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1965) was first published a year before Richards' addresses,
and anticipates the observations of Richards in several important respects - most notably in terms of the
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assertion that a successful employment of metaphor might require special skills or training28,

that words might possess a meaning independent of their cotext29, and that a metaphor might

be reduced to being no more than a simile, elliptically expressed30. In order to assert both the

ubiquity of metaphor and the manner in which it operates in the generation of meaning,

Richards proposed a model that stresses conceptual interactivity over a simple substitution of

terms31.

To better appreciate the form and content of a metaphorical expression, Richards also revised

the traditional Aristotelian view that the locus of the metaphor was at the level of the

individual word32. This word, which previously might have been dubbed the "metaphor", was

termed by Richards the vehicle. The metaphor, in Richards' terminology, constituted the

interaction between the vehicle and the tenor, where the latter denotes the subject to which

the vehicle is in some way being compared33.

To take the example THE KING IS A TREE, the vehicle in this phrase is TREE34 and the tenor is

that which is being conveyed about KING. In metaphorical phrases of more complex structure,

the vehicle is the literal meaning of the figurative phrase and the tenor its literal referent35.

interanimation of words (11.59), but also in terms of the relationship between principal and subsidiary subjects
(11.54).

28. Richards, op.cit, 89-90.

29. Richards, op.cit. 11, 51, 69ff. Throughout this dissertation I adopt the distinction between context and
cotext, whereby the former represents "the sociological and historical setting of the text", and the latter "the
contribution of all the other parts of the text to that part under immediate consideration"; Peter Cotterell and
Max Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Interpretation (Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1989), 16 and 72.

30. Richards, op.cit. 100, 120.

31. While Richards is thought of as the progenitor of the Interaction Theory, the individual most directly
responsible for its development and promulgation was Max Black. To a large extent, the terminology employed
and the definitions adopted are Black's, and can be found chiefly in the following sources: Max Black,
"Metaphor", Models and Metaphors: Studies in Language and Philosophy (Cornell University Press, 1962),
25-47; Max Black, "More About Metaphor", Metaphor and Thought (2nd ed; ed. Andrew Ortony; Cambridge
University Press, 1993), 19-41. For criticism of Black's theory, for the charge that he actually misunderstood
Richards, and for the suggestion that much of his "interactivity" boils down to a Comparison Theory instead, see
Soskice, op.cit. 39ff.

32. Ricoeur, op.cit. 14.

33. Richards, op.cit. 96.

34. By using small caps, I am referring to the semantic domain of this term: that range of unexpressed and
sometimes inexpressible 'commonalities' that the category invokes. In any given example, that domain might
also include a specific, real world referent - as in, THE KING OF JUDAH IS A TREE.

35. Kittay, op.cit. 16. Note that most metaphorical statements do have a more complex structure. Throughout
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And yet, formulating an explicit definition of these two terms has proven problematic in a

number of instances, due to a confusion over whether they refer to the actual words in the

metaphorical phrase or to the concepts that those words represent.

To return to the previous example, the vehicle might be thought to be the word "tree", the

concept TREE or those features of the concept that can be made to correlate with the concept

KING, while the tenor can be thought to be the word "king", the concept KING, those features

of KING that might adequately by described by TREE36, or even the interpretation of the phrase

as a whole!37 This problem is especially compounded by those instances in which

differentiation of vehicle and tenor is open to more than one interpretation38.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall attempt to bypass this terminological minefield by

differentiating between the linguistic structure of the phrase and the conceptual structure of

the metaphor, reserving the terms tenor and vehicle for the latter only. For the former, I shall

use the words focus and frame. In the phrase, THE KING IS A TREE, the vehicle is TREE, the

tenor is KING, the focus is "a tree" (those words used to signify the vehicle) and the frame is

"that minimal unit which establishes the incongruity"39 between vehicle and tenor - in this

case, the sentence as a whole.

Once we've successfully identified an incongruity of this nature, the metaphor is born of the

interanimation of vehicle and tenor - in other words, of the semantic domains that are

signified by their respective terms. To appreciate how this is done, it will be useful at this

juncture to clarify the relationship between metaphor and two other figures of speech with

this thesis, I use the familiar shorthand "AN X IS A Y" to depict metaphorical utterances, fully cognizant of any
individual metaphor's often being inexpressible in so formulaic a fashion.

36. See Cohen for the example, "The Lord is my shepherd", in which the tenor may refer to THE LORD or to the
notion of a protector; Mordechai Z. Cohen, Three Approaches to Biblical Metaphor: From Abraham Ibn Ezra
and Maimonides to David Kimhi (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 20.

37. Kittay, op.cit. 25; Black, "Metaphor", 47 n23; Monroe C. Beardsley, Aesthetics: Problems in the Philosophy
of Criticism (2nd ed; Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 1981), 159 n10-C.

38. Kittay provides an amusing example: "This man is my mother". In one context, THIS MAN might denote the
vehicle, MY MOTHER might denote the tenor, and the import of the metaphor might be her masculine appearance.
In another context, MY MOTHER might denote the vehicle, THIS MAN might denote the tenor, and the import of
the metaphor will be his 'maternal' behaviour; Kittay, ibid.

39. Kittay, op.cit. 24.
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which it is frequently identified: metonymy40, and the simile. Both have a long history of

being considered species of metaphor, and both have their fair share of advocates who claim

that they are fundamentally dissimilar41.

Andrea Weiss highlights no fewer than eleven different varieties of metonomy, each of which

possesses a different type of contiguous relationship with its subject42. So, for example, when

Zimri murders every individual of Baasha's family who "urinates against the wall"43, the tenor

of the expression is that of an adult male, employing a DOER/THING DONE metonymic relation.

Similarly, where Cain's face is said to have "fallen"44, the tenor of the expression is his feeling

sad or disappointed, whereby the drooping facial muscles represent his sorrow in an EFFECT/

CAUSE metonymic relation.

The distinction between a metonym (which possesses a contiguous relationship between its

parts) and a metaphor (which possesses a more conceptual relationship) can at times be

nearly impossible to identify, and may frequently be arbitrary. It has been suggested that the

difference between the two lies in the number of domains being "mapped onto" one another45.

40. While they are often treated separately in the literature, I am considering metonymy and synecdoche to be
two varieties of the same phenomenon. A metonymy denotes a contiguous relationship between tenor and
vehicle, while a synecdoche denotes a compositional relationship. An example of a metonymy would be, "The
lips of the righteous feed many" (Pr 10:21). If this means (something like) "The words of the righteous enlighten
many", then THE LIPS corresponds to THE WORDS by virtue of a contiguous relationship (lips move in the
production of words). An example of a synecdoche would be, "In another forty days, Nineveh will be
overturned" (Jon 3:4b). If this means (something like) "In another forty days, Assyria will be destroyed", then
NINEVEH corresponds to Assyria by virtue of its being a prominent city within it.

41. For an excellent introduction to the relationship between metaphor and metonymy, see Antonio Barcelona,
"On the Plausibility of Claiming a Metonymic Motivation for Conceptual Metaphor" in Metaphor and
Metonymy at the Crossroads: A Cognitive Perspective (ed. Antonio Barcelona; Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter,
2003), 31-58; Günter Radden, "How Metonymic are Metaphors?" in Metaphor and Metonymy at the
Crossroads, 93-108. On the relationship between metaphor and simile, see Andrew Ortony, "The Role of
Similarity in Similes and Metaphors" in Metaphor and Thought, 342-356; Andrea Weiss, Figurative Language
in Biblical Prose Narrative: Metaphor in the Book of Samuel (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 161ff.

42. Weiss, op.cit. 136.

43. 1 Kgs 16:11, בקיר משתין לו השאיר .לא Weiss mentions similar passages from Samuel: Weiss, op.cit. 72 and
124.

44. Gen 4:5, פניו .ויפלו Weiss mentions a similar expression (1 Sam 25:35; פניך ;(ואשא for the English expression,
"John has a long face", see Antonio Barcelona, "Introduction: The Cognitive Theory of Metaphor and
Metonymy" in Metaphor and Metonymy at the Crossroads, 1-28 (5).

45. For a description of this phenomenon, see Weiss, op.cit. 142.
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So, for example, when Jacob makes reference to the labour of his hands46, he is employing a

metonym (PART/WHOLE), since both the vehicle and the tenor (ie: his hands and himself)

belong to the one conceptual domain. When the psalmist, however, refers to God having lain

him down in green pastures47, he is employing a metaphor (GOD IS A SHEPHERD), since the

tenor and the vehicle belong to two separate domains. Given the tremendous cross-over

between these two tropes, Günter Radden's suggestion is the one that this particular

dissertation will follow - that metaphor and metonymy constitute two "prototypical categories

at the end points of a continuum of mapping processes"48 and that the traditional distinction

between them cannot be so rigidly maintained.

This is likewise the case when it comes to simile: a figure of speech whose relationship to

metaphor is somewhat vexed. Protestations of its independence have become somewhat par

for the course49, and are frequently based upon the premise that metaphor is in some sense

more profound. The assertion, however, that a metaphor might be stripped of its profundity

with the inclusion of the particle, "like", or that the absence of said particle might make the

simile any harder to interpret, is not worth entertaining50.

For my purposes, I shall use the terms "metonym" and "simile" only insofar as it is germane

to specify the particular type of relationship between the tenor and the vehicle; otherwise, and

for the purposes of this analysis, I consider them both to be species of metaphor.

When it comes to the interpretation of a metaphor, of whatever variety, the vehicle's ability to

emphasise, de-emphasise and fundamentally re-organise the manner in which we think of the

tenor will determine its effectiveness in this regard. And yet, we must be wary of treating the

46. Gen 31:42, יגיע כפי.

47. Psalm 23:2, בנאות דשא ירביצני.

48. Radden, "How Metonymic are Metaphors?", 105.

49. See, for example: Soskice, Metaphor and Religious Language, 58-61; Weiss, Figurative Language,
161-164.

50. In defence of the notion that similes can convey a range of meaning no less profound than metaphor,
Soskice quotes Flaubert's Madame Bovary to the effect that "human language is like a cracked kettle on which
we beat out tunes for bears to dance to, when all the time we are longing to move the stars to pity". As she
observes, "the comparison in this simile is in no way obvious or boring, nor would its impact be altered by
deleting the 'like' to make it a metaphor"; Soskice, op.cit. 59.
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vehicle as though it were a type of filter. To reduce the phrase, THE KING IS A TREE to an

observation that concerned, for example, the king's majesty would be to slip into a form of

substitution in place of a genuine interaction.

On the contrary, the real import of a metaphorical phrase will come about through an

investigation of the semantic domains of its respective components, and will require them to

demonstrate a mutual interactivity. It is in this regard that the field of cognitive semantics has

been most informative51. Broadly put, cognitive semantics approaches discourse from the

perspective that comprehension of the text depends upon "the conceptual framework

underlying our approach to reality, and not in a presumed determinate relationship between

the logical and the ontological order"52. That is to say, while metaphor as a linguistic

expression constitutes an instantiation of analogy, metaphor itself is a cognitive process53.

The most frequently cited text in this regard is Metaphors We Live By, by George Lakoff and

Mark Johnson54. There, the authors differentiate between three different forms of conceptual

metaphorisation, which they broadly refer to as denoting orientational, ontological and

structural relationships, respectively55. So, for example, where the psalmist praises God for

"raising him up"56, he is employing an orientational metaphor (UP IS GOOD); where the prophet

51. For substantive introductions to the field, see Earl R. Mac Cormac, A Cognitive Theory of Metaphor (MIT
Press, 1985); George Lakoff and Mark Turner, More than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989); Antonio Barcelona (ed.), Metaphor and Metonymy at the
Crossroads: A Cognitive Perspective (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 2003); Kurt Feyaerts (ed.), The Bible Through
Metaphor and Translation: A Cognitive Semantic Perspective (Religions and Discourse 15; Oxford: Peter Lang,
2003); Ortony (ed.), Metaphor and Thought; Eva Feder Kittay, Metaphor; and Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of
Metaphor.

52. Lieven Boeve, "Linguistica ancilla Theologiae: The Interest of Fundamental Theology in Cognitive
Semantics" in The Bible Through Metaphor and Translation (ed. Kurt Feyaerts), 15-36 (19); my emphasis.

53. Elizabeth Hayes, "Where is the Lord? The Extended Great Chain of Being as a Source Domain for
Conceptual Metaphor in the Egyptian Hallel, Psalms 113-118" in Pierre Van Hecke and Anton Labahn (eds),
Metaphors in the Psalms (Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters, 2010), 55-69 (59). On this point, see also George Lakoff,
"The Contemporary Theory of Metaphor" in Ortony (ed.), Metaphor and Thought, 202-251 (203).

54. George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (University of Chicago Press, 1980). For the
assertion that this work has had a greater influence upon metaphor construal in Biblical Studies than any other,
see David H. Aaron, Biblical Ambiguities: Metaphor, Semantics, and Divine Imagery (Boston: Brill, 2002), 101.

55. For their discussion of orientational metaphors, see Metaphor We Live By, 14-21; for ontological
metaphors: op.cit. 25-32; for structural metaphors: op.cit. 61-68.

56. For example, ארוממך יהוה כי דליתני, Ps 30:2.
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speaks of Torah coming from Jerusalem57, he is employing an ontological metaphor (DIVINE

INSTRUCTION IS AN ENTITY); where the elegist laments God's bringing him into darkness58, he is

employing a structural metaphor (LIFE IS A JOURNEY)59.

While this particular text did much to change the way that people conceptualise metaphor,

and is rightly considered a classic in the field, the authors' focus on precisely those terms that

are endemic to speech has led to a propensity to recognise metaphoricity within virtually

every conceivable utterance. If metaphors of the form outlined above are a function of the

ways in which we think, they are ultimately less useful to biblical exegetes than are those

metaphorical relationships that are deliberately employed.

In the first example given above, while the psalmist does indeed imply that UP IS GOOD, he

also remarks upon the relationship between misfortune and the grave60. In the second

example, where the prophet has Torah "departing" from Jerusalem, the implication that

DIVINE LAW IS AN ENTITY is of less interest than the fact that "Jerusalem" functions as a

metonym for the temple and for its priests61. In the third example, while God's "driving" the

elegist into darkness does imply that LIFE IS A JOURNEY, the metaphorical relationship between

God and a herder of livestock is the one more likely to benefit from considered analysis.

While cognitive linguists identify a broad range of metaphorical utterances, the ones that we

shall be analysing within this dissertation will be limited to those that the cotext gives us

reason to suppose are conscious utilisations of deliberate tropes, the construction of which is

neither a function of the Hebrew language nor a basic requirement of human thought. But if

the field of cognitive semantics cannot guide us in metaphor identification, it can certainly

assist when it comes to their interpretation.

57. For example, כי מציון תצא תורה, Isa 2:3.

58. For example, אותי נהג וילֹך חשך, Lam 3:2.

59. Note that Eidevall construes this as an orientational metaphor, constructed along the horizontal (rather than
the vertical) axis: Göran Eidevall, "Spatial Metaphors in Lamentations 3,1-9" in Pierre Van Hecke (ed.),
Metaphor in the Hebrew Bible (Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters, 2005), 133-137 (133).

60. This relationship is made textually explicit in verse 4: העלית מן שאול נפשי.

61. This is made textually explicit in the preceding verses, where reference is twice made to "the house of
God".
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Since 1998, cognitive linguists have been employing a particular technique known as

"conceptual blending"62. Simply put, this technique relies upon the conceptual visualisation of

a metaphor's constituent parts as a series of interrelated domains. In the first domain (the

"source space"), we have all of the associated commonplaces of our vehicle; in the second

domain (the "target space"), we have all of the associated commonplaces of our tenor; in the

third domain (the "generic space"), we have all of the information that the previous two share

in common.

Thus far, this is merely a visual representation of the interaction theory of metaphor and

allows for no greater insight than was previously afforded. It is with the creation of a fourth

domain (the "blended space") that this particular technique shows especial potential. Here, in

the fourth domain, we have the interaction of both the source space and the target space,

without any regard for what specific information they share in common with one another.

To take the example, THAT SURGEON IS A BUTCHER63, the interaction theory in its most basic

form encourages us to consider the associated commonplaces of surgeons and butchers, to

remark upon those features that they share in common and to derive information from those

features that they do not share. As such, we might note that both domains imply the qualities

of cutting meat/flesh with implements (which, in "Conceptual Blending" Theory, we will put

into the generic space), and will attempt to draw inferences from the incongruities that result

from those things that they do not share.

When we consider their interactivity in this fashion we discover that they result in

conclusions that cannot be sourced in any of the other domains. Neither the source space, the

target space nor the generic space contains inferences of incompetence or haphazardness -

two attributes that arise solely as a result of the interaction of these particular terms. What is

more, the information derived from the blend can then successfully be reapplied to the

62. The formative article, and an excellent introduction to this method, is Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner,
"Conceptual Integration Networks" in Cognitive Science 22:2 (1998), 133-187.

63. This example is taken from the literature: Fauconnier and Turner, ibid; Joseph E. Grady et al., "Blending
and Metaphor" in Metaphor in Cognitive Linguistics (ed. G.Steen and R. Gibbs; Philadelphia: John Benjamins,
1999), 101-124.
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information within the source domain, thus allowing for a genuine interactivity in place of a

mere combination of tropes.

It is important to note that this theory, while comprehensive, explains how meaning is derived

from a metaphor but does not pretend to explain which meanings are derived. In the example

given above, the attendant meaning ("the surgeon is incompetent", for example) cannot

scientifically be demonstrated in the blend but is resultant from a familiarity with the

semantic range of both "butcher" and "surgeon" (the former, as a verb, denoting mutilation

and the latter, as a noun, precision), as well as certain culturally-shared presuppositions as

regards the relative status of different professions.

While it is a convenient fiction that texts might be in possession of a well-defined number of

legitimate readings, it is one that we entertain most comfortably when we possess a first-

language proficiency with the text under consideration, and belong to the same (or roughly

the same) culture as its author. When applying these theories to the biblical literature, the

yawning gulf between text and meaning demands of us that we attempt to analyse those

frameworks64.

Since the application of metaphor theory to a text demands, first and foremost, an

appreciation of the text as literature, metaphorical approaches to the Hebrew Bible take their

stand as part of a general trend of literary analyses of the biblical texts65. Within that field,

these studies can be split into various categories, depending upon their scope of analysis, the

object of that analysis and their method undertaken.

64. An interesting introduction in this regard is Thomas A. Schmitz, Modern Literary Theory and Ancient
Texts: An Introduction (Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishing, 2002). The author's efforts at subjecting the
classics to various literary theories of the 20th century is illuminating - both in terms of what they demonstrate
about the texts, but also in terms of what they say about the theories.

65. For an excellent overview of the history of these approaches, see Job Y. Jindo, "Metaphor Theory and
Biblical Texts", The Oxford Encyclopedia of Biblical Interpretation II (ed. Steven L. McKenzie; Oxford
University Press, 2013), 1-10 (3-5). For an introduction to such literary approaches, see Meir Sternberg, The
Poetics of Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature and the Drama of Reading (Indiana University Press,
1985); Adele Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical Literature (Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1994); Robert
Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981).
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A theoretical approach seeks to treat the Hebrew Bible (either altogether or as individual

texts) as a case study for the purpose of investigating the use of metaphorical language within

it, and in so doing advancing both metaphor theory in general, and our understanding of

biblical themes in particular. Noteworthy in this category are the contributions of Janet

Martin Soskice, Paul Ricoeur, Peter Macky and David H. Aaron66.

An image-based (or metaphor-based) approach investigates the function of a particular

metaphorical trope within the biblical literature. By considering all of the texts that treat of

one subject with language drawn from the semantic domain of another, such an approach is

able to draw conclusions that concern the function of a particular metaphor in the Hebrew

Bible, and perhaps even make observations that concern how that subject was seen to operate

within the ideology of those authors67.

A third approach treats of the use of metaphorical language within a particular biblical text,

and with a view to appreciating the treatment of a theme by its various authors, and perhaps

even with the intention of understanding how its message was shaped over the course of its

textual transmission. An important example in this regard - and of especial import for the

theme of this dissertation - is the work of Kirsten Nielsen68.

66. Soskice, Metaphor and Religious Language; Paul Ricoeur, "Biblical Hermeneutics", Semeia 4 (1975),
29-146 (in particular, 107ff); Peter Macky, The Centrality of Metaphors to Biblical Thought: A Method for
Interpreting the Bible (Studies in the Bible and Early Christianity 19; Lewiston: The Edwin Meller Press, 1990);
Aaron, Biblical Ambiguities. As an historical approach to metaphor theory, Mordechai Z. Cohen's work is
especially worthy of remark. His analysis of the approaches of three mediaeval scholars (David Qimḥi,
Maimonides and Abraham Ibn Ezra) provided a fascinating insight into their respective methodologies, and
demonstrated that the metaphorical approach of David Qimḥi was pre-emptive of the Interaction Theory:
Mordechai Z. Cohen, Three Approaches to Biblical Metaphor: From Abraham Ibn Ezra and Maimonides to
David Kimhi (Leiden: Brill, 2008).

67. Examples of this approach include Marc Brettler, God is a King: Understanding an Israelite Metaphor
(JSOT 76; Sheffield, 1989); Shemaryahu Talmon, "The Desert Motif in the Bible and in Qumran Literature",
Literary Studies in the Hebrew Bible: Form and Content (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1993), 216-254. An
excellent example of this approach, albeit it outside of the realm of biblical studies, is Gail Labovitz, Marriage
and Metaphor: Constructions of Gender in Rabbinic Literature (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2009).

68. Kirsten Nielsen, There is Hope for a Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT 65; Sheffield, 1989).
Sharon Moughtin-Mumby's contribution also deserves special notice in this connection, as do the articles of
Karin Adams, Peggy Day, Karin Schöpflin and Fokkelien van Dijk-Hemmes: Sharon Moughtin-Mumby, Sexual
and Marital Metaphors in Hosea, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel (Oxford University Press, 2008); Karin Adams,
"Metaphor and Dissonance: A Reinterpretation of Hosea 4:13-14", JBL 127:2 (2008), 291-305; Peggy L. Day,
"Adulterous Jerusalem's Imagined Demise: Death of a Metaphor in Ezekiel XVI", VT 50:3 (2000), 285-309;
Karin Schöpflin, "The Composition of Metaphorical Oracles within the Book of Ezekiel", VT 55:1 (2005),
101-120; Fokkelien van Dijk-Hemmes, "The Metaphorization of Woman in Prophetic Speech: An Analysis of
Ezekiel XXIII", VT 43:2 (1993), 162-170.
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Nielsen takes as her starting point a number of different metaphorical passages within the

book of Isaiah, each of which treats of the tree as a vehicle to convey theological information.

With a sensitivity towards the compositional and redactional integrity of the text, she sets out

to reconstruct the function of the tree images at different stages of the text's transmission, and

to determine the import that they may have had to their respective communities.

I cannot share Nielsen's specific conclusions, and feel that attempts at pinpointing the precise

historical tenor depletes the metaphor of its potency69. Nonetheless, by considering the trope's

ability to function for different referents simultaneously, she succeeds in highlighting the

richness of this metaphor. As such, her work could be seen as an investigation of evolving

metaphor, and her conclusions demonstrate the versatility of arboreal imagery to a broad

array of situations.

Despite being an excellent text, and one that offers a profound contribution to the redactional

history of Isaiah, Nielsen's work suffers in failing to take into consideration the interactivity

of this metaphorical trope. Indeed, this is a shortcoming of text-based approaches in general,

and results from a propensity to treat metaphorical tropes in isolation70.

It is in respect of this point that the present study aims to demonstrate just how rich and

meaningful a passage can be when this one basic premise - that metaphors rely upon an

interactivity of semantic domains - is explored to its full potential. To demonstrate this, I

have chosen to limit my analysis to a particular form of metaphorical text, conventionally

dubbed a species of "the allegory".

What is an allegory? This question has proven surprisingly difficult to answer, and has

yielded a correspondingly varied array of hypotheses. By surveying some of the different

69. For similar sentiments, see Antje Labahn, "Wild Animals and Chasing Shadows. Animal Metaphors in
Lamentations as Indicators for Individual Threat" in Metaphor in the Hebrew Bible (ed. Pierre Van Hecke;
Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2005), 69-97 (n30).

70. For an eloquent criticism of this problem, see Job Y. Jindo, Biblical Metaphor Reconsidered: A Cognitive
Approach to Poetic Prophecy in Jeremiah 1-24 (Harvard Semitic Monographs 64; Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 2010),
19-21. For an example of a metaphorical analysis that does take into consideration the interactivity of tropes,
consider M.B. Szlos, "Body Parts as Metaphor and the Value of a Cognitive Approach. A Study of the Female
Figures in Proverbs via Metaphor" in Van Hecke (ed.), Metaphor in the Hebrew Bible, 185-195.
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approaches to what differentiates an allegory from a single metaphorical trope, I hope to

demonstrate the path that this dissertation will take on the issue, and the features of text that I

have looked for in determining my individual case studies.

§1.1 - Allegory vs. Metaphor: Theoretical Considerations

It has been suggested that an allegory functions as a type of metaphor, differing only in

respect of the fact that it could also be understood literally71. By this approach, "the king is a

tree" would constitute a metaphor (as might depictions of kings with branches, etc), while a

story that involved trees interacting with one another (such as in Judges 9, for example)

would be allegorical.

This is a compelling perspective, and the suggestions of Eva Feder Kittay in this regard are

interesting. She proposes a similar view, albeit one in which the allegory need not possess

any metaphors at all and still be allegorical72. The difference, in her opinion, lies in the fact

that the allegory possesses first-order meaning, while a metaphor possesses both first- and

second-order meanings.

The chief problem with both of these approaches lies not in their characterisation of allegory,

but in their characterisation of metaphor! To suggest that an allegory differs from a metaphor

in respect of the fact that it could also be understood literally is to overlook the fact that many

a metaphor also succeeds in suggesting a literal interpretation. This is especially the case

when it comes to dead, or "retired" metaphors73, such as "the head of the bed"74 or "the house

of Israel"75. One of the chief problems with metaphorical analyses of the Hebrew Bible has

concerned whether the authors were intending to be metaphorical in any given instance76.

71. Cohen, Three Approaches, 27-28; Paul Henle, "Metaphor", Philosophical Perspectives (ed. Johnson),
83-104 (91). This approach is critiqued by Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor, 190.

72. Kittay, Metaphor, 87 (see also pp156ff).

73. For reference to metaphors as "retired", rather than dead, see Macky, The Centrality of Metaphors,72-80.

74. Gen 47:31, ראש המטה.

75. For example Exodus 16:31, בית ישראל.

76. This is discussed extensively by Soskice, whose basic premise concerns the metaphoricity of religious
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Alternatively, we might understand the difference between an allegory and a metaphor on the

basis of their structural composition. While a metaphor conveys meaning through the

interactivity of its respective semantic domains, it may be that the allegory corresponds to its

interpretation isomorphically. That is to say, that the individual components of an allegory

bear a relationship to one another that is analogous to the relationship borne out by their

individual counterparts within the analogue77.

Another way in which we can construe this isomorphism is in terms of the respective meta-

structures of both allegory and metaphor. In this respect, it is useful to consider a distinction

raised between two different forms of metaphorical trope in the thought of Roman Jackobson.

Where we might refer to metonymy and synecdoche as sub-species of metaphor, so too might

we differentiate them from the latter on the basis of the former two expressing a syntagmatic

relationship with their tenors and the latter expressing a paradigmatic relationship with the

same78. On analogy with this distinction, it has been suggested that allegory shares with

metaphor an exclusively paradigmatic relationship between its tenor(s) and its vehicle(s)79.

When Jehoash confronts Amaziah with an allegory in 2 Kings 14, his comparing the two of

them to a cedar and a thistle was based not only on the interaction of these semantic domains,

but on their relative qualities in particular. As such, an isomorphic/paradigmatic definition of

allegory would assert that we need not look for any particular correspondence between

language that has long been understood literally; Soskice, op.cit. 142ff. See also Brettler, who discusses this
issue in relation to identifying God as the tenor of enthronement psalms, and Macky - who questions the
metaphoricity of God language: Brettler, op.cit. 139ff; Macky, op.cit. 189ff. The above examples of dead
metaphors are both taken from Weiss, op.cit. 188.

77. Black, "Models and Archetypes", Models and Metaphors: Studies in Language and Philosophy (Cornell
University Press, 1962), 219-243 (236ff - and particularly 238).

78. That is, if we conceive of a grammar of meaning (semiotics), on analogy with linguistics as a grammar of
structure, the syntagmatic relationship between the respective parts of an utterance is combinatorial (as is the
linguistic syntax of its nouns, particles and verbs), while the paradigmatic relationship is selective and
substitutional. While the former might be analogous to the use of a thesaurus and is usually depicted along a
horizontal axis, the latter is usually depicted along a vertical axis. For information on the applicability of
Jakobson's theories (and Russian formalism in general) to classical literature, see Thomas Schmitz, op.cit. 17ff.
For an example of its applicability to Biblical Studies, see Roland Barthes, "The Struggle with the Angel:
Textual Analysis of Genesis 32:23-33", Structural Analysis and Biblical Exegesis: Interpretational Essays
(Pittsburgh Theological Monograph Series 3; trans. Alfred M. Johnson, Jr; Pittsburgh: The Pickwick Press,
1974), 21-33.

79. On this point, see Stephen Bonnycastle, In Search of Authority: An Introductory Guide to Literary Theory
(Toronto: Broadview  Press, 1996), 104-105.
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Jehoash and a cedar, but may look for a correspondence between the relationship between

Johoash and Amaziah and the relationship between a cedar and a thistle.

While in any given instance this might yield a solid interpretation of the passage, it suffers in

supposing that all allegories convey meaning in so formal a fashion, when a simple glance at

the corpus is enough to demonstrate that this is untrue80. As such, it has been suggested that

the difference between an individual metaphor and an allegory may lie less in the nature of

the relationship between their respective parts than it does in the extent to which that

relationship is made textually explicit. It is Gustaf Stern's opinion, for example, that an

allegory contains within itself (or, at the least, is capable of containing within itself) "the

process of transfer" - which is to say, the relationship between its primary and secondary

referents81.

While it may be the case that an allegory gets mistaken for a literal passage, the metaphor's

supposed inability to convey within itself the process of transfer makes an error of this nature

that much more likely with a single metaphorical trope. The implication here is that, were a

metaphor to give a clear indication as to what its process of transfer is, it would be termed a

simile instead. Perhaps, therefore, it may likewise be suggested that an allegory is precisely

that: an expanded, narrativised simile.

This definition is at once both elegant and profound, and it succeeds in describing a large

number of different allegorical schemas, but it is possessed of a fundamental flaw in its

characterisation of the metaphor as a trope that lacks the ability to indicate the process of

transfer itself. While an isolated metaphorical trope, devoid of both cotext and context might

truly lack such indications, we expect of the text in which the metaphor is embedded (and of

the cultural and linguistic norms that give utterance to the metaphor) to provide that very

process of transfer that Stern claims is lacking.

80. A pertinent example in this regard would be the allegorisation of Nebuchadnezzar's descent into madness in
Dan 4. While the relationship between the tree and its components within the dream narrative was analogous to
the relationship between the king and his kingdom in the analogue, to assert that the choice of metaphor was
wholly isomorphic would be to deny the prevalence of this particular trope in the Ancient Near East. On the
relationship between Daniel 4 and ANE literature, see in particular J.J. Collins, Daniel (Hermeneia;
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 223ff.

81. Gustaf Stern, Meaning and Change of Meaning, 299.
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So far as the interpretation of metaphor and allegory is concerned, it may be suggested that

the difference between them lies in their relative scope. Where an allegory has (usually) only

the one conventional meaning - a meaning that might be governed by the inclusion of its

analogue, or by the narrativisation of its fulfilment82 - a metaphor possesses a virtually

limitless number of applications83. Relatedly, Soskice has suggested that the difference may

also be understood to lie in the statement's ambiguity: while the allegory aims at a degree of

obliqueness, a metaphor is designed to be understood84.

Unfortunately, both of these approaches to the semantic content of allegories make the same

mistake of generalising across all instances of this one text type, and where a great diversity

of allegorical discourses exists, they seek to replace it with a single allegorical prototype. In

actuality, the extent to which an allegory will be ambiguous, the extent to which its analogue

will disambiguate the allegory and the extent to which it professes more than one meaning

are all phenomena to be determined by the one who utters the discourse, the genre of the

discourse and the expectations of the one to whom it is being addressed85.

As such, it may be simplest to operate in accordance with a purely structural definition:

where the metaphor resides in a single formulation, comprising a word, turn of phrase or

aphorism, the allegory possesses narrative extension, comprising a fable86. As it is, this

82. An example of the former, from the passages so far mentioned, would be Jud 9, while an example of the
latter would be 2 Kgs 14. Dan 4, in including both the analogue and the fulfilment, fulfils both criteria.

83. Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language, 142; Robert J. Fogelin, Figuratively Speaking
(Oxford University Press, 2011), 88. This is justified further by Eco as metaphor's being a symbol, and thus
designating indirectly; the designation of allegory is more direct, and thus permitting of less permutation. Note
in this regard the qualifications of Empson, who correctly observes that an allegory may possess many levels of
interpretation - although how this differs from its possessing many different interpretations is unclear; William
Empson, 7 Types of Ambiguity (New York: New Directions, 1947), 114.

84. Soskice, op.cit. 55-56. Note that this is contrary to Empson, who holds that metaphor aims at obliqueness
and that allegory is designed to be understood, and Scheffler - who recognises ambiguity as the foundation of
both types of text: Empson, op.cit. 128-129; Israel Scheffler, Beyond the Letter: A Philosophical Enquiry into
Ambiguity, Vagueness and Metaphor in Language (Routledge, 1979), 79ff.

85. In this regard, some of the differences between prophecy and apocalyptic are worthy of note. Where the
former in many instances employs allegories to convey specific meanings, the latter might aim for initial
obscurity instead. That the allegory within Daniel 7, for example, might not be understood until its analogue is
conveyed makes it no less allegorical than is the text in Dan 11.

86. Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics & Biblical Interpretation, 308; Eco, Semiotics, 141; Soskice, Metaphor
and Religious Language, 55. Note that Cotterell and Turner carefully differentiate allegory from parable,
claiming that it is the goal of the former to confound in some fashion. While I would reject that qualification of
allegory, a difference between parable and these other literary types is beyond the scope of this introduction.
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definition serves to highlight the structural relationship between metaphors and allegories in

ways that the various attempts at differentiating them all fail to do: that the allegory is, in

essence, a metaphorical construct87.

In order to avoid the ambiguities created by the term "allegory", and the various connotations

that it invokes in light of the above considerations, terminology is required that can

differentiate between metaphor and allegory on the basis of structure and not of function.

What is more, this terminology needs to differentiate between two different types of

allegories: ones that are based on a single metaphor, and ones that comprise a variety of

different metaphors in juxtaposition with one another.

The terminology that I propose to use is as follows:

Isolated Trope: this refers to a metaphor without any degree of narrative extension, operating

in isolation. When Mephiboshet tells David in 2 Samuel 9:8 that he is a dead dog, his

utterance is metaphorical but is not part of an otherwise metaphorical narrative. Similarly,

when Moses is told in Exodus 19:4 that the people had been borne on the wings of eagles,

this assertion lacks cotext of a similarly metaphorical nature.

Interpretation of an isolated trope must commence with an appreciation of the set of

associated commonplaces invoked by the vehicle that the trope employs. We cannot

understand the nature of Mephiboshet's statement until we appreciate the imagery invoked by

dead dogs, nor appreciate the import of what Moses is told until we understand the

connotations held by eagles in flight. It is only once the import of the trope is properly

understood that one can consider its function within the narrative in which it is embedded.

Narrativised Metaphor: this refers to a metaphor that is given narrative extension.

Traditionally termed an allegory, the narrativised metaphor derives all of its tropes from the

87. Murray Knowles and Rosamund Moon, Introducing Metaphor (London: Routledge, 2006), 11 and 130.
Note that Black, who defines an allegory as a passage in which every word is metaphorical, anticipates this
possibility without actually embracing its ramifications: "Metaphor", Models and Metaphors, 27. So too
Jülicher, as cited by Nielsen, op.cit. 35.
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one semantic domain. When the psalmist declares, in Psalm 23, that God is his shepherd, the

dual metaphor at play (THE LORD IS A SHEPHERD and THE PSALMIST IS A SHEEP) is maintained for

at least four verses88. Similarly, when Ezekiel describes the Pharaoh as a large reptile in

Ezekiel 29:3, the analogy is maintained and developed in the subsequent two verses of that

oracle as well.

In such passages, our initial objective must be an interpretation of the allegory on its own

literary merits. While it still demands of us a familiarity with the set of associated

commonplaces invoked by its vehicle, our primary objective is to understand that vehicle's

narrative function. Such an analysis must commence, therefore, with a sensitivity to the needs

of different text types (poetry, prophecy, history, etc). It is not until we appreciate the precise

manner in which God is being compared to a shepherd, the psalmist to a sheep and the

Pharaoh to a reptile that we can then set about appreciating the import of those particular

analogies in context.

Metaphorical Complex: this refers to a metaphor that, whether given narrative extension or

not, features in juxtaposition with metaphors from different semantic domains. While

likewise traditionally termed an allegory, the metaphorical complex differs from the

narrativised trope in that it derives its vehicles from more than one semantic domain. In some

instances, these domains will be mutually incompatible with one another, as when Jacob

describes Dan in Genesis 49:16-17 as both a judge of his people and as a snake biting horses

and dismounting their riders. At other times, these domains, while different, will achieve a

certain harmony - as when Judah is described in verses 8-10 with language reminiscent of

warriors, kings and lions.

The means by which texts of this nature must be analysed will depend upon their schemic

structure. In the event that the discrete metaphors within them take the form of isolated

tropes, an appreciation of the complex as a whole must commence with the type of analysis

to which we would subject the first variety of metaphor, described above. In the event,

88. See Clines on the possibility of this trope extending the length of the psalm and thus actually constituting a
"narrativised" metaphor in the fullest sense: David Clines, "Translating Psalm 23", Reflection and Refraction:
Studies in Biblical Historiography in Honour of Graeme Auld (ed. Robert Rezetko, Timothy H. Lim and W.
Brian Aucker; VTSupp 113; Leiden: Brill, 2006), 67-80.
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however, that at least one of the tropes receives narrative extension, an appreciation of the

overall complex must commence with an analysis of those tropes conducted in accordance

with that fact.

--

§1.2 - Methodology

This dissertation comprises an analysis of the arboreal metaphor, insofar as it operates

within metaphorical complexes exclusively, and with a view to understanding those

instances in which it functions with a king as its subject. Since it is my intention to assess the

nature of metaphorical interaction, I have therefore limited myself to the type of text in which

metaphors from more than one semantic domain are in close proximity to one another.

In conducting these studies, I have relied upon a modified version of Conceptual Blending,

whereby the resultant nuances of the complex's individual tropes (with or without narrative

extension) can be blended together in order to highlight disparities and recover emergent

meanings.

To give an example of the style of analysis to which I refer, consider Hosea 4:16:

כִיּ כְּפָרָה סרֵֹרָה סָרַר ישְִׂרָאֵל עַתָּה ירְִעֵם יהְוָה כְכֶּבֶשׂ בַּמֶּרְחָב׃

In the first half of the verse, the prophet speaks of Israel's rebelling like an errant cow, while

in the second half he asks if God shall shepherd him in open spaces like a sheep89. Pierre Van

Hecke applies the principles of Conceptual Blending in his analysis of this verse, but omits to

treat it as a metaphorical complex. As a result, he construes the metaphor as possessing two

source spaces (the one pertaining to cattle drivers and stubborn cows, and the other to

89. Thus, Van Hecke's construal of the verse: Pierre Van Hecke, "Conceptual Blending: A Recent Approach to
Metaphor. Illustrated with the Pastoral Metaphor in Hos 4,16" in P. Van Hecke (ed.), Metaphor in the Hebrew
Bible, 215-231. For the view that במרחב ככבש relates to the following verse instead, see F.I. Anderson and D.N.
Freedman, Hosea: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (Anchor Bible Commentaries 24;
New York: Doubleday, 1980), 373.
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shepherds and their sheep), as well as a single target space (God's relationship with Israel).

The generic space, which concerns the commonalities between both source spaces and the

target space, is then reduced to the features of a superior who seeks to exert his will over an

autonomous agent in the performance of a particular task.

Van Hecke suggests that the attempt at creating a blended space results in an incongruity,

born of the tension that exists between the depiction of Israel's behaviour in the first half of

the verse and the depiction of God's response in the second. It is his suggestion that by

returning to the original source spaces in order to resolve this tension, we can deduce the

existence of a cattle prod, or goad, and read that back into the target space, thus augmenting

God's refusal to shepherd his flock in open spaces with the otherwise-unstated threat of actual

punishment.

While Van Hecke is certainly correct that the tension between Israel's behaviour and God's

lack of response is a striking one, it is a tension made evident by even a simple reading of the

verse, and already resolved in his postulating the second half's being rhetorical. What is more,

his particular conclusions are problematic, since there is no implicit reason within this verse

as to why we should resolve the incongruity with reference to punitive measures. This is

especially problematic since the cotext concerns allowing Israelites and Judeans to go astray

without explicit reference to punishment. Van Hecke's reading, while it does allow for the

incongruity of the second verse, does not take into consideration that passage's function

within the oracle as a whole, nor the fact that there is more than one metaphor at play within

the verse.

On the contrary, a blended reading of the metaphors within this passage needs to take into

consideration their fundamental duality: on the one hand, Israel has rebelled like a stubborn

cow, and on the other hand God will [not] shepherd them in open spaces like a sheep. These

are two distinct metaphorical tropes and an appreciation of how they function within the

passage as a whole needs to bear this in consideration and to treat them accordingly.

Applying the theory to the two metaphors individually results in two distinct generic spaces.

The first, which likens Israel to a cow, invokes the commonplaces of (expected) docility and

submissiveness, together with their both being burdened by certain responsibilities. The
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second, which utilises a pastoral metaphor for God and Israel, is one focused more on a

relationship between its constituent parts; here, the responsibilities are those of the care-giver,

who provides both nourishment and protection to the flock within his charge.

When we take the two halves of the verse together, we are presented with a contradiction: on

the one hand we have a beast of burden that shirks its responsibilities, while on the other we

have a free-roaming animal that has none. In attempting to resolve this contradiction, we find

that the tenor (the Israelites) relate in their stubbornness to the beast of burden and, in their

compliance to God's will, to the creature without responsibility. The resultant meaning, which

can be read back into the original source spaces, is that one cannot divest oneself of God's

commandments by avoiding their performance, and that true liberation comes about through

the observance of the law.

--

The primary aim of this dissertation is exegetical and it should be considered an instance of

both a theoretical and an image-based analysis. The specific questions that I seek to ask are as

follows:

1. How do metaphors operate in the presence of other metaphors? How might the appearance

of an arboreal metaphor within a metaphorical complex affect its construal, and how might it

influence those other metaphors in turn?

2. In what manner do these theoretical considerations assist us in our primary aim of

understanding those passages in which metaphorical complexes feature? What might we

learn about THE KING IS A TREE as a metaphor, and what might we learn about those passages in

which it is attested, that we did not know before?

This study takes two paths in the pursuit of its aims. In the first, I conduct four separate

analyses that concern the metaphor, A PERSON IS A TREE. The passages chosen were taken less

for their paradigmatic nature than for their ability to convey both the versatility of the

arboreal metaphor, and the manner in which it interacts with other tropes within a

metaphorical complex. In order to demonstrate this point most effectively, I have deliberately

chosen passages that, on superficial levels, are considered to be very similar.
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In the second part of the thesis, I turn my attention to the trope, THE KING IS A TREE. Once

again, the passages chosen were picked on the basis of their ability to convey this trope's

versatility, and on the basis of their constituting metaphorical complexes. While my

presentation doesn't aim at being exhaustive, I have included an introduction to §3 that

contains a list of every biblical passage in which I believe that I have correctly identified this

metaphorical trope. As the studies will hopefully demonstrate, a more exhaustive analysis of

arboreal imagery will be required in order to produce a comprehensive list.

As mine is an approach that primarily constitutes an exercise in textual exegesis, it is worth

making clear at the outset precisely what I mean when I refer to treating the corpus as

literature.

Firstly, while an appreciation of compositional and redactional history might prove

informative in certain instances, it is with the texts in their final redacted form that I am

primarily and ultimately concerned. I have endeavoured to incorporate scholarship on the

compositional history of a text where I have deemed such information to be relevant to that

text's metaphorical function only.

Secondly, it should also be clear that when I refer to "God" throughout this text, I am

employing a convenient shorthand for the character known variously as YHWH and Elohim,

and am only referring to him insofar as he constitutes a character within the corpus under

consideration. So too, when I refer to any other character; in the event that the text in which

they feature bears their name (eg: Isaiah), I use that name in reference to the character only,

and refer to the author as "the author" (or "the psalmist", or "the prophet", etc).
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§2 - A PERSON IS A TREE

ואל יאמר בן הנכר הנלוה אל יהוה לאמר הבדל יבדילני יהוה מעל עמו ולא יאמר הסריס הן אני עץ יבש

Isaiah 56:3

§2.1 - Introduction

In its outline of rabbinic usufructuary law, the Mishna (Ketubot 8:5) provides two scenarios

in which a man may have recourse to selling the inherited property of his wife. One of these

is where she inherits old olive trees and grapevines1. There, the mishna in question rules that

her husband may sell these items for lumber so long as he uses the proceeds to purchase land,

the principal thus remaining in his wife's possession while he benefits from the fruits. Rabbi

Yehuda demurs in favour of his keeping the old trees and vines as they are, בית" שבח שהן מפני

.for they are the pride of her father's estate :"אביה

In what manner might old olive trees and grapevines be considered the "pride" of a dead

man's household? If they are no longer able to yield their fruits but can serve as neither

lumber nor kindling, what benefit might they be said to possess? While the mishnaic

legislation derives from a time far removed from that in which the various texts of the

Hebrew Bible were authored, the emphasis placed on the importance of trees for their own

sake is but one example of an attitude that the two corpora have in common2.

In ancient Israelite economies, the land itself was of primary importance3. It should be no

surprise, therefore, that arboreal and agricultural tropes feature so heavily in a range of

1. For an extended discussion of how this legislation dovetails with rabbinic inheritance law and the rights of
women in marriage, see Gail Labovitz, Marriage and Metaphor: Constructions of Gender in Rabbinic
Literature (New York: Lexington Books, 2009), 210-220.

2. For an in-depth overview of early rabbinic attitudes towards agriculture, viticulture and the maintenance of
one's ancestral land, see Gedaliah Alon, The Jews in Their Land in the Talmudic Age (trans. Gershon Levi;
Harvard University Press, 1984), 152-168.

3. So, for example, Norman K. Gottwald, The Hebrew Bible: A Socio-Literary Introduction (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1985), 39; J. Maxwell Miller and John H. Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and Judah (2nd ed;
Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 24-25; Peter Schäfer, The History of the Jews in the Greco-
Roman World (London: Routledge, 2003), 91; Oded Borowski, "Agriculture", ABD 1 (Doubleday, 1992), 95-98.
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different biblical genres4. But that the Hebrew Bible abounds with arboreal language is a fact

explained by the Dictionary of Biblical Imagery in relation not to the abundance of trees, but

to their general scarcity in the arid climate of the Palestinian world5. Such scarcity might give

to trees a value even beyond their utility - such value being potentially responsible for their

treatment as items of cultic significance6.

From a utilitarian perspective, trees were both sources of food and of lumber. The high

valuation of both items made the wanton destruction of trees a reprehensible act7, and their

destruction at the hands of one's enemies a clear demonstration of military power8. The

importance of trees (their value, their scarcity and their function in various cultic practices) is

such that the tree appears as both the tenor and the vehicle of a great many Hebrew and

Aramaic metaphors, recorded in the literature of the Hebrew Bible.

Trees function as symbols of strength and of fertility. They function in metaphors that denote

power, security, opulence and vitality. To own a house constructed of wood may be construed

as a symbol of wealth or of permanence; by contrast, the image of a felled tree or of a

denuded forest may serve as a metaphor for death, for the conquest and destruction of one's

land, or for the termination of political autonomy.

Successfully interpreting a metaphorical expression relies on a familiarity with both the thing

described and the means of describing it - that is, on an appreciation of the relevant semantic

paradigms shared by the author of the expression and his intended audience. While a

4. Borowski, op.cit. 98.

5. Leland Ryken, James C. Wilhoit, Tremper Longman III (eds), Dictionary of Biblical Imagery (Illinois:
InterVarsity Press, 1998), 890.

6. For the assertion that trees were sacred by virtue of their scarcity, see Kirsten Nielsen, There is Hope for a
Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT Supp; Sheffield, 1989), 79-80. For the carefully-worded rejection
of the notion that trees, themselves, were sacrosanct in favour of the assertion that they simply marked out
places of cultic significance, see Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions (trans. John McHugh;
Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1997), 278-279.

7. So, for example, the Mishna declares that one is not allowed to cut down even his own trees (Baba Qama
8:6), save for when they have already yielded a sufficient amount of fruit (Sheviit 4:10), and the Tosefta refers
to those who do so as a metonym for evil-doers in general (Bikkurim 2:16, Sukkah 2:5). For a discussion of
such statements in light of various other examples of agricultural legislation, cf: Alon, op.cit. 277-285.

8. Jacob L. Wright, "Warfare and Wanton Destruction: A Reexamination of Deuteronomy 20:19-20 in Relation
to Ancient Siegecraft", JBL 127:3 (2008), 423-458.
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familiarity with such an encyclopedia is a necessary tool for engaging with metaphor, it is

also true that "metaphor is the tool that permits us to understand the encyclopedia better"9.

There are several texts that testify to the metaphorical equation, A PERSON IS A TREE. Broadly

speaking, these texts can be separated into two categories: those that utilise this metaphor in

order to accentuate the difference between different types of people (the righteous, most

commonly, and the wicked), and those that employ this metaphor in order to indicate a

quality that human beings all have in common with one another. In the former instance, the

features of the tree that are rhetorically exploited are those that concern its location, its

physicality and its fruit-bearing capacity. In the latter instance, the metaphysical qualities of

longevity and the possibility of regrowth serve to underscore the comparison.

In order to properly delineate these qualities and how they are served by the arboreal

metaphor, I shall undertake four textual analyses. The examples chosen are not intended to be

paradigmatic, but are simply taken to be representative of the incredible versatility of this one

metaphorical trope. A general analysis of arboreal imagery within the Hebrew Bible falls

beyond the scope of the present study.

In choosing which passages to analyse, I have been governed by two motivations. On the one

hand, I have selected passages that demonstrate the incredible versatility of this particular

metaphorical trope. On the other hand, I have also selected passages that testify to the

appearance of this metaphor as part of a metaphorical complex exclusively. This is in order

that the following analyses might serve not only as an indication of the meanings conveyed

by trees within metaphorical texts of this nature, but also demonstrate some of the ways that a

sensitivity to the varied structures of metaphorical passages might yield insights that may

otherwise go unnoticed.

By way of an introduction, and to indicate the sorts of questions that a metaphorical analysis

might wish to answer, it might be useful to consider this metaphor's opposite: A TREE IS NOT A

PERSON. While this proposition is technically true, the fact of its being expressed in the first

9. Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984),
129.
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place nonetheless enables us to recognise a certain incongruity and to identify it as a

metaphor10. A consideration of the language used to convey this trope in Deuteronomy 20:19

will provide us with a starting point for our subsequent analyses.

§2.1.1 - A Tree is Not a Person: Deuteronomy 20:19

נּוּ מִמֶּ֣ י כִּ֚ ן גַּרְזֶ֔ עָלָיו֙ חַ ֹּ֤ לִנדְ אֶת־עֵצָהּ֙ ית לֹֽא־תַשְׁחִ֤ הּ לְתָפְשָׂ֗ יהָ עָלֶ֣ ם לְהִֽלָחֵּ֧ ים רַבִּ֜ ים ימִָ֨ אֶל־עִיר֩ י־תָצ֣וּר כִּֽ

א מִפָּנֶ֖יךָ בַּמָּצֽוֹר׃ ֹ֥ ה לָב ץ הַשָּׂדֶ֔ י הָאָֽדָם֙ עֵ֣ ת כִּ֤ ֹ֑ ל וְאתֹ֖וֹ לֹ֣א תִכְר תאֹכֵ֔

The critical clause, and the one that bears the metaphorical information, appears in the second

division of the verse and commences with the particle ki .(כי) It is comprised of two phrases,

the second appearing to be subsidiary to the first: במצור מפניך לבא <= השדה עץ האדם .כי Its

translation into English and its correct interpretation hinge both upon an understanding of the

purpose of this subsidiary phrase, as well as on an analysis of the introductory particle. To

this end it would be prudent to consider the work of Carl Follingstad on the range of

meanings possessed by the particle ki11.

Follingstad's preliminary conclusion is that the particle is deictic, and thus dependent entirely

upon a syntactic and semantic interpretation of its cotext. In line with this conclusion, he

provides a detailed range of historical approaches to the particle12, and in so doing highlights

several possible interpretations of the various passages in which it occurs.

One particularly common construal of this verse relies upon interpreting the particle as an

interrogative conjunction13. This makes of the subsidiary clause a continuation of the reason

for one's inability to cut down the fruit-bearing tree: that the tree is not a human being who

might otherwise flee from before you. Such a reading is evident in the Septuagint's rendering

10. English examples of X is X and X is not Y metaphors include, NO MAN IS AN ISLAND, BUSINESS IS BUSINESS,
LIFE IS NO GARDEN OF ROSES, etc.

11. Carl M. Follingstad, Deictic Viewpoint in Biblical Hebrew Text: A Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Analysis
of the Particle כי (ki) (SIL International, 2001).

12. Follingstad, op.cit. 9-63 and Appendix A (337-349)

13. See, for example, GBHS §4.3.4n: "Are the trees of the field as human beings?"
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of the verse, which utilises clause-initial µη to indicate a question that expects a negative

response14:

µὴ ἄνθρωπος τὸ ξύλον τὸ ἐν τῷ ἀγρῷ εἰσελθεῖν ἀπὸ προσώπου σου εἰς τὸν

χάρακα

Is the tree that is in the field a man, to enter before thee into the work of the

siege?

A semantically similar formulation is the one that Follingstad cautiously identifies with the

substantival consecutive meaning15 (perhaps best translated as, "for is it [not]"), but which

might more easily be thought of in this instance as a modal subset of the interrogative. It is

exclusive to the Jewish tradition of biblical commentary16, and is most clearly attested in the

11th century commentary of Rashi, to which Follingstad refers17:

הרי כי, משמש בלשון דלמא, שמא האדם עץ השדה...

Ki (כי) has the same import as dilma᾿ :(דלמא) Perhaps the tree of the field is a person? (Rashi,

Deut 20:19)

The indication in Rashi's comment that the passage is to be understood as a rhetorical

question that expects a negative response is made through his employment of both דלמא and

its cognate, .שמא Semantically, this is similar to its usage as an interrogative conjunction in

that both interpretations make of this clause a reason for the prohibition of cutting down fruit

trees, and of the ensuing subsidiary clause a continuation of this logic. Similarly, both

interpretations allow the clause to raise the possibility of there being a metaphorical

connection between trees and people without explicitly dismissing it.

14. See Herbert Weir Smith, Greek Grammar (Harvard University Press, 1963), §1772 and 2651; Donald J.
Mastronarde, Introduction to Attic Greek (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), §31.3c; Hardy
Hansen and Gerald M. Quinn, Greek: An Intensive Course (New York: Fordham University Press, 2001), 773;
Liddell and Scott, s.v. µη.

15. Follingstad, op.cit. 14, although see 28-29 for the recognition that this may only be an approximation.

16. Follingstad, op.cit. 39.

17. Follingstad, op.cit. 33.
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Although Driver notes18 that adopting either of these interpretations requires of us that we

modify the vocalisation of the MT text from ha᾿adam to he᾿adam, thus signifying the

interrogative, this interpretation is the one most commonly found in contemporary bibical

translations. So, for example:

"Are trees in the field human beings that they should come under siege from

you?" (NRSV)

"For is the tree of the field man, that it should be besieged of thee?" (JPS 1917)

"Are trees of the field human to withdraw before you into the besieged city"

(NJPS)

And likewise, among translations of more dynamic equivalence:

"Is the tree in the fields human that you should besiege it too?" (Jerusalem Bible)

"Is the tree of the field a man that it should enter the siege before you?"

(Artscroll Tanakh)

"Are the trees of the field people, that you should besiege them?" (NIV)

Craigie19 interprets likewise ("For are the trees of the field human that they should be

besieged by you?"), and cites as evidence for the need to adjust the vocalisation20 both the

18. S.R. Driver, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Deuteronomy (ICC; 3rd ed; Edinburgh: T&T Clark,
1902), 240 n19.

19. Peter C. Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1976), 276-277.

20. Craigie, op.cit. 277 n20.
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Septuagint and the Syriac Peshitta. While the Septuagint, as we have seen, does indeed reflect

on this interpretation of the particle, the Peshitta would appear to attest to an alternative

understanding altogether. Rather than convey the presence of an interrogative clause, the

Syriac renders the particle as signifying a causal adverbial adjunct clause21 instead - most

commonly rendered into English as "because", "since" or "for"22.

*=> ܕܐ83;! ܕ:789! $7! ܗܘ5 ܐ3) '/"2! ܕ"0/ܘܩ *- ,+*() '&ܘ$#"!

... since the tree of the field is not like a person to flee from before you into the

siege. (Peshitta, Deut 20:19)

As the relationship between the Syriac Peshitta and the Aramaic Targums has long been

noted23, it is of interest to observe that this is how our verse is rendered in both Onkelos and

Pseudo-Jonathan as well:

ארי לא כאנשא אילן חקלא למיעל מקדמך בצירא

... since the tree of the field is not like a person, to go before you into the siege.

(Targum Onkelos)

ארום לא כבר נש אילן דאנפי ברא למטמרא מקמיכון בציירא

... since the tree on the face of the field is not like a person to be concealed from

you in the siege. (Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, Deut 20:19)24

21. Follingstad, op.cit. 10.

22. A denotation, respectively, of either "ordinary causality", "a supposedly known cause" or "explanatory
causality"; Joüon and Muraoka §170a.

23. So, for example: A. E. Silverstone, “Onkelos and Peshitta” in Aquila and Onkelos (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1931), 123-146 and P. Wernberg-Møller, “Prolegomena to a Re-Examination of the Palestinian
Targum Fragments of the Book of Genesis Published by P. Kahle, and their Relationship to the Peshitta,” JSS 7
(1962), 253-266 (263). For an alternative view, cf: M. P. Weitzman, The Syriac Version of the Old Testament: An
Introduction (Cambridge: The Cambridge University Press, 1999), 129.

24. This is also the interpretation of Saadiah Gaon, whose usage of the preposition ;כאדם) like a person) might
indicate his reliance in this instance upon the targum tradition: מפניך שהסתתר כאדם השדה שעץ בחשבך תכרתנו ולא
במצור (Saadiah Gaon, Deut 20:19); for the alternative possibility that the hiphil may imply the "protection" of
the tree were it to recede into the siege, rather than its simply being hidden, cf: Jastrow, s.v. סתר I.
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Despite the fact that the particle ki is used more frequently than any other particle as a

signifier of the causal adverbial adjunct clause25, and despite the fact that it is employed for

this purpose more often than it is for any other26, this particular construal of our verse is an

interpretation almost entirely absent from contemporary translations of the Bible. Yet, since

the interrogative conjunction referenced above invites the answer no, the causal interpretation

is found frequently in reformulations, descriptions and summaries of the relevant

legislation27.

In each of the aforementioned readings, whether interrogative or causal, the subsidiary clause

is understood as an extension of the logic behind the original prohibition. To consider the

passage in a metaphorical fashion, the phrase as a whole constitutes the rhetorical assertion

that a tree is not like a person, and that it is not like a person specifically in reference to its

inability to enter the siege. Making this assertion requires both an allusion to the possible

metaphorical connection between trees and people, together with a simultaneous denial of the

same.

In the event that we interpret the particle ki as either a substantival consecutive28 (Rashi) or as

an indicator of the interrogative (LXX), the relationship between trees and people is evoked

but rejected after consideration only. By allowing us to pose the question instead of

answering it for us, this reading not only alludes to a particular metaphorical connection but

invites of us that we consider its viability. In the event, however, that we construe the particle

as a causal conjunction (Peshitta, Targums), the dismissal of any metaphorical relationship is

both direct and absolute. Indeed, an awareness of the absence of any metaphorical

relationship is inferred already by the clause itself: one may not cut down certain trees

because the tree is not [like] a person.

25. JM §170d.

26. Follingstad, op.cit. 10. See also op.cit. 39 for the assertion that this usage constitutes one of the best attested
definitions of the particle in historical treatments of the Hebrew language.

27. So, for example, Roland de Vaux suggests that Deuteronomy 20:19 relates the fact "that trees should be
spared because they are not men": Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions (Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans, 1977), 256; emphais mine.

28. As per Follingstad's hesitant appraisal of דלמא.
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An alternative construal of the particle may yield a markedly different reading again, both of

the metaphorical expression and of the subsidiary clause that follows it. It is worth noting,

therefore, that the single best attested interpretation of this particle in pre-19th century

analyses of the language is as an adversative/exceptive29. This is classed by Follingstad as an

example of an asseverative clause on the grounds that an emphatic yes and an emphatic no

are semantically related30. The other members of the same group are asseveratives of

reinforcement31, apodosi of oaths32 and exclamatives33.

Taking as his database the literature spanning Joshua through 2 Kings34, Follingstad's

analysis35 demonstrates a total number of 174 ki clauses in the asseverative group (16% of the

total), of which 97 (82% of this class) constitute adversitive/exceptive clauses. That number

comprises 9% of the total number of ki clauses within the overall database: the most frequent

usage of the particle, second only to its function as a causal signifier (586 instances, or 54%

of the total)36.

The interpretation of the particle ki in Deuteronomy 20:19 as an adversitive/exceptive is

wholly absent both from the ancient witnesses to the text and from its contemporary

29. Follingstad, op.cit. 36.

30. Follingstad, op.cit. 12 n46.

31. For the view that this particle may not properly be said to possess this meaning, see Joüon and Muraoka,
§164b n2 - a criticism which Follingstad acknowledges, op.cit. 11 n40. For views in line with Follingstad's
approach, see: JM §164c; Williams §449; GKC §159ee (where it is referred to as the corroborative כי - a subset
of conditional sentences); BHRG §41.3.9 (where it is classed as a modal of confirmation); GBHS §4.3.4i. See
also IBHS §35.3.1f, where this particle features in examples of clauses of "affirmation".

32. See also: JM §165a-b, e; BHRG §41.3.9. See GKC (§149a) for the observation that the particle כי functions
only rarely in this context. For the recognition that this usage may actually be identical to the asseverative of
reinforcement, see: Follingstad, op.cit. 12 n44; GBHS §4.3.4i; Williams §449.

33. This is the most controversial of the three asseveratives delineated by Follingstad. For a detailed description
of its place (or its absence) in traditional appraisals of the particle, see: Follingstad, op.cit. 46-47 and Appendix
A.1-7 (337-341).

34. A total of 1,078 ki clauses; Follingstad, op.cit. §3.1.2 (66-67).

35. Follingstad, op.cit. 408-414.

36. It might be noted that some of these interpretations were both anticipated and determined by a baraita
recorded in Tractate Rosh haShana of the Babylonian Talmud: דהא אלא דילמא אי לשונות בד' משמש כי ר"ל .דאמר (For
Rabbi Shimon ben Lakish has said that ki is used with four meanings: "if", "that not", "rather/except" and
"because"). While the foregoing text is taken from Rosh haShana 3a, this baraita is recorded also in Gittin 90a,
Taanit 9a and Shevuot 49b, and is alluded to in Pesachim 93b. My translations of the relevant terms are taken
from Follingstad, op.cit. 28. He defines them respectively as the conditional, the adversitive, a rough
approximation of the consecutive, and the causal.
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translations. To get a sense as to how it might have functioned were it to have been

employed, it is necessary to consider the commentary of Samuel ben Meir (Rashbam), who

employs it in his analysis of the verse. Similar interpretations are found in a variety of other

mediaeval commentaries upon the biblical text, and are cited by Follingstad as an example of

the adversitive interpretation37:

הם תכרות, אותו במצור, מפניך לבא השדה עץ אלא תכרת לא אותו אלא, מתפרש לא שאחרי כי כל

האדם את שגורם העיר... בתוך ובאים מפניך הבורחים העיר אנשי בהם שנסתרים לעיר הקרובים

לבא מפניך במצור

Every כי that comes after the word לא is to be interpreted as :אלא This one [the

one from which you can eat], you should not cut down, but the tree of the field

[that allows you to make the townspeople] come before you into the siege, that

one you may cut down (the ones close to the city in which the men of the city

who fled from before you are hiding) that they should enter into the city... [It is

referred to as the person of the tree of the field because its destruction] causes

people to come into the siege from before you. (Rashbam)

While this interpretation in particular may be decidedly less compelling than others that we

have seen, it is nonetheless predicated on a well-established understanding of the particle ki

as an adversitive38. Rashbam notes in his explication of the passage that this interpretation

requires the presence of a negative כי) ,(לא... and while it is recognised today that the presence

of a negative may more commonly produce such a reading39, it is also understood that the

negative might simply be implied40.

Importantly, the construal of the particle ki as an adversitive makes of the subsidiary clause a

predicate that further qualifies השדה .עץ In other words, while you may not cut down "the tree

of the field", the tree that you may cut down (as Rashbam phrases it) is specifically "the tree

37. Follingstad, op.cit. 28-29. See also his Appendix F.3 (557-586) for a more detailed investigation of the role
of this particle in adversitive clauses.

38. Follingstad, op.cit. 12-13 and 28.

39. JM §172c, GKC §163a, IBHS §39.3.5d, BHRG §40.9 II.3, GBHS §4.3.4g; Williams §555.

40. GKC §163b; Follingstad, op.cit. 341 n21.
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of the field [that, in being cut down, causes] a person [escaping from before you] to enter the

city". Parsing the clause in such a fashion divests it of its metaphor of similarity, which is

replaced instead with a metaphor of contiguity, or metonym41. There is no tree, in other

words, that is like a person, but rather a type of tree that is merely called "person".

It is evident from the foregoing that an interpretation of the clause that preserves the

metaphorical equation between trees and people (be it only rhetorical) may thus be dependent

upon our specifically ascribing to the particle a non-adversitive meaning. Might it be the case

that a reading of this text that preserves such a metaphor is reliant upon the particle being

rendered as either an interrogative or as a causal adjunct signifier?

To answer this question it is important to note that, in addition to their dependence upon our

treatment of the initial particle, interpretations of the passage may also be affected by their

treatment of the ensuing clause. Thus far we have operated in accordance with the

assumption that it represents a continuation of (and is subsidiary to) the clause that

commences with the particle. An alternative means of rendering the passage is demonstrated

by the KJV:

"Thou shalt not cut them down (for the tree of the field is man's life) to employ

them in the siege" (KJV)

This reading is also included in the NIV as an alternative translation42, and testifies to an

interpretation of the second clause במצור) מפניך (לבא as an extension of the ruling that is found

immediately prior to the particle: תכרתֹ לא .ואתו This interpretation might rely upon a construal

of the verb לבא as a causative, usually signalled with the hiphil43. Alternatively, it may rely

upon the assertion that it is the siege itself that is being "brought" as a result of the tree being

41. So, for example: Murray Knowles and Rosamund Moon, Introducing Metaphor (London: Routledge,
2006), 52-53; George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1980), 35-40; Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1984), 90; Terence Hawkes, Structuralism and Semiotics (London: Routledge, 1977), 77-79.

42. "Do not cut them down to use in the siege, for the fruit trees are for the benefit of man" - NIV, Deut 20:19,
alternative reading.

43. For possible examples of the hiphil of this verb denoting usage or employment, consider Neh 3:5 הביאו) לא
.Hiphil 1g ,בוא .BDB s.v ;(הביאה למוסר לבך) and Prov 23:12 (צוָּרם בעבדת אדניהם
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felled, the concept of "bringing" being semantically extended to denote construction (ie:

"brought into [a state of being] a siege")44.

It is noteworthy as well that the reading in the KJV both interprets the metaphor and reverses

its direction. Rather than suggesting that the tree of the field is [not] a person, it parses the

metaphor as asserting that people are [like] the tree of the field. This interpretation is of some

antiquity, being found in an early midrash on this verse, which may have achieved its final

written form as early as the late 3rd century CE45:

46כי ממנו תאכל מצוות עשה שחייו של אדם אינו אלא מן האילן

"From it you may eat" is a positive ordinance, since the life of a person comes

only from trees. (Sifrei Deuteronomy 239)

That there may be a relationship between the interpretation found in Sifrei Deuteronomy and

the translation of the KJV is suggested by Driver47, who attributes the latter to the mediaeval

exegete Abraham ibn Ezra, and to his reformulation of the midrash. I reproduce the

commentary of Ibn Ezra below, since it is evident that his treatment of the particle ki and his

interpretation of the second clause are both intimately related:

עץ הוא אדם בן חיי כי והטעם, השדה, עץ האדם כי תכרות, לא ואותו תאכל ממנו כי פירושו, וזה

השדה

44. For examples of the qal of this verb followed by a noun with the instrumental preposition denoting
"bringing", see 1 Kgs 13:1 יהוה) בדבר מיהודה בא אלהים איש (והנה and Ps 66:13 בעולות) ביתך ;(אבוא for a possible
example of this construction denoting "bringing [into a state of]", see Prov 18:6 בריב) יבאו כסיל ;(שפתי HALOT
s.v. ,בוא Qal 2e. Note that in two of these examples the instrumental preposition is vocalised as an indefinite
noun, in contrast to its vocalisation in Deut 20:19. In the passage from 1 Kings, it is perhaps noteworthy that the
noun to which the preposition is attached is semantically definite, even if not morphologically so.

45. H.L. Strack and Günter Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash (trans. M. Bockmuehl;
Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), 272-273.

46. Text taken from MS Rome Assemani 32, as made available by Bar-Ilan University (http://www.biu.ac.il/JS/
tannaim/sifrei/Sifre%20Dev%20Vatican.pdf).

47. Driver, op.cit. 240 n19.
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And this is its interpretation: because you eat from it, so you should not cut it

down, "for a person is a tree of the field" - the reason being that the life of a

person is the tree of the field. (Ibn Ezra)

There are echoes of such a reapplication of the midrash in the writings of various of his

contemporaries as well48, but it is specifically in Ibn Ezra's commentary that we see that this

formulation is governed by an interpretation of the second clause. This is made evident by

what he writes immediately pursuant to the above observation, concerning the end of the first

half of the verse:

מותר רק אדם, לבן חיים שהוא פרי עץ תשחית לא הנה במצור. מפניך לבא עם דבק תכרת לא ואתו

נכון, שהוא הפירוש זה על והעד במצור. מפניך העיר שתבא כדי להשחיתו לך ואסור ממנו, שתאכל

שאמר וכרת ובנית מצור

"You should not cut it down" is joined to "to come before you into the siege".

Thus, you should not destroy a fruit-bearing tree, which is the life of a person,

but are permitted only to eat from it. And it is forbidden for you to destroy it in

order to bring the city that is before you into a [state of] siege. And the proof that

this is the correct interpretation is that it says, "you may cut down [the tree that

does not bear fruit] and build a siege" (Ibn Ezra).

In other words, the fact that Deut 20:20 testifies to the use of trees for the building of siege-

works has led Ibn Ezra to conclude that the trees spoken of in our verse would have been

used in such a fashion as well were it not for this prohibition. The verse must therefore be

read as though the key clause, השדה עץ האדם ,כי is parenthetical to the broader prohibition:

במצור מפניך לבא תכרת... לא ואתו (You may not cut it down... to bring [the city that is] before you

into [a state of] siege).

As we saw in the KJV, it is noteworthy that the adoption of this interpretation not only

renders השדה עץ האדם כי as a parenthetical phrase, but that it reverses the direction of the

metaphor. Now, instead of remarking upon the relationship (or lack thereof) between trees

48. Most notably Asher ben Jehiel and Nahmanides.
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and people, the reformulation of the latter part of the clause has led to the conclusion that it is

people who are the tree. Or more precisely, that vegetation and herbage constitute the basis of

human life49.

Before we conclude this preliminary analysis, it is worth mentioning the possibility that the

phrase constituted an expression prior to its being incorporated into the text. One indication

that this may have been the case is the presence of the qualifier, ,רק at the commencement of

the following verse. Fishbane is right to suggest that it alone is insufficient evidence for verse

20 constituting an additional exegetical stratum50 - if only because of the frequency of this

particular adverb51.

If we were to propose, be it only for the purpose of consideration, that the clause might have

constituted an expression, then a familiarity with that expression may justify the vocalisation

tradition that renders the inseparable /heh/ an emphatic marker, rather than as a signifier of an

interrogative clause. What is more, the possibility of its being a fixed expression raises a

49. It is interesting to consider whether or not such may have been the interpretation of Philo and of Josephus.
Philo writes (The Special Laws IV, 226-228): "But our lawgiver implants such a love of justice in all men who
live under the institution which he has established, that he does not permit them to injure the fertile land of even
an hostile city by ravaging it, or by cutting down the trees, so as to destroy the crops. "For why," says he, "do
you bear a grudge against inanimate things, which are in their nature quiet, and which produce wholesome
fruits? Does the tree, my friend, display the hostile spirit of a man that is an enemy, so that you are to tear it
up by the roots in retaliation for the evils which it has inflicted, or which it has designed to inflict upon you? On
the contrary, ... plants offer even more useful tribute at the fixed seasons of the year, a tribute without which
men cannot live"; C.D. Yonge (trans.), The Works of Philo: Complete and Unabridged (Hendrickson
Publishers, 1993).

Josephus, also, writes as follows (Antiquities 4.8.42): "When you have pitched your camp, take care that you do
nothing that is cruel; and when you are engaged in a siege, and want timber for the making of warlike engines,
do not you render the land naked by cutting down trees that bear fruit, but spare them, as considering that they
were made for the benefit of men; and that if they could speak, they would have a just plea against you,
because, though they are not occasions of the war, they are unjustly treated, and suffer in it; and would, if they
were able, remove themselves into another land"; William Whiston (trans.), The Works of Josephus
(Hendrickson Publishers, 1987). I find it especially interesting that in the case of Josephus, he makes the
somewhat more logical claim that if trees were human they would escape altogether. Indeed, it may be the
apparent illogicality behind the trees choosing to enter the siege that has inspired some of the metaphorical
reformulations attested in the various historical treatments of this passage.

50. Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1988), 199. For a
similar reticence with this particular adverb, cf: Fishbane, op.cit. 73. For alternative possibilities, consider his
treatment of רק in 1 Kings 15:5b and Deuteronomy 12:15-16 - op.cit. 73 n23 and 533, respectively.

51. Fishbane, op.cit. 525. It should be noted, however, that רק occurs 39 times within the Pentateuch (108 times
altogether in Tanakh); ,אך on the other hand, appears 43 times within the Pentateuch (161 times altogether in
Tanakh), yet Fishbane acknowledges its frequent usage as "a technical exegetical term": op.cit. 184 n53, 185,
197-198 and 260 n64.
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number of interesting questions that concern the direction of the metaphor and its possible

import:

1. Does a construal of the particle as an adversitive necessitate its constituting a parenthetical

phrase? Might it be possible, in other words, to maintain that the metaphorical expression is a

continuation of the legislation (and that the ensuing clause is subsidiary to it), while

nonetheless marking it in contrast with the foregoing?

2. Does the attribution of parenthetical status to the key clause preclude an appreciation of the

particle as either a causal signifier or as an interrogative? That is, might it be possible to

assert that the metaphorical expression provides a reason for an item of legislation that

includes, rather than governs, the concluding clause?

3. Do any of these interpretations by necessity affect the direction in which the metaphor can

be said to travel? To what extent is interpretation of the metaphor's direction (THE TREE IS A

PERSON / HUMANITY IS A TREE) contingent upon our parsing of the syntax?

4. And ultimately, how do these differing interpretations of the metaphor affect our

understanding of the legislation or of its purpose within this particular legal pericope?

It is beyond the scope of this short introduction to the topic to suggest any answers to these

questions, but in asking them we see the intimate relationship between the construction of

meaning and the fabric of language. The grammar of semiotics and of linguistics are

interrelated, and a proper investigation of the literature must be faithful to the Hebrew

language.

In the case studies to follow, attention will be given to the interplay of semantic domains and

not to a grammatical analysis - save for rare instances in which observations of this nature

will be pertinent to an exegesis of the passage. In so doing, I hope to demonstrate the power

of the metaphorical complex, the utility of the arboreal metaphor, and just what it means to

say that A PERSON IS A TREE.
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§2.2 - The Fruit of a Faithful Tree: Jeremiah 17:5-8 and Psalm 1

רבי יודן אומר המזמור הזה משבח מכל המזמורים

Midrash Tehillim 1:1

The relationship between Jeremiah 17:5-8 and Psalm 1 has long been noted52. Whether this is

because the psalmist adapted a motif from Jeremiah, because Jeremiah adapted a motif from

Psalms or because the two texts were heir to the same tradition is unresolved53. Their

utilisation of arboreal imagery in order to characterise a righteous person is by no means

unique to their texts54, but the phraseology that they employ, by which they specifically refer

to the righteous person as having been planted alongside water, finds no parallel within the

biblical literature55.

Jeremiah 17:5-10 and Psalm 1 both constitute narrativisations of the metaphor, A PERSON IS A

TREE. In both instances, the righteous individual is compared to a tree planted alongside

water, the leaves of which are perpetually green and which never fails to bear fruit. The

difference between the two texts is most noticeable in their treatment of the wicked. In

Jeremiah, the one who does not trust in God is compared to a shrub in the wilderness, while

in Psalm 1 he is likened to chaff blown away by the wind.

52. John Bright, Jeremiah (The Anchor Bible 21; New York: Doubleday, 1965), 119; William L. Holladay,
"Indications of Jeremiah's Psalter", JBL 121:2 (2002), 245-261 (248-249); John Goldingay, Psalms (vol. 1;
Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2006), 84. See also Kraus, for observations regarding lexical differences
between the two texts: Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 1-59: A Commentary (trans. Hilton C. Oswald;
Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1988), 118.

53. For discussion of different opinions on this matter, see Holladay, ibid. The author adopts the perspective
that Jeremiah adapted this psalm, and presents a range of scholars who hold otherwise, to which list can be
added Dahood, who sees in both texts also a deliberate reference to the rivers of Eden: Mitchell Dahood, Psalms
I (The Anchor Bible 16; New York: Doubleday, 1965), 4. While Holladay cites Mowinckel to the effect that the
psalms are undeniably late, Mowinckel's assertion that this motif entered "the learned psalmography" by means
of a wisdom tradition should not be taken to signal a Jeremiac origin in particular, but that both texts owe their
phraseology to a common source: Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship II (trans. D.R. Ap-
Thomas; Oxford, 1962), 52.

54. Kraus, ibid.

55. For parallels within ANE literature, art and iconography, see Michaela Bauks, "Sacred Trees in the Garden
of Eden and Their Ancient Near Eastern Precursors", JAJ 3:3 (2012), 267-301; Geo Widengren, The King and
the Tree of Life in Ancient Near Eastern Religion (King and Saviour IV; Uppsala: Lundequist, 1951); William P.
Brown, Seeing the Psalms: A Theology of Metaphor (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2002), 59ff;
ANET 421-424.
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While this is the most striking difference between the two texts, an analysis reveals that their

respective presentations of the righteous individual are also unalike from one another. What is

more, the difference between the two applications of the arboreal metaphor in this regard

reflects upon the subtlety of the tree image and upon two if its different functions: its ability

to ascribe qualities to an individual, and its capacity for theological observation. That is to

say, the image of the tree informs our understanding of the person that it represents, as well as

our understanding of the one who planted it.

Jeremiah 17:5-10

ה יסָ֥וּר לִבּֽוֹ׃17:5 ר זרְעֹ֑וֹ וּמִן־יהְוָ֖ ם בָּשָׂ֖ ם וְשָׂ֥ אָדָ֔ ח בָּֽ ר יבְִטַ֣ בֶר֙ אֲשֶׁ֣ ה אָר֤וּר הַגֶּ֨ ר יהְוָ֗ ה׀ אָמַ֣ ֹּ֣ כ

ה וְלֹ֥א תֵשֵֽׁב׃6 רֶץ מְלֵחָ֖ ר אֶ֥ ן חֲרֵרִים֙ בַּמִּדְבָּ֔ ה כִיּ־יבָ֣וֹא ט֑וֹב וְשָׁכַ֤ ה וְלֹ֥א ירְִאֶ֖ עֲרָבָ֔ ר בָּֽ וְהָיהָ֙ כְּעַרְעָ֣

ה מִבְטַחֽוֹ׃7 ה וְהָיָה֥ יהְוָ֖ יהוָ֑ ח בַּֽ ר יבְִטַ֖ בֶר אֲשֶׁ֥ בָרּ֣וּךְ הַגֶּ֔

רֶת8֙ ֹ֨ בַּצּ וּבִשְׁנַ֤ת ן עֲנָ֑ רַֽ הוּ עָלֵ֖ וְהָיָה֥ ם ֹ֔ ח א ֹ֣ י־יבָ כִּֽ ירִָא וְלֹ֤א יו רָשָׁ֔ שָֽׁ ישְַׁלַּ֣ח וְעַל־יוּבַל֙ יםִ עַל־מַ֗ שָׁת֣וּל ץ׀ כְּעֵ֣ ה וְהָיָ֞

ישׁ מֵעֲשׂ֥וֹת פֶּרִֽי׃ ג וְלֹ֥א ימִָ֖ לֹ֣א ידְִאָ֔

י ידֵָעֶנּֽוּ׃9 ל וְאָנֻ֣שׁ ה֑וּא מִ֖ ֹּ֖ ב הַלֵּ֛ב מִכ ֹ֥ עָק

י מַעֲלָלָיֽו׃10 ת לְאִישׁ֙ כְדַּרְכוֹּ כִּפְרִ֖ ן כְלָּי֑וֹת וְלָתֵ֤ ב בחֵֹּ֣ ר לֵ֖ אֲנִ֧י יהְוָ֛ה חקֵֹ֥

17:5 Thus says the Lord: Cursed are those who trust in mere mortals and make mere

flesh their strength, whose hearts turn away from the Lord.

6 They shall be like a shrub in the desert, and shall not see when relief comes.

They shall live in the parched places of the wilderness, in an uninhabited salt

land.

7 Blessed are those who trust in the Lord, whose trust is the Lord.

8 They shall be like a tree planted by water, sending out its roots by the stream. It

shall not fear when heat comes, and its leaves shall stay green; in the year of

drought it is not anxious, and it does not cease to bear fruit.

9 The heart is devious above all else; it is perverse - who can understand it?

10 I the Lord test the mind and search the heart, to give to all according to their

ways, according to the fruit of their doings.
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This oracle commences with an indictment of those who place their faith in human beings,

whom it compares to a shrub that grows in a barren land. It continues in praise of those

whose trust is in God alone, who are likened to a tree planted alongside a stream. Finally, it

concludes with a meditation on the impossibility of assessing a person's private motivation -

indeed, perhaps even on the impossibility of a person truly understanding himself56.

According to the coda, God alone is capable of knowing what an individual's intentions are.

God alone, in other words, can determine whether a person belongs amongst the wicked or

amongst the righteous; whether he has placed his faith in other people or whether he trusts

solely in the divine.

As such, this oracle commences with condemnation (verses 5-6), proceeds with praise (verses

7-8) and then concludes with a coda (verses 9-10) that represents both the objects of scorn

and of laudation. In all three of these sections, the imagery of the tree is exploited for

rhetorical effect: in the first, by means of a shrub and its location; in the second, by means of

a tree, its location, its form and its yield; and in the third, by means of a reference to "fruit".

While all three of these sections are of importance to the function of the trope, we shall focus

specifically upon the first two, which concern most directly its application in this text.

The two types of people of whom this passage speaks are differentiated from one another on

the basis of faith alone, and not of deed. The former is one whose faith is in people - in

"flesh", while the second is one whose faith is placed only in God. The resultant difference

between them is dramatic: while the one who trusts in people is like a desert shrub, the one

who trusts in God alone is like a perennially fruitful tree, planted beside water.

The format is that of a macarism, or beatitude57: a statement that has as its object the praise of

a pious or prudent individual, structured in the format of a blessing58. While the curse is a less

56. On the function of this phrase, see Tzvi Novick, ידעני" מי ואנש מכל הלב עקב (Jeremiah 17:9)", JBL 123:3
(2004), 531-535. While I have chosen to present the translation as it appears in the NRSV, I agree with Novick's
conclusions.

57. From µακαρισµος, "blessing"; Raymond F. Collins, "Beatitudes", ABD I:629.

58. Klaus Koch, The Growth of the Biblical Tradition: The Form-Critical Method (trans. S.M. Cupitt; London:
Adam & Charles Black, 1969), 17ff.
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common component of this genre59, when it does appear it is always an inversion of its

corollary. In this particular instance, the curse contains more information than does its

counterpart. I produce below verses 5 and 7:

A1 Cursed are those who trust in mere mortals

A2 and make mere flesh their strength,

B whose hearts turn away from the Lord.

a1 Blessed are those who trust in the Lord,

a2 whose trust is the Lord.

The synonymous parallelism exhibited in the opening two clauses of the curse formulation

(A1 and A2 above) is mirrored by the synonymous parallelism in the opening two clauses of

the blessing formulation (a1 and a2), but the language of the curse is somewhat richer than

that of the blessing. The former utilises two different ways of making its point: in clause A1 it

employs the verb בטח ("trust") and the noun אדם ("[mere] mortals"), while in clause A2 it

expresses the assignation of strength to mortals by way of a circumlocutory phrase ושם...)

,(זרעו and underscores the fragility of that faith by means of the noun בשר ("[mere] flesh").

The latter, however, merely inverts in clause a2 that which it had asserted in a1: a man of faith

is one who trusts in the Lord (יבטח ביהוה), and one for whom the Lord is his trust (יהוה מבטחו).

The simplicity of the blessing is further underscored by the additional information conveyed

in the curse. There, a second stipulation (clause B) asserts that not only does this man place

his faith in mortals, but in so doing his heart turns away (יסור) from the Lord. This verb,

which conveys the sense of transgressive behaviour60, further heightens the extent to which

59. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship II (trans. D.R. Ap-Thomas; Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1962), 52.

60. Other passages in Jeremiah in which this verb denotes "turning aside" from God include 5:23, 6:28 and
32:40. The verb also appears in reference to "stripping away" the branches of a rebellious vine in 5:10 and as an
adjective denoting degeneracy in 2:21 (itself also as part of a vine metaphor). In addition to those passages in
which it functions, as here, in reference to turning aside from God or from "the right path", its nominal form,
.appears in Jer 28:16 and 29:32 in reference to apostasy ,סרה
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trusting in human beings is a betrayal of the divine - a theme more fully fleshed out in

Jeremiah's use of the adultery metaphor61.

In the descriptions of these two individuals, for which the author provides arboreal imagery,

the inverse phenomenon is found. Here, it is the one whose faith is in God to whom the more

detailed description is given. I produce verses 6 and 8 below:

A, B1 They shall be like a shrub in the desert,

C and shall not see when relief comes.

B2 They shall live in the parched places of the wilderness,

B3 in an uninhabited salt land.

a1, b1 They shall be like a tree planted by water,

a2, b2 sending out its roots by the stream.

c1 It shall not fear when heat comes,

d1 and its leaves shall stay green;

c2 in the year of drought it is not anxious,

d2 and it does not cease to bear fruit.

Here, the description of the unfaithful man is limited to his form ("like a shrub"), his location

("in the desert", "in the parched places of the wilderness", "in an uninhabited salt land"), and

his inability to detect the coming of good ("he shall not see when relief comes"). The

description of the faithful man, however, includes his form ("like a tree", "sending out its

roots"), his location ("planted by water", "by the stream"), his imperviousness to the approach

of misfortune ("it shall not fear when heat comes", "in the year of drought it is not anxious")

and the quality of his produce ("its leaves shall stay green", "it does not cease to bear fruit").

61. See Sharon Moughtin-Mumby, Sexual and Marital Metaphors in Hosea, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel
(Oxford University Press, 2008), 80-116.
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As is evident from my marking of the clauses above, every assertion made in the description

of the faithless man has its parallel within the description of the faithful. What is more, both

the description of his form (A) and of his inability to detect the coming of relief (C) feature

extension in their counterparts (a1, a2 and c1, c2). While the former is merely "like a shrub"

,(כערער) the latter is "like a tree... sending out its roots" שרשיו) ישלח .(כעץ... While the former

"shall not see when relief comes", the latter shall neither fear the coming of heat nor be

anxious in a time of drought.

The relationship between clauses C and c1 is a complex one. Rather than assert that only

misfortune will befall the faithless man, while the man of faith will enjoy unceasing

prosperity, the text instead notes that the faithless man will not notice the good around him,

while the man of faith will be unaware of the bad. The implication here appears to be that, as

with the weather, the vicissitudes of circumstance are beyond any person's control. The

difference between tribulation and satisfaction is as much one of perception as it is of

providence. Furthermore, the ability to perceive things as good or as bad and to behave

accordingly is likewise a gift, granted in return for one's faith.

The results of this difference in perception are starkly indicated. In spite of the coming heat,

the leaves of the tree will remain verdant; in spite of the drought, it shall continue to produce

fruit. The tree's persistence in the face of misfortune is mirrored by the shrub's inability to

thrive, even in times of prosperity62.

The relationship between these two clauses takes an additional, ironic form in the

unvocalised text. There, the verb employed in clause c1 is written ,ירא "he shall [not] fear". In

the MT, this verb is amended to ,ירְִאֶה "he shall [not] see" - a reading that is also to be found

in Targum Yonatan יחזי) .(ולא Alternatively, a construal of the verb as being of root ירא (a

construal that maintains a stronger degree of parallelism with ידאג in clause c2) can be found

in the Peshitta ( >:ـ+"ـ!ــ$7ܘ ) and the LXX (οὐ φοβηθησεται). Indeed, the similarity between this

verb (of root (ירא and its counterpart in clause C (of root (ראה is the basis for a number of

62. The implication that good fortune will befall the shrub is supported by interpretations of the particle כי as an
asseverative; T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1985),
158-164; Carl M. Follingstad, Deictic Viewpoint in Biblical Hebrew Text: A Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic
Analysis of the Particle כי (ki) (SIL International, 2001).
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both puns and errata in the biblical literature. In this instance, the wordplay seems to

underscore a theological point: it is the man of faith who will not fear, while the faithless man

will not even see - a trope frequently applied to the objects of the faithless man's cultic

devotion63.

When it comes to the description of their respective locations, we find that in this instance the

curse contains more information than does the blessing. There we get three clauses (B1, B2,

B3), successively describing his location as "the desert" ,(ערבה) "the parched places of the

wilderness" במדבר) (חררים and "an uninhabited salt land" תשב) ולא מלחה .(ארץ An analysis of

these three clauses will demonstrate a degree of progressive emphasis in their description of

the faithless man's predicament.

The term used for "desert" (ערבה) denotes an arid region, being employed variously for North

Arabia, the Dead Sea region in Southern Judah and the Jordan valley east of the river64. In

addition to emphasising the low precipitation and the barrenness of the landscape, the term

also calls to mind the homonymous ערבה ("poplar"). A tall and fast-growing tree, found in

areas of dense growth, the poplar further underscores the smallness and frailness of the shrub,

the very name of which (ערער) denotes being "stripped", or "destitute"65.

The second description, in clause B2, emphasises further the aridity of the shrub's

environment by means of the substantive .חררים As a description of a location, the term is a

hapax legomenon, but as a predicative adjective it features in several verses as a reference to

being scorched, or burnt black66. As such, it adds a degree of intensity to the former term,

while also calling to mind an additional homonym for :ערבה the verb of root ,ערב "be black"67.

63. So, for example, Deut 4:28, Isa 44:9-20, Jer 10:3-5, Ps 115:5-6, etc.

64. Anson F. Rainey & R. Steven Notley, The Sacred Bridge: Carta's Atlas of the Biblical World (Jerusalem:
Carta, 2006), 40; J. Maxwell Miller & John H. Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and Judah (2nd ed.;
Lousiville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 17.

65. For the relation between this shrub and the Ugaritic "tree of death", see Job Y. Jindo, Biblical Metaphor
Reconsidered: A Cognitive Approach to Poetic Prophecy in Jeremiah 1-24 (Harvard Semitic Monographs 64;
Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 223ff. On the import of this image in light of the desert motif in biblical literature,
cf: Shemaryahu Talmon, "The Desert Motif in the Bible and in Qumran Literature", Literary Studies in the
Hebrew Bible: Form and Content (Magnes Press: Jerusalem, 1993), 216-254 (233).

66. So, for example, in Jeremiah 6:29 and in Ezekiel 15:4ff.

67. Note that, acc. to the BDB, this word serves as the etymology of "poplar", and not as an additional
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Here, it is not merely a land with low rainful, but one subjected to scorching heat, in which

little can survive.

The third description, in clause B3, constitutes the most intensive of the three. Here, it is not

only a dry and scorched terrain in which the shrub should find itself, but a salty land - a land

in which few things can conceivably grow in the first place. The term employed (מלחה) is a

tris legomenon, its being likewise coupled with ערבה in Job 39:6, and its being contrasted

with a "fruitful land" פרי) (ארץ in Psalms 107:34. As we shall see shortly, it is with

fruitfulness that the shrub in this verse is being contrasted as well.

It remains only to note a profound irony in the fate of the faithless man, depicted as a shrub in

an arid, scorched and salty land. His crime was one of having placed his faith in others, yet it

is to a shrub within a barren land that he is being compared. The assertion that the shrub's

location is one without a single occupant תשב) לא (ארץ... underscores the wrongheadedness of

his position. While one might be able to expect temporary support from a mundane ruler, it is

the view of the prophet that without God one is ultimately alone.

In contrast to this, the man of faith's location is expressed somewhat more prosaically. He is

described, in clauses b1 and b2, as being "by water" מים) (על and "by a stream" יובל) .68(על The

contrastive element is obvious: the shrub, alone in the wilderness, is in need of water; the

tree, alongside a stream, has water in abundance. What is more, while the shrub is described

as "abiding", or "dwelling", in the wilderness ,(שכן) the tree's location is prefaced with the

verb שתול.

The connotations of this verb are important, since it appears ten times within the corpus and

every one of those times constitutes a metaphorical depiction of either righteous people in

general69, or of the Judean kings in particular70. While it is often translated as "planted", and

homonym.

68. Although this latter designation may more appropriately be applied to the roots of the tree only.

69. Jer 17:8; Hos 9:13; Ps 1:3 and 92:14.

70. Ezek 17 (4 times), and 19:10 and 13.
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while there might be a basis for this translation71, the term is traditionally understood to

denote the tree's having been transplanted from somewhere else72 - a reading that further

emphasises the role of God in its present location, and which underscores the impermanence

of its own situation. While the transplanted tree enjoys the care of the gardener, its having

been transplanted once reminds us that it might be yet again.

Ultimately, however, the chief difference between these two passages lies in the attention

given to the tree's produce in clauses d1 and d2. These descriptions lack any explicit

counterpart in the depiction of the shrub, save for the fact that the term employed for "shrub"

bears both a resemblance and an etymological relationship to the adjective ,ערירי used to

denote a person either literally or figuratively without offspring73. By contrast, the tree to

which the man of faith is being compared "does not cease to bear fruit" (לא ימיש מעשות פרי).

As a means of conveying the fruitfulness of the tree, the text employs for its leaves the

adjective .רענן While this term denotes verdancy in several other passages74, its primary

designation in both narrative and legislative genres is of trees beneath which people

worshipped foreign gods75. What is more, this lexeme functions in reference to idolatry only

six verses earlier, in Jeremiah 17:2. The implication here appears to be that while those who

worship under verdant trees have turned their backs on God, those who trust in God are like a

verdant tree instead.

Finally, the text presents the following coda by way of a conclusion:

71. C.L. Seow, "An Exquisitely Poetic Introduction to the Psalter", JBL 132:2 (2013), 275-293 (284 n47).
Seow's argument hinges on the word's connotations in Rabbinic Hebrew and the Targum on Psalms - together
with the fact that in none of its biblical attestations is the sense of "transplant" required. Seow overlooks,
however, the imagery in Ezekiel 17:22 in which the (trans)planting of the cedar's crest was after it had been
moved from somewhere else first.

72. In this regard, see the observations of Mitchell Dahood, Psalms I (Anchor Bible 16; New York: Doubleday,
1965), 3.

73. Gen 15:2; Lev 20:20-21; Jer 22:30. For the suggestion that this noun also alludes to the assonant ,ארור see
Jindo, Biblical Metaphor Reconsidered, 248.

74. Chiefly metaphorical: Jer 11:16, Hos 14:9, Ps 52:10, Job 15:32, etc.

75. On the use of verdant trees as objects of worship, see Kirsten Nielsen, There is Hope for a Tree: The Tree
as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT 65; Sheffield, 1989), 79ff.
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A1 The heart is devious above all else;

A2 it is perverse - who can understand it?

B1 I the Lord test the mind

B2 and search the heart,

C1 to give to all according to their ways,

C2 according to the fruit of their doings.

Given that the individuals of whom this passage speaks are differentiated from one another

on the basis of faith and not of deed, it is fitting that the text's conclusion should speak to the

means by which the one responsible for their reward and punishment might ascertain the

category to which they belong. What is more, by emphasising that the divinity in which these

individuals either trust or fail to trust in the one responsible for their subsequent

circumstances, the role of God as planter of the tree is here brought into focus.

The assertions concerning the heart, in clauses A1 and A2 above, require closer consideration.

The lexemes that are translated by the NRSV as "devious" (עקב) and "perverse" (אנש) both

derive from the semantic fields of physical injury. The former, which literally means

"twisted", lends its name both to the ankle and to the act of deception76, while the latter,

which refers to an incurable injury, qualifies "wound" (מכה) or "pain" (כאב) in several other

instances77.

When we consider the function of these terms in Jeremiah specifically, we can consider the

reference in 17:16-18, but seven verses after our own, to a "fatal day" אנוש) ,(יום an "evil day"

רעה) (יום and a day of "breakage" .(שברון) This deployment further underscores the term's

reference to physical injury, which we find stressed again in Jeremiah 30:12-15. There, the

prophet utilises this term in specific reference to something's inability to heal אין) תעלה רפֻאות

.making clear its function as an adjective for sickness or harm ,(לך

76. For the interplay of these two terms, consider the relationship between the aetiology of Jacob's name in Gen
25:26 עשו) בעקב אחֹזת ,(וידו and the accusation of treachery levelled against him two chapters later זה) ויעקבני
.(Gen 27:36 ;פעמים

77. Isa 17:11, Mic 1:9, and Jer 15:18, 30:12 and 15. See also Job 34:6 (where it clarifies (חץ and 2 Sam 12:15,
where this word appears in the niphal, referring to a mortal injury.
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In relation to the former lexeme, we find that עקב refers to verbal deception in 9:3-4. There,

the prophet bemoans those who go about deceitfully יעקב) ,(עקבֹ whom he likens to tale-

bearers יהלֹך) (רכיל and to speakers of falsehood. The reference, in 17:9, to a heart's being

devious in this fashion thus appears, on the surface, to be employing a metonym whereby the

heart represents the individual himself (a POSSESSOR/POSSESSED metonymic relation). That this

stands in contrast to the heart's unknowability, expressed in the second half of this verse, is

noted by Tzvi Novick, who suggests translating עקב as "closely kept", of parsing מכל as the

infinitive construct of ,כול "to measure", and of translating אנש as a noun: "humanity"78. Thus,

"the heart is more closely kept than anything, and humanity - what human being can know

it?"

Novick's suggestion has a great deal to recommend it: aside from the difficulties inherent in

translating ,אנש this rendering adheres closely to the themes that a metaphorical analysis of

the passage yields. Unfortunately, since Novick does not consider the interaction of

metaphors within this verse, his analysis suffers from a desire to translate them into simple

prose. What is more, while it allows for the statement to be possessed of a (fairly

straightforward) metonym, it otherwise depletes it of all metaphorical content.

While the suggestion that the heart is deceitful opened itself up to the possibility of its being a

metonym for the person in whom it resides, the reference to its being injured allowed for a

separation of the two. In the interaction between deceitfulness and injury, we are forced to

suppose that the heart is deceitful by virtue of its being injured, and not in addition to that

fact. Its being incomprehensible to one in whom it resides is now not at all mysterious; his

being sick has made his own organs strangers to himself.

Rather than comprising a straightforward metonym that can so easily be translated into a

more literal paraphrase, the metaphors within this passage are sophisticated and profound.

The heart, which may in other contexts represent a person's intentions and surface

motivations is here estranged, through metaphorical injury, from the person himself. The

primary domain in which these two ideas intersect is that of the medical patient, and it is in

78. Novick, op.cit. 533-534.
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this respect that God's subsequent examination casts him in the metaphorical role of a

physician.

In order to determine the extent of a person's faith, God is described in clauses B1 and B2 as

both "testing" their heart לב) (חקֹר and "searching" their mind כליות) .(בחֹן Both the nouns and

the verbs in these two expressions command a range of different connotations. Taken literally,

לב refers to the heart and כליות to the kidneys, but taken figuratively, these organs denote the

seats of understanding, of emotion and of the intellect. The possibility of their functioning on

either of these two levels adds a bivalency to this verse that is exploited by the metaphorical

cotext.

The first of the two verbs (חקר) denotes the manner, either physically or metaphysically, in

which something is explored. So, for example, Jeremiah speaks of the impossibility of

exploring the foundations of the earth79, and of the utter impenetrability of Egypt - here

typified as a metaphorical forest80. The second verb (בחן) relates to the means by which a

person or an object is tested. So, for example, Zechariah refers to testing people as one tests

gold81, while Jeremiah makes reference to testing people after having "refined" them82.

While both of these terms allow God to function as a physician, both testing and investigating

his metaphorical patient, it behoves us to consider the interaction of this metaphor with the

previous oracle (verses 5-8), and in so doing note the peculiar function of the second of these

two lexemes within the book of Jeremiah as a whole.

In five other instances, the verb בחן appears in Jeremiah, and in each of them it conveys the

nuance of testing moral character. In both 11:20 and 20:12, the prophet makes reference (as

he does here) to specifically testing the heart and the kidneys. In the second of those

passages, the implication is made textually specific: that in so doing, he should be able to

79. Jer 31:37 (ויחקרו מוסדי ארץ למטה).

80. Jer 46:23 (כרתו יערהּ... כי לא יחקר).

81. Zech 13:9 (ובחנתים כבחןֹ את הזהב).

82. Jer 9:6 (הנני צורפם ובחנתים).
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determine who is righteous (צדיק) and who merely pretends to be so. In a similar fashion, the

prophet asserts his own righteousness in 12:3 by suggesting that his heart is with God לבי)

.(תראני ובחנת) and that he has been both seen and tested in that regard (אתך

In 6:27, the prophet speaks of testing the people's "ways" ,(דרכם) and concludes that they are

all tale-bearers רכיל) .(הולכי In this passage, the metaphorical relationship between "testing"

and smelting is made clear in the subsequent description of these people being bronze and

iron (as opposed to refined gold). The relationship between testing people and determining

their character as tale-bearers is one that we also see in 9:6, where the prophet speaks of

testing those who are determined, in the three verses prior, to be speakers of falsehood. As we

noted above, that passage also employs the verb עקב in its representation of that deceit,

making it a stronger parallel to the section under consideration.

The metaphorical interaction between these two clauses in 17:9 can be depicted as being

between two different (but similar) relationships: on the one hand, we have the relationship

between the physician and a patient; on the other, between an investigator and the subject of

his moral investigation. Since that second relationship has a strong bearing upon the first four

verses of this oracle in particular, it is necessary to consider whether or not something can be

inferred from their interaction.

When we consider the relationship between doctor and patient, which emerged from our

analysis of 17:9a, we find that it is the patient's symptoms (and the patient himself) that are

both "analysed" and "appraised", and that the heart and the kidneys are both functioning in

their non-metaphorical senses. When we consider the relationship between judge and

defendant, we find that it is the defendant's case (and, indeed, the defendant himself) that is

being both "investigated" and "tried", and that the heart and the kidneys are both functioning

in their metaphorical senses.

When we construct a generic space, we find that both of these metaphors have in common

with one another the presence of an agent who investigates a patient who is absolutely

passive. Indeed, both convey the nuance that the object of the investigation may even be

unaware of the nature of their sickness or their guilt - in one case, since it is the heart itself
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that is sick, and in the other since it is only through the process of "investigation" (as in the

process of refining metal) that the subject's character can be inferred.

The means by which the judge/doctor arrives at his verdict/diagnosis is left to be concluded

by the reader, but the import is clear: the penalty inflicted on the defendant/patient is a just

one, and reflects entirely upon their own condition. This is then linked back to the first part of

the oracle through the inclusion of an arboreal metaphor in clause C2: that God will give

recompense in accordance with "the fruit of their doings". As such, it is now necessary for us

to create a blended space that incorporates all three of this oracle's major tropes.

When we do so, we note that all three domains share in common the concept of absolute

passivity, contrasted with the supreme power of a governing agent. God, as both a surgeon

and as a judge, is possessed of unmitigated authority; likewise, God's role as a gardener in the

first four verses is one that goes unchallenged. Just as a patient and a defendant are subject to

forces beyond their ultimate control, so too does a tree convey well the same passivity. As

they function within this text, neither the shrub nor the well-watered tree have any means at

their disposal to influence the seasons nor to respond better to the tribulations that they face.

Since these metaphors must influence one another in a mutually informative manner, we can

now read material from God's characterisation as a gardener into his characterisation as both

a doctor and as a judge, and infer information as regards the condition of the oracle's subject.

Just as it was God who was responsible for the placement of the trees and who continually

ensures their growth and their fruitfulness, so too is he ultimately responsible for the patient's

response to sickness, and to the nature of the defendant's case.

Similarly, we have already observed that just as God had transplanted the tree to a favourable

location, so might he then remove it to a less favourable one; just as he ensures that a tree

might prosper regardless of the weather, so too might he cause it to be subject to the same. In

a similar fashion, we thus realise that even though the physician has healed the patient, or the

judge acquitted the defendant, the factors that originally brought them into contact with

sickness and crime are not eradicated, and all still depends on what they do with their health

and freedom.
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The underlying theological sentiments of this text are conveyed through a careful

interanimation of its respective metaphors: that humans are ultimately helpless, that placing

one's faith in people is counter-productive, that God is the ultimate authority in the world,

that placing one's faith in God will help to avert tribulation, and that one's ultimate reward is

in accordance with one's faith. The imagery of the tree, which is passively dependent upon its

location and upon the weather (and the implied imagery of the gardener, whose authority

over the tree's location is absolute) thus furthers every one of this text's theological aims, and

interacts importantly with the other metaphorical tropes within it.

Psalm 1:1-6

ים לֹ֣א ישָָֽׁב׃1:1 צִ֗ ב לֵ֝ ד וּבְמוֹשַׁ֥ טָּאִים לֹ֥א עָמָ֑ רֶךְ חַ֭ ים וּבְדֶ֣ עִ֥ ר׀ לֹ֥א הָלַךְ֮ בַּעֲצַ֪ת רְשָׁ֫ ישׁ אֲשֶׁ֤ שְֽרֵׁי־הָאִ֗ אַ֥

ם וָלָיֽלְָה׃2 ה יוֹמָ֥ פְצ֥וֹ וּֽבְתוֹרָת֥וֹ יהְֶגֶּ֗ ה חֶ֫ ת יהְוָ֗ ם בְּתוֹרַ֥ י אִ֥ כִּ֤

ה יצְַלִיֽחַ׃3 ל אֲשֶׁר־יעֲַשֶׂ֣ ֹ֖ ן בְּעִתּ֗וֹ וְעָלֵ֥הוּ לֹֽא־יבִּ֑וֹל וְכ ר פִּרְי֨וֹ׀ יתִֵּ֬ יםִ אֲשֶׁ֤ י מָ֥ ה כְּעֵץ֮ שָׁת֪וּל עַלֽ־פַּלְגֵ֫ וְהָֽיָ֗

נּוּ רֽוּחַ׃4 שֶׁר־תִּדְּפֶ֥ ץ א� ֹ֗ מּ י אִם־כַּ֝ ים כִּ֥ ן הָרְשָׁעִ֑ לֹא־כֵ֥

ים׃5 ת צַדִיּקִֽ ים בַּעֲדַ֥ חַטָּאִ֗ ט וְ֝ שָׁעִים בַּמִּשְׁפָּ֑ מוּ רְ֭ ן׀ לֹא־יקָֻ֣ עַל־כֵּ֤

ים תּאֹבֵדֽ׃6 רֶךְ רְשָׁעִ֣ ים וְדֶ֖ רֶךְ צַדִיּקִ֑ הוָה דֶּ֣ עַ יְ֭ י־יוֹדֵ֣ כִּֽ

1:1 Happy are those who do not follow the advice of the wicked, or take the path that

sinners tread, or sit in the seat of scoffers;

2 but their delight is in the law of the Lord, and on his law they meditate day and

night.

3 They are like trees planted by streams of water, which yield their fruit in its

season, and their leaves do not wither. In all that they do, they prosper.

4 The wicked are not so, but are like chaff that the wind drives away.

5 Therefore the wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the

congregation of the righteous;

6 for the Lord watches over the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked

will perish.
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As with Jeremiah 17:5-8, Psalm 1 also treats of the righteous man and of the wicked,

presented in the form of a macarism and reliant upon the metaphor that likens people to trees.

Structurally, however, while the proverb in Jeremiah includes a curse formulation, Psalm 1

denounces the wicked without explicitly cursing them. In addition, while the proverb in

Jeremiah differentiates between the righteous and the wicked on the basis of faith alone,

Psalm 1 differentiates between them on the basis of their deeds.

Within this text, the righteous man is decribed both positively and negatively. Positively, he

delights in divine law and studies it perpetually; negatively, he removes himself from wicked

counsel and from scornful company. The wicked, however, are given no such explanation

save from what can be inferred from what is said of the righteous. What is more, while it is to

a plant that the righteous are compared, the wicked are likened only to the plant's refuse - to

the chaff that remains once the kernels have been separated from their husks.

Structurally, the psalm takes a tripartite division, as follows:

A Happy are those who do not follow the advice of the wicked, or take the path that

sinners tread, or sit in the seat of scoffers; but their delight is in the law of the

Lord, and on his law they meditate day and night. They are like trees planted by

streams of water, which yield their fruit in its season, and their leaves do not

wither. In all that they do, they prosper.

B The wicked are not so, but are like chaff that the wind drives away. Therefore the

wicked will not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the congregation of the

righteous;

C for the Lord watches over the way of the righteous, but the way of the wicked

will perish.

In the first section, the psalmist praises the righteous by way of an arboreal trope: they are

like trees planted by streams of water. This simile receives metaphorical extension in the

subsequent three clauses, the first two of which relate exclusively to trees ("which yield their

fruit in its season", "their leaves do not wither") and the third of which pertains to its non-

metaphorical tenor ("in all that they do, they prosper"). By equating the tree to the righteous
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in this final clause, the section as a whole invites us to see the tree as a metaphor for a

righteous person, and to seek an isomorphic relation between the tree's parts (fruit, leaves)

and information that pertains to the righteous man.

In the second section, the wicked are condemned by way of a simile only, and by

consequences that are stated explicitly. Here, they are likened to chaff that the wind drives

away, but with no explicit correlation suggested between the process of eradicating chaff and

the nature of their destruction. As such, this section features less metaphorical development

than does the former - a reticence that is also reflected in the psalm's general treatment of

wickedness. This section (section B) also contains the first reference to the righteous as,

explicitly, "righteous" (צדיקים): a status that in the first section was inferred only.

Finally, the psalm concludes in its third part with a coda that sums up the information

presented in the previous two. This section may be altogether without metaphorical content83,

demonstrating a gradual reduction in metaphoricity over the course of the psalm's final four

verses: an arboreal metaphor for the righteous in verse 3, an agricultural simile for the wicked

in verse 4, and two non-figurative assertions as regards both the righteous and the wicked in

verses 5 and 6.

A clause-based analysis of the arboreal and agricultural tropes in sections A and B

demonstrates that, unlike the metaphor in Jeremiah 17:5-8, the dual presentations of

righteousness and wickedness in this psalm are in no way parallel to one another. I produce

verses 1-5 below:

83. There is a possibility that the metaphor is preserved in the psalm's conclusion, whereby the "path" of the
righteous and of the wicked refers to a passage through a grove or a field, "watched over", or maintained, by a
divine gardener. Compare the use of דרך, with verb אבד, in the Mishna: Ketubot 13:7.
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A1 Happy are those who do not follow the advice of the wicked,

A2 or take the path that sinners tread,

A3 or sit in the seat of scoffers;

A4 but their delight is in the law of the Lord,

A5 and on his law they meditate day and night.

B1 They are like trees planted by streams of water,

B2 which yield their fruit in its season,

B3 and their leaves do not wither.

C In all that they do, they prosper.

a The wicked are not so,

b but are like chaff that the wind drives away.

c1 Therefore the wicked will not stand in judgment,

c2 nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous.

The description of the righteous commences with five clauses detailing their constitution (A1-

A5), followed by an arboreal metaphor that comprises three clauses (B1-B3) and a single

clause (C) that sums up the import of the metaphor: "in all that they do, they prosper". The

description of the unrighteous comprises a nod in the direction of their entailing the opposite

of the righteous in every respect (a: "the wicked are not so"), followed by a simile that

comprises a single clause (b), and featuring two clauses (c1, c2) by way of a summary. An

analysis of this psalm needs to demonstrate precisely how the righteous and the unrighteous

are being compared to one another, and the function of their respective metaphors within that

presentation84.

In the psalmist's description of the righteous, we are given five successive indications as to

who merits this appellation, the first three of which (A1, A2, A3) are phrased negatively. The

84. For the purpose of this analysis, and as mentioned in the general introduction, I am considering simile to
denote a species of metaphorical relationship.
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development from one to the next within these three clauses is marked by a sustained

vagueness when it comes to those from whom the righteous is said to be separating himself,

together with a simultaneous decrease in his own physical activity.

In clause A1, the psalmist praises the one who does not follow in the advice of the wicked.

The term employed for the "wicked" ,(רשעים) which appears again in clauses a1 and c1 (and

again in the coda, in section C), may be functioning here as a generic term for anybody guilty

of a crime that merits punitive consequences. The severity of the crime might vary, from one

who is simply "in the wrong"85 to one who is subsequently deserving of capital punishment86.

Without any description as to what makes a person in this particular instance "wicked", this

depiction constitutes a vague rejection of all that is transgressive or merely improper.

The verb that expresses the manner in which one might heed the advice of such people (הלך)

denotes movement from one place to another. The implication appears to be that the advice

(עצה) of the wicked is something that may or may not be acted upon. It is advice that spurs a

person to movement; an ethic by which one structures one's life. Metaphorically, it is the path

on which the righteous does not walk, and of the three verbs used in these first three clauses,

this one is the most active.

In clause A2, the object of the psalmist's praise is he who does not stand on the path of

sinners. The word used for "sinners" (חטאים) appears again in clause c2, and may be roughly

synonymous with the term for wicked .(רשעים) The precise semantic range of this term has

long proven difficult to assess87. As with the former term, its denotation may be as benign as a

failure of common courtesy, or as egregious as that which merits exile or death. Since it is

once more lacking any information that might give it specificity, it functions here as another

general indictment of impropriety and transgression.

85. So, for example, Exodus 2:13 and Deut 25:2 - to pick two of the more benign attestations in the literature.

86. Num 35:31, etc. This is the most frequent attestation, with the term functioning as a substantive for
murderers and apostates in the prophetic literature.

87. Robin C. Cover, "Sin, Sinners (OT)", ABD VI:32.
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The verb that expresses a person's engagement with this path (עמד) suggests both rigidity and

immobility. In the royal court, this verb denotes standing to attention88, as it does likewise in

the judicial court89, and in other contexts might imply transfixedness or a cessation of all

movement. It is a term used for inanimate and animate objects alike, and in the latter case

implies also a certain inflexibility90.

The implication here may be that the path of sinners is a path that does not lead a person to

any destination. Its being a "path" ,(דרך) however, suggests a certain irony; while this is one

on which an individual remains immobile, it may provide the illusion of a journey. The rough

synonymity of the terms "wicked" and "sinner" allows for this clause and the foregoing to

mutually inform one another and to suggest that the implied activity in the former clause was

illusory as well, despite its denoting something on which a person might be said to "act".

In clause A3, the psalmist further defines the righteous man as he who does not sit in the

company of scoffers. The term used for "scoffers" (לצים) is the most expressive of the three

depictions of those from whom the righteous must separate himself. Being etymologically

related to a term denoting indirection, or obliqueness of speech, it perhaps shares with חטא the

sense of "missing the mark", whilst also conveying the notion of scornfulness or mockery91.

The verb used to convey how one participates in this pastime (ישב) is the least active of the

verbs in these first three clauses, denoting both immobility and sedentariness. It is the

epitome of inactivity, and a comment on the nature of scornfulness as a pursuit that requires

little actual work. Thus, the individuals from whom the righteous man is enjoined to separate

himself are those whose only labour lies in the pursuit of a wicked lifestyle, whose path leads

them to no destination and whose occupation, which lies in being critical of others, is an idle

one.

88. For example, Gen 41:46 (בעמדו לפני פרעה).

89. So, for example, Ezek 44:24 (ועל ריב המה יעמדו למשפט).

90. So, for example, of boards in Ex 26:15, or of pillars - for which it functions as a substantive (eg: 1 Kgs
7:16, etc).

91. For the relationship between this term and the word used for "metaphor" in the writings of mediaeval
scholars, cf: Mordechai Cohen, Three Approaches to Biblical Metaphor: From Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Maimonides to David Kimhi (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 157-159.
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In addition to being one who separates himself from such people and their pastimes, the

righteous man is also defined positively, in clauses A4 and A5. We are told that the righteous

man is not one who keeps the company of the transgressive, but rather אם) (כי is one who

delights in divine law, with which he occupies himself perpetually. As C.L. Seow observes,

this is structured as an adversative clause in antithetical relation to the foregoing, highlighting

the difference between "what a commendable person has not done over against what the

person will do"92. The verb that denotes the manner of his occupation, of root ,הגה might

signify his verbal recitation of a text93 - an interpretation in line with the ramifications of

"law" (תורה) in the wisdom tradition94.

"The law of the Lord" יהוה) (תורת is the fourth construct phrase in as many clauses, the initial

three being "the advice of the wicked" רשעים) ,(עצת "the path of sinners" חטאים) (דרך and "the

company of scoffers" לצים) .(מושב Clauses A4 and A5 thus differentiate a righteous man from

his unrighteous counterpart not only by means of his engaging with the legal norms of the

society being described, but by means of that law's origin. While the genitives in the other

three construct phrases represent the unrighteous individuals from whom one must separate

oneself, the genitive in the fourth construct phrase represents the divine. In doing this, the

psalmist is not only contrasting the righteous with the unrighteous, but the wicked and the

scornful with God himself.

One who cleaves to the instruction of God and who separates himself from the instruction of

the wicked is one whose every endeavour is successful יצליח) יעשה אשר .(כל This assertion,

comprising clause C, is the only one to feature any extension in its parallel. There, in clauses

c1 and c2, we are told that the wicked will not stand in judgment במשפט) רשעים יקומו ,(לא nor

will sinners [stand] in the congregation of the righteous צדיקים) בעדת .(וחטאים On one level,

this information serves as a reflection of clause C: an indication that while the righteous man

will enjoy success, the unrighteous man will only experience failure. On a deeper level, the

92. C.L. Seow, "An Exquisitely Poetic Introduction to the Psalter", JBL 132:2 (2013), 275-293 (282). Emphasis
in the original. On adversative clauses in this context, see also Gesenius §163a; Williams §555; JM §172c.

93. The classic text in this regard is Jos 1:8, in which the verb is also attested in relation to .תורה For the
connection between these texts, cf: Jean-Louis Ska, "From History Writing to Library Building: The End of
History of the Birth of the Book", The Pentateuch as Torah: New Models for Understanding Its Promulgation
and Acceptance (ed. Gary N. Knoppers & Bernard M. Levinson; Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 2007), 145-169 (159).

94. For the classification of this as a "Torah psalm", cf: Stanley C. Pigué, "Psalms, Book of", ABD V (New
York: Doubleday, 1992), 522-537 (533). Consider also the role of this psalm as opening the collection.
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language chosen to express this idea also reinforces the righteous man's claim on absolute

truth.

The verb employed to convey standing in judgment (קום) is used in Psalm 76:10 in reference

to passing a verdict95 and in Psalm 78:5 in reference to enacting legislation. The verb's

connotations of raising somebody to dignity or power96, or of reinstating them, leave open the

possibility of its also being used to indicate legal exoneration. As such, the reference to

"standing" in judgment might serve for all three of the primary functions of a legislative

system: making laws, enforcing laws and pronouncing an individual either innocent or guilty

of infracting those laws97. The wicked person's inability to stand in judgment reflects on their

absolute non-involvement with a culture that venerates divine legislation, together with the

assuredness of their not receiving vindication. Further, it justifies the righteous man's

involvement with divine law as a means of furthering his position within a society predicated

on legal norms.

This judicial imagery extends also to the noun employed for the "congregation" (עדה) of the

righteous. Of root ,יעד this term denotes an appointed body, or a group of individuals working

concertedly towards a shared goal98. Appearing here as the nomen regens of a construct

phrase ,(עדת) it is also reminiscent of the homonymous :עדתֹ the testimonies of witnesses99. As

such, were it not for the masoretic vocalisation, this verse might also be read as suggesting

that the sinful will not "stand" (ie: will not be pronounced innocent) by the testimonies of the

righteous.

95. Possibly so used in Job 31:14 as well.

96. Chiefly in Isa 49:6, but compare references to raising the prostrate: Deut 22:4 (in reference to a donkey), 2
Sam 12:17 (in reference to a mourner), Amos 5:2 (the figurative elevation of a fallen Israel), etc.

97. For allusions from classical rabbinic works that recognised this theme of judgment, and for early Christian
works that saw in this an allusion to the eschaton, see Seow, op.cit. 288.

98. For the latter, see for example Ex 29:42 (in which reference is made to Moses meeting God at the tent so
designated מועד] ,([אהל Jos 11:5 (in which the verb refers to armies rallying together) and Amos 3:3 (in which it
denotes two people walking in concert).

99. So, for example, Deut 4:45, etc.
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Interestingly, this is the very interpretation offered by the Targum on Psalms, which renders

Psalm 1:5 as follows:

מטול היכנא לא יזכון רשיעי ביומא רבא וחיבין בסיעת צדיקיא

Because of this כן) ,(על the wicked will not be vindicated on the great day [of

judgment], but will be pronounced guilty by the testimony of the righteous

ones100.

In depicting these individuals, and the manner in which they either succeed or fail in their

respective endeavours, the psalmist employs two metaphors. Unlike the occurrence of this

trope in Jeremiah 17:5-8, these metaphors are not both of them arboreal. While the first

concerns a tree, it is of wheat that the psalmist speaks in that metaphor's counterpart.

Nonetheless, a consideration of how the arboreal metaphor functions in verse 3, and how it

complements the information derived from an analysis of the other clauses, relies of us that

we contrast it with the metaphor employed for the wicked in verse 4.

The relevant section of the psalm reads as follows:

B1 They are like trees planted by streams of water,

B2 which yield their fruit in its season,

B3 and their leaves do not wither.

a The wicked are not so,

b but are like chaff that the wind drives away.

100.While the second of these two clauses appears to lack attestation amongst the other ancient witnesses, the
interpretation of 5a might be suggested also by the Peshitta (!;3+' ܪ?(0! "BC,Bܢ !7$ !"D8=*) and the LXX
(Δια τουτο οὐκ ἀναστησονται οἱ ἀσεβεις ἐν κρισει). Note that Seow understands ἀναστησονται in the Greek as a
reference to the resurrection instead; Seow, op.cit. 288.
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The word used for "streams" is of the root ,פלג which denotes bifurcation101. It appears as a

metaphor for tears in Lamentations 3:48, and implies a plenitude of oil in Job 29:6. In its

more literal manifestations, it functions as a reference to clefts in the landscape through

which water flows, and to artificial canals used for irrigation102. The implication in all of

these passages is of water in abundance, allowing for the impression here of a tree not merely

beside a brook, but actually surrounded by channels. Like the righteous person, whose

engagement with divine law enables him to survive in a society predicated on the same, so is

this tree inundated from all sides by life-giving water.

The image of the tree's being transplanted (שתול) calls to mind the dual images of stability

and impermanence, which we witnessed also in Jeremiah 17:8. While the transplanted tree

enjoys the rewards of its present location, we know from the cotext that this situation is a

reward for a person's behaviour, and that should the person symbolised by the tree so merit it,

it will be transplanted again.

As such, we are reminded here of the role of God in the affairs of the righteous: just as it is

the gardener to whom the transplanted tree owes its present success, so it is to the author of

the divine law that the righteous person is ultimately grateful. Similarly, just as a person's

ability to stand in judgment is owed not only to their study of the law as it is to the

temperament of their judge, so too must the success of this tree be owed not merely to its

physical location, but to its preservation as well. Such preservation cannot be directly inferred

from an initial reading of these opening verses, but is made evident in the psalm's conclusion,

as we shall see.

As with the tree in Jeremiah 17, the focus here is not only on its ready access to water, but on

its youthful vigour and its bounteous crop. The assertion in B2 that the tree will yield fruit in

its season implies a certain climatic stability. Unlike a tree that might be subjected to

occasional droughts or to floods, the image employed by the psalmist conveys the notion of a

101.As a verb, consider its classic attestation in Gen 10:25 (= 1 Chr 1:19), כי בימיו נפלגה הארץ.

102.HALOT lists several verses that it identifies as references to artificial canals in particular, presumably on
the basis of their mentioning water "in a dry place".
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world run smoothly and in accordance with law. This image thus functions also as a comment

upon the merits of a society ordered by the same principles.

The vigour of the tree is conveyed in clause B3, in the assertion that its foliage will never

wither יבול) לא .(עלהו The verb used to denote withering (נבל) suggests also the decay

experienced by human beings and other animals103. In the context of the metaphor A PERSON IS

A TREE, the implication is one of eternal youthfulness. The possibility of this word also

implying "dissoluteness" and "impiety" allows for this image to function as a moral assurance

as well104, indicating not only what the righteous can expect but what is continually expected

of them in return.

It is noteworthy that the metaphor employed for the righteous makes no explicit mention of

the weather, focusing instead on the tree's proximity to flowing water and allowing us to

deduce the weather's favourability from its perennial yield. In the depiction of the

unrighteous in clause b, the very opposite is the case. There, no mention is made to the

location of the wheat, the psalmist's focus being on the weather conditions instead.

The differences between the depictions of the righteous and of the unrighteous are manifold.

Where the righteous is likened to a tree, the wicked is likened to chaff - the refuse of grain.

This metaphor calls to mind a ubiquitous image in the prophetic literature of grain in the

wind as a metaphor for the disappearance of the wicked105. In some of these images, the

implication is of the wicked's being destroyed that the righteous might constitute the remnant

destined for ultimate salvation. Were we to borrow that trope in our analysis of Psalm 1, we

would need to suggest that the kernels of grain from which the chaff has been separated

represent the individuals who fulfil the criteria of righteousness delineated in its first two

verses. And yet, it is not to this conclusion that the psalmist leads us.

103.So, for example, the familiar נבֵלה, denoting either a corpse and a carcass.

104.As, for example, in Ps 14:1 and 53:2.

105.Isa 17:13, 29:5, 41:15; Hos 13:3; Zeph 2:2; etc.
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That the grain in verse 4 no more represents the righteous than does any of the background

imagery in verse 3 represent the wicked, highlights further the fundamental independence of

these two tropes from one another. The focus in the second is not on the purpose of

winnowing but of the impermanence of the chaff that it allows one to discard. Similarly, the

focus of the first metaphor is not on the utilitarian function of fruit trees (although the value

of fruit as a commodity constitutes a domain that this metaphor can exploit) but on the

permanence of the tree.

As such, a generic space in which these two domains intersect is that of the issue of

permanence. Although they employ two completely dissimilar formulations in expressing

those ideas, and although both tropes function entirely independently of one another, they

intersect at this critical issue: the righteous can expect to endure, while it is the nature of

wickedness that they must perish. The verb used to convey this perishing (נדף) implies

scattering and dissolution. It underscores the immaterial nature of the chaff being scattered

and serves as a profound metaphor for ephemerality. The wicked, who occupy themselves

with mockery and who neglect the study of wisdom, have no lasting hold in this world; the

righteous, by virtue of their engagement with divine law and their avoidance of the wicked,

thrive eternally.

The psalm's conclusion, in verse 6, sums up these ideas by introducing the role of God as the

divine farmer, making textually explicit that which until now could only be inferred:

A1 for the Lord watches over the way of the righteous,

A2 but the way of the wicked will perish.

While the psalmist originally praised the righteous for not standing in the "path" of sinners, it

is only in the psalm's conclusion that this term is applied to the righteous lifestyle as well. On

a literal level, this denotes the activities with which the righteous person was engaged: the

constant occupation with divine law, and the cherishing of that legislation. God's knowing, or

watching over, that path reflects on his being the author of that law. By way of a contrast, the

destruction of the wicked lifestyle once more underscores its ultimate impermanence.
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In this regard, what the conclusion does not say is no less important than what it does. While

God watches over the path of the righteous, he is not, actively, the author of the wicked path's

destruction. On the contrary, the ruination of the wicked appears to be as much the result of

divine neglect as the preservation of the righteous is owed to divine attention. It is here, most

importantly, that we see how the arboreal imagery functions in communicating this particular

idea on a metaphorical level.

In its literal application, the word "path" takes on the figurative nuance of "lifestyle". Here, in

its metaphorical application, it takes on the literal nuance of a path through the countryside,

and alludes to the location of gardens and trees. Those trees that are favourably situated merit

more care from the gardener, while those paths that suffer the gardener's neglect are

ultimately overgrown and wild. A healthy tree, within this psalm, is as much the result of

favourable weather as it is of horticultural care. And yet, unlike the trope in Jeremiah 17, the

subject of this psalm is not a passive recipient.

God, who is here cast as both the metaphorical gardener and as the metaphorical

agriculturalist, is the ultimate arbiter when it comes to both the tree and to the wheat. The

choice of tropes is telling, since it is the fundamental nature of a fruit tree that it should merit

attention from a gardener, while it is the nature of wheat that its chaff should be discarded.

And yet, rather than assert a certain fatalism as regards the treatment of different individuals,

the psalm repeatedly asserts the active qualities that might cause one to be considered in the

former of those categories.

It is here, in considering the metaphorical interaction of this psalm's various tropes, that we

need to combine the horticultural and agricultural imagery with the legal imagery that the

psalm also deployed. In creating a blended space, one immediately encounters the opposition

between passivity and activity: the plant is a passive recipient of all that the gardener bestows

upon it; the plantiff, on the other hand, is not. In order to better effect a favourable judgment,

it is incumbent upon the litigant to familiarise himself with the law; failure to do so results in

an inability to receive satisfaction. At the same time, the company one keeps will determine

also the extent to which one deserves special treatment.
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This conflict is resolved by reading a degree of activity back into the metaphorical depiction

of the tree. A person who avoids congress with sinners is like a tree that has been transplanted

- a trope that helped to underscore this individual's passivity in Jeremiah 17, but which

reminds us in Psalm 1 that it was the righteous person, himself, who manufactured that

scenario. His deliberate avoidance of evil-doers has effectively resulted in his transplanting

himself. Rather than his new location being bestowed upon him in recompense for his faith

(as was the case in Jeremiah 17), it is by virtue of his new location that he can expect reward.

Since the emphasis within this psalm is on the subject's activity, the passive nature of the tree

is downplayed in favour of its other characteristics: youthfulness, vigour, fecundity and

permanence. In effect: "in all that they do, they prosper".

§2.2.1 - Conclusion:

The similarities, both structural and metaphorical, between Jeremiah 17:5-10 and Psalm 1 are

many. Both texts employ an arboreal metaphor to communicate the qualities of righteousness,

and both texts impute to God the role of ultimate arbiter in that person's affairs. The

responsibilities of the individual and the specific qualities that they possess, however, are

different in both passages, and the arboreal metaphor is employed differently as a result.

In Jeremiah 17, the chief attribute of the righteous person is that of faith alone. As such, the

imagery of the tree, the surgical patient and the defendant are all used to indicate passivity. To

further highlight the merits of faith, this passage also employs an arboreal metaphor to

characterise the wicked, whose lack of faith has resulted in isolation, barrenness and death.

The shrub in the wilderness functions as a metaphor for exile, while the thriving tree serves

as a metaphor for rootedness in the land. This presentation allows for a furtherance of

Jeremiah's political philosophy, insofar as how such rootedness might be achieved - and how

it might not be achieved.

In Psalm 1, the chief attributes of the righteous are those of their preoccupation with divine

law and their separating themselves from the wicked. The imagery of the tree, or the wheat

and of the plaintiff are both employed to remark, separately, upon these two ideas. The
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arboreal trope highlights the merits of a favourable location, and thus underscores the need to

separate oneself from the sinful; the courtroom trope highlights the merits of studying law.

Both tropes also indicate the success of their subjects: the plaintiff receives a favourable

verdict and the tree thrives perennially.

When it comes to the metaphorical characterisation of God, we see here a theological

difference as well. Jeremiah 17:8 implies that there will sometimes be moments of inclement

weather, while there is no indication within Psalm 1 of the tree's ever being subjected to heat

or to drought. On the contrary, Psalm 1:3 implies that the weather will remain forever

favourable.

The difference between the two passages in this regard is a subtle one. The tree in Jeremiah

bears fruit even during times of dryness, while the psalmist's tree bears its fruit in its season

בעתו) פריו יתן .(אשר In both instances, the authors assure success for the subjects of their

respective texts, but the differences in the means by which they convey this success imply

differences in the means by which it is achieved.

In Psalm 1:3, success is assured through God's influence on the seasons. A tree planted in the

midst of rivers will always produce fruit and will never see drought. As such, a person who

occupies himself with divine law and who avoids unlawful company will never experience

tribulation. This is a message that harmonises with the theology of Psalms, in which the

wicked suffer for their wickedness (or will suffer for their wickedness), and in which the

righteous rejoice eternally.

In Jeremiah 17:8, success is assured through God's influence on the righteous: while they

themselves may continue to see suffering, their ability to respond to that suffering will

surpass the abilities of others - indeed, it may even surpass the abilities of the wicked to

respond to prosperity. As such, despite moments of respite, the desert shrub will fail to see

good; despite encountering drought, the tree will continue to bear fruit. This message is

entirely consonant with the text of Jeremiah, in which the prophet endures tribulation, and is

forced to offer a message of consolation to a repentant people undergoing exile.
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§2.3 - Planted in the House of God: Psalm 52 and Psalm 92

Psalms 52 and 92 both constitute complexes of metaphors in which A PERSON IS A TREE appears

as a trope with narrative extension. In both passages, this metaphor functions in respect of the

righteous individual, while in Psalm 52 it also represents his wicked foes. While the

metaphors with which this particular trope operates are different in both occasions, the

similarities between the two of them are striking. In both passages, the righteous person is

depicted as flourishing tree, growing in the house of God. In Psalm 52, the image employed

is that of an olive tree, representing the psalmist; in Psalm 92, it is a date palm and a cedar

and it represents righteous people in general.

When it comes to the function of the arboreal imagery in these two psalms, the differences

between them (as well as the differences between them and the two passages that we have

already seen) will prove informative. Furthermore, the ways in which these metaphors

interact with the other metaphors within their respective complexes will highlight further

functions of this imagery, and will extend our metaphorical 'encyclopedia' in critical ways.

Psalm 52:1-11

חַ מַשְׂכִּ֥יל לְדָוִדֽ׃52:1 לַמְנצֵַּ֗

ית אֲחִימֶלֶֽךְ׃2 ד אֶל־בֵּ֥ וִ֗ א דָ֝ אמֶר ל֑וֹ בָּ֥ ֹ֥ א֥וּל וַיּ ג הָאֲדמִֹי֮ וַיּגֵַּ֪ד לְשָׁ֫ בְּב֤וֹא׀ דּוֹאֵ֣

ל כָלּ־הַיּוֹֽם׃3 ֗ סֶד אֵ֝ רָעָה הַגִּבּ֑וֹר חֶ֥ מַה־תִּתְהַלֵּ֣ל בְּ֭

ה רְמִיָּהֽ׃4 שׁ עשֵֹׂ֥ לֻטָּ֗ עַר מְ֝ ב לְשׁוֹנֶ֑ךָ כְּתַ֥ ֹ֣ וּוֹת תַּחְשׁ הַ֭

דֶק סֶלָֽה׃5 ר צֶ֣ קֶר׀ מִדַּבֵּ֖ וב שֶׁ֓ ֹ֑ ע מִטּ בְתָּ רָּ֣ אָהַ֣

לַע לְשׁ֣וֹן מִרְמָהֽ׃6 בְתָּ כָלֽ־דִּבְרֵי־בָ֗ אָהַ֥

רֶץ חַיִּי֣ם סֶלָֽה׃7 רֶשְׁךָ֙ מֵאֶ֖ הֶל וְשֵֽׁ ֹ֑ נֶצַ֥ח יחְַתְּךָ֣ וְיסִָּחֲךָ֣ מֵא גַּם־אֵל֮ יתִָּצְךָ֪ לָ֫

אוּ וְעָלָ֥יו ישְִׂחָקֽוּ׃8 ים וְייִרָ֗ וְירְִא֖וּ צַדִיּקִ֥

ז בְּהַוָּתֽוֹ׃9 ֹ֗ ע ב עָשְׁר֑וֹ יָ֝ ֹ֣ יּבְִטַח בְרּ ים מָעֽ֫וּזּ֥וֹ וַ֭ ים אֱלֹהִ֗ בֶר לֹ֤א ישִָׂ֥ הִנֵּ֤ה הַגֶּ֗

ים עוֹלָ֥ם וָעֶדֽ׃10 לֹהִ֗ חְתִּי בְחֶֽסֶד־אֱ֝ ים בָטַּ֥ ית אֱלֹהִ֑ עֲנןָ בְּבֵ֣ וַאֲנִ֤י׀ כְּזַי֣תִ רַ֭
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וֹב נֶ֣גדֶ חֲסִידֶיֽךָ׃11 ה שִׁמְךָ֥ כִיֽ־ט֝֗ יתָ וַאֲקַוֶּ֖ י עָשִׂ֑ עוֹלָם כִּ֣ אוֹדְךָ֣ לְ֭

52:1 To the leader. A Maskil of David,

2 when Doeg the Edomite came to Saul and said to him, "David has come to the house 

of Abimelech"106.

3 Why do you boast of mischief, O mighty one? The kindness of God is all day long107.

4 Your tongue plots destruction. Like a sharp razor, it works treachery.

5 You love evil more than good, and lying more than speaking the truth. (Selah)

6 You love all words that devour, treacherous speech108.

7 But God will break you down forever; he will snatch and tear you from your tent; he 

will uproot you from the land of the living. (Selah)

8 The righteous will see, and fear, and will laugh at him, [saying:]

9 "See the one who would not take refuge in God, but trusted in abundant riches, and 

relied upon his mischief109!"

10 But I am like a green olive tree in the house of God. I trust in the steadfast love of 

God forever and ever.

11 I will thank you forever, because of what you have done. In the presence of the 

faithful I will wait for your name, for it is good.

106.For comments as regards the secondary nature of the superscription, cf: Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 1-59:
A Commentary (trans. Hilton C. Oswald; Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1988), 510; John
Goldingay, Psalms 2 (Michigan: Baker Academic, 2007), 142-143; Frank-Lothar Hossfeld & Erich Zenger,
Psalms 2 (Hermeneia; ed. Klaus Baltzer; trans. Linda M. Maloney; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 30;
Mitchell Dahood, Psalms 2 (Anchor Bible; New York: Doubleday, 1968), 12.

107.This phrase is textually problematic, and is frequently amended. The Syriac reads B)8Fܡ !)GH* <Iܘ: "and
against those who atone perpetually" (or "perpetually against those who atone"). On the basis of the plural
noun's orthographic resemblance to J+)GH*, the BDB inverts the Hebrew word order: חס(י)ד ,אל "against the
righteous [all day]". The NRSV does similarly, following the versification of the LXX: "[Why do you boast, O
mighty one, of mischief done] against the godly? All day long [you are plotting destruction]," etc. For
discussion concerning the translational problems with this verse, see Goldingay, op.cit. 141 n1; Hossfeld &
Zenger, op.cit. 26a.

108.In accordance with the NJPS. The NRSV renders מרמה לשון as "O treacherous tongue", as does Kraus and
Hossfeld & Zenger; ibid. Dahood takes the verse as, "you love all the words of your destructive, deceitful
tongue" (my emphasis), which strikes me as a rather clumsy attempt at divesting the verse of its metaphor.

109.As per the NJPS's construal of the Hebrew text.
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This psalm constitutes an indictment of the wicked, whose crime is that of treacherous speech

and whose fate is to be utterly destroyed110. In depicting the wicked individual, this psalm

uses arboreal imagery, although it narrativises their predicament and is thus different from the

characterisations of the wicked that we saw in Jeremiah 17 and Psalm 1. The utilisation of

arboreal imagery to describe the righteous is somewhat more explicit than that used to

describe the wicked, although we shall endeavour to give equal attention to both appraisals in

our analysis.

From a structural perspective, this psalm is comprised of four sections. In the first section

(verses 3-6), the psalmist condemns a wicked individual whose crimes are those of treachery

and libel, while in the second section (verse 7) he remarks upon the destruction that this

person can expect. Taken together, this first half of the psalm is concerned exclusively with

the sinful, against whom the righteous individuals in the second half of the psalm are to be

contrasted. Within these first two sections, the psalm's subject is consistently addressed in the

second person.

The third section of the psalm (verses 8-9) concerns the taunt of the righteous, who witness

the wicked man's destruction and rejoice over his fate, while the fourth section (verses 10-11)

constitutes a glorification of the righteous individual who is reciting the psalm111, and who in

turn glorifies God. References to the wicked within the third section are all in the third

person, while the fourth section only alludes to the destruction of the wicked ("I will thank

you forever, because of what you have done"), without explicitly mentioning them at all.

As such, the gradual effacement of wickedness and its replacement with piety is

communicated on a syntactic level: the wicked person, who serves as the initial subject of

this psalm, is at first addressed in the second person, is subsequently only referred to in the

third person, and is finally dropped from the psalm altogether, to be replaced with a righteous

subject in the first person, who makes no explicit reference to the wicked. This is paralleled

110.For the suggestion that this psalm has elements of the lament genre on the basis of its praising God for
having speedily uprooted the wicked, cf: Stanley C. Pigué, "Psalms, Book of", ABD V (New York: Doubleday,
1992), 522-537 (532); Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship I (trans. D.R. Ap-Thomas; Oxford,
1962), 220.

111.On psalms as liturgical texts, see Mowinckel, op.cit. II, 74ff; Pigué, op.cit. 533.
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in the fact that, at the psalm's conclusion, the entity being addressed in the second person is

God, who was absent for the first part of the psalm, and spoken of in the third person for

much of the rest. At every point of this development, metaphors play a crucial part,

functioning strongly in the progression from one section to the next.

In the first section, the primary metaphor concerns the tongue of the wicked, which is likened

to a sharpened razor מלטש) .(כתער In the second section, the metaphor again concerns the

wicked but appears to be mixed: it treats of tearing down, plucking out and uprooting sinners

from their dwellings and from the earth itself. In the fourth section, the metaphor concerns

the righteous individual who is reciting the psalm, and who is likened to a thriving olive tree

in the house of God.

An understanding of the arboreal metaphor for the righteous person in the fourth section

requires of us that we contrast it with how the wicked individual is described in the rest of

this text. What is more, an analysis of this psalm as a whole demonstrates that the arboreal

metaphor is present in those earlier sections as well.

The first section of the psalm conveys various details about the object of the psalmist's ire.

He is described as mighty ,(גבור) which calls to mind the positive qualities of valour and

strength, as well as the negative qualities of audaciousness and tyranny112. That the individual

who merits this appellation should be boasting of mischief ברעה) (תתהלל would suggest either

the latter qualities, or the former applied ironically. The word used for "boast" (הלל) denotes a

speech act, and is thus consistent with those crimes of which he is said to be guilty, being also

concerned with speech.

We are told that this individual loves evil more than good, and falsehoods more than truthful

speech. The adjective qualifying his speech as truthful is ,צדק which calls to mind those

general qualities of righteousness that are presumably typified by those in verse 8 to whom

112.For valour, see Job 21:7 (in which it is paired with ;(חיל for strength, see 2 Sam 1:23; for audaciousness, see
Job 15:25 (which employs an adversative particle, ;(אל for tyranny, see Isa 42:13 (which uses the particle ,על in
reference to God's overpowering his enemies).
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this adjective is applied substantively113. We are also told that he loves the language of

treachery and "words that devour" (דברי בלע).

The implication here might be the sort of language that causes confusion, as per the use of

בלע in Isaiah 28:7, where it is coupled with verbs like "reel" ,(שגה) "stagger" (תעה) and

"stumble" .114(פוק) Alternatively, the implication might be language that causes destruction, as

per the use of בלע in 2 Samuel 20:19-20, where it is coupled with the verb "destroy" (שחת)115.

There is a two-fold characterisation of this perniciousness, the first of which personifies the

sinner's tongue and the second of which likens it to a razor. In the first, the psalmist claims

that the tongue of his addressee plots destruction לשונך) תחשב ,(הוות although once more the

precise nature of this destruction is elusive. The term employed, of root ,הוה may also denote

his sinful desires116 - a reading that might also be implied by the second appearance of this

noun in verse 9.

That the personification of the sinner's tongue might be a synecdoche for the sinner himself is

suggested by the NRSV's construal of verse 6b. Where I have rendered מרמה לשון as

"treacherous speech", coupled with בלע דברי ("words that devour") as something that the

addressee loves, the NRSV takes it in the vocative and as a reference to the addressee

himself: "O treacherous tongue"117. This is a reading set up by verse 4b, in which the tongue

is likened to a sharp razor, "working treachery". Indeed, the characterisation of the sinner's

tongue devising the schemes of which he is then said to be guilty might still suggest an

implicit synecdoche even were one to reject the vocative reading in the sixth verse.

In the second characterisation of the sinner's tongue, it is likened to a sharp razor מלטש) .(כתער

The adjective, of root ,לטש appears in reference to a sword in Psalm 7:13 and in reference to a

113.Other instances in which צדק denotes a form of speech can be found in Pr 8:8, 12:17 and 16:13.

114.For other instances in which בלע denotes confusion, see also Isa 9:15 and Ps 55:10, etc.

115.On בלע as "destructive", cf: Dahood, ibid.

116.So, Mic 7:3; Pr 10:3 and 11:6.

117.A reading also suggested, inter alia, by the KJV, Ibn Ezra (s.v. דברי בלע) and Malbim (Tefillot David, 52:6).
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variety of farming implements sharpened for battle in 1 Samuel 13:20118. The only other verse

in which the object being described is not a weapon is Job 16:9, in which this adjective

describes the eyes of Job's figurative enemy. That this individual is said to gnash his teeth

בשיניו) (חרק... and shred the narrator, antagonising him, makes clear that the description of his

eyes is predicated on the word לטש primarily denoting an object used for warfare. That the

tongue in our verse should be similarly described serves to indicate the harm that such

treacherous speech causes.

Military connotations of the "razor" (תער) are not otherwise attested119, although this term

does feature together with the sword in Ezekiel 5:1, and as part of a metaphor for destruction

in Isaiah 7:20. Its occurrence in Psalm 52 need not suggest the actual use of razors in acts of

betrayal or assassination, but may simply convey their ability to cut down, to smooth over

and to cause injury. As we shall see, the function of the razor in plucking hairs and tearing

flesh is exploited in the mixed metaphors of the second section of this psalm.

This second section, comprising verse 7, continues its second-person indictment of the

wicked with three prefix-conjugation verbs and a waw-consecutive preterite, giving the

impressing of hasty activity, one event following on swiftly from the other120. Introduced with

an emphatic ,121גם this section denotes God's recompense for the perniciousness of the psalm's

addressee. God's fury is presented in a manner that appears both swift and irrevocable,

heralding a destruction that will last forever, with no possibility of amelioration or renewal.

Indeed, it is asserted that the nature of this individual's ruin will cause others who pass by to

be astounded and to mock him. The trope of astonished passers-by marvelling at the ruin of a

once great nation is a familiar one within the biblical literature122. In this instance, however, it

is made clear that we are not speaking of a group of people having been destroyed but of a

single individual. Such is conveyed not only by the grammatical singularity of the addressee

118.For an ambiguous attestation, in which instruments of war may or may not be denoted, see Gen 4:22.

119.Although note the homonymous "sheath": 1 Sam 17:51, Ezek 21:8, etc.

120.IBHS §32.3; JM §119c; Williams §182; GKC §49h

121.T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Magnes Press: Jerusalem, 1985), 143-146.

122.So, for example, Lam 2:15, Isa 14:10ff and Jer 18:16.
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(הגבור) in verse 3, but by the singular referent of every verb throughout the text, as well as by

the indication in verse 9 that the subject of the mockery will simply be "the man" (הגבר).

The individuals who will witness the destruction of the mighty one are described as righteous

(צדיקים) - the only instance within this psalm of this adjective functioning substantively. Their

behaviour, on seeing the destruction of the wicked one, mirrors the behaviour of God in

bringing it about. Once more we have a string of three prefix-conjugation verbs noting that

they will see what happened to him ,(ויראו) that they will fear, in some sense, what happened

to him (וייראו), and that they will mock him (ועליו ישחקו).

The content of their mockery comprises verse 9 and, together with their physical response to

the mighty one's demise, makes up the third section of the psalm. This section is noteworthy

for its deviation from the second-person structure of the previous two parts. While verses 3-7

all treated the psalm's subject as its addressee, verse 9 speaks about him in a manner that

presupposes his sudden absence. This disappearance is in harmony with the description in

verse 7 of his being suddenly destroyed.

The manner in which the righteous ones mock the downfall of the wicked person provides us

with more information concerning those crimes of which he was deemed guilty. He was

somebody, we are informed, who did not take refuge in God מעוזו) אלהים ישים ,(לא who trusted

in his great wealth עשרו) ברב (ויבטח and who he relied upon his mischief בהותו) .(יעזֹ His failure

to seek shelter in God is ironic, given that it was God who acted violently against him, but it

serves to underscore the extent to which he sought refuge elsewhere. The attribute of

strength, imputed to him by virtue of his title in verse 3 ,(הגבור) might suggest that in addition

to his money and his machinations he sought refuge also in his own physical prowess.

The imputation of strength is important to our understanding of the wicked one's demise for

another reason as well. In accusing him of not making God his refuge (מעוזו) and of relying

(יעזֹ) upon his mischief, the psalmist is employing two terms whose etymological similarity

has engendered a great deal of exegetical confusion. Where the former is understood to

derive from the root עוז ("take shelter, refuge"), the latter is thought to stem from the root עזז
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("to be strong"). The semantic overlap between a stronghold and a place of refuge has

allowed for a gradual mingling of the two terms123.

For our purposes, it is important to note that a construal of יעזֹ in the third clause as deriving

from עוז ("take shelter, refuge")124 thus parallels the indictment in the first clause that he

spurned the protection (מעוז) of the divine. Construal of יעזֹ as deriving from the

morphologically similar עזז ("to be strong")125, instead contrasts with the stipulation in the

first clause by giving us a reason as to why he did not feel the need for God's protection in the

first place. In such a fashion, a parsing of יעזֹ as deriving from either עוז or from עזז produces

differences in conceptions of the actor's motivation. Either he failed to seek protection in

God, seeking protection instead in his own machinations, or he failed to seek protection in

God because his mischief gave him strength.

Similarly problematic is the interpretation of the noun (בהותו) within the third clause.

Deriving from the root ,הוה the implication may be that he took some degree of protection or

of fortitude from his sinful desires - a possibility that we noted also with this noun's

appearance in verse 4, and which might be borne out by the Septuagint's translation of this

term as "vanity", or "irreverence"126. The term's primary designation of "destruction" serves

as an additional irony, reminding us of the destruction that ultimately served as his

recompense.

Since the term used here for desire, or for destruction, is the same as was employed to

describe those things that this individual was guilty of devising in verse 4, the suggestion that

he seeks comfort or derives strength from these same machinations allows the psalm to come

full circle. His tongue, like a sharpened razor, engaged in plotting mischief; refusing to take

shelter in God, he took those plans as a source of strength; ultimately, while his mischief

caused great harm to others, it was he who was cut down by them.

123.Cf: BDB s.v. עוז; GKC §85k; GBH §88Le.

124.Hossfeld & Zenger, ibid; Dahood, op.cit. 16.

125.Goldingay, op.cit. 145-146; Kraus, ibid.

126.LXX: και ἐνεδυναµωθη ἐπι τῃ µαταιοτητι αὐτου ("and strengthened himself in his vanity").
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Nonetheless, it has been justifiably suggested that the text has undergone an error in its

transmission and that the original form of this term may have been :בהונו in his wealth127. In

line with this possibility, the Peshitta notes that "he was elevated by his possessions"128, while

the Targum has it that he was "strengthened by his riches"129. Adopting this interpretation

allows us to maintain a stronger degree of parallelism with the previous clause, which has

him placing his faith in money (ויבטח ברב עשרו).

Although the third section of the psalm enables the righteous to contrast themselves with the

wicked, the ultimate contrast comes not with the righteous in verse 8 but with the psalmist

himself at the psalm's conclusion. There, the one reciting the psalm likens himself to a

verdant olive tree in the house of God, trusting in God's kindness and testifying to his

greatness in the presence of his saints. The term used to denote this final category (חסידיך) is

related to the kindness (חסד) in which the psalmist trusts and denotes a group of people

potentially related to the righteous of verse 8130.

Since this passage denotes the most explicit attestation of arboreal imagery within this psalm,

it behoves us now to consider it in more depth. In what sense does this imagery add to the

tropes developed throughout the rest of this psalm, and to what extent is it governed by them?

A clause-based analysis demonstrates that this metaphor was not introduced in the fourth

section, but that it underscored the second section of the psalm also. I produce verses 7 and

10 below:

127.Cf: BDB, s.v. .הוה Dahood defends the MT in this regard, noting that wealth and perniciousness were
parallel concepts; Dahood, op.cit. 16. The suggestion of Hossfeld & Zenger is a clever one - construing the
preposition as designative of manner (GBHS §4.1.5i), they take the verse as, "seeking refuge there, to his ruin"
(my emphasis); Hossfeld & Zenger, op.cit. 26.

128.Peshitta: D;);9' K3ܘܐܬܬܪ

129.Targum: בממונה .עשין Note that the interpretations of the Targum and the LXX (and potentially also the
Peshitta) understand ֹיעז as being from the root עזז.

130.So Hossfeld & Zenger, op.cit. 33. Dahood relates the חסידים to the hypocritical one (as he construes the
verse) in verse 3b, while Kraus sees it as a reference to the community of the faithful, in whose presence the
psalmist declares God's praise: Dahood, op.cit. 17; Kraus, op.cit. 511.
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A1 But God will break you down forever;

A2 he will snatch and tear you from your tent;

A3 he will uproot you from the land of the living.

a1 But I am like a green olive tree in the house of God.

a2 I trust in the steadfast love of God forever and ever.

There are three clauses in the psalmist's description of the mighty one's destruction and two

in his depiction of himself. Each of the initial three clauses constitutes a verbal phrase

qualified with an adverbial proposition. Of the two clauses in the psalmist's description of

himself, only the second constitutes an adverbial phrase, while the first is a nominal phrase

with adjectival extension. That they mirror one another and serve as central to the psalm will

be evident from both a grammatical and a metaphorical analysis.

In the first clause of verse 7 (clause A1 above), the verb used to describe God's breaking down

the wicked (נתץ) has the denotation of violent wreckage. It is used frequently to describe the

razing of altars131, cities132 and houses133, but appears also in the context of shattering teeth134,

crumbling rocks135, smashing implements136 and, figuratively, of eradicating peoples137. As

such, it would appear to specifically denote the smashing of one object by hurling it to the

ground or by forcefully swinging a second object against it. In this particular instance the

verb has a singular human referent as its object. The two other instances in which this is the

case are also figurative: Ezekiel 16:39, which employs the metaphor of cultic sites in

131.Deut 7:5, Jud 6:30ff, 2 Kgs 23:12, etc.

132.Jud 9:45, Jer 4:26, Ezek 26:9, 2 Chr 36:19, etc.

133.Lev 14:45, Isa 22:10, Ezek 26:12, etc.

134.Ps 58:7b (מלתעות כפירים נתץֹ יהוה) - an assertion parallel to הרס שנימו בפימו in 7a.

135.Nah 1:6 (והצֻרים נתצו ממנו).

136.Lev 11:35 (וכירַים יתֻץ טמאים הם).

137.Jer 18:7 (רגע אדבר אל גוי ועל ממלכה לנתוש ולנתוץ ולהאביד).
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describing the person to be destroyed138, and Job 19:10, which also utilises an arboreal

metaphor.

The context in Job is particularly significant. There, the author complains of the abuse that he

has suffered by suggesting that his antagonist "tears" him down from every side סביב) .(יתצני

This is then paralleled with the assertion that his hope has been uprooted, "like a tree" ויסע)

תקותי .(כעץ In Job, this is a two-staged metaphor, exploiting first the correlation between

tearing something down and assailing a person, and next the connection between felling a

person (or a person's hope) and felling a tree. As we shall see, the three clauses in Psalm 52:7

follow a similar progression in their metaphorical development139.

In the second of these clauses (clause A2) we find two verbs in close succession. The first of

these verbs is vocalised as being of the root ,חתה meaning to snatch or seize. On analogy with

the function of a cognate Akkadian term140, this expression may also denote snatching away,

or eradicating141. An alternative vocalisation appears to underlie the targumic reading, in

which this verb is translated as :יתברנך "he will shatter you". This targumic interpretation

might suggest a construal of the verb as being of the root חתת instead142.

The second verb in clause A2, translated above as "and tear you", is of the root .נסח Its

occurrence in Proverbs 15:25, in reference to houses and in contrast to נצב ("establish"),

would suggest that it can be employed with a similar purpose to נתץ - with the sense of

138.Or which speaks of the destruction of the city using language that relates to violence against an adulterous
wife; cf: Peggy Day, "Jerusalem's Imagined Demise: Death of a Metaphor in Ezekiel XVI", VT 50:3 (2000),
285-309.

139.A more direct relationship between this verb and the destruction of trees might be suggested by its
occurrence in Jeremiah 31:28. There it is part of a short oracle that implies an arboreal metaphor for the people
of Israel and Judah, and one in which this verb appears in a cluster of terms that denote destruction, each of
which is subsequently contrasted with both building and planting.

140.Cf: René Labat, Manuel d'Épigraphie Akkadienne: Signes, Syllabaire, Idéogrammes (Paris: Librairie
Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1988), #89 (abattre); Jeremy Black, Andrew George & Nicholas Postgate (eds.), A
Concise Dictionary of Akkadian (2nd printing; Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2000), s.v. ḫatû(m) II.

141.See BDB and HALOT for this suggestion; s.v. .חתה The translation, "he will annihilate you", is adopted by
Kraus - but on analogy with Aquila's rescension of the LXX, the Vulgate and the Targum instead: Kraus, op.cit.
509.

142.To the best of my knowledge, the first person to have suggested this derivation was David Altshuler
(Metzudat Tziyon), s.v. יחתך.
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tearing down, or of demolishing. The function of this verb, however, in Deuteronomy 28:63

and Proverbs 2:22 would suggest instead the tearing of one thing from another. In both of

those passages it is the ground from which the sinful will be torn, functioning (in the case of

Deuteronomy) as a metaphor for exile.

This second clause features an adverbial modifier, either indicating the object from which the

subject will be torn or the manner in which he will be demolished. In the event that the

adverbial prefix is understood as a spatial preposition143, the purpose of the clause would be

to signify his source: "from [his] tent, he will be torn"144. In the event that it is to be

understood as a privative preposition145, the purpose would be to indicate the nature of his

destruction: "he will be demolished, without a home". In both cases, the clause draws

attention to his previous status as a settled individual, with the tent functioning as a metaphor

for stability146.

Before progressing to clause A3 it must first be stressed that both of the verbs in clause A2

possess the same subtle bivalency. On the one hand, they refer to the eradication and

destruction of the wicked, whose shattering in clause A1 is said to be everlasting .(לנצח) On

the other hand, both verbs are capable of expressing the act of pulling up, or of tearing out.

As we noted earlier, the dual functions of cutting down and of plucking are the two functions

of the razor, to which the subject's tongue was likened in the fourth verse. They are also the

two means by which trees and herbage might be destroyed, allowing this clause to function

simultaneously as a development from clause A1 and as a segué to clause A3.

The third and final clause in verse 7 expresses the eradication of the wicked by means of an

arboreal image, declaring that God will "uproot" him from the land of the living מארץ) ושרשך

.147(חיים The verb, formed from שרש ("root"), which functions in some instances in reference

143.IBHS §11.2.11a; Arnold and Choi, §4.1.13a; etc.

144.So, for example, NRSV, NJPS, etc.

145.IBHS, §11.2.11c; Arnold and Choi, §4.1.13f; etc

146.On this metaphor, see Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1997), 13.

147.Other passages which mention "the land(s) of the living" are Isa 38:11, 53:8; Jer 11:19; Ezek 26:20,
32:23-27 and 32; Ps 27:13, 116:9, 142:6; Job 28:13.
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to striking root148, functions here in reference to removing them. Other passages in which this

verb means to cut down or uproot include Job 31:8 and 12149 and Ezra 7:26, in which this

term appears as either a reference to exile or to corporal punishment.

Unlike the other verbs employed in verse 7, this one leaves no doubt as to its arboreal

connotations. As such, we see a staged progression in the psalm's development of the tree

imagery, from a verb that had no overtly arboreal nuances in clause A1 ,(נתץ) through two

verbs that functioned both in reference to breaking down and to uprooting in clause A2 חתה,)

,(נסח to a verb in clause A3 whose primary function is that of uprooting a tree .(שרש) Like the

metaphor in Job 19:10, which likened tearing something down to assailing a person, and then

felling a person to felling a tree, the three clauses in Psalm 52:7 have taken a similarly two-

staged approach in their development of the tree imagery that they will exploit in verse 10.

It is in this tenth verse that the psalmist provides the ultimate point of contrast with the

subject of the preceding imprecation: himself. Introduced with the adversative conjunction

(clause a1)150, the text forgoes any description of the narrator's righteousness and moves

straight to the analogy instead. By contrasting the figurative portrayal of the psalmist with the

psalmist's portrayal of the man of strength, the text invites us to also contrast those less

figurative aspects of their personalities that are not so explicated.

While the mighty one was described as being guilty of harmful words, of treachery and of

trusting only in himself, the righteous one is extolled only for the virtue of trusting in God.

We are led to assume, even without its being stated, that his faith in the divine has also

manifested in conduct more favourable than that which he laments in others, and it is not

unreasonable to expect of his choice of metaphor that it might convey this.

Unlike the metaphors in Jeremiah 17 and Psalm 1, Psalm 52 doesn't merely liken its subject

to a tree but equates him with a specific variety: the olive. References to a flourishing olive

148.Isa 27:6, 40:24; Jer 12:2; Ps 80:10; Job 5:3.

149.Both of these may be literal references to the destruction of crops, although note the possibility of the
former of them constituting a metaphor for the death of one's children.

150.Arnold and Choi, §4.3.3a; BHRG, §40.8.1(iv); Williams §432 and §552; GKC §163a; etc
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tree רענן) (זית occur only here and in Jeremiah 11:16 - a passage that utilises its imagery in

order to describe the people of Israel as a whole151. And yet, despite this particular collocation

appearing only twice, the image of a thriving olive tree must have carried with it a range of

powerful associations.

The olive, by virtue of its many functions within Israelite society, was a highly valued

commodity. Its oil served for lighting, for cooking, for medicine and for anointment - both

cosmetic and sacral152. Its high valuation made it an integral feature of so many sacrificial

offerings and its cultivation an indicator of wealth. It is for the land's ability to produce olive

trees that it is praised153, and it is by virtue of an inability to properly harvest them that the

people are cursed154.

The wicked one, we are informed, was one who relied upon his great wealth. In contrast, the

righteous individual is represented not as one who owns olive trees, but as an olive tree

himself. He is not in possession of valued commodities but he is, himself, a valued

commodity. What is more, while the wicked are like trees uprooted by God, the righteous is

like a tree in God's own house. This contrast in particular provides the clearest differentiation

between the righteous individual and the wicked subject of the psalm's first three sections.

So far as that wicked subject is concerned, we see how he relied upon his strength, his wealth

and his machinations, yet was unable to save himself from his own demise. In order to

characterise him at both the height of his success and at the depths of his own depravity, the

psalmist employed imagery from two semantic domains: the sharpened razor, and the

uprooted tree. In life, the slanderer was like a razor, causing destruction; in death, he was like

an uprooted tree, at whom passersby marvelled.

151.On this passage, and its relationship with its cotext, see Job Y. Jindo, Biblical Metaphor Reconsidered: A
Cognitive Approach to Poetic Prophecy in Jeremiah 1-24 (Harvard Semitic Monographs 64; Indiana:
Eisenbrauns, 2010), 209ff.

152.Kirsten Nielsen, There is Hope for a Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT 65; Sheffield, 1989),
76-78.

153.For example, in Deut 8:8.

154.Deut 28:40; Mic 6:15; etc.
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The manner in which this individual met his destruction involved the subtle combination of

both of these domains. Just as the chief functions of the razor are cutting down and plucking,

and just as cutting down and uprooting are the primary means of eradicating herbage, so was

he cut down in his prime and uprooted from life. Understood this way, the arboreal imagery

as it is applied to the wicked needs to be understood specifically in contrast to the imagery of

the razor: as the razor serves as a weapon, so is the tree helpless in the face of attack; as the

razor is an object of fear, so is a felled tree the object of derision.

The manner in which arboreal imagery functions within this one psalm with such different

applications demonstrates the incredible versatility of this particular metaphorical trope, and

enables us to expand our encyclopedia of arboreal connotations in important ways. To the list

of arboreal features that metaphors can exploit, we can now add those of fear and derision,

together with those of monetary value and utility.

Psalm 92:6-16

ד עָמְק֥וּ מַחְשְׁבתֶֹיֽךָ׃92:6 ֹ֗ א ה מְ֝ יךָ יהְוָ֑ מַה־גָּדְל֣וּ מַעֲשֶׂ֣

ין אֶת־זאֹֽת׃7 יל לֹא־יבִָ֥ ע וּ֝כְסִ֗ עַר לֹ֣א ידֵָ֑ אִיֽשׁ־בַּ֭

ם עֲדֵי־עַדֽ׃8 מְדָ֥ וֶן לְהִשָּֽׁ עֲלֵי אָ֑ ֹ֣ יּצִָיצוּ כָלּ־פּ שֶׂב וַ֭ ים׀ כְּמ֥וֹ עֵ֗ חַ רְשָׁעִ֨ ֹ֤ בִּפְר

ה מָר֗וֹם לְעלָֹ֥ם יהְוָהֽ׃9 וְאַתָּ֥

עֲלֵי אָוֶֽן׃10 ֹ֥ תְפָּרְד֗וּ כָלּ־פּ דוּ יִ֝ יךָ יאֹבֵ֑ י־הִנֵּ֣ה איֹבְֶ֣ ה כִּֽ יךָ׀ יְהֽוָ֗ י הִנֵּה֪ איֹבְֶ֡ כִּ֤

מֶן רַעֲנָןֽ׃11 י בְּשֶׁ֣ לֹּתִ֗ י בַּ֝ ים קַרְנִ֑ רֶם כִרְּאֵ֣ וַתָּ֣

עְנהָ אָזנְָיֽ׃12 ים תִּשְׁמַ֥ ים עָלַ֥י מְרֵעִ֗ י בַקָּּמִ֖ י בְּשׁ֫וּרָ֥ ט עֵינִ֗ וַתַּבֵּ֥

רֶז בַלְּּבָנ֣וֹן ישְִׂגֶּהֽ׃13 ח כְּאֶ֖ ר יפְִרָ֑ דִיּק כַּתָּמָ֣ צַ֭

יחוּ׃14 ינוּ יפְַרִֽ ה בְחַּצְר֖וֹת אֱלֹהֵ֣ ית יהְוָ֑ תוּלִים בְּבֵ֣ שְׁ֭

עֲננִַּ֣ים יהְִיוּֽ׃15 ה דְּשֵׁנִ֖ים וְרַֽ ע֖וֹד ינְוּב֣וּן בְּשֵׂיבָ֑

ו׃16 ֹּֽ י וְלֹֽא־עַוְלָ֥תָה ב ה צ֝וּרִ֗ ר יהְוָ֑ י־ישָָׁ֣ הַגִּיד כִּֽ לְ֭
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92:6 How great are your works, O Lord! Your thoughts are very deep!

7 The dullard cannot know, the stupid cannot understand this:

8 though the wicked sprout like grass and all evildoers flourish, they are doomed to 

destruction forever,

9 but you, O Lord, are on high forever.

10 For your enemies, O Lord, for your enemies shall perish; all evildoers shall be 

scattered.

11 But you have exalted my horn like that of the wild ox; you have poured over me fresh 

oil.

12 My eyes have seen the downfall of my enemies; my ears have heard the doom of my 

assailants155.

13 The righteous flourish like the palm tree, and grow like a cedar in Lebanon.

14 They are planted in the house of the Lord; they flourish in the courts of our God.

15 In old age they still produce fruit; they are always green and full of sap,

16 showing that the Lord is upright; he is my rock, and there is no unrighteousness in 

him.

Psalm 92 combines praise for God with condemnation of the wicked, and functions as an

assurance that the wicked will perish for all time while the righteous will continue to flourish.

In the context of this message, the psalmist also indicates that the situation often seems

otherwise, with the wicked flourishing and the righteous beset. On the contrary, the wicked

only flourish in order that they may be destroyed, while the subjugation of the righteous is

assuredly but temporary.

Like Psalm 52, this text constitutes a metaphorical complex, within which images from a

variety of different semantic domains are juxtaposed with one another. The imagery used to

characterise the righteous is that of a tree, while the imagery employed for the wicked in this

psalm is predicated on a similar metaphor (A PERSON IS GRASS), with some semantic overlap.

The function of any one metaphor within a complex of this nature is dependent upon an

155.This verse is beset with ambiguities of a primarily lexical nature, as I shall mention in more detail below.
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understanding of every other, and so it is only by considering the intersection of the various

semantic domains within this psalm that we can draw solid conclusions that concern the

function of its arboreal imagery in particular.

Structurally, this psalm is comprised of four overlapping sections. The first section, which is

omitted from my presentation of the text above, is found in verses 2 to 5 and constitutes a

preamble to the psalmist's praise of God156. In the fifth verse, God is explicitly extolled for

the profundity of his thinking מחשבתיך) עמקו .(מאד This then provides a segué into the second

section, which is found in verses 6-8. That section begins with a condemnation of stupid

people (who cannot understand the depth of God's thought) but continues with an indictment

of sinners in general.

In the psalmist's condemnation of the ignorant, the verbs that refer to their meagre

understanding ,ידע) (בין parallel the term that denotes God's clarity of thought .(חשב) At the

same time, the nominal phrase that denotes the dullard בער) (איש may also call to mind

connotations of livestock157, thus further underscoring his comparative lowliness. The bovine

imagery, which is only dormant within this second section, is deployed more fully within the

third section, as we shall see.

Within the psalmist's condemnation of stupidity, he leads on from bemoaning the ignorance

of fools to remark upon the apparent success of the wicked. His assertion that they are in fact

doomed to eternal destruction provides a link to the ninth verse, which serves the function of

concluding the first section: the psalmist's praise of God. This is done by means of a

reference to his eternality, and it provides a mirror image of its counterpart. God, whose

thoughts were said to be "deep" (עמק), is here described as "high" (מרום).

Where verse 9 concludes the first section, verse 10 concludes the second: a repeated assertion

to the effect that the wicked will all be destroyed. Just as the ninth verse served as an

156.Since this section merely functions as an introduction to the main body of the psalm, and since the
references to musical instruments operate here in a non-metaphorical fashion, I have only included its final
verse (verse 5) in my analysis below.

157. From ,בעיר "cattle"; BDB, HALOT. For the suggestion that כסיל may have derived from a term that meant
"fat, docile" (and, hence, "bovine"), cf: BDB, s.v. כסל.
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inversion of its counterpart in the fifth, so too does the tenth serve as an inversion of its

counterpart in the eighth: the wicked, who were there likened to flourishing grass, are here

said to be "scattered" .(יתפרדו) The unrighteous have received their reward, and God's plans

are shown to have been sophisticated indeed.

The two terms used in verse 10 to denote the destruction of the wicked convey the notion

both of perishing (אבד) and of being scattered .(פרד) It is specifically the enemies of God who

are said to perish, and the doers of iniquity who will be dispersed. While the former term may

be roughly synonymous with the destruction that the wicked are said to undergo in verse 8

(of root ,(שמד the latter more directly alludes to their status as grass. As a metaphor, it is

similar to the depiction of the wicked in Psalm 1, which characterised them as chaff blown

about (נדף) by the wind.

It is against the confusion and destruction of the sinful that the one reciting the psalm

subsequently contrasts himself. Unlike the wicked who have either been ground down and

scattered to the wind, or routed in battle and defeated, the subject of this third section has

been elevated to a position of glory, and one from which he is able to witness the eradication

of his foes. While the raising of his horn may evoke the imagery of battle, the assertion that it

is like that of the wild ox calls to mind also the beastly imagery used of the psalmist's

enemies in verse 7. Here, the final two sections of the psalm complement the former two.

Where the third section (verses 11-12) comprises an assurance of the psalmist's survival in

the face of great odds, the final section (verses 13-16) treats of the righteous and their eternal

youth.

Having had his horn exalted by God, the psalmist boasts of being drenched (בַּלֹּתִי) in fresh oil.

This verb is presumed to be of the root ,בלל and to denote saturation. Its resemblance to בלה

("wasting away") may underscore the translation of the Septuagint, which has the psalmist

exalted in his old age158 - an allusion that may be significant in light of the psalm's

conclusion. Its function here, in describing the anointment of the psalmist, is drawn from the

semantic domain of a king's coronation159. This construal is reinforced by the use of horn

158.LXX: και το γηρας µου ἐν ἐλεῳ πιονι ("and mine old age [shall be exalted] with rich mercy").

159.On the frequency of this trope, see the chart in Marc Brettler, God is King: Understanding an Israelite
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(קרן) as a receptacle for transporting oil used for such purposes160, and is supported by the

martial nuances in the following verse.

There, in verse 12, the psalmist concludes the depiction of his own glorification by remarking

upon a visual spectacle, the nature of which is both lexically and syntactically ambiguous.

This verse constitutes the conclusion to the third section, and it mirrors the conclusion to the

second, since both of them treat of the destruction of the psalmist's enemies.

From a lexical perspective, it is unclear what the psalmist's eye is said to have seen. The

Hebrew phrase בשורי) עיני ,(ותבט as with the one in the previous verse, commences with waw-

consecutive, suggesting a narratival relationship (be it adversative or developmental) with the

foregoing. Since the imagery employed in verse 11 was of a martial nature, it makes sense to

construe the noun, ,בשורי as comprising a contraction of :שוררי a polel formed from the verb

שור ("behold, regard")161. Furthermore, the metaphorical context of this observation suggests

that the nature of these onlookers is presumably insidious, yielding the translation "my

enemies"162 or "my watchful foes"163.

As it is written, this word is homonymous with both the Hebrew term for oxen, as well as for

singers - the latter possibly having been a feature of the royal coronation164. Philippe

Guillaume is correct to observe that eschewing the imagery of oxen in an attempt to render

this word as "enemies" is to negate the function of the taurine imagery in verse 11165. And yet,

in adopting the reference to oxen to the exclusion of its other connotations, Guillaume has

altogether depleted the verse of its martial and monarchic associations! His conclusion, while

clever, suffers from an inattention to the interplay of semantic categories within this psalm,

Metaphor (JSOT 76; Sheffield, 1989), 131.

160.For example, 1 Sam 16:1 and 1 Kgs 1:39 - both of which are enthronement narratives.

161.The noun, ,שורר occurs in Psalms only, always in the plural, and always with the 1cs suffix: Ps 5:9, 27:11,
54:7, 56:3 and 59:11.

162.NRSV.

163.Thus, NJPS.

164.Cf: 2 Kgs 11:14 (LXX); Brettler, op.cit. 133.

165.Philippe Guillaume, "Bull-Leaping in Psalm 18" in Pierre Van Hecke and Antje Labahn (eds.), Metaphors
in the Psalms (Leuven University Press, 2010), 35-45 (37-38).
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and his attempt at reading the verbal phrase, עלי ,בקמים as a reference to acrobats on the

psalmist's shoulders is thoroughly forced.

On the contrary, this verse bears all the hallmarks of establishing a relationship of opposition

between the psalmist and those who "gaze upon" him, which in context of his proving

triumphant over his enemies need be no other than his foes themselves. And yet, the

deliberate utilisation of a word that can also refer to oxen is but one of the ways in which the

author of this text maintains the continued presence of the images that he is employing, even

as one semantic domain is muted in favour of another.

Since it is a feature of metaphorical complexes that we are encouraged to read back into

earlier metaphors the information that emerges from later ones, we can also apply the battle

imagery of verses 11 and 12 to the description of the wicked in verse 10. There, the use of the

verb יתפרדו suggested the scattering of grass, but here we might suggest that it alludes also to

the manner in which people are physically separated from one another166. In the context of the

martial imagery in this third section of this psalm, it may denote the routing of an enemy

camp or the splitting of an enemy formation167. The reference in verse 10 to the psalmist's

horn being raised קרני) (ותרם... may thus also allude to the blowing of a trumpet at the onset

of battle - a tactic devised to strike fear into the hearts of the enemy168.

The second clause within this verse features a syntactic ambuity: while the psalmist remarks

on his ears having heard these evil-doers ,(מרעים) the verbal phrase עלי) (בקמים that connects

this assertion with the first half of the verse could be appended to either. As such, it appears

to function in reference to both clauses simultaneously: as a reference, in other words, both to

the approaching enemies and to the sound of evil-doers drawing near169.

166.Gen 13:9, 2 Sam 1:23, Est 3:8, etc.

167.On the use of trumpets and shouting to strike fear into the enemy, cf: Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its
Life and Institutions (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1961), 253-254.

168.Note, however, that while this noun does appear in reference to trumpets fashioned from horns (Jos 6:5 and
Dan 3:5, 7, 10 and 15), the words more commonly used in exclusively martial contexts are those of שופר and
.חצוצרת Nonetheless, the general synonymity of these terms is sufficient to suggest that here, in a non-
exclusively martial context, it may be functioning in reference to war. On this point, it is perhaps notable that in
the Mishna's depiction of warfare, Sotah 8:1 specifically mentions the need to stay together and not to be afraid
of the sound of trumpets ("מקול קרנות").

169.Mitchell Dahood, op.cit. 337. Note that the masoretic division of this verse, while it lacks an atnach, places
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The substantive at the conclusion of this phrase ("workers of evil"; (מרֵעים is reminiscent of

the homonymous :מרִ[י]עים those who shout in triumph or applause, as well as those who

sound a battle cry (from .(רוע Once again, the ambiguous phraseology allows this verse to

allude to multiple semantic domains simultaneously - in particular, the domain of warfare and

of the king's coronation. Since this verse concludes the third section, it is fitting that it should

bring together the major metaphorical tropes that this part of the psalm has already employed:

the domains of oxen, of monarchs and of warfare. Significantly, all three of these intersect in

a generic space that invokes the qualities of strength and of ferocity, which contrast with

those of the psalmist's enemies who appear to be strong, but who only share with oxen the

traits of brutishness and stupidity.

Having now successfully contrasted the psalmist with his enemies, the text concludes by

contrasting the righteous person as an ideal with wickedness in general. As such, the subjects

in the third and fourth sections of this psalm mirror the two subjects in the second section: a

foolish or ignorant person בער) ,איש (כסיל and wicked people in general ,רשעים) און פעלי ,(כל

with the reader of the psalm in particular and righteous people in general .(צדיק) What is

more, where the first two sections set up a contrast between God and all workers of iniquity,

the third and fourth sections establish a connection between the psalmist and the congregation

of the righteous. The focus in these two sections relates to longevity, being a counterpoint to

God's treatment of the wicked in the second section of the psalm.

While the imagery thus far has been taken from the semantic domains of herbage, brute

animals, the king's coronation and warfare, it is from the semantic domain of trees in

particular that the final section's metaphors are all drawn. Here, in verses 13-15, the righteous

person is said to sprout like a palm tree and to thrive (ישׂגה) like the cedars of Lebanon. His

flourishing is specifically said to be within the house of God, in the context of which the

reference to Lebanon in verse 13 may constitute an allusion to the temple in Jerusalem170. The

benefits of such placement are evident in the psalm's conclusion, which informs us that the

the strong accent (the revia mugrash) over ,מרעים indicating a reading in which עלי בקמים qualifies the "evil-
doers" and not the "enemies"; Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah (trans. and ed. E.J. Revell;
Masoretic Studies 5; The Society of Biblical Literature, 1980), §367.

170.Hossfeld & Zenger, op.cit. 440. For other such examples of this imagery, see in particular Kirsten Nielsen,
There is Hope for a Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT 65; Sheffield, 1989), 126-128.
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righteous will continue to bear fruit in old age בשׂיבה) ינובון ,(עוד and that they (and their fruit)

will remain both verdant and lush.

For our purposes, those components of the psalm that are of especial importance comprise

verses 8-9 and 13-16, as follows:

A1 Though the wicked sprout like grass

A2 and all evildoers flourish,

B they are doomed to destruction forever,

C but you, O Lord, are on high forever.

a1 The righteous flourish like the palm tree,

a2 and grow like a cedar in Lebanon.

b1 They are planted in the house of the Lord;

b2 they flourish in the courts of our God.

b3 In old age they still produce fruit;

b4 they are always green and full of sap,

c1 showing that the Lord is upright;

c2 he is my rock, and there is no unrighteousness in him.

As is evident from a clause-by-clause portrayal, there are three themes that govern this

metaphorical depiction of the wicked and three that govern the corresponding depiction of the

righteous: the subject's success (A1, A2 + a1, a2), a temporal qualification on the nature of

their success (B + b1-b4), and a related observation on the glory of God (C + c1, c2). Similarly

evident is the fact that the psalmist's depiction of the righteous features signicant elaboration

in the b clauses.

In both instances, the psalm's subject is said to "flourish" ,(פרח) although in the case of the

wicked it is like grass that they flourish, while in the case of the righteous it is like palm trees
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and cedars. There are several ways in which we can configure the difference between these

two tropes, and indeed they function differently in both passages. When it comes to the

wicked, the metaphor (THE WICKED ARE GRASS) concerns the ubiquity of this particular type of

person. As blades of grass cannot be counted, so the wicked cannot be numbered. Such is not

the case when it comes to the righteous (THE RIGHTEOUS ARE PALMS AND CEDARS), where the

metaphor conveys their grandeur instead.

That said, the manner in which these tropes function together within the same psalm demands

of them that they inform one another in a mutual fashion. As such, while the wicked are

depicted as beyond number, so too must this trope function within the presentation of the

righteous. While the depiction of the righteous draws upon connotations of grandeur, so must

this be read back into the depiction of the wicked as well. In such a fashion, as grass is more

plentiful than palm trees, so are the wicked more numerous than the righteous; yet, as the

cedar is so much grander than grass, so are the righteous more exalted than the wicked.

Having presented this detail, both passages proceed to qualify the flourishing of their subject,

and both qualifications concern their ability to continue doing so. In the case of the wicked,

clause B asserts that they are doomed to an everlasting destruction. The function of the

preformative lamed as an adverb signifying purpose171 allows this verb (להשמדם) to indicate

the reason for their flourishing. It is not in spite of their apparent success that they will be

destroyed, but it is only for the purposes of destroying them that they have been allowed to

flourish in the first place.

The psalmist's qualification of the flourishing of the righteous is somewhat more extensive,

featuring two clauses that elaborate on the location of the trees (b1, b2) and two that remark

upon their physical and qualitative characteristics (b3, b4). As we saw likewise in Psalm 52,

the preservation of the righteous is conveyed by asserting that it is in God's house that they

are planted. Unlike the grass that was grown in order that it could be eradicated, the palm

trees and cedars are being cultivated deliberately. While both tropes assert the authority of

God over human affairs, the latter also denies any form of providence for the wicked.

171.GBHS §4.1.10d, etc.
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The value of being planted in the house of God is especially evident in clauses b3 and b4.

There we are told that even as the trees age they will continue to yield fruit ינובון) (עוד and that

they will remain both lush and verdant ורעננים) .(דשנים The lushness of the tree's produce

stresses its suitability for consumption, which in turn stresses the role of God as the cultivator

of this produce.

Finally, both passages include an observation on God's glory, which is related in some

fashion to the depiction of both the wicked and the righteous that precede it. In the case of the

wicked, the presentation of God's glory is adversative: while the wicked are slated for

everlasting destruction, God is destined to be on high forever. Indeed, throughout the first two

sections of the psalm, it is primarily against God that the wicked are contrasted.

This is not so with the righteous, whose primary contrast is against the wicked themselves.

The presentation of God's glory in clauses c1 and c2 is an extension of the description of the

righteous in the previous clauses. Just as the wicked only flourished in order that they might

be destroyed, so the flourishing of the righteous is only in order that they can subsequently

declare the justness of God (להודות כי ישר יהוה).

Taken as a whole, the glorification of God is the primary message of this psalm, which both

commences and concludes with assertions of his greatness. As a means of conveying this

greatness, however, the psalmist also remarks at length upon the relative merits of

wickedness (and ignorance) and righteousness (and wisdom). Although God is the only

individual within this psalm to whom the quality of wisdom is imputed, the psalmist and

others share in the quality of righteousness, and are benefited as a result.

Metaphorically, this one complex employs images from a number of different semantic

domains, the denseness and interconnectedness of which is reflected by the psalm's dense and

interconnected literary structure. For the purpose of seeing how these semantic domains

relate to one another, we might separate them into three broad categories. In the first, there is

the domain of the brute animal. This is used both positively and negatively - in order to typify

the stupidity of fools (at least one of the terms for which derives etymologically from

"cattle"), and in order to characterise the great warrior.
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The semantic domain of warfare features strongly in verses 10-13. While alluding at several

intervals to the coronation of a king (to be associated, it would seem, with the psalmist

himself), the military nature of that coronation underscores the martial elements around it and

enables it to function as a subset of the semantic domain of warfare in general. Within this

context, the psalmist rejoices over the destruction of his enemies and over his own victory,

awarded to him by God.

Finally, the semantic domain of trees and herbage makes two appearances within this text -

both as a characterisation of the wicked (and their destruction) in verse 8, as well as of the

righteous (and their prosperity) in verses 13-15. The psalm's conclusion, which in its

reversion to the first person ascribes the qualities of a "rock" (צור) to God, demonstrates the

common element in all three of these semantic domains: that of strength, or lack thereof.

When considering the manner in which these metaphors mutually inform one another, we can

note that where the first two domains bear the added connotations of victory, the arboreal

imagery carries with it also the connotations of peace. Their being located in the house of

God and their remaining youthful and vigorous forever enables them to serve as indicators of

economic and political prosperity within this psalm.

§2.3.1 - Conclusion:

While similarities between the arboreal tropes in Psalms 52 and 92 have long been noted,

these similarities are ultimately of a superficial nature. Although both psalms employ the

image of a flourishing tree planted in the house of God, the interplay between that image and

the other metaphors within their respective complexes highlights an impressively broad scope

of metaphorical application, and one that thoroughly differentiates these two occurrences of

the trope from one another.

In Psalm 52, the arboreal metaphors for the righteous are predicated on the connotations of

commercial value invoked by the image of the olive tree. Its high valuation and broad utility

make of it here a symbol of wealth. God's accumulating such trees enables him to be viewed
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as the owner of precious commodities172, while its representing the righteous themselves

enables the psalmist to disparage the accumulation of material wealth.

In Psalm 52's characterisation of the wicked, the primary connotations of the tree are

physical. On the one hand, there are its weaknesses. Like the trope in Jeremiah 17, it is the

passivity of this tree that enables it to function for the wicked in the wicked's demise. On the

other hand, however, there are its former strengths. As such, and unlike the trope in Jeremiah,

the metaphor here is able to focus on the response of bystanders to the tree's collapse. A felled

tree strikes awe into the hearts of those who see it, and at the same time inspires derision.

Both responses correspond to its former physical grandeur.

In Psalm 92, the arboreal metaphors demonstrate the paucity of the righteous, their grandeur

and their vigour, and they do this by remarking upon both physical and qualitative

characteristics that trees can possess. Unlike grass, which can so easily be destroyed, the trees

within this psalm have the attributes of solidity and strength, together with the added qualities

of commercial, aesthetic and consumptive utility. The careful interplay of metaphors within

this psalm enables the psalmist to employ each one of these attributes, but to ultimately

downplay them in favour of the tree's metaphysical connotations: as symbols of peacetime, of

political strength and of economic prosperity.

172.Despite this characteristic never being imputed to God directly; Brettler, 56.
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§3 - THE KING IS A TREE

§3.1 - Introduction

We find that the metaphor under consideration (THE KING IS A TREE) is attested in all three of

the categories that we delineated in the introduction, and that an analysis of their respective

texts would need to proceed in accordance with the stipulations that were there conveyed. As

it stands, this dissertation only constitutes an analysis of arboreal tropes within certain

metaphorical complexes (to the exclusion of both isolated tropes and narrativised metaphors).

While I have not aimed at exhaustiveness, this introduction also features a short list of

passages that I have identified as instances of THE KING IS A TREE in the three different text

types:

Type 1 - Isolated Tropes

1. Jeremiah 23:5

ה בָּאָרֶֽץ׃ ט וּצְדָקָ֖ ה מִשְׁפָּ֥ יל וְעָשָׂ֛ לֶךְ֙ וְהִשְׂכִּ֔ לַךְ מֶ֨ יק וּמָ֤ מַח צַדִּ֑ ד צֶ֣ י לְדָוִ֖ ה וַהֲקִמתִֹ֥ ים בָּאִים֙ נאְֻם־יהְוָ֔ ה ימִָ֤ הִנֵּ֨

2. Jeremiah 33:15

ה בָּאָרֶֽץ׃ ט וּצְדָקָ֖ ה מִשְׁפָּ֥ ה וְעָשָׂ֛ מַח צְדָקָ֑ ד צֶ֣ יחַ לְדָוִ֖ יא אַצְמִ֥ ת הַהִ֔ ים הָהֵם֙ וּבָעֵ֣ בַיּּמִָ֤

3. Zechariah 3:8b

י צֶמַֽח׃ יא אֶת־עַבְדִּ֖ י־הִננְִי֥ מֵבִ֛ מָּה כִּֽ ת הֵ֑ י מוֹפֵ֖ י־אַנשְֵׁ֥ יךָ כִּֽ ים לְפָנֶ֔ יךָ֙ הַיּשְֹבִ֣ ן הַגָּד֗וֹל אַתָּה֙ וְרֵעֶ֨ ֹּהֵ֣ עַ׀ הַכ א יהְוֹשֻׁ֣ מַעֽ־נָ֞ שְֽׁ
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4. Zechariah 6:12-13

ח וּבָנָ֖ה אֶת־הֵיכַ֥ל יהְוָהֽ׃ יו יצְִמָ֔ מַח שְׁמוֹ֙ וּמִתַּחְתָּ֣ ישׁ צֶ֤ ר הִנּהֵ־אִ֞ ֹ֑ ר יהְוָ֥ה צְבָא֖וֹת לֵאמ ה אָמַ֛ ֹּ֥ ר כ ֹ֔ וְאָמַרְתָּ֤ אֵלָיו֙ לֵאמ

ין שְׁניֵהֶםֽ׃ ת שָׁל֔וֹם תִּהְיֶ֖ה בֵּ֥ ל עַל־כִּסְא֑וֹ וְהָיָה֤ כהֵֹן֙ עַל־כִּסְא֔וֹ וַעֲצַ֣ ב וּמָשַׁ֖ א ה֔וֹד וְישַָׁ֥ ל יהְוָה֙ וְהֽוּא־ישִָּׂ֣ ה אֶת־הֵיכַ֤ הוּא יבְִנֶ֞ וְ֠

5. Daniel 11:7

ם וְהֶחֱזִיֽק׃ ה בָהֶ֖ לֶךְ הַצָּפ֔וֹן וְעָשָׂ֥ ילִ וְיבָאֹ֙ בְּמָעוֹז֙ מֶ֣ א אֶל־הַחַ֗ ֹ֣ יהָ כַנּּ֑וֹ וְיבָ ד מִנֵּצֶ֥ר שָׁרָשֶׁ֖ וְעָמַ֛

Type 2 - Narrativised Metaphors

1. Judges  9:7b-20

One of the classic narrativisations of the KING IS A TREE metaphor, Jotham

characterises his opponents as trees in search of a king to reign over them. The

different types of trees to whom they submit their request represent different

types of kings. Ultimately, their choice of a thorn bush (אטד) says much for

Jotham's conception of Abimelech. While the allegory serves a rhetorical

function independent of the specific trope employed, the choice of arboreal

imagery to depict kingship is informed by that particular trope and its ubiquity in

ancient Israelite thought.

2. 2 Kings 14:9-10

The imagery employed in Jehoash's rebuff of Amaziah bears strong resemblances

to the allegory of Jotham in Judges 9. Here too, Jehoash utilises arboreal imagery

in order to depict the differences between different types of kings and their

relative capabilities.
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3. Ezekiel 31:1-17

This oracle in Ezekiel contains elements that were likely predicated on slightly

different metaphors. The final form of the text, as it appears in the book of

Ezekiel, demonstrates an effort at bringing the entire oracle under the rubric of

the one trope. An appreciation of this trope's function within the overall schema

will indicate once more the means by which it can simultaneously serve as a

characterisation of physical and metaphysical qualities.

4. Daniel 4:7-24

Unlike the allegories in Isaiah and Ezekiel, the lengthy narrativisation of this

trope in Daniel 4 is of a tripartite structure, indicating not only the allegory and

its analogue, but its swift actualisation as well. All three of these components

bear upon one another in terms of the arboreal imagery that they employ, with

the second and third adding constraints upon our interpretation of the imagery

within the first section. The function of the trope within this passage is

predominantly metaphysical.

Type 3 - Metaphorical Complexes

1. Numbers 24:5-9

Balaam's third oracle employs a number of different tropes, their vehicles

stemming from different and occasionally incompatible domains. Only two of

these tropes receive narrative extension: THE ISRAELITE DWELLINGS ARE TREES and

GOD IS [THE HORNS OF] AN OX. Tropes that function in an unremarked capacity are

GOD IS A LION and THE KING IS A TREE - that latter trope arising as part of the

narrative extension of the DWELLINGS ARE TREES metaphor.
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2. Isaiah 10:33-11:10

Text-critical considerations will lead us to conclude that the opening two verses

(10:33-34) were originally separate to the oracle in 11:1-10, but that the final

form of the text a metaphorical complex that spans 10:33-11:10. The manner in

which that trope simultaneously informs the presentation of God's furious

conquest of the Assyrians and of the prophet's expectations of peace reveals its

capacity for both physical and qualitative application.

3. Isaiah 14:4-19

Arboreal imagery features strongly within Isaiah's condemnation of the

Babylonian king. Of the tropes employed within this passage, THE PEOPLE ARE

TREES is the most explicit and the one to receive the greatest narrativisation. The

trope, THE KING IS A TREE, is alluded to on more than one occasion, both in terms

of a king's being felled and in terms of his subsequent decomposition on the

forest floor. The Masoretic reading that the Babylonian king is like a loathsome

branch נתעב) (כנצר is textually problematic, but contributes to the arboreal

schema in important ways.

4. Isaiah 37:23-29

In this oracle, directed against the Assyrian king, the two tropes to receive the

greatest narrative extension are THE PEOPLE ARE GRASS, THE KING IS A LUMBERJACK

and THE KING IS A WILD BEAST. The trope, THE KING IS A TREE, receives narrative

extension only insofar as it can be inferred from a close reading of the overall

schema. As we shall see, an analysis of this oracle leads strongly to the

conclusion that this trope is not only operating in the background, but that its

function informs the entirety of the text.
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5. Ezekiel 17:3-24

A classic metaphorical complex, Ezekiel's indictment of Zedekiah and his

prophecy of a future kingdom employs multiple tropes from distinct and

incompatible domains. In his depiction of the Judean king, Ezekiel relies both

upon THE KING IS A TREE and THE KING IS A VINE, while in his depiction of the

Babylonian and Egyptian kings he employs THE KING IS AN EAGLE. His similarly

varied depiction of the protagonists' locations adds additional colour to the

allegory, while the detailed analogue provides constraints that assist us in our

interpretation of the various tropes within it.

6. Ezekiel 19:1-14

Ezekiel's lament for Jehoahaz and Jehoachin, the exiled kings of Judah, employs

two different tropes in a complex arrangement. In the oracle's first part, THE KING

IS A LION governs two different discourses, while in the second part the one

discourse is governed by the trope, THE KING IS A VINE. Both tropes receive

extensive narrativisation, although their precise relationship with one another and

the means by which they are mutually informative is not straightforward.

7. Lamentations 4:19-20

Within these two verses, the author employs no fewer than six different

metaphorical tropes in his depiction of both the enemies of the Judeans and of

the Judean king. The three tropes employed for their enemies (ENEMIES ARE

[SWIFTER THAN] EAGLES, ENEMIES ARE FIRE and ENEMIES ARE HUNTERS) are in turn

paralleled by the three tropes employed for their king (THE KING IS A BREATH, THE

KING IS AN ANIMAL and THE KING IS A TREE). As we shall see, the manner in which

these different tropes interact with one another provides a high degree of mutual

informativeness.

--
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§3.2 - The Metaphorical Complex in Isaiah

משל הוא הדבר שאינו מובן כמשמעו, וכן בזה:

David Qimḥi, Isaiah 14:4 (s.v. ונשאת משל)

Isaiah 10:33-11:10 constitutes a complex of arboreal and zoological vehicles, metaphorically

describing the destruction of an enemy nation (10:33-34), the ascension of a Judean king

(11:1-5 and 10), and the era of peace that will be ushered in by his reign (11:6-9). While some

have argued that metaphors are, in themselves, a feature of textual ambiguity1, we find that

the primary ambiguity here is at the structural level instead. Such structural polysemy is a

hallmark of the prophetic literature, joining a given unit of text to its surrounding cotext in a

variety of different ways, and even allowing for its being further subdivided within itself 2.

Unlike other complexes that we have considered, the degree to which this passage originally

constituted more than one text is beyond debate. It stands to reason that the reception of these

oracles at the times of their respective composition did not necessarily rely upon their

juxtaposition with one another, and yet it is as juxtaposed texts that they have been

transmitted. To deny any significance to the manner in which they have been combined

would be to reduce the editorialisation of Isaiah to a haphazard process, and to strip those

responsible of all deliberation and intent.

At the same time, while the locus of the metaphor in its current form is this passage as a

whole, it would be unwise to ignore the fact that a measure of historical context will

necessarily bear upon our interpretation of the metaphors within it. As Nielsen notes, the

structural delineation of a unit of text in any corpus necessarily affects the manner in which it

1. William Empson, Seven Types of Ambiguity (New York: New Directions, 1966), 2; Israel Scheffler, Beyond
the Letter: A Philosophical Inquiry into Ambiguity, Vagueness, and Metaphor in Language (London: Routledge,
1979), 79ff; David H. Aaron, Biblical Ambiguities: Metaphor, Semantics, and Divine Imagery (Leiden: Brill,
2002).

2. Ehud Ben Zvi, "The Prophetic Book: A Key Form of Prophetic Literature", in Marvin A. Sweeney and
Ehud Ben Zvi (eds.), The Changing Face of Form Criticism for the Twenty-First Century (Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2003), 276-297 (288).
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is read, as does the manner in which it is connected with its literary cotext3. A recognition that

this passage involves more than one textual unit demands of us that we pay some attention to

differing theories that concern its compositional history.

This requirement is particularly strong in the case of Isaiah 10:33-11:1, since it is only by

making the case that the final verses of chapter 10 belong to the same oracle as is found in

chapter 11 that we can assert the existence of a metaphorical complex. As such, our analysis

of this passage will be preceded by remarks that justify our approach to it as a single unit -

and those remarks will focus in particular on the connection between 10:33-34 and 11:1.

In Isaiah 10:33-11:10, we have a number of different possible delineations, depending on the

potential independence of 10:33-34 from the material that directly precedes it, the

compositional history of 11:1-9, the relationship between 11:10 and the following six verses,

and the potential independence of both 10:33-34 and 11:10 from the passage (11:1-9) that

they circumscribe. In order to provide a detailed metaphorical analysis of this passage, we

shall commence with a brief assessment as to the position of those units, relative to both their

immediate and their referential cotext, and with a view to theories that concern their historical

provenance.

Ultimately, however, while it is incumbent upon us to recognise that the text in its original

and hypothetical form may have conveyed nuances different to those that the text in its final

form communicates, it is with the final form of the text that we shall concern ourselves. As

such, our analysis shall treat of 10:33-11:10 as a single unit of text, defined by its utilisation

of a specific arboreal trope and extracted from the book of Isaiah as it exists in its present

arrangement. Our metaphorical analysis will focus in on the frames of the individual

metaphors employed within this section of text, defined as the "minimal unit[s] which

establish... the incongruity"4 between vehicle and tenor.

3. So, for example, Kirsten Nielsen, There is Hope for a Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT Supp.
65; Shieffield: JSOT Press, 1989), 123. See too Aaron, who notes in this regard that "text... is neither an
independent repository for objective meanings nor a reservoir for potentially limitless interpretations", op.cit. 7.

4. Eva Feder Kittay, Metaphor: Its Cognitive Force and Linguistic Structure (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987),
24.
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Isa 10:33-34

It is evident from even a cursory reading of chapter 10 that the extent to which its final two

verses follow on from the preceding material will affect their interpretation greatly.

Furthermore, the precise determination of the import of 10:33-34 is critical to an

interpretation of the ensuing poem in chapter 11, since both the placement and the structure

of 11:1-10 invite us to relate the metaphors within it to those that feature at the end of the

previous chapter. The image of a forest being felled, when coupled with the image of a shoot

growing from the stump of a single tree, is contrastive and provokes an emotional response5.

In commencing her analysis of this passage, Nielsen remarks upon the different ways in

which its structural integrity might be established. In particular, she contrasts the perspectives

of J. Vermeylen and Hermann Barth, both of whom recognise the independence of 10:33-34

from that which precedes it, and both of whom construe the foregoing passage as comprising

a textual unit that commences with the latter part of verse 276. As a demonstration of just how

radically such segmentation of the passage might affect its construal, Nielsen shows how

Vermeylen and Barth arrive at opposing interpretations. Where the former sees the "forest" as

a metaphor for the Assyrians, the latter sees it as a metaphor for the Jerusalem aristocracy

instead7.

Barth is not alone in configuring the tenor as a Judean entity. By establishing the original

independece of these verses from the rest of chapter 10, Hans Wildberger also suggests that

5. So, for example, Marvin Sweeney, who notes that 10:27-11:9 "contrasts the coming fall of the Assyrian
monarch and the rise of the Davidic king"; Marvin A. Sweeney, "Dating Prophetic Texts", in Hebrew Studies 48
(2007), 55-73 (57).

6. Nielsen, op.cit. 125-126. For other scholars that construe 10:27b-32 as a discrete textual unit, separate from
the two verses that conclude the chapter, cf: Georg Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament (trans. David
Green; London: SPCK, 1970), 365 and 367; George Buchanan Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on
the Book of Isaiah I-XXXIX (ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1962), 206-207. For scholars who understand
10:33-34 as being more intimately connected with the preceding passage, see Joseph Blenkinsopp, A History of
Prophecy in Israel: Revised and Enlarged (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1996), 103; S.R. Driver,
An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament (Cleveland: Meridian Books, 1965), 210; Otto Eissfeldt,
The Old Testament: An Introduction (trans. Peter R. Ackroyd; Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1974), 307-308; R.K.
Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament (London: The Tyndale Press, 1969), 783. Note that while these
scholars construe the passage as ending with verse 34, they each hold differing opinions as regards where in
chapter 10 the passage begins.

7. Nielsen, op.cit. 125.
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its original import was the Judean elite8, Kaiser sees it as a reference to the Judean people9,

and Nielsen sees it as having been written about a Judean king10. Even in the event that we

were to adopt such a perspective, it stands to reason that the editor responsible for the

placement of this passage was interested in reapplying its message to contemporary

circumstances, but the separation of these verses from their original literary cotext makes the

ascertaining of those circumstances virtually impossible11.

That the object of divine wrath is the Assyrian people is the standard interpretation of

10:33-34, and the one to which the present version of the text most explicitly lends itself12.

The Assyrians are unambiguously referred to at various points within the preceding passage:

in 10:5-11 they are singled out as the instrument of God's fury, in 10:12-19 they are made

subject to that fury themselves, and in 10:24-27 Israel is exhorted not to fear the Assyrians,

for their day of reckoning is at hand. Ultimately, the fact that the metaphor of a forest is

employed in verses 15-19 (in context, a figurative reference to Assyria) further leads us

towards adopting Assyria as the forest's referent in verses 33-34.

Such an adoption suggests a monarchic setting for this passage's composition - be it authorial

or editorial, since a prophecy that concerns the imminent demise of a hubristic Assyrian

empire bears little rhetorical import after c.612 BCE13. It would thus seem that the most

immediately compelling events to which it could be referring are Sargon's campaign against

Ashdod and Jerusalem (c.711 BCE14) and Sennacherib's campaign against Jerusalem,

8. Hans Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Continental Commentary; trans. Thomas H. Trapp; Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1991), 456.

9. Otto Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12: A Commentary (London: SCM Press, 1972), 157.

10. Nielsen, op.cit. 136. Berges also adopts this perspective, but does so without divorcing this passage from
the previous; on the contrary, the relationship between 10:5-15 and 10:33-34 is such that "Assyria" can now
represent the enemies of God in general - in this case, the Davidic house itself; Ulrich F. Berges, The Book of
Isaiah: Its Composition and Final Form (Hebrew Bible Monographs 46; trans. Millard C. Lind; Sheffield
Phoenix Press, 2012), 111-112. This is part of a general trend in Berges' analysis, by which tropes take on a
figurative, rather than a literal connotation, and informs also his understanding of the king in 11:1ff as a
reference to the community in exile: op.cit. 112-117.

11. Eissfeldt, op.cit. 312. See also Marvin A. Sweeney, "Dating Prophetic Texts", in Hebrew Studies 48 (2007),
54-73 (54).

12. So, for example, Driver, op.cit. 210; Eissfeldt, op.cit. 308; Blenkinsopp, A History of Prophecy in Israel,
103.

13. Sweeney, "Prophetic Texts", 58.

14. S.R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament (Cleveland: Meridian Books, 1965),
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Ashkelon and Ekron (c.701 BCE15). In both of these events, an Assyrian regent led an army

against the city of Jerusalem, in which context this oracle might presage the city's salvation

and the deaths of those who sought to invade it16.

Since 11:1 in its present form is a direct continuation of 10:33-34, as is made evident by the

continuation of sustained arboreal imagery, it makes sense to include it in our analysis of both

10:33-34 and 11:1-10. But since it is evident that these two metaphorical clusters have

completely different tenors, we shall analyse them separately from one another before

considering the import of their having been combined.

210-211; Otto Eissfeldt, The Old Testament: An Introduction (trans. Peter R. Ackroyd; Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1974), 312; J. Maxwell Miller and John H. Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and Judah (2nd ed; Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 406.

15. Eissfeldt, op.cit. 308; Driver, op.cit. 210; Nielsen, op.cit. 125 and 137; Christopher R. Seitz, "Isaiah, Book
of (First Isaiah)", in ABD 3 (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 472-488 (481); Christopher R. Seitz, Isaiah 1-39
(Louisville: John Knox Press, 1993), 29 and 91ff; Berges, op.cit. 112.

16. For problems with these dates, and compelling evidence in favour of the text's addressing the invasion of
Judah in 734/733, see Stuart A. Irvine, Isaiah, Ahaz, and the Syro-Ephraimite Crisis (Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1990), 274-281. For our purposes, the precise conflict is of less importance than is a recognition that the tenor in
this passage is the Assyrian armies.
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§3.2.1 - The Sprouting of a New King

וזה שנ' בישעיה וגר זאב עם כבש ונמר עם גדי ירבץ משל וחידה.

MT, Melakhim u-Milḥamoteihem 12:1

Isaiah 10:33-11:10 constitutes a metaphorical complex: the final two verses of the tenth

chapter employ the imagery of a forest as representative of the Assyrian people (THE NATION IS

A TREE), while the subsequent oracle in chapter 11 employs the imagery of a tree as

representative of the future Judean king (THE KING IS A TREE), together with zoological

imagery that concerns the period of his reign. In order to understand the import of the

arboreal imagery within this passage it is crucial that we recognise its function as part of a

metaphorical complex, and that we allow the interaction of its various tropes to govern its

meaning.

Isaiah 10:33-11:1

ים ישְִׁפָּלֽוּ׃10:33 ים וְהַגְּבהִֹ֖ י הַקּוֹמָה֙ גְּדוּעִ֔ ה וְרָמֵ֤ ה בְּמַעֲרָצָ֑ ף פֻּארָ֖ הִנֵּ֤ה הָאָדוֹן֙ יהְוָ֣ה צְבָא֔וֹת מְסָעֵ֥

יר יפִּֽוֹל׃34 י הַיַּ֖עַר בַּבַרְּזֶ֑ל וְהַלְּבָנ֖וֹן בְּאַדִּ֥ ף סִבְֽכֵ֥ וְנקִַּ֛

ה׃11:1 יו יפְִרֶֽ י וְנֵ֖צֶר מִשָּׁרָשָׁ֥ זעַ ישִָׁ֑ טֶר מִגֵּ֣ ֹ֖ וְיצָָ֥א ח

10:33 Look, the Sovereign, the Lord of hosts, will lop the boughs with terrifying

power; the tallest trees will be cut down, and the lofty will be brought low.

34 He will hack down the thickets of the forest with an axe, and Lebanon with its

majestic trees will fall.

11:1 A shoot shall come out from the stock of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of

his roots.
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Isaiah 10:33-11:1

Limiting our analysis for the moment to Isaiah 10:33-11:1, we have here a complex of

metaphors that includes seven distinct frames. I produce the passage below in the translation

of the NRSV, enclosing each individual frame in parentheses:

Look, [the Sovereign, the Lord of hosts, will lop the boughs with terrifying

power];

[the tallest trees will be cut down],

   and [the lofty will be brought low].

[He will hack down the thickets of the forest with an ax],

   and [Lebanon with a majestic one17 will fall].

[A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse],

   and [a branch shall grow out of his roots].

The first four of these frames feature a cotextual incongruity only - which is to say that were

they situated differently they might be satisfactorily parsed as literal descriptions of the

deity's destruction of a forest. The fifth frame invites metaphorical interpretation by virtue of

the unexplicated referent of אדיר ("a majestic one"), but the sixth and seventh frames both

feature examples of incongruity at a textual level. "Stump of Jesse" and "his [Jesse's] roots"

not only signify the presence of a non-literal phrase but encourage us to similarly interpret the

arboreal references at their commencement ("shoot" / "branch") as metaphors.

Before subjecting this passage to a metaphorical analysis, it is important to make some

syntactic observations about its structure. Since the passage as a whole is connected to that

which precedes it by means of the particle ,הנה and since this particle serves the additional

purpose of drawing attention in some fashion to this passage, we must consider how this

particle is functioning here and what propositional content, if any, it might convey.

17. Thus following NRSV's construal of the Hebrew text.
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In actual fact, the precise semantic construal of הנה has long been controversial18. Indeed,

when it comes to this particular particle, there appear to be very few things on which

grammarians can be said to agree with one another. It has been defined variously as a

demonstrative interjection19, a deictic interjection20, a demonstrative adverb21, a presentative

adverb22, and even as a predicator of existence23. If there is anything on which scholars are in

agreement, it may be that the particle is cognate with the Arabic inna ( ,24(إإنِنَّ which is defined

by Wright as an adverbial particle that adds assertative force to the following text25, that the

Hebrew term likewise adds a degree of nuance to the passage that it introduces, and that it

cannot always be translated as "behold"26.

Concerning the precise manner in which it succeeds in this regard, there is little agreement on

the nature of the force that it brings to the passage, the passage's subsequent interpretation, or

even on techniques for translating (or not translating) the particle in question27. McCarthy, for

example, indicates no fewer than nine different uses of והנה in a range of different clause

types, concluding that it performs a wide variety of functions, "parallel [to] just about all the

18. C.H.J. van der Merwe, "Discourse Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew Grammar", in Robert D. Bergen (ed.),
Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics (SIL, 1994), 13-49 (38); BHRG §44.3. For fairly exhaustive reviews
of the historical treatment of this particle, cf: Carl M. Follingstad, "Hinnēh and Focus Function with Application
to Tyap", in JOTT 7:3 (1995), 1-24 (3-6); Carl M. Follingstad, Deictic Viewpoint in Biblical Hebrew Text: A
Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Analysis of the Particle כי (kî) (SIL International, 2001), 608.

19. Benjamin Davidson, The Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon (Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers,
1986), s.v. הנה; GKC §147b.

20. HALOT, s.v. הנה.

21. IBHS §17.2b; BDB, s.v. הנה.

22. JM §102k, 105d.

23. Thomas O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1971), 168.

24. C.H.J. van der Merwe, "A Cognitive Linguistic Perspective on הנה in the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, and
Ruth", in Hebrew Studies 48 (2007), 101-140 (107); Takamitsu Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in
Biblical Hebrew (Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1985), 137-138.

25. William Wright, Arabic Grammar (3rd ed; New York: Dover Publications, 2005), i283-285; Muraoka,
op.cit. 137. For the suggestion that הנה is cognate with Akkadian ennu and Ugaritic hn, see Sabatino Moscati et
al, An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages: Phonology and Morphology (ed.
Sabatino Moscati; Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1980), §15.8; Van der Merwe, "Cognitive Linguistic
Perspective", 108.

26. Van der Merwe, "Cognitive Linguistic Perspective", 102; a notable exception to the third of these points is
GKC §100o, 105b.

27. Van der Merwe, "Cognitive Linguistic Perspective", 101-102.
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various kinds of clauses"28 prevalent in Biblical Hebrew. In a subsequent study of הנה

(without the preformative waw), C.H.J. van der Merwe establishes no fewer than twelve

different clause types, from which he concludes that the most "concrete" use of this particle is

gestural - in particular, the pointing out of physical entities relative to the addressee29.

The information to which the clause is pointing obviously need not be physical, as is borne

out by the corpus. In this category, der Merwe mentions the possibility of its focusing

attention on actions, events, states of affairs and the propositional content of other clauses30 -

an analysis more fully developed in a subsequent article with Cynthia Miller-Naudé31. Here

they provide three different categories of lexical information pointed by ,הנה only the first of

which involves indicating an entity, the second and third being the pointing of cognitive

effects or of propositions.

Even so far as the first category is concerned, while the entity on which the particle focuses

attention might be concrete, it might also be a temporal entity: an event, or state of affairs. As

such, Joshua 24:27 uses the particle to focus attention on a stone הזאת) האבן ,(הנה while

Genesis 41:29 uses it to focus on approaching years of famine באות) שנים שבע 32.(הנה In fact,

of all circumstances in which the particle focuses attention on an entity33, in only 113

instances34 does the particle focus it on a physical object (83x) or that object's location (30x),

while in 308 instances35 the particle focuses information onto an event or a state of affairs.

28. Dennis J. McCarthy, "The Uses of wᵊhinnēh in Biblical Hebrew", in Biblica 61 (1980), 330-342 (341).

29. Van der Merwe, "Cognitive Linguistic Perspective", 122 and 138. See also IBHS §16.3.5b; Muraoka, op.cit.
140. In maintaining the literal meaning as the "most concrete", der Merwe is explicitly subscribing to a principle
of cognitive linguistics, whereby the development of the meaning of lexical items moves from the concrete to
the abstract. In particular, cf: "Cognitive Linguistic Perspective", 105.

30. Van der Merwe, "Cognitive Linguistic Perspective", 138.

31. Although note that the authors of this study still maintain that "the most basic reading" is where the entity
being pointed out is of a concrete nature: Cynthia L. Miller-Naudé and C.H.J. van der Merwe, הנה" and
Mirativity in Biblical Hebrew", in Hebrew Studies 52 (2011), 53-81 (54 and 61).

32. Both of these examples are from the study: Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, הנה" and Mirativity", 62 and
68.

33. 421 times, acc. to the article, out of 1060 instances of הנה - or 39.7% of the total.

34. 10.67% of the total.

35. Or fully 29% of the total.
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When one considers the fact that הנה indicates propositional content in 271 clauses36 and the

cognitive effects of an observation or a proposition in a further 26537, the assertion that the

particle is a discourse marker, the purpose of which is to comment on textual content from a

meta-level38 appears highly justified. Indeed, if we can accept the figures presented by Miller-

Naudé and Van der Merwe, the focusing of attention onto something of an intangible,

propositional or entirely figurative nature accounts for almost 90% of the particle's repertoire.

In calling special attention to a passage, it may add a certain degree of vividness39, or may

simply emphasise what Lambdin terms "the here-and-now-ness" of the situation40. While the

notion that it predicates existence might be controversial41, the basic fact that it reinforces an

affirmation on some level appears undeniable. From a discourse perspective, it frequently

functions as a "change of topic" marker42, and would likewise appear to be bringing new

information, not previously available to the addressee - or, at the least, information that is

"counterexpected, counterdesired or overlooked"43.

Van der Merwe refers to this latter feature as the "newsworthiness" of the particle44, while

McCarthy terms it "excited perception"45. This is a quality that Muraoka explains by positing

the particle's origin as a demonstrative or a deictic46. This "newsworthiness", while it does

involve the speaker in the content of the assertion, may not testify to his opinion as regards

36. 25.6% of the total; Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, "הנה and Mirativity", 74-79.

37. 25% of the total; Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, "הנה and Mirativity", 70-74.

38. BHRG §11.9, 44.1; HALOT, s.v. הנה.

39. IBHS §37.6f, 40.2.1b.

40. Lambdin, ibid.

41. See JM §164a n8.

42. GBHS §4.5.

43. Follingstad, "Hinnēh and Focus Function", 22. See also BHRG §44.3. For a parallel function of the Arabic
particle, see Wolfdietrich Fischer, A Grammar of Classical Arabic (3rd ed; trans. Jonathan Rodgers; New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), §339.

44. So, for example, Van der Merwe, "Cognitive Linguistic Perspective", 122.

45. McCarthy, op.cit. 332-333. For a similar appraisal, cf: Adele Berlin, Poetics and Interpretation of Biblical
Narrative (Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1994), 62-63 and 91ff.

46. Muraoka, op.cit. 138.
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the assertion's veracity. As such, הנה might be viewed as a focus particle, rather than a

modal47, or something midway between the two48.

It is in respect of the proposition's newsworthiness that the linguistic category of mirativity is

relevant. First coined by Scott Delancey49, mirativity denotes the grammatical marking of a

proposition that is in some fashion newsworthy to the speaker of the utterance. It is distinct

from the grammatical marking of a proposition's newsworthiness to the addressee, from the

speaker's involvement in the proposition's truth content, and perhaps even from evidentiality:

the "grammatical marking of the source of evidence" for the speaker's proposition50.

It is the conclusion of Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe that הנה is primarily a lexical marker

of mirativity, and that the non-mirative uses - such as where the information is deemed

newsworthy to the addressee only - are to be explained as shifts of meaning in the evolution

of this particle's function51. While they cite Isaiah 10:33 as an instance in which הנה marks

propositional content that is only newsworthy to the addressee52, the extent to which the

speaker's surprise might be conveyed in this instance by other means requires a more detailed

consideration of the other syntactic features of this clause.

Indeed, the range of forms that the particle can take, its range of positions in different clauses

and the varied syntagmatic arrangement of its cotext are all indication that an analysis of its

function in any given instance must be dependent upon an analysis of both its morphology

and syntactic arrangement53. In Isaiah 10:33a, we have an unsuffixed הנה fronting a participial

phrase: הנה האדון... מסעף פארה במערצה.

47. BHRG §44.3.

48. Follingstad, Deictic Viewpoint, 608-609.

49. Scott DeLancey, "Mirativity: The grammatical marking of unexpected information", in Linguistic Typology
1:1 (1997), 33–52. See also Scott DeLancey, "The Mirative and Evidentiality", in Journal of Pragmatics 33
(2001), 369-382.

50. DeLancey, "The Mirative and Evidentiality", 369; Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, הנה" and Mirativity",
57.

51. Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, "הנה and Mirativity", 80-81.

52. Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, "הנה and Mirativity", 68n51.

53. Muraoka, op.cit. 140; Lambdin, op.cit. 169.
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In such an arrangement, there is broad consensus that the participle denotes something that is

either occurring presently54 or is to occur in the immediate future55. As such, it is a

construction that appears frequently in prophecy, where it can convey threats to God's (or the

prophet's) enemies, and immanent rewards to the community of the faithful56. Whether it is

used in this fashion because the event described is imminent, or whether it is used in this

fashion in order to indicate the irreversibility of the event being promised is unclear57.

Furthermore, as will be made evident in our analysis below, the bivalency of the participle's

temporality in this clause (current action, or imminent action) can be exploited for rhetorical

effect.

§3.2.1.1 - Isaiah 10:33-34

10:33a - הנה האדון יהוה צבאות מסעף פארה במערצה

A linguistic analysis of 10:33a demonstrates how the author uses a focus particle and a

participle in order to concentrate the addressee's attention on the actions described within it,

and thus provide a sense of active immediacy. Having enumerated the places that the

approaching army has already reached on their way to Jerusalem (10:28-32), the sudden

transition into violent and immediate action is striking. But while we might be led to expect a

description of the slaughter of Judeans, we are instead presented with a radical reversal of

fortunes.

The deity is introduced as an active participant in the story, in a manner somewhat different

to his function in the preceding verses. While 10:5-19 features a number of clauses in which

God is described as bringing ruin upon the Assyrians, his involvement in their demise is less

direct. He will send wasting sickness (10:16), or he will somehow become a burning fire

(10:17). By contrast, in 10:33, God is personified as a tree-feller, acting directly against the

forest with a degree of personal involvement in the fate of its trees.

54. GKC §116n; IBHS §37.6d.

55. GBHS §4.5.1; Williams §214; Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, הנה" and Mirativity", 65-70; Van der
Merwe, "Cognitive Linguistic Perspective", 127-128; BDB, s.v הנה; IBHS §37.6d and 40.2.1b; GKC §116p.

56. Donald Slager, "The Use of 'Behold' in the Old Testament", in OPTAT 3:1 (1989), 50-79 (58).

57. Miller-Naudé and Van der Merwe, "הנה and Mirativity", 65-66.
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There are two parts to this first metaphorical frame, the first of which has an explicated tenor

but an inferred vehicle, and the second of which has an explicated vehicle but an inferred

tenor: THE LORD [IS A TREE-FELLER] + [ASSYRIA IS] A FOREST. These two metaphorical constructs

remain constant throughout the first five frames, which comprise verses 33-34. In addition to

colouring our construal of the two frames in verse 34, the explicated tenor in the first

metaphor provides a means of interpreting the second and third frames in the same verse,

which are phrased in the passive voice and which otherwise lack sufficient lexical

information for their interpretation.

The term used to describe the deity is צבאות יהוה .האדון This martial designation is found

several times in Isaiah58 and calls attention both to God's militaristic prowess, as well as to

the ironical nature of the Assyrian king's hubris. While the lord of Assyria might have

deemed himself a formidible general, his opponent was the Lord, YHWH of armies. As such,

the characterisation of God as a feller of trees works not only as an indicator of his dreadful

power, but also serves to underscore the passivity of his foes. The Assyrians might have

enjoyed success while God was on their side, but arrayed against him they are as harmless as

trees beneath the axe of a lumberjack.

In describing the deity's behaviour, the author employs lexemes that are uncommon in the

Hebrew literature. The verb, of root ,סעפ occurs nowhere else in the piel, but is presumably

denominative of the noun, סעיף ("branch"). It is generally translated as "lop off boughs", but

might also refer to cleaving them or to chopping them up, on analogy with the Arabic

cognate59. As such, the depiction of God's actions has an additional element of violence to it,

since he is not only removing the branches with his axe but is hacking them into smaller

pieces as well.

Although the structure of the passage is such that we are invited to compare this forest with

the one mentioned in 10:18, it is noteworthy that the forest itself is not mentioned explicitly

until the verse after this one. In 10:33, what we instead find is a series of tropes that are

58. Nielsen, op.cit. 129.

59. BDB, s.v. סעף. Note that HALOT proposes a derivation Arabic sa῾f, "contemptible".
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designed to allude to the forest that has yet to be named60. In 10:33a, the term used is :פֻארה a

hapax legomenon in the singular, but one that appears in the plural six times in Ezekiel61 - all

metaphorical references to various kings.

The word is of doubtful etymology, but is reminiscent of פאר ("beauty, adornment") and, as

such, is rendered by some of the ancient witnesses to the text as a reference to illustrious or

glorious people62. Each of these translations suffer from the same defect, in that they remove

the metaphorical content of the clause. The Hebrew term, on the basis of its function within

the passages in which it appears, is usually translated as boughs. As such, the term constitutes

a synecdochic reference to the forest that is mentioned in 10:44.

The adverbial qualifier that concludes this first frame underscores the fury of God's violence.

A hapax legomenon, מערצה may derive from the root :ערצ a verb that denotes trembling, and

which may either indicate the manner in which one trembles when furious, or the act of

inspiring terror in others63. Its resemblance to מעצדה (an unattested feminine form of ,מעצד

"axe") has led some to suppose that it is an error for the same, and that the prefixed bet is

functioning instrumentally instead of adverbially. It may also be the case that the choice of

word was designed in order to invoke the comparison with the tree-feller's implement, which

is otherwise not mentioned explicitly until the following verse64.

The second and third frames are both phrased passively, and while the second mentions the

forest but not the one who denudes it of its trees, the third mentions neither of them explicitly

and relies entirely upon the former two for its construal.

60. For the heightening of imagery conveyed by this feature, see Nielsen, op.cit. 135.

61. Five of these attestations are in Ezek 31, and concern metaphorical depictions of the Assyrians and (by
extension) the Egyptian Pharaoh; the remaining instance occurs in Ezek 17, and concerns the Judean monarchy.
For the latter, see my analysis in §3.1.2.

62. LXX = ἐνδοξους; Peshitta = !HM2*; Targum = רמי.

63. The former - albeit with the nuance of trembling in fear - is attested six times in the corpus, and primarily
after a negative preposition (Deut 1:29, 7:21, 20:3, 31:6 and Jos 1:9), although see Job 31:34. The latter, in the
qal, appears five times: Isa 2:19, 2:21, 47:12; Ps 10:18; Job 13:25.

64. So, for example, Nielsen, op.cit. 129.
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10:33b - ורמי הקומה גדועים

10:33b follows on directly from the content in the first half of the verse and expresses a

degree of synonymous parallelism with the same. The proposition in the first clause is

mirrored by the proposition in the second, but without attention paid to the agent.

Furthermore, the forest is again described synecdochically - this time as a single tree, for

which the author employs a metonym that denotes its (formerly) upright stature. Rather than

speak of the deity's hacking of boughs, this second frame focuses on the branches themselves,

describing them as both the branches of the upright (or lofty) tree, and as the branches that

are, or will be, hewn down.

The word employed for the branches derives from the root ,רומ and denotes a high or lofty

status. It appears in references to people of great social stature, to monuments of glorious

construction and to trees of impressive height. Its function in this clause is ironic, given that it

has the verb גדועים ("hewn down") applied to it. The image of hewn branches provides a

double irony: the tree from which the branches have been hewn is referred to as ,קומה but by

virtue of this clause's mirroring of the first one (and by that clause's synecdochic allusion to

an entirely denuded forest), we know that this tree is anything but majestic. By employing

terms like רם and קומה to denote the hacked branches of a fallen tree, we are reminded of the

erstwhile splendour of the metaphor's referent and of the power of the agent of their

destruction.

We noted above that a participial phrase introduced by the deictic particle הנה might denote

imminent action or the description of an occurrence happening concurrently with the

utterance. This second clause, whether intentionally or otherwise, exploits the temporal

ambiguity by employing a passive participle instead of a niphal. Had the verb appeared as

,65ויגּדעו its function as an imperfective might have lent itself more overtly to having a future

time referent. As a passive participle, it is also open to being understood adjectivally.

65. Unattested, but compare this verb in the niphal perfective: Isa 14:12 and 22:25.
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10:33b - והגבהים ישפלו

The final clause in 10:33, and the third metaphorical frame, provides neither a reference to

the agent of the forest's denudation, nor any explicit reference to the forest itself. In this

instance, the term used to allude to the forest is a metonym; rather than focus on the trees that

comprise the forest, the term גבוהים focuses instead on a quality that those trees once

possessed.

This clause constitutes a continuation of the synonymous parallelism that was constructed by

the previous, but its relationship to the previous clause is incremental, rather than explicative.

That is to say, while the second and third frames together provide a mirroring of the first one,

the third frame also constitutes a reformulation of the second, but one that goes further in its

description of the forest's destruction.

Where the second frame referred to the branches of the fallen tree as הקומה רמי ("the lofty

ones of the upright", were we to adopt a translation that indicated the figurative connotations

at the expense of good English), this third frame simply terms them :הגבהים "the exalted

ones". This goes considerably further than the previous clause in that הגבהים need not relate to

branches of a tree, but serves frequently throughout the literature as a metonym for wealthy

and influential people. Importantly, it also appears in Isaiah 5:15 as a denotation for the

haughty - a fitting allusion, given the presumed referent of the metaphors in 10:33-3466.

As such, this third frame almost reads as a translation, or interpretation, of the previous two.

It functions on two levels: both as an intensification of the second frame, which together with

it provides a reformulation of the first, and as an interpretation of the metaphorical construct

presented in the first two frames. Where they refer to trees being laid low and branches being

hacked into pieces, this third frame makes clear that what they are alluding to is the humbling

of the haughty and the humiliating of the proud.

66. For the general lexical connections between these two verses and the oracle in Isa 2:9ff, see Nielsen, op.cit.
129. In addition to ,גבה she also remarks upon the function of ,רום and of שפל (when applied to the humiliations
of the haughty) - op.cit. 129-130.
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Were we to suggest that the pronouncements in this passage all refer to future (albeit

imminent) events, then this third frame is as contrastive as the previous. There, the second

frame's stipulation that "the branches of the tree are/will be hewn down" was contrastive by

virtue of the associated commonplaces held by the words employed for the branches of the

tree (and ironic by virtue of the information presented in the first frame). Here, the stipulation

that "the high ones will be laid low" serves a similar purpose.

While the imperfective certainly lends itself very strongly to an interpretation of this passage

as denoting future events, its frequent occurrence as a "progressive non-perfective" allows the

issue of timing to remain potentially ambiguous67. In line with the possibility that these

pronouncements denote activities occurring as the addressee reads them, the assertion that

"the high ones will be laid low" can also be construed as saying that "the high ones are laid

low". Taking the term in its etymological sense, whereby גבה refers to physical stature, this

third frame presents us with an oxymoron, the irony of which draws greater attention to the

false hubris of its subject.

The relationship of the fourth and the fifth frames to the three that precede them is similar to

the relationship of the second and third to the fourth: by mirroring the content, they provide

something of a synonymous parallelism. What is more, as we shall see, the relationship of the

fifth frame to the fourth is similar to the relationship of the third to the second: it not only

reformulates the content of the fourth, but does so with a degree of intensification as well.

10:34a - ונקף סבכי היער בברזל

If the prefix-conjugation verb in the third frame allowed for a degree of ambiguity as regards

whether it was an imperfective or a progressive non-perfective, that ambiguity is present all

the more so in the verb that opens the fourth frame. A parsing of the preformative waw as a

waw-conjunctive would make of the verb a perfective; a parsing of the waw as a waw-

consecutive, however, would make of it a weqatal, which in predictive text denotes future

occurrences68.

67. IBHS §31.3, etc.

68. Robert E. Longacre, "Weqatal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Prose: A Discourse-modular Approach", in Robert
D. Bergen (ed.), Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics (SIL International, 1994), 50-98 (51-52).
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The verb that opens this frame is ambiguous in another respect as well. It can be understood,

with some precedent, as a niphal69, or it can be understood as a piel. The difference is

significant, since a construal of the verb as a passive will continue the trend that commenced

in the second frame, by which the agent of the forest's destruction is no longer being

mentioned, while a construal of the verb as an active will make this frame more overtly

synonymous with the first.

Irrespective of how one construes the verb (active/passive, present/future), the subject is here

explicated for the first time: the thickets of the forest היער) .(סבכי The word for "thicket" is, in

this form, a dis legomenon, and is etymologically related to a word that denotes interweaving.

The only other occurrence is in Genesis 22, where it is in a "סבך" that Abraham discovers a

ram, caught by its horns.

As a word that denotes entanglement, the reference to the forest here creates a somewhat

different impression than do the allusions to the forest in the previous three frames. There, the

focus was on the stateliness of its trees, while here the focus is on their number and motley

arrangement. The image calls to mind the fact that ,פארה which functions as a synecdoche for

the forest in the first frame, can denote vines as well as cedars.

In this instance, the implement used to cut through the thickets is mentioned explicitly at the

end of the clause. If we were to suppose, therefore, that this fourth frame is entirely

synonymous with the first, we might to led to suggest that מערצה in that first frame was

indeed an error for ,מעצדה since the preformative bet in this fourth frame does function

instrumentally, with a metonymic description of the tree-feller's axe.

One need not, however, be too quick to amend one unattested lexeme for another; the

relationship between the first frame and the fourth can also serve to heighten the allusion that

was present in that first frame, by which the furious anger of the deity also suggested to the

mind the slightly homophonous term for a weapon. What is more, this interplay works both

ways. If we are reminded of an axe when reading of God's anger, we may also be reminded of

69. Gray, op.cit. 211; BDB, s.v. נקף. For a sg niphal with plural referent, cf: GKC §145o.
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his anger when reading of his axe. It is a feature of metaphorical passages that the set of

associated commonplaces held by any term necessarily builds as the passage progresses and

continues to inform the passage's reconstrual over subsequent readings of the text70.

The fifth and final frame of this first complex is related to the fourth in much the same way

that the third was related to the second. Together with the fourth, it provides a mirroring of

the initial three, but with a greater degree of intensification than did the fourth. As such, while

it is part of a synonymous parallelism, it also provides an incremental parallelism of its own.

10:34b - והלבנון באדיר יפול

In this instance, the forest is referred to as הלבנון - itself a metaphor for a beautiful place, and

one possessed of trees not only stately but possessing utility71. As such, it intensifies the

utterance found in the previous frame, which referred only to "the thickets of the forest".

Here, it is not merely a thickly-grown forest that is being destroyed, but the Lebanon itself!

By utilising this term, the author also calls to mind the Assyrian tradition of travelling west in

order to fell stately and magnificent trees72. The manner in which he does so, however, is both

lexically and syntactically ambiguous.

The verb used is a simple prefix-conjugation, which again lends itself to being construed as

an imperfective. In this instance, however, in addition to a certain degree of ambiguity as

regards whether or not it functions as a progressive non-perfective, it is also worth noting that

construing it as an imperfective will leave unaffected the temporal referent of the verbs in the

preceding frames. The reference to the Lebanon being utterly denuded is so overtly an

intensification of the previous passage that were the foregoing to be understood as describing

an event happening concurrently with the utterance, the assertion that the Lebanon itself shall

fall in the very imminent future might serve as a powerful coda.

70. Umberto Eco, Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language (Indiana University Press, 1984), 129.

71. See Nielsen, op.cit. 126-128.

72. Michael Chan, "Rhetorical Reversal and Usurpation: Isaiah 10:5-34 and the Use of Neo-Assyrian Royal
Idiom in the Construction of an Anti-Assyrian Theology", JBL 128:4 (2009), 717-733.
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Likewise ambiguous is the term, ,באדיר which has provoked a number of hasty emendations

due only to the difficulty of construal. Unlike other terms that have proven ambiguous or

problematic, אדיר is neither obscure nor difficult to parse. On the contrary, the problem here

resides in the preformative bet.

Understood as an instrumental of agency73, the passage may suggest that the Lebanon will

fall through the agency of the glorious one. In context, the referent would be צבאות יהוה ,האדון

mentioned explicitly in the first frame, and possibly alluded to in the fourth, depending on

our construal of the verb. As we shall see, the placement of 11:1 relative to this passage will

raise other connotations for the referent of this noun, in the event that the preformative bet is

parsed in this fashion.

In the event, however, that the bet is parsed an adverb of accompaniment, the clause would

instead be suggesting that the Lebanon will fall together with the glorious one. A macro-

context that takes the rest of chapter 10 into account may lead us to construe the Assyrian

king as the intended referent of this epithet, making it an ironic phrase and, again,

constrastive. Like the branches and the trees, to which terms denoting height and grandeur

have been applied together with verbs that denote destruction and lowness, we have here a

noun that invokes splendour, contrasted with the general content of these five frames.

The ensuing poem does not decide for us which of these two construals might be the more apt

in its present context. With the first construal, it provides an alternative referent; with the

second, it provides an additional element of contrast to the Assyrian king's "splendour". Here

it is contrasted with his ultimate degradation; there, it is contrasted with one who is truly

splendrous.

73. IBHS §11.2.5d; Otto Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12: A Commentary (London: SCM Press, 1963), 156. It is interesting
that this construal appears to be omitted by GBHS §4.1.5.
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§3.2.1.2 - Conclusion:

This first complex of five frames is disjoined from the previous text grammatically,

thematically and stylistically. Grammatically, the fronted הנה marks this section as a change

of topic74 in which we are given a new focus. Thematically, there is a dramatic shift from

describing an unnamed enemy who is marching towards Jerusalem, to recounting in violent

and frenzied terms the deity's destruction of a forest. Stylistically, the list of toponyms that

precedes this passage (while the enemy or the campaign may have been fictitious) is a literal

list. At its most figurative construal, it may have referred to the news of the enemy

approaching, rather than the enemy itself. The five clauses in 10:33-34, however, are clearly

metaphorical.

As noted previously, the metaphorical import of these clauses is cotextually conveyed. As we

shall see, that is something that differentiates them from the metaphorical tenors in 11:1ff. As

these five are presented, they convey a theme that is elaborated in different ways, building a

complex of metaphors rather than conveying a single metaphorical idea. This complex

informs its own construal, such that a second reading might convey more nuance to its

propositions than were conveyed at first glance.

So far as the tenors of the metaphor are concerned, God is characterised as impulsive and

violent, his enemies unable to stand before him in his hour of wrath. He is typified as a tree-

feller, but unlike a feller of trees is neither using the lumber nor the clearing. His motivation

is anger and the utter destruction of the forest. His enemy, which from context is either the

Assyrian king or the Assyrian army, is typified as impressive to behold but as ultimately

helpless. Their former grandeur is emphasised repeatedly, and contrasted with their ultimate

inability to save even themselves.

So far as the vehicles are concerned, we have the arboreal metaphor conveying both

stateliness and passivity. Unlike various other instances of this trope in which the associated

commonplaces of security, shade and utility might be exploited for rhetorical purposes, the

commonplaces exploited by this metaphorical complex are aesthetic (height, girth, physical

arrangement) and volitional (immobility, defencelessness). In the former instance, the

74. GBHS, §4.5.
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metaphors yield an ironic comment on hubris, while in the latter they contrast with the agent

of their destruction.

This vehicle - and, by extension, its unexplicated tenor - is the focus of the oracle. Such is

conveyed both lexically and grammatically. Lexically, the trees are mentioned either

explicitly היער) סבכי הקומה, רמי (פארה, or figuratively הלבנון) (הגבהים, in all five clauses, while

the other vehicle is only mentioned explicitly in the first and fifth clauses (depending on our

construal of ,(באדיר and possibly alluded to in the fourth clause if the verb is parsed as being

in the active voice.

Grammatically, the trees are the subject of a verb in three or four of the five clauses

(depending again on whether the verb in the fourth clause is parsed as active or passive).

They are the direct object of the participle in the first clause, and may be either the direct

object or the subject of the fourth.

As with the previous passage, the two frames in 11:1 are also disjoined from that which

precedes them. This disjunction is communicated both thematically and figuratively. From a

thematic perspective, there is an immediate shift from a prophecy of destruction (albeit the

destruction of an enemy) to a prophecy of consolation: the ascension of a new king.

Figuratively, this passage is distinct from the previous one also by virtue of its utilising a

different arboreal metaphor. There, we witnessed the wanton destruction of an entire forest;

here, we are privy to the rejuvenation of a single, unrelated tree.

While these disjunctive elements have led many to focus on the differences between these

passages, their placement relative to one another conveys a contrastive theme. There is a

destruction followed by a reconstitution, but while the object of the reconstitution and the

object of the destruction are not the same, there is a clear causal relationship between the

death of the one and the new life of the other. Now that the forest has been destroyed, this

single tree can once more sprout.
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It is in context of this causal connection that two elements of the waw-consecutive come into

play. The first is that of logical succession75, which creates the sense of immediate narrative

progression. This underscores the relationship between the complex of metaphors in 10:33-34

and the two metaphorical frames in 11:1 - "The Lebanon will fall with/by the glorious one,

[at which time] a shoot shall come forth", etc. A construal of the verb in 10:34b as having a

future time referent makes of this complex likewise a prediction of an imminent event. A

construal of the former as denoting concurrent action would serve to highlight the imminence

of the new Davidic king without necessarily moving it into the realm of present activity.

The second feature of the weqatal is its ability to mark "a relative or absolute beginning" to a

prophecy76. It is in this grammatical bivalency that the term can both emphasise the

relationship between the two complexes and preserve their independence from one another.

In such a fashion, 10:33-11:1 functions as a distinct unit, as does 11:1-10. We shall remark

upon this dual configuration of the text in more detail once we have analysed the rest of the

passage in chapter 11.

§3.2.1.3 - Isaiah 11:1

11:1a - ויצא חטר מגזע ישי

In addition to the change of referent in this clause, the most striking difference between it and

the foregoing five clauses lies in its only possessing the single metaphor, both parts of which

are explicated within the passage itself: THE KING IS A TREE. For the vehicle, we have a variety

of unambiguous nouns, but for the tenor (as we shall see) we have instead a circumlocutory

phrase, pregnant with metaphorical potential.

In this first frame of the new complex, two arboreal terms can be found: חטר and .גזע The first

of these (חטר) is a dis legomenon, only appearing outside of this context in Proverbs 14. It can

be understood, on the basis of its Aramaic and Akkadian cognates, as referring to a branch77.

75. IBHS §33.2.1; Thomas J. Finley and George Payton, "A Discourse Analysis of Isaiah 7-12", in JOTT 6:4
(1993), 317-335; etc.

76. See JM §119c, who cite this verse as an example of the weqatal commencing a new section.

77. Cf: René Labat, Manuel d'épigraphie Akkadienne - sign 295 (ḫaṭṭu). Listed as baton, sceptre; also in John
Huehnergard, A Grammar of Akkadian - "scepter, staff, stick, branch" (ḫaṭṭum). Appears also in Hadad
inscription (Gibson, #13 line 3 - vocalises it ḥṭōr).
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It is the term employed by Targum Onkelos for both שבט (Psalm 45:7) and מטה (Numbers

17:21)78. It is markedly distinct for the terms employed for branches in the former passage, in

which their great height and their impressive girth were emphasised. Here, the vehicle is

somewhat more slender and fragile than those that we saw previously.

The second of these nouns (גזע) occurs only thrice within the corpus: twice in Isaiah (here and

in 40:24) and once in Job (14:8). It derives from a word that may mean "sawn" or "cut into

two". In its nominal form, therefore, it likely denotes the trunk of a felled tree. Unlike those

trees that were felled in the previous five frames, this one has hope for salvation, for it is

from this trunk itself that the branch will come forth.

Identifying the tenor of these vehicles can be done by inference only. The phrase ישי ,גזע by

its very incongruity, invites metaphorical interpretation directly. This feature of the sixth

frame likewise distinguishes it from the former five, since their metaphorical potential was

inferred cotextually only. What might "the trunk of Jesse" refer to?

It seems fairly obvious (or at least appears to provoke no disagreement) that Jesse is a

reference to the father of David - the only person within the corpus to possess that name. To

refer to the stump of Jesse would seem to imply that the Davidic dynasty has been terminated

- an interpretation in accordance with post-exilic dates for the composition of this oracle.

Such an interpretation is not necessary, however, since it might also indicate a certain degree

of dissatisfaction with the king regnant, or pride in his successor79.

As such, it may be the case that Jesse is chosen for the referent of the trunk in order to signal

that the new king will not just be a descendent of David (or perhaps will not be a descendent

of David at all), but is to be seen in some fashion as a new David.

78. Gray, op.cit. 221.

79. Martin Sweeney, "Dating Prophetic Texts", Hebrew Studies 48 (2007), 55-73.
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11:1b - ונצר משרשיו יפרה

This seventh frame (the second of our new complex) provides a synonymous parallelism with

the previous. As such, the pronominal referent is doubtless ,ישי although a more

developmental reading is possible, if undesirable80. Here, instead of speaking of a branch, we

have another vehicle that likewise emphasises slenderness and fragility. The word נצר also

appears only three times within the corpus: Isaiah 11:1 and 60:21, and Daniel 11:7.

Interestingly, all three of these clauses are metaphors in which the word alludes to a particular

king. This phenomenon is all the more striking when one considers the fact that Daniel 11 is

otherwise free of overtly metaphorical language altogether - arboreal or otherwise.

In the previous clause, the verb employed lent itself to having a future time referent, and we

see here as well that there is a prefix-conjugation almost certainly functioning as an

imperfective. Here, however, the verb is of a more noticeably arboreal timbre, increasing the

number of arboreal terms to five out of a mere seven words שרש) נצר, גזע, ,חטר, and a verb of

the root .(פרה The last of these - the verb that denotes the growth of the shoot from Jesse's

roots - has also a fructuous connotation. Where the other terms may emphasise fragility and

youth, the verb פרה might allude as well to the bounty of this new king. Though he may be

young, though there may be an element of delicacy to his present or his prophesised nature,

there is also the promise of his performing great deeds or of yielding much progeny.

§3.2.1.4 - Conclusion:

We shall analyse these two clauses more fully in context of the oracle to which they serve as

an introduction, but for now it is useful to consider the structural form of this first super-

complex of metaphorical frames.

As we have already noted, it is clear that the five frames in 10:33-34 are distinct from the two

frames in 11:1, thus forming two complexes of metaphors in oppositional relationship (A,

and yet B). In the first of these two complexes, we find that the fourth and fifth frames

constitute a reframing of the initial three, the fifth adding a degree of emphasis to the fourth

80. "A branch shall issue from the stump of Jesse and a sprout shall flower from its [the branch's] roots" is, to
the best of my knowledge, unattested in translations of this passage.
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and the second and third adding a degree of emphasis to the first. Similarly, in the second

complex, which is comprised of only two frames, we find that the second frame constitutes a

reframing of the first one:

a [The Sovereign... will lop the boughs with terrifying power];

even more so,

b [the tallest trees will be cut down],

which is to say,

c [the lofty will be brought low].

A

all of which is to say,

d [He will hack down the thickets of the forest with an axe];

even more so,

e [Lebanon with/by a majestic one will fall].

And yet,

f [A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse],

B which is to say,

g [a branch shall grow out of his roots].

As such, the overall structure of 10:33-11:1 might be characterised by the following equation:

[[a + [b = c]] = [d + e]], yet [f = g],

where [x + y] denotes the addition of emphasis, and [x = y] a reframing.

Considering the metaphorical passage in such a fashion serves to highlight the oppositional

relationship between the two complexes. The frames within the first complex are presented as

a gradual intensification of a theme. The assertion that the Lord, YHWH of armies, will lop

the boughs with terrifying power is commensurate with the claim that he will hack down the

thickets of the forest with an axe, but it is the assertion that the tallest trees will be cut down
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and that the lofty [trees/people] will be brought low (commensurate with the claim that the

Lebanon, either with or by a "majestic one", will fall) that serves as the focus of the utterance.

The shift ("and yet...") to an utterance that speaks of a single shoot/branch growing from the

stump/roots of a single tree is contrastive by virtue of its shift from a large-scale, militaristic

metaphor replete with violent and cataclysmic language, in which the focus of the reader is

drawn to the gradual intensification of the trope, to a small-scale metaphor of quiet

rejuvenation, with language reminiscent of slenderness and fragility. As the metaphorical

complex is thus structured, the hubris of the Assyrian king is being contrasted with the

meekness and humility of the Judean monarch in such a fashion as to imply that meekness

has greater lasting effect than does all the might of military power.

§3.2.2 - Isaiah 11:1-10

The following oracle comprises a metaphorical complex with imagery drawn chiefly from the

semantic domains of trees and of animals. Just as we witnessed the interplay of two arboreal

metaphors in the previous section, so too do we witness the interplay of arboreal and

zoological metaphors within this one. And, since THE KING IS A TREE functions within both of

these two passages, its ultimate interpretation will be governed by the two of them together.

ה׃11:1 יו יפְִרֶֽ י וְנֵ֖צֶר מִשָּׁרָשָׁ֥ זעַ ישִָׁ֑ טֶר מִגֵּ֣ ֹ֖ וְיצָָ֥א ח

ת יהְוָהֽ׃2 עַת וְירְִאַ֥ ה ר֥וּחַ דַּ֖ ה ר֤וּחַ עֵצָה֙ וּגְבוּרָ֔ ה וּבִינָ֗ ה ר֧וּחַ חָכְמָ֣ יו ר֣וּחַ יהְוָ֑ ה עָלָ֖ וְנחָָ֥

יו יוֹכִיֽחַ׃3 ע אָזנְָ֖ וט וְלֹֽא־לְמִשְׁמַ֥ ֹּ֔ ה עֵיניָו֙ ישְִׁפ ה וְלֹֽא־לְמַרְאֵ֤ ת יהְוָ֑ וַהֲרִיח֖וֹ בְיּרְִאַ֣

ית רָשָֽׁע׃4 יו ימִָ֥ יו וּבְר֥וּחַ שְׂפָתָ֖ בֶט פִּ֔ רֶץ֙ בְּשֵׁ֣ רֶץ וְהִכָּֽה־אֶ֨ יחַ בְּמִישׁ֖וֹר לְעַנוְֵי־אָ֑ ים וְהוֹכִ֥ דֶק֙ דַלִּּ֔ ט בְּצֶ֨ וְשָׁפַ֤

יו וְהָאֱמוּנָ֖ה אֵז֥וֹר חֲלָצָיֽו׃5 דֶק אֵז֣וֹר מָתְנָ֑ יהָ צֶ֖ וְהָ֥

ם׃6 ג בָּֽ ן נהֵֹ֥ ֹ֖ ו וְנַעַ֥ר קָט יר וּמְרִיא֙ יחְַדָּ֔ גלֶ וּכְפִ֤ ץ וְעֵ֨ י ירְִבָּ֑ ר עִם־גְּדִ֣ בֶשׂ וְנמֵָ֖ וְגָ֤ר זאְֵב֙ עִם־כֶּ֔

ר יאֹֽכַל־תֶּֽבֶן׃7 ן וְאַרְיֵ֖ה כַּבָקָּ֥ ו ירְִבְּצ֣וּ ילְַדֵיהֶ֑ ינהָ יחְַדָּ֖ ה וָדבֹ֙ תִּרְעֶ֔ וּפָרָ֤

י גָּמ֖וּל ידָ֥וֹ הָדָֽה׃8 ת צִפְעוֹנִ֔ תֶן וְעַל֙ מְאוּרַ֣ ר פָּ֑ ע יוֹנֵ֖ק עַל־חֻ֣ עֲשַׁ֥ וְשִֽׁ

יםִ לַיָּם֥ מְכַסִּיֽם׃9 ה כַּמַּ֖ רֶץ דֵּעָה֙ אֶת־יהְוָ֔ ה הָאָ֗ י־מָלְאָ֣ י כִּֽ ר קָדְשִׁ֑ יתוּ בְכָּל־הַ֣ עוּ וְלֹֽא־ישְַׁחִ֖ לֹֽא־ירֵָ֥

ה מְנחָֻת֖וֹ כָּבֽוֹד׃10 יו גּוֹיִם֣ ידְִר֑שׁוּ וְהָיתְָ֥ ים אֵלָ֖ ר עמֵֹד֙ לְנֵ֣ס עַמִּ֔ י אֲשֶׁ֤ רֶשׁ ישִַׁ֗ ֹ֣ וְהָיהָ֙ בַיּּ֣וֹם הַה֔וּא שׁ
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11:1 A shoot shall come out from the stock of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of

his roots.

2 The spirit of the Lord shall rest on him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding,

the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and the fear of the Lord.

3 His delight shall be in the fear of the Lord. He shall not judge by what his

eyes see, or decide by what his ears hear;

4 but with righteousness he shall judge the poor, and decide with equity for the

meek of the earth; he shall strike the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the

breath of his lips he shall kill the wicked.

5 Righteousness shall be the belt around his waist, and faithfulness the belt around

his loins.

6 The wolf shall live with the lamb, the leopard shall lie down with the kid, the calf

and the lion and the fatling together, and a little child shall lead them.

7 The cow and the bear shall graze, their young shall lie down together; and the

lion shall eat straw like the ox.

8 The nursing child shall play over the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall

put its hand on the adder’s den.

9 They will not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain; for the earth will be full

of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.

10 On that day the root of Jesse shall stand as a signal to the peoples; the nations

shall inquire of him, and his dwelling shall be glorious.

For the sake of convenience, I have broken this second oracle into four sections: the return of

the king (11:1-2), the king's justice (11:3-5), the reign of the king (11:6-9) and the coda

(11:10). These divisions roughly correspond to the metaphorical timbres of the passages they

denote, with the exception of the fourth, which will be treated separately for structural

reasons only81.

81. For similar divisions, on the basis of theme, see Berges and Seitz, who separate verses 1-5 from 6-8/9:
Ulrich F. Berges, The Book of Isaiah: Its Composition and Final Form (Hebrew Bible Monographs 46; trans.
Millard C. Lind; Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2012), 113; Christopher R. Seitz, Isaiah 1-39 (Louisville: John Knox
Press, 1993), 105-106.
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§3.2.2.1 - The Return of the King (11:1-2)

[A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse],

and [a branch shall grow out of his roots].

[The spirit of the Lord shall rest on him],

the spirit of wisdom and understanding,

the spirit of counsel and might,

the spirit of knowledge and the fear of the Lord.

There are only three clauses within this section that can be said to be of an overtly

metaphorical nature: that a shoot (חטֹר) shall emanate from the stump (גזע) of Jesse, that a

branch (נצר) shall grow out of his (Jesse's) roots, and that the spirit of the Lord יהוה) (רוח shall

rest upon him. In all three of these clauses, the metaphor can be correctly identified without

recourse to a broader cotext. So far as attestation is concerned, while the former two

constructions are unique to Isaiah, the third metaphor ("the spirit of God") is attested

throughout the corpus.

We have already noted in our initial analysis of 11:1 that the verb used to commence this

passage bears with it an indication that it introduces something new. Like the deictic particle

that headed 10:33, the weqatal that heads 11:1 both draws attention to this passage within a

broader context, and marks it as a new beginning. The focus here has shifted from the travails

in store for the enemies of God to the rewards that can be expected by the community of the

faithful. In particular, it has shifted from a plural metaphorical referent (the Assyrian armies,

together with their king) to a singular metaphorical referent (the Judean king, himself).

And yet, it has to be observed that nowhere within this passage is the metaphorical tenor

made lexically explicit82. While the branch is accorded qualities that harmonise with the

semantic domain of kingship, and while the arboreal metaphor has a history of biblical utility

82. Kirsten Nielsen, There is Hope for a Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT 65; Sheffield Academic
Press, 1989), 135.
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in this regard83, some scholars have nonetheless identified the subject of this oracle as being a

remnant of the Judean people instead84.

This argument has much to recommend it85, but is ultimately problematic. Even if it were the

author's intentions to refer to the Judean people by means of arboreal imagery, it would still

remain that he is doing so with monarchic language. As such, we would be forced to propose

the existence of a double metaphor: THE PEOPLE [IS A KING + THE KING] IS A TREE. While the

second equation is textually demonstrable, the first remains an interesting conjecture only.

Even in asserting that the metaphor at play here is THE KING IS A TREE, the absence of any

exclusively monarchic terminology to denote it as such is a feature of this oracle that

deserves comment86. Similarly noteworthy is the fact that the bulk of this oracle (11:2-9)

contains no arboreal imagery either! As such, while the passage under consideration is

framed in verses 1 and 10 as an instance of this metaphor, the metaphor is only explicitly to

be found within those two verses.

The manner in which this trope influences the rest of the oracle (and the extent to which it is

influenced by it) will require a frame by frame investigation of the metaphors within it. We

have already considered the first two frames in 11:1, which concern the king's return. It is

interesting that in the context of this oracle's placement, in having been born after the forest's

destruction, the king is not the agent of God's plan but rather that plan's beneficiary87.

83. For a relationship between these terms and ,צמח employed in Jeremiah and Zechariah, cf: Otto Kaiser,
Isaiah 1-12: A Commentary (London: SCM Press, 1972), 157; Robert H. O'Connell, Concentricity and
Continuity: The Literary Structure of Isaiah (JSOT 188; Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), 90; Nielsen, op.cit.
132; Joseph Blenkinsopp, A History of Prophecy in Israel (Lousiville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1993),
109. For a connection with the "stump" (מצבת) in Isa 6:13, see Seitz, op.cit. 97-98.

84. So, for example, Berges, op.cit. 112-117. Seitz adopts the perspective that the individual spoken of is a
king, but does discuss the inner-textual merits of supposing otherwise: Seitz, op.cit. 97-98.

85. Nielsen, who doesn't adopt this perspective, offers a cogent analysis of this passage that does lend itself to
such an interpretation: Nielsen, op.cit. 134-135.

86. While it may reflect a difference in vorlage, the LXX does include a reference in verse 10: και ὁ
ἀνισταµενος ἀρχειν ἐθνων.

87. J.J.M. Roberts, "Isaiah in Old Testament Theology" (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 70; George
Buchanan Gray, The Book of Isaiah 1 (ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1912), 217.
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The third frame, which is in verse 2, commences with another prefix-conjugation verb,

indicating an activity occurring either immediately after the preceding verbs or in some sense

resultant from them88. Here, the result of the sapling's having emerged in the fashion detailed

by the text is that the "spirit of God" should come to rest upon him. This is a trope that

features in a number of biblical passages89, and it is only by considering its employment

within the corpus that we might remark upon its function here.

Berges likens the means by which the spirit confers powers upon the young king to that by

which it rested upon the seventy elders in the wilderness and upon Elisha by the Jordan90. The

book of Isaiah testifies likewise to the prophetic connotations of spirit endowment91, as does

Joel92, and the means by which the king is endowed with the qualities enumerated here might

bespeak a degree of prophetic inspiration93.

Gray highlights a different function of spirit endowment, referring instead to the means by

which Bezalel, the architect of the desert tabernacle, was inspired94. The commonalities

between these two verses and our own are of some significance; while the particular locution

is not the same אלהים) ,(רוח the qualities with which Bezalel is said to have been endowed are

almost identical.

88. In addition to the standard grammars (GKC §112; IBHS §32.3d; JM §119c; Williams §182; etc), see also
Robert E. Longacre, "Weqatal Forms in Biblical Hebrew Prose", Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics (ed.
Robert D. Bergen; SIL, 1994), 50-98 (66ff).

89. On this point, cf: Kaiser, op.cit. 157; Gray, op.cit. 216.

90. Num 11:17 עליהם) ושמתי עליך אשר הרוח מן ;(ואצלתי 2 Kgs 2:15 אלישע) על אליהו רוח .(נחה Berges, op.cit. 116. In
this connection, see also 1 Sam 10:6 and 9ff, and 2 Sam 23:2ff; Kaiser, op.cit. 157.

91. Isa 61:1 עלי) יהוה אדני ,(רוח and potentially 63:11 קדשו) רוח את בקרבו ,(השם although there's little reason to
consider these passages part of the same collection in the formal sense of the term. For distinctions between the
editorialisation of Isa 1-39 and the rest of the text, one can consult the usual sources. On the legitimacy of
treating the text as a whole for the purposes of metaphorical analysis, cf: Nielsen, op.cit. 15-23.

92. Joel 3:1 ונבאו) בשר כל על רוחי את ;(אשפוך in connection with this verse, see also Isa 32:15. And in connection
with prophetic ability, see also the attestation in Gen 41:38, in which having the spirit of God within oneself
denotes an ability to interpret dreams; Gray, op.cit. 216.

93. On this point, see Blenkinsopp, who observes that the endowment of spirit is meant to emphasise the king's
charisma together with his hereditary rights - two aspects that were frequently in conflict: Joseph Blenkinsopp,
Isaiah 1-39 (The Anchor Bible 19; New York: Doubleday, 2000), 264.

94. Exodus 31:3 and 35:31 (ואמלא/וימלא אתֹו רוח אלהים). Gray, op.cit. 216.
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There, as here, the text stresses wisdom ,(חכמה) understanding (Ex: ;תבונה Isa: (בינה and

knowledge .(דעת) Where the Isaianic passage stresses also counsel ,(עצה) might (גבורה) and

the fear of God יהוה) ,(יראת the two passages in Exodus stress instead Bezalel's craft כל)

.(מלאכה On analogy with those passages, Gray's conclusion is that a conferral of the spirit

enables the king in Isaiah 11 to do extraordinary things - a conclusion that, on analogy with

various other verses as well, possesses some merit.

Other passages of direct relevance include 1 Samuel 16:13-14, in which the presence or

absence of the divine spirit confers an ability (or inability) to serve as king95. And with a

martial nuance, there are five separate instances within Judges96 in which the spirit of God

יהוה) (רוח "infuses" a warrior ,(לבש) settles upon him in some fashion על) ,(תהי or otherwise

motivates him ,פעמ) .(צלח While the passage from 1 Samuel is the only other instance in

which this spirit is said to inspire a king, the subject of Isaiah 11 has much in common with

the warrior judge as well. 

Insofar as what this text conveys in isolation, the specific nature of the divine endowment

that it describes is made clear by the subsequent genitive phrases, which serve the purpose of

explicating this particular frame97. There, as we have mentioned already, the text emphasises

the attributes of wisdom, discernment, counsel, strength, knowledge and the fear of God. For

the most part, these terms all seem to possess overlapping semantic domains, conveying the

nuances of empathy and intellect, while an attempt to fit "strength" into this rubric has

yielded the suggestion that the subject is able to put his ideas into action98. We might be wary,

however, of so easily discarding the term's military nuances: the two other times that it

functions in collocation with "counsel"99 concern a specifically martial prowess.

95. Here, the verb used to convey spirit endowment is of the root ,צלח and denotes the means by which it
enlivened (or agitated) its host. Interestingly, this passage provides no other qualifications as regards how it so
motivated them.

96. Jud 6:34, 11:29, 13:25, 14:6 and 14:19.

97. Kaiser, op.cit. 157-158.

98. Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, 264; Kaiser, op.cit. 158.

99. 2 Kgs 18:20 and Isa 36:5.
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Blenkinsopp is correct in noting that all of the king's characteristics converge on his sense of

justice100, but in stripping "strength" of its usual connotations overlooks the important fact

that justice, within the framework of this oracle, is possessed of a strikingly violent timbre - a

nuance that is often downplayed in light of the oracle's second half. He also observes, and

correctly, that the presentation of the king's attributes make those of wisdom subservient to

that of fear101. Indeed, this final attribute and the initial qualification of the spirit as a spirit of

God, frames the other qualities. As such, this is not mundane wisdom of which the pious king

is filled, but divine.

From a syntactic perspective, the conveyance of these categories is expressed by means of

four genitive constructions, each of which features רוח ("spirit") as the nomen regens. Where

the first mentions wisdom and understanding ובינה) ,(חכמה the second counsel and strength

וגבורה) (עצה and the third knowledge and the fear of God יהוה) ויראת ,(דעת the first merely

mentions .יהוה As such, these collocations also encourage us to equate the various attributes

listed within them with the deity mentioned at the outset.

§3.2.2.2 - The King's Justice (11:3-5)

[[His delight shall be in the fear of the Lord.]]

He shall not judge by what his eyes see,

or decide by what his ears hear;

but with righteousness he shall judge the poor,

and decide with equity for the meek of the earth;

[he shall strike the earth with the rod of his mouth],

and [with the breath of his lips he shall kill the wicked].

100.Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, 265.

101.Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, On the importance of divine fear within the wisdom tradition, see Gerhard von Rad,
Wisdom in Israel (trans. James D. Martin; Trinity Press, 1972), 53ff; Roland E. Murphy, "Wisdom in the OT",
ABD 6 (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 920-931 (925). For its importance within biblical literature in general, see
Job Y. Jindo, "On the Biblical Notion of the "Fear of God" as a Condition for Human Existence", Biblical
Interpretation 19 (2012), 433-453.
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[Righteousness shall be the belt around his waist],

and [faithfulness the belt around his loins].

In this section, there is a possible metaphorical frame in verse 3a, followed by four frames in

close succession in verses 4b-5. Throughout this section of the text, the emphasis is on the

king's righteousness and on the primary application of his wisdom: an ability to judge102. This

ability of his is stressed in apocalyptic language103 - or, at least, in language that lends itself to

apocalyptic use104.

The phrase that constitutes the first metaphorical frame יהוה) ביראת (והריחו comprises three

lexemes in the Hebrew, the juxtaposition of which is semantically problematic and the

inherent difficulties of which have inspired a number of tentative reconstructions105. While

the MT's phraseology is attested as early as 1QIsaa, confusion as regards its translation may

be just as longstanding106.

The first word within the phrase would appear to be a hiphil infinitive construct with a 3ms

suffix, although the challenges of interpretation are compounded by the difficulties in

correctly identifying the verbal root. In the event that it should be construed as a hiphil of ריח

(a reading that is attested several times within the literature107), it may comprise a metaphor

102.In this regard, one might note parallels with the Solomon accession narrative, 1 Kgs 3:5-28, in which the
text likewise emphasises the king's wisdom, specifically in terms of his ability of judge impartially; Kaiser,
op.cit. 158.

103.Job Jindo, "On Myth and History in Prophetic and Apocalyptic Eschatology", VT 55:3 (2005), 412-415
(413).

104.On apocalyptic reimaginings of this text, see J.J. Collins, The Scepter and the Star: The Messiahs of the
Dead Sea Scrolls and Other Ancient Literature (New York: Doubleday, 1995), 49ff.

105.For an overview of the problems with this verse, together with a justification for maintaining the MT's
phraseology, see Arie Shifman, ""A Scent" of the Spirit: Exegesis of an Enigmatic Verse (Isaiah 11:3)", JBL
131:2 (2012), 241-249. Some scholars have chosen, on the basis of its inherent difficulties, to omit it altogether:
Kaiser, op.cit. 156; Gray, op.cit. 212. Note that both scholars, while they omit it from their translations, do
propose interpretations, based upon their own tentative reconstructions.

106.Peshitta: ܕ*/3! '+:N8ܗ O"+"ܘ ("he shall shine in the fear of the Lord"); Targum Yonatan: יי לדחלתיה ויקרביניה
("God shall bring him to the fear of him"); LXX: πνευµα φοβου Θεου ("the spirit of the fear of God") - a
construal that allows this passage to continue from the previous as part of its enumeration of the king's qualities.
It may be that the Vulgate, which understands the phrase as meaning that "he will be filled with the spirit of the
fear of the Lord" (et replebit eum spiritus timoris Domini), is perhaps attempting to harmonise the traditions of
the MT and the LXX in this regard.

107.Ex 30:38; Lev 26:31; Amos 5:21; Job 39:25. Note that in the first three of those examples, the verb is
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by which "smelling" the fear of God denotes either delight or profound comprehension. In the

event that it be construed as a hiphil of רוח (a verbal derivative that is otherwise unattested),

then it may comprise a metaphor that concerns his essence, or essential (spiritual) being108.

For our purposes, it must be noted that these two potential construals connect this verse to its

cotext in different ways. While the one derives from the semantic domain of sensory

perception, and so relates to the qualities of seeing and hearing also mentioned within this

verse, the other relates to the semantic domain of 'spirit', and so relates to the "spirit of the

Lord", with which the subject of this text has been infused. The emphasis appears to be that

by virtue of his having been infused with the spirit of righteousness and the fear of God, he

now possesses an ability to judge people impartially, although the precise manner in which

that message is conveyed remains elusive.

The impartiality of the king's justice is universally considered to be the import of verse 3, by

which the second and third clauses comprise either an extension or a reformulation of the

first109. The king's independence from his senses in rendering judgment might also imply his

not requiring other counsellors110, and we would do well to remember that unlike the forest

imagery in the previous chapter, the king in this oracle is depicted as alone, and of deriving

his strength from no source other than that of God.

In depicting the results of this strength, the text employs two non-metaphorical clauses for his

judgment of the poor and the meek, followed by two metaphorical clauses for his judgment

followed by the particle bet, as it is here.

108.Shifman (op.cit. 242) applies this interpretation to a reading of the verb as derived from ,ריח although its
figurative applications may suit a derivation from רוח as well.

109.The possibility that they comprise an extension is linked to a construal of the first clause as denoting an
ability to "smell" justice by means of his divine fear. This interpretation is adopted, inter alia, in BT Sanhedrin
93b: ודאין" ."דמורח For rabbinic interpretations that adopt the sense of smell in a more abstract sense, see the
commentaries of David Altshuler (Metzudat David) and Abraham ibn Ezra in the Rabbinic Bible: Daniel Biton
(ed.), ישעיה גדולות: מקראות I (Jerusalem: Hamaor, 2001). The possibility that these clauses comprise an
interpretation of the first is related to an understanding of והריחו as denoting an investiture of the spirit - and one
that is resultant in the king's judicial prowess. Such interpretations are also to be found within the rabbinic
literature (see Rashi, for example; ibid) and have had a profound impact upon subsequent translations. On this
point, see Shifman, op.cit. 243-244.

110.Kaiser, op.cit. 158. Kaiser's argument, that the king's wisdom represents godly wisdom in respect of this
fact, has much to recommend it. For parallels to this notion in 1 Sam 16:7 and 1 Pet 1:17, see Kaiser, op.cit. 159.
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of the wicked. The nature of the latter two clauses is a complex one: if "the rod of his mouth"

פיו) (שבט and "the breath of his lips" שפתיו) (רוח are indeed to be understood metaphorically111,

the likely tenor of the metaphor is the king's words112 - but words that can literally slay the

wicked, or words that result in the king's will being executed?

The two terms, שבט and ,רוח derive from a variety of different semantic domains. The "rod"

features in biblical depictions of shepherds, as a means of both keeping the sheep together113

and in counting them as they pass114, as well as in biblical depictions of kings115. The semantic

crossover between these two domains is extensive, as is evidenced by the large and varied

depiction of kings as shepherds both within the Hebrew Bible and throughout the Ancient

Near East116.

As a staff, the שבט was capable of functioning as both a tool for chastisement117 and as a

weapon118, which allows for its function in metaphors that denote power and authority119.

These two roles, of caring for one's flock and of enforcing one's rule both converge in the

person of the king, whose position of authority necessitates both solid judgment and firm

resolve. In this manner, the word employed both tells us something about the king's

judgment, while at the same time derives from the semantic domain of kingship120.

111.For the possibility of their being literal, cf: Kaiser, op.cit. 159-160; Collins, op.cit. 60-66.

112.So Gray, op.cit. 218.

113.Mic 7:14, for example, in which the shepherd is a vehicle for God.

114.So, for example, in Lev 27:32 and (metaphorically) in Jer 33:13.

115.So, for example, in Isa 14:5 and Gen 49:10.

116.On shepherd terminology for kings, cf: Marc Zvi Brettler, God is King: Understanding an Israelite
Metaphor (JSOT 76; Sheffield Academic Press, 1989), 36-37.

117.So, for example, Isa 14:29, Prov 22:8 and Lam 3:1.

118.So, for example, 2 Sam 18:14.

119.Brettler, op.cit. 80-81. Particularly informative in this regard is the lexically similar formulation in Isa 10:5,
in which שבט אפי denotes Assyria as a rod of punishment.

120.We would do well to remember, in this context, that the targumic translation of שבט in Num 17:21 and Ps
45:7. Indeed, it may be that the choice of שבט in 11:4b is designed to allude not only to the oracle's vehicle, but
to its original tenor as well.
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The term used here for "breath" has an equally wide range of applications and a

correspondingly broad number of attestations within the corpus. In each of its various

functions, whether as wind or spirit, breath or disposition, it is capable of expressing both

positive and negative nuances121. It has already been attested five times within this oracle's

first three verses - primarily with the nuance of "[divine] spirit", but once also with the

possibility of its indicating scent. Its usage here, in verse 4b, helps ground this

pronouncement within its oracular cotext, while at the same time conveying something

hitherto unexplicated.

As such, both of these lexemes enable the oracle to remark upon the nature of the subject's

righteouness, and they do so with terms that are drawn from the semantic domains exploited

by this oracle. By grounding these assertions within their cotext, at the very time their

imagery is intensified, the text allows the sudden transition into violence to remark upon the

earlier tranquility as well. These are not new qualities that the king possesses, and nor are

they to be construed as at odds with his other features. On the contrary, his relentless

persecution of the wicked is a core component of both his justice and his wisdom.

The characterisation of these two qualities comes to a head in the conclusion to this part of

the oracle, in which the attributes of justness (צדק) and of surety (אמונה) are depicted as

garments in which the king is clothed. Even more to the point, while a garment might be

something that a person can remove, the qualities enumerated here "bind" (אזר) the king and

in some sense hold him together. They are intrinsic features of his reign, and typify the way

in which he deals with both righteous and wicked alike122.

121.BDB lists a range of usages in different adjectival collocations, spanning a broad range of human and
divine qualities that include jealousy (Num 5:14), anger (Jud 9:23) and impatience (Ex 6:9) on the one hand, and
courage (Jos 5:1) and vigour (Gen 45:27) on the other. In its related function as "spirit", it possesses a similarly
broad range of nuances, from prophetic inspiration (Isa 61:1) to violent ecstasy (1 Sam 10:10). In relation to its
function as "breath" in particular, we find both the life-giving qualities (Job 27:3) that God preserves (Pr 16:2),
as well as a symbol of meaninglessness (Job 7:7) and ephemerality (Isa 41:29). As "wind", the term can denote
(even without qualification) both a gentle breeze (Gen 8:1) and a violent storm (1 Kgs 18:45, Jer 10:13).
Qualified, it might denote the east wind, which shrivels plants (Ezek 17:10), or the west wind, which removes
locusts (Ex 10:19).

122.The suggestion that וגבורה עצה denotes his ability to both hold counsel and to carry it through might find an
echo within these two features, in which צדק would qualify the quality of that counsel and אמונה his
steadfastness, putting it into action; Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, 264; Kaiser, op.cit. 518.
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In fact, a reading of Isaiah 11:1-5 as a whole seems to convey these attributes first and

foremost. The features of the king's rule will be the judiciary ones of requiting the innocent

and punishing the guilty - the latter signifying that wickedness will still continue to exist123.

The king's being described as emanating from the stump of Jesse might communicate his

being, in some sense, a new David124. In this regard, the shepherd imagery invoked by שבט

allows for a connection in that regard.

The presentation of the king within these verses is reminiscent also of the warrior judge, and

the manner in which the spirit of God motivate Samson125 provides for an interesting parallel.

There, as here, the endowment of the spirit precipitated an act of great violence, and the

king's being one possessed of "strength" (גבורה) suggests further abilities in this regard. His

having grown solely by an act of God, and his having been endowed with qualities through

God alone, both serve to reinforce that his justice and God's justice are alike: an archetypal

quality, allowing for no debate in its interpretation.

Since the arboreal imagery in the oracle's introduction served to remark upon the nature of

the king's growth, and since the subsequent verbs were logically dependent on those ones, it

behoves us to consider the qualities of the king in light of that imagery, and that imagery in

the light of the subsequently enumerated attributes.

As we noted in our initial appraisal of Isaiah 11:1, the slenderness and fragility of the new

shoot was contrasted with the might and power of the forest. Here too, the shoot's fragility is

contrasted with those attributes of which it is subsequently said to be possessed. While that

initial point of contrast served to highlight the paradoxical nature of mundane power, and

reinforce the fact that true power was in the hands of the divine, so too does the latter contrast

serve to indicate that the power and majesty held by the new king is derived from God alone.

123.So Gray, op.cit. 218.

124.Nielsen, op.cit. 133. The question as to whether this is a resurrected David has been raised (Kaiser, op.cit.
157n), although it seems more likely that the verse speaks of somebody in possession of Davidic qualities, or
will be chosen in a manner similar to that in which David was chosen; Kaiser, op.cit. 157-158; Berges, op.cit.
115-116.

125.Jud 14:6 and 19.
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In the second half of the oracle, the text introduces new semantic domains as a means of

conveying the peaceful nature of the king's reign, and then ties the text together by means of

a resumption of the arboreal imagery, and by means of lexemes that derived from the oracle's

first verse. An appreciation of the themes within this second half of the oracle will provide us

with a broader picture of the oracle's metaphoricity in general.

§3.2.2.3 - The Reign of the King (11:6-9)

The wolf shall live with the lamb,

the leopard shall lie down with the kid,

the calf and the lion and the fatling together,

and a little child shall lead them. 

The cow and the bear shall graze,

their young shall lie down together;

and the lion shall eat straw like the ox. 

The nursing child shall play over the hole of the asp,

and the weaned child shall put its hand on the adder’s den. 

They will not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain;

[for the earth will be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea].

The debate over the extent of this passage's literalness is one that has existed for well over a

millennium, and which shows no sign of abating. What is undeniable is that the general tenor

of this passage is one of peacefulness and tranquility. Whether we construe the animals as

representative of nations126, or as representative of strong and weak people127, or whether we

see their renouncement of bloodshed as a return to the peace that prevailed in a mythical

126.As, for example, Seitz, op.cit. 106-107.

127.Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, 265; Blenkinsopp, History, 190.
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Eden128, the natural consequence of all of these readings is that Israel (whether alone, or

especially129) will be at peace too.

In the oracle's presentation of this idea, a series of nine clauses in three verses depict the

coexistence of a wild animal with a domesticated one. The first verse contains four clauses,

indicating cohabitation (גור) of wolves, leopards and young lions with lambs, kids, calves and

"fatlings", their lying down together (רבצ) and their being led (נהג) by a human child. While

the first three of these clauses emphasise the passivity of the predator130, the fourth of them

adds the further nuance of human supremacy. In the event that this oracle were construed as a

figurative reference to the nations, the human child may represent Israel, while the emphasis

on his youth serves to further reinforce those qualities remarked on previously: that the level

that he has attained has nothing to do with his own capabilities, but that it represents divine

beneficence only.

The imagery of human children returns in the third verse (v8), separated only from the first

by the three clauses of verse 7. In those clauses, the emphasis is on eating: we are told that

the cow and the bear will both graze 131(רעה) together, that their offspring will lie down

together (רבצ) and that the lion will consumed straw (אכל) like the ox. Here it is clear that the

change effected in the natural world will be of miraculous proportions, altering the very

128.As, for example, Gray, op.cit. 219; Kaiser, op.cit. 160; Berges, op.cit. 116-117. Note that Kaiser's
understanding of the passage is that it only denotes peace insofar as humans are concerned, in protection of
themselves, their families and their livestock. Wild animals, in Kaiser's appraisal, will continue in their nature
insofar as it affects themselves only.

129.In this regard, it is also worth noting Seitz's observation to the effect that the peace between nations that this
oracle metaphorises depicts only a peace vis-à-vis the nation of Israel, but that Israel will continue to punish her
enemies in the same way that the king will wreak vengeance on the unrighteous in v4. This argument, whether
or not it can be made to suit this particular passage, succeeds in connecting the oracle here with the
pronouncements against the nations in chapters 13-23, and is of value for a literary appraisal of the text as a
whole; Seitz, op.cit. 107.

130.A passivity made stronger in the reference to "fatlings" - a term that otherwise only features in the context
of their being suitable for slaughter: 2 Sam 6:13; 1 Kgs 1:9, 19 and 25; Isa 1:11; Ezek 39:18; Amos 5:22.

131.On the lexical-semantic interplay between ,רעה "to graze", and ,רעה "to cohabit with", see Pierre Van Hecke,
"To Shepherd, Have Dealings and Desire: On the Lexical Structure of the Hebrew Root r῾h", The Bible Through
Metaphor and Translation: A Cognitive Semantic Perspective (Religions and Discourse 15; Oxford: Peter Lang,
2003), 37-53. The semantic interplay that Hecke demonstrates has interesting repurcussions for this verse as
well, allowing the first clause in verse 7 to serve as a link between the cohabitation imagery of verse 6 and the
reference to eating in verse 7b.
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nature of biological existence132, and that if this passage represents a metaphor for peace

between humans, the change effected there is to be no less drastic.

The progression of these three verses is one of structural diminishment, leading to the climax

in verse 9. While verse 6 presented four clauses and verse 7 presented 3, verse 8 presents two

clauses that remark upon the ultimate subjugation of all: the serpent133. Once more we have

human children within the frame, and once more it is their youth that is emphasised. In this

instance, however, these are children who have barely attained infancy. Their ability to play

around poisonous snakes reflects less, therefore, on their own feelings of security than it does

on the feelings of those who had left them there. The shift in society described by these

images is drastic.

Finally, this section of the oracle is concluded in two clauses - the second of which is

subsidiary to the first, and which provides a reason for the foregoing. The prophet observes

that they (the erstwhile predators) will not be evil on all his "holy mountain"134 - an assertion

that on its primarily level denotes Jerusalem135 - and that this fundamental shift in reality will

be caused by a knowledge of God permeating the world136.

The simile used to express this idea derives from the semantic domain of oceans, and

provides the sole reference to water within this entire oracle. The import of the figure is clear:

the earth will be saturated with the knowledge of God, such knowledge leading to peaceful

132.On the mythological quality of this peacefulness, see Seitz, op.cit. 105-106; Nielsen, op.cit. 135.

133.On this signifying the ultimate return to mythical Edenic conditions, see Berges, op.cit. 116-117.

134.For the parallels between verse 9a and Isa 65:25b, see R.K. Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament
(London: Tyndale Press, 1969), 778; Gray, op.cit. 223-224; Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, 265; Kaiser, op.cit. 161. Note
that while the similarities have prompted concerns that 11:9 is either late or based on a redactional error, both
Blenkinsopp and Kaiser (ibid.) argue on literary grounds for its inclusion.

135.For opinions to the contrary, see Gray, op.cit. 213 and 223; Kaiser, op.cit. 161.

136.Note Berges' intriguing suggestion that the knowledge of God will be held by humans only, thus allowing
v9 to sum up both halves of the oracle: 9a dealing with the animals, and 9b with the people; Berges, op.cit. 113.
One might find echoes in this idea of Talmon's suggestion that eschatological thought in the Hebrew Bible
suggests a staged process, modelled on the war-ridden days of David and the "pax Solomonica" that follows.
While I am not aware of his having suggested this in relation to Isa 11:1-9 in particular, the two halves of this
oracle certainly seem to lend themselves to his schema: Shemaryahu Talmon, "Eschatology and History in
Biblical Thought", Literary Studies in the Hebrew Bible: Form and Content (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1993),
160-191 (190).
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cohabitation and harmony. What is more, the extension of the domain of salvation from God's

mountain to the entire world reflects upon a dual metaphor, whereby the mountain represents

Jerusalem and Jerusalem represents the earth137.

Thus far, verse 9 provides us with an ideal conclusion to the preceding oracle. With this one

verse, the three sections of the oracle come together and are united in their common theme:

the knowledge of God. The first section employed this theme in its stressing the qualities

with which the young king would be endowed. Their being subservient to the attribute of

piety qualified the nature of his knowledge as a divine one, and the second section

demonstrated the fruits that knowledge would produce.

While knowledge, itself, wasn't mentioned within the second section, its possession of

lexemes that alluded to the first section (on which it was syntactically dependent) made clear

that it was a result of the conferral of the divine spirit that the king was able to engage in his

aggressive pursuit of peace. While this section didn't stipulate the actual arrival of such

peace, it did demonstrate that all wicked people would suffer, and it presaged the peace that

would become manifest within the oracle's third section.

Throughout the oracle's development of this motif, a number of different metaphors have

been employed, deriving from different and occasionally incompatible semantic domains.

This is a hallmark of the metaphorical complex, and an appreciation of any one metaphorical

trope in particular is dependent upon an awareness of its interaction with the others.

137.On the universalism of Isaiah and the participation of all nations in the Jerusalem cult - particularly in
Second and Third Isaiah, see J.J.M. Roberts, "Isaiah in Old Testament Theology", Interpreting the Prophets (ed.
James Luther Mays and Paul Achtemeier; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 62-74 (68-73); For criticism of
this thesis, see J. Severino Croatto, "The "Nations" in the Salvific Oracles of Isaiah", VT 55:2 (2005), 143-161,
and on the redactional history of the Zion pilgrimage motif in First Isaiah, cf: Blenkinsopp, History, 109;
Berges, op.cit. 64. That Jerusalem might function as a metaphor for the earth has elements of ὀµφαλος
mythology to it, whereby the use of Jerusalem as a synecodche for the world may presuppose its centrality in the
same. For the existence of such conceptions in the Biblical literature, see Shemaryahu Talmon, "The "Navel of
the Earth" and the Comparative Method", Literary Studies, 50-75.
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§3.2.2.4 - The Coda (11:10)

On that day

[the root of Jesse] shall [stand as a signal to the peoples];

the nations shall inquire of him,

and his dwelling shall be glorious.

There are only two explicitly metaphorical frames within this final section, both being found

within the same clause. The first employs arboreal imagery to refer to its subject, while the

second employs the image of a banner, from the semantic domain of warfare138. The assertion

that this shall transpire "on that day" ההוא) ביום (והיה connects this passage to the previous

oracle, and is suggestive of a time after the peace described in the oracle's third section has

prevailed. Unlike that section, which took its tropes from the animal kingdom, the tenor of

this coda is unambiguously that of the human world.

The recognition that this coda serves the explicit purpose of both concluding one oracle and

commencing another is long-standing139. What is more, the manner in which the coda

deliberately employs arboreal imagery in order to hearken back to the oracle's first verse has

won universal acceptance140. Somewhat more problematic, however, has been the manner in

which it does so. Attempts at harmonising "the root of Jesse" ישי) (שרש with the branch that

138.Both Berges and Seitz note the connection that this image creates with the vineyard oracle in 5:26, and
suggest that the reapplication of a military trope in a peaceful context emphasises by contrast the tranquility of
that peace: Berges, op.cit. 113; Seitz, op.cit. 108. For the suggestion that this verse also alludes to the Zion
pilgrimage motif of 2:3, see Kaiser, op.cit. 163-164.

139.So, for example: Kaiser, op.cit. 155; Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, 266-267; Nielsen, op.cit. 141.

140.On this point, see in particular Jacob Stromberg, "The "Root of Jesse" in Isaiah 11:10: Postexilic Judah, or
Postexilic Davidic King?", JBL 127:4 (2008), 655-669 (656 n2). Blenkinsopp recognises allusions also to the
oracle's second verse, in the lexical relationship between the verb, ,נחה and the noun, ;מנוחה Blenkinsopp, ibid.
Although the noun is derived from a separate root ,(נוח) interplay between lexemes of different etymologies is
not uncommon in the literature, as the aetiologies of Samuel (1:20) and Noah (Gen 5:29) amply demonstrate.
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extends from his roots in 11:1 have led some scholars to attribute carelessness to the text's

redactor141, or to suppose that the tenor is the Judean people as a whole142.

On the contrary, while construing the tenor as the Judean remnant might reflect upon the

presumed democratisation of postexilic society143, it presents us with an oracle that concludes

by subverting its own primary message. Unless we now construe the oracle's first two

sections as being similarly figurative, we're left with a text that speaks to the rise and reign of

a king both just and strong, but that then reapplies its message to a community that neither

has nor wants a king!

Since the most natural way to read this text is to assume that its concluding verse adopts the

basic premise of its opening sections, we are left with a curious bivalency as regards when to

situate it. While, on the one hand, the reference to its events occurring "on that day" presume

a situation concurrent with the peace on earth described in verse 9, its being lexically related

to the events of the first verse raise that as a possibility as well.

What is more, while משרשיו נצר and שרש might have been roughly synonymous144, that

observation allows for the possibility of the author using the latter term in place of the

former, but doesn't speak to why he might do so. Since the two terms are capable of

conveying the same meaning, using the latter allows the author to both hearken back to the

first verse and to allude to events at its very beginning - when the branch had not yet even

emanated from the roots of the fallen tree.

141.Gray, op.cit. 224-225; Stromberg, op.cit. 656-658. On the basis of an image analysis, Nielsen is led to
suppose that by the time of this verse's (postexilic) composition, ישי שרש had come to constitute a dead
metaphor, "suffering precisely the same fate as... ,צמח in Jer 23:5 and 33:15". The absence of other attestations
of this locution constitutes a serious flaw with her theory, and while it might be a valid hypothesis, as a
conclusion it lacks evidence; Nielsen, op.cit. 142 and 144.

142.Blenkinsopp rejects this notion, as does Stromberg, in favour of its tenor being the Judean king:
Blenkinsopp, Isaiah, 267; Stromberg, op.cit. 659ff. Stromberg's analysis of the evidence in favour of שרש and
משרשיו נצר being potentially synonymous is both thorough and compelling. His conclusion, that the final form of
this oracle is owed to the author of the coda, and that the theology of the coda governs our reading of the entire
text is one with which I thoroughly concur.

143.Stromberg, op.cit. 658-659. Stromberg rightly notes (op.cit. 667) that the extent of this democratisation is
presumed only, and that we must first let the texts speak for themselves, before attempting to situate them in
history.

144.Stromberg, op.cit. 665; Nielsen, op.cit. 142.
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If we situate the pronouncement in the coda at such a time, the image suggests that the

resumption of the Davidic dynasty will be a public miracle. Rather than suggesting that the

return of the Judean king and his endowment with majesty will be a private affair that will

only affect the whole world after its realisation, the author of the coda is placing it in the most

visible position possible145.

It is in respect of this feature in particular, that we see how the arboreal imagery functions as

a metaphorical framework for this oracle. While, initially, it served to convey the notions of

slenderness and of fragility, its ability to function also with the nuances of strength and

splendour allow the author of the coda to employ it with all of the connotations that those

particular images evoke.

In one other detail, however, is it important to stress the relation between the coda and 11:1.

While Gray commented upon the "extraordinary combination of figures" produced by the

coda, stating that "it remains extraordinary that a person stands like a signal or banner"146, he

failed to note their obvious relationship with the foregoing. In addition to the various physical

nuances that have been emphasised in this arboreal trope, the nuance of either passivity or of

absolute immobility has undergirded both the presentation of the sapling in 11:1, and the

branch in verse 10.

As the sapling was fragile and subject to all manner of threats, so did its growth and

flowering highlight the solicitations of God; furthermore, as it typified a king who grew to

adopt the qualities of wisdom, strength and virtue, so it demonstrated once more the divine

origin of all of his majesty. In its conclusion, the resumption of the arboreal imagery signified

again the passivity of the king. It is to him that the nations come to enquire. What is more, the

only verb associated with him in the coda denotes his standing still ,(עמד) while the term

employed to describe his "dwelling" (מנוחה) derives from a word that means repose.

145.For this theme, by which the revelation of God's glory upon the person of the king is conducted in a manner
made visible to all the nations of the world, see my analysis of Ezekiel 17 in §3.3.1.

146.Gray, op.cit. 225.
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§3.2.3 - Conclusion:

It is a fundamental feature of our analysis that metaphors influence one another in a mutual

fashion, and so it is necessary to consider the interplay of the various metaphors at work

within this passage. As we have demonstrated, and notwithstanding the "original" function of

any of its sections, this oracle can be subdivided into five distinct units, each of which in

some sense incorporates the following:

1. Isaiah 10:33-34 dealt with the destruction of a forest, the annihilation of which precipitated

the growth of a sapling, described subsequently in 11:1-2. Here, the grandeur of the forest

was contrasted with the slenderness and fragility of the sapling; the violent destruction of the

former finding its gentle fulfilment in the quiet growth of the latter. Since the language used

to convey the forest denoted hubris, we were able to infer the qualities of piety in its

counterpart;

2. Isaiah 11:1-2 described the growth of a sapling, the full maturation of which allowed for

the divine punishment of all evil-doers, described in 11:3-5. In this passage, the gentle growth

of the sapling contrasted strongly with the ferocity with which it subsequently destroyed the

wicked, and allowed for the observation that the restitution of the downtrodden and the

punishment of the oppressor were both equally the result of divine grace;

3. Isaiah 11:3-5 concerned a wrathful retribution against the wicked, which set the stage for

the era of peace described in 11:6-9. As with the previous passage, the relationship between

the destruction of evil-doers and the peaceful cohabitation of all things was made

metaphorically explicit, but while the former section implied an equation between the two,

this passage suggests a causal connection. Just as the destruction of the forest was a necessary

precondition for the growth of a sapling in the transition from the first to the second section,

so too is the destruction of the wicked a necessary precondition for peace on earth in the

transition from the third to the fourth;

4. Isaiah 11:6-9 presented a vision of global peace, in which all of the animals of the world

are able to live at peace with one another and in which even the most vulnerable human has

nothing to fear. This description, which invites a metaphorical construal even in isolation,
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finds its tenor made explicit with the following verse, for which it serves as an introduction,

heralding a depiction of Israel's ultimate reconstitution amongst the nations;

5. Isaiah 11:10 provided a summation of the foregoing, functioning as a coda to the oracle,

with language drawn deliberately from the second section. In so doing, this verse not only

helps to frame the oracle (which, at both its beginning and its conclusion, has a

fundamentally arboreal timbre) but invites a rereading of the foregoing in light of a new

metaphor, wherein the nations of the world are as animals living in the shade of a resplendent

tree.

In each one of these instances, we have shown how the interplay of its constituent parts

determines the import of the whole, but to what extent does the interplay of the individual

sections affect the overall oracle that they constitute? It is here that Conceptual Blending

theory is of greatest use, applied at a macro level to the interaction of the various metaphors

as a whole.

The first section, in which the destruction of the forest was contrasted with the growth of a

sapling, allowed us to focus on the metaphorical relationship between hubris and piety,

presented as that between strength and fragility. In the second section, the predominant

metaphor concerned the relationship between supporting the downtrodden and avenging their

suffering, suggesting a justice that transcends human considerations and is infused with a

divine wisdom. This was also suggested explicitly by the king's rendering judgment without

regard for the appearances of things.

The third section, which suggested a causal relationship between the destruction of the

wicked and peace on earth highlighted further the supremacy of God's justice, while drawing

into sharper distinction the injustice that reigns in the present age. The expectation of a new

era took on a stronger salvific flavour in the fourth section, in which attention is once more

drawn to the relationship between the vision of global peace and the reconstitution of the

Judean monarchy. Finally, in the coda, this vision of the monarchy is brought back to the

oracle's commencement with an emphasis on the king's possessing the qualities of a single

tree - here typified not in terms of its fragility, but it terms of its height and distinctiveness.
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If we consider each of these separate metaphors as individual source spaces, we can form an

additional generic space on the basis of their various commonalities. These, in their most

basic form, would comprise the relationship between violence and pacifism, hubris and piety.

But when we combine these various ideas in the formation of a new and blended space, we

immediately face a contradiction: the violence of the wicked is matched by the violence of

the righteous, and the fragility of the latter is belied by their treatment of the former.

When investigating the nature of these contradictions, we are forced to conclude that violence

is only ever "wickedness" by virtue of its object, and that the fragility of the pious is but an

outward guise. What is more, when we subsequently read those ideas back into the oracle

itself, they inform strongly our perception of the metaphors within it - most particularly those

within the third and fourth section, in which the nations of the world are characterised as

various types of animals.

Since it is somewhat par for the course within biblical literature that a wild animal serves

either as a metaphorical depiction of the wicked or of the agent of the wicked's destruction,

the presentation of nations within these two sections can now be recognised as subversive. It

is not the lion or the adder that is wicked, but the spirit that infuses those creatures; it is

neither the wolf nor the bear that will be destroyed, but the nature of those animals instead.
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§3.3 - The Metaphorical Complex in Ezekiel

זכור אותו האיש לטוב וחנניה בן חזקיה שמו, אלמלא הוא נגנז ספר יחזקאל שהיו דבריו סותרין דברי תורה.

מה עשה: העלו לו שלוש מאות גרבי שמן וישב בעלייה ודרשן...

BT Hagigah 13a (≈ Shabbat 13b, Menahot 45a)

Ezekiel's reputation as a "parable monger"147 משלים) ,ממשֵל Ezek 21:5) was one that he

appears to have well earned. His long, detailed and occasionally convoluted allegories

differentiate him from the other prophets, whose oracles require considerably less in the way

of untangling and interpretation148. His elaborate vision narratives cry out for exposition, and

even his physical re-enactments of prophetic themes - an activity in which he likewise

engages more than any other prophet149 - demand interpretation, making little sense on a

literal level150.

While the general division of his text into oracles of condemnation (chapters 1-24) followed

by messages of consolation (chapters 25-48) is of some antiquity, it is clear that the editorial

composition of the text has also favoured smaller groupings based on textual style and

themes151. As such, while the prophet's propensity for oblique speech, allusion and the

147.Joseph Blenkinsopp, A History of Prophecy in Israel (Lousiville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1996), 174.

148.Robert R. Wilson, "Prophecy in Crisis: The Call of Ezekiel", Interpreting the Prophets (ed. James Luther
Mays and Paul J. Achtemeier; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 157-169 (157); Karin Schöpflin, "The
Composition of Metaphorical Oracles within the Book of Ezekiel", Vetus Testamentum 55:1 (2005), 101-120
(101); S.R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament (Cleveland: Meridian Books, 1965),
296.

149.Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20 (The Anchor Bible 22; New York: Doubleday, 1983), 122.

150.See Greenberg, ibid. for examples of mediaeval attempts to rationalise, downplay or otherwise explain
Ezekiel's more public spectacles. A superb example of this from the modern period is Abraham J. Heschel, The
Prophets (New York: JPS, 1962). His chapter, "Prophecy and Psychosis" (390-409) concludes that the prophets
were possessed of "a profound maladjustment to the spirit of society" (408). Similar sentiments, born of a
different tendenz, have diagnosed the prophet with a range of ailments, from catalepsy to schizophrenia - cf:
R.K. Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament (London: Tyndale Press, 1969), 849-850. Note that Harrison,
like Heschel, rejects the possibility of diagnosing somebody in this fashion - what Heschel refers to as
"psychoanalysis by distance" (op.cit. 397).

151.Greenberg, op.cit. 1-6; Blenkinsopp, op.cit. 168; Michael Fishbane, "Sin and Judgment in the Prophecies of
Ezekiel", Interpreting the Prophets, 170-187 (170); Norman K. Gottwald, The Hebrew Bible: A Socio-Literary
Introduction (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), 484ff.
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subtleties of suggestion can be found throughout, the grouping in chapters 15-19 of four

separate allegories, almost one after the other, may also be a deliberate one152.

It is in analysing the imagery within these passages that we encounter a contradiction,

familiar to students of the prophetic literature. On the one hand, the evidence in favour of a

deliberate grouping of allegories demands of us that in analysing the themes and the language

within any one of them in particular, we consider it in relation to the unit of which it

comprises a part. This is also, of course, a demand imposed upon us by our recognition of its

constituting a metaphorical complex - whether by accidental juxtaposition or by design.

On the other hand, an approach to Ezekiel as literature must reject the tendency to determine

within it subunits of text, which can then be submitted to isolated analysis153. An appreciation

of the themes and the language to be found within each of these allegories is dependent upon

an understanding of those themes throughout the rest of Ezekiel as a whole, and cannot be

divorced from their broader editorial cotext.

In considering the arboreal metaphors that Ezekiel employs for the Judean monarchy, we

must be mindful of these dual considerations. While we shall endeavour to take into

consideration the manifestation of these tropes throughout the entirety of Ezekiel, we must

also take into special consideration their function within the section of allegories of which

they form a part. In doing so, one cannot help but notice that they relate to the texts with

which they have been juxtaposed in important ways.

152.Georg Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament (trans. David Green; London: SPCK, 1970), 412-413;
Fishbane, "Sin and Judgment", 181-182; Schöpflin, ibid.

153.For similar sentiments, concerning prophetic literature in general, see Ehud Ben Zvi, "The Prophetic Book:
A Key Form of Prophetic Literature", The Changing Face of Form Criticism for the Twenty-First Century (ed.
Marvin A. Sweeney and Ehud Ben Zvi; Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2003), 276-297 (288). Concerning
Ezekiel in particular, see Gottwald, op.cit. 483-484.
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§3.3.1 - The Riddle of the Eagles and the Vine

החידה הוא הדבר הסתום יבינו ממנו דבר אחר והמשל הוא דמיון הדבר לדבר אחר.

כמו זה המשל שהמשיל המלך לנשר, והוא חידה שלא יבינוה כל אדם אלא המשכילים:

David Qimḥi, Ezekiel 17:2 (s.v. ויהי בן אדם)

Ezekiel 17:2-24 comprises a detailed allegory, its detailed analogue and a conclusion. In this

instance, it is not merely the situation of the allegory within a narrative framework that places

constraints upon its interpretation, but the presentation of that interpretation itself. While

there remains some scope for varied construal of the individual tropes within this passage, the

manner in which each is connected to a real-world person, place or event allows for less

flexibility in this regard than in other passages that we have seen.

In this instance, while arboreal imagery is employed for a king, it is specifically the Judean

king who merits this metaphor, while the Babylonian and Egyptian kings are typified by

eagles instead. In addition to these two tropes (THE KING IS A TREE, THE KING IS AN EAGLE), the

text also draws upon various other semantic domains in its allegorical presentation, and thus

despite possessing some of the hallmarks of a narrativised metaphor is best treated as a

metaphorical complex instead.

From a structural perspective, Ezekiel 17:2-24 can be divided into three passages:

1) Verses 2-10 constitute an allegory that concerns an eagle's transplanting the top of a cedar

to a city of merchants, the planting of a low vine in a fertile field, the vine's reaching out to a

second eagle for sustenance and the threat of destruction at the hands of the eagle that had

planted it.

2) Verses 11-21 comprise the analogue for the foregoing passage, which concerns the Judean

monarchy's exile to Babylonia, Nebuchadnezzar's support for a new king of his choosing in
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Jerusalem, the treacherous manner in which his new vassal seeks support from the Egyptian

pharaoh and the subsequent threat of Jerusalem's destruction154.

Both of these passages are prefaced with introductory formulae that signal their function

within the overall text and that provide clues as to their intended reception. The allegory is so

marked with the use of the terms חידה and משל (verse 2), while its analogue is prefaced with a

question: "Do you not know what these things mean?" (verse 12a).

3) Verses 22-24 constitute a coda that concerns the future resumption of the Davidic

monarchy. Here, the king is metaphorically typified as the crown of a tree planted atop a hill,

growing into a fruitful cedar which provides shelter for all of the birds of the air. The passage

concludes by noting that the existence of this tree serves as proof of God's divinity to all of

the other trees of the field.

As such, we shall treat of this passage as three texts: the allegory (17:2-10), its analogue

(17:12b-21), and the coda (17:22-24). While they each signify the manner in which tree

imagery might be exploited for rhetorical effect, the manner in which they do so is by no

means the same. On the contrary, the arboreal imagery within the analogue and its

interpretation serves a markedly different rhetorical function to that which is found in the

coda.

While the coda is dependent upon the allegory and not the other way around, the textual

nature of this passage enables the import of the coda to influence subsequent rereadings of

the allegory as well155. As such, while we shall consider the arboreal metaphor in each

passage separately, it will be necessary to subsequently consider its function within the text as

a whole.

154.In my analysis below, I commence this section from verse 12b, since verses 11-12a constitute a rhetorical
introduction to this section only.

155.On the function of prophecies as texts designed to be reread multiple times, and the manner in which
subsequent rereadings might influence the meaning, see especially Ben Zvi, "The Prophetic Book", 280 n16. In
relation to Ezekiel 17 in particular, see Moshe Greenberg, "Ezekiel 17: A Holistic Interpretation", JAOS 103:1
(1983), 149-154 (esp. 149-150); Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 320-321.
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§3.3.1.1 - Ezekiel 17:2-10

ית ישְִׂרָאֵלֽ׃17:2 ל אֶל־בֵּ֖ ל מָשָׁ֑ ֹ֣ ה וּמְשׁ ם ח֥וּד חִידָ֖ בֶּן־אָדָ֕

א3 בָּ֚ ה הָרִֽקְמָ֑ אֲשֶׁר־ל֖וֹ ה הַנּוֹצָ֔ מָלֵא֙ בֶר הָאֵ֔ רֶךְ אֶ֣ יםִ֙ הַכְנּפַָ֨ גְּד֤וֹל הַגָּדוֹל֙ הַנֶּ֤שֶׁר ה יהְוִ֗ אֲדנָֹ֣י ר׀ ֹּה־אָמַ֣ כ וְאָמַרְתָּ֞

רֶת הָאָרֶֽז׃ ח אֶת־צַמֶּ֥ אֶל־הַלְּבָנ֔וֹן וַיּקִַּ֖

ים שָׂמֽוֹ׃4 יר רכְֹלִ֖ עַן בְּעִ֥ רֶץ כְנַּ֔ הוּ֙ אֶל־אֶ֣ ף וַיבְִיאֵ֨ יו קָטָ֑ אשׁ ינְִיֽקוֹתָ֖ ֹ֥ ת ר אֵ֛

ה שָׂמֽוֹ׃5 ים צַפְצָפָ֖ יםִ רַבִּ֔ ח עַל־מַ֣ רֶץ וַיּֽתְִּנֵ֖הוּ בִּשְׂדֵה־זָ֑רַע קָ֚ וַיּקִַּח֙ מִזֶּרַ֣ע הָאָ֔

ים6 בַּדִּ֔ עַשׂ וַתַּ֣ פֶן לְגֶ֔ י וַתְּהִ֣ יִהְֽי֑וּ יו תַּחְתָּ֣ יו וְשָׁרָשָׁ֖ יו אֵלָ֔ דָלִּיּוֹתָיו֙ לִפְנ֤וֹת ה קוֹמָ֗ שִׁפְלַ֣ת חַת סרַֹ֜ פֶן לְגֶ֨ וַיהְִי֩ ח וַיּצְִמַ֡

וַתְּשַׁלַּ֖ח פּאֹרֽוֹת׃

שִׁלְחָה־לּ֔ו7ֹ וְדָלִֽיּוֹתָיו֙ יו עָלָ֗ יהָ שָׁרֳשֶׁ֣ פְנָ֧ה כָּֽ את ֹ֜ הַזּ פֶן הַגֶּ֨ וְהִנּהֵ֩ ה וְרַב־נוֹצָ֑ יםִ כְנּפַָ֖ גְּד֥וֹל גָּד֔וֹל נֶשֶֽׁר־אֶחָד֙ י וַיהְִ֤

הּ מֵעֲרֻג֖וֹת מַטָּעָהּֽ׃ לְהַשְׁק֣וֹת אוֹתָ֔

רֶת׃8 רִי לִהְי֖וֹת לְגֶ֥פֶן אַדָּֽ את פֶּ֔ יא שְׁתוּלָ֑ה לַעֲשׂ֤וֹת עָנףָ֙ וְלָשֵׂ֣ ים הִ֣ יםִ רַבִּ֖ דֶה טּ֛וֹב אֶל־מַ֥ אֶל־שָׂ֥

צִמְחָה9ּ֙ י כָלּ־טַרְפֵּ֤ שׁ וְיבֵָ֗ ס יקְוֹסֵ֣ וְאֶת־פִּרְיָהּ֣׀ ק ינְתֵַּ֜ יהָ אֶת־שָׁרָשֶׁ֨ הֲלוֹא֩ ח תִּצְלָ֑ ה יהְוִֹ֖ אֲדנָֹי֥ ר אָמַ֛ ה ֹּ֥ כ ר ֹ֗ אֱמ

יהָ׃ הּ מִשָּׁרָשֶֽׁ ב לְמַשְׂא֥וֹת אוֹתָ֖ עַ גְּדוֹלָה֙ וּבְעַם־רָ֔ ֹ֤ שׁ וְלֹֽא־בִזרְ תִּיבָ֔

הּ תִּיבָשֽׁ׃10 ת צִמְחָ֖ ֹ֥ שׁ יבָ֔שֹ עַל־עֲרֻג הּ ר֤וּחַ הַקָּדִים֙ תִּיבַ֣ עַת בָּ֜ וְהִנֵּה֥ שְׁתוּלָ֖ה הֲתִצְלָ֑ח הֲלוֹא֩ כְגַ֨

In my presentation of the passage below, I have labelled each functional component of the

allegory with an uppercase or lowercase letter, in order to make more visually apparent the

various features of the text156:

156.The translation is my own. I have attempted, as far as possible, to preserve the masoretic versification and
the various ambiguities of referent. Where it differs substantially from other major translations, I have made that
clear in the ensuing commentary.
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17:2 Mortal! Propound a riddle (חידה) and compose an allegory (משל) to the house of

Israel,

3 saying: Thus says the Lord God. The great eagle157 - great of wingspan, fully

feathered and of varied plumage (A) - came to the Lebanon (B). It (A) removed the

crest of the cedar (C),

4 clipped off the tips of its shoots (C) and brought it (C) to the land of merchants (D);

placed it (C) in a city of traders (D).

5 Then it (A) took one of the seeds of the land (E) and placed it (E) in a fertile field

(F). It (A) took [it (E)]158 alongside many waters (F), set it (E) like a willow159.

6 It (E) sprouted and it became a freely-growing vine of low stature (G), turning its

(G) tendrils towards it (A). Its (G) roots, they were beneath it (G/A). Thus it (E)

became a vine (G), producing stalks and sending forth branches.

7 It happened that there was a great eagle - large of wing and with much plumage

(a), and look! This vine (G) bent its roots towards it (a), and sent out its (G) tendrils

to it (a) from the beds (F) where it (G) was planted, that it might water it (G)160.

157.For the sake of simplicity, I will follow the major translations in identifying this bird with the eagle, rather
than with the griffon vulture. For discussion of this issue, and reasons for the vulture's being a more suitable
candidate for the biblical ,נשר see in particular Edwin Firmage, "Zoology", ABD 6 (ed. David Noel Freedman;
New York: Doubleday, 1992), 1109-1167 (1158 n44); Christopher B. Hays, "Chirps from the Dust: The
Affliction of Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 4:30 in its Ancient near Eastern Context", JBL 126:2 (2007), 305-325
(316); G.R. Driver, "Birds in the Old Testament", PEQ 87 (1955), 5-20 (8-9). Note also I. Aharoni, "On Some
Animals Mentioned in the Bible", Osiris 5 (1938), 461-478 (471) and Royden Keith Yerkes, "The Unclean
Animals of Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14", JQR 14:1 (1923), 1-29 (9-10). For opinions to the contrary (and
an identification of this bird with the golden eagle), cf: Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 310 - but note his having
identified it as the vulture in Moshe Greenberg, "Ezekiel 17 and the Policy of Psammetichus II", JBL 76:4
(1957), 304-309 (307-308).

158.For the possibility that קח is serving a nominal function and representing an Akkadian loanword for "plant",
see G.R. Driver, "Ezekiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems", Biblica 35:2 (1954), 145-159 (152); Greenberg,
Ezekiel 1-20, 310.

159.Cf: Peshitta: $+ܘ,! !7CPܘ ("set it as a watchtower"); LXX: ἐπιβλεποµενον ("set it in a conspicuous place")
- both presumably from Hb. צפה I ("look out, spy"). Identification with the willow (ערבה) is long-standing, but so
too is confusion with the same: צפצפה צפצפה, ערבה המקדש... בית חרב מכי שמייהו אישתני מילי תלת הני חסדא רב דאמר
ערבה (BT Shabbat 36a). On this point, see also Saul Lieberman, Tosefta Ki-fshuṭah IV (JTS, 2002), 858-859;
Michael Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Cambridge University Press, 1982), 130-131. For the possibility that the
noun's name might be an allusion to water (based on the root, ,(צופ see Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 311.
This observation appears to have been first raised by Louise Pettibone Smith, "The Eagle(s) of Ezekiel 17", JBL
58:1 (1939), 43-50 (47).

160.As per Greenberg's construal of the syntax; Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 311-312.
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8 It (G) [had been/sought to be] transplanted to a good field (F/d) and to much water

(F/d), to produce boughs and to yield fruit - to become a glorious vine (G).

9 Say: Thus says the Lord God. Will it (G) prosper? Will it (A/a) not tear off its (G)

roots? Cut off and dry up its (G) fruit? All of its (G) foliage will wither. And [all

this] without a great arm (x) or a populous nation (y) to lift it (G) from its (G) roots.

10 And this plant! (G) [Having been transplanted / even if it were transplanted] -

would it (G) succeed? Would not the touch of the east wind shrivel it (G) out? On

the bed (F/d) of its (G) own growth, it (G) would wither.

Within this allegory, two metaphors predominate. The arboreal language, which represents

the Judean king and his court, is predicated on the metaphorical equation, THE KING IS A TREE.

The aviary language, representing the Babylonian and Egyptian rulers, is predicated on the

metaphorical equation, THE KING IS AN EAGLE. There is no explicit reason given as to what

might be the logical connection between trees, vines and eagles, nor what it means for the

crown of a tree to be transplanted to a city of merchants. The text in which this language

appears is thus dependent upon separate and mutually incompatible metaphors.

From a structural perspective, the allegory is of a tripartite nature. The first section (verses

3-6) concerns the removal of the crest of a cedar, the planting of a seed and its becoming a

vine. The second section (verses 7-8) concerns the vine's yearning towards a second eagle,

together with a comment that either speaks to the vine's motivations or the legitimacy of its

act. Finally, the third section (verses 9-10) comments upon the vine's chances of success. The

independence of this third section is reinforced by the inclusion of a prophetic quotation

formula (אמרֹ כה אמר).

Composed as a narrative with a high concentration of waw-consecutive verbs, the allegory

gives the impression of fast-paced and consequential161 action. At several junctures, however,

the pace of the narrative is interrupted and attention is focused on a nominal or verbal phrase.

This is done by means of repetition, through the utilisation of a focus particle or by means of

161.IBHS §33.2.1; etc.
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an existential clause162. It is in this fashion that the author draws attention to those

components of the allegory that have a direct correspondence in the analogue, presented in

verses 12b-21.

There are several different components of this allegory, each of which requires interpretation

and to each of which I have assigned a different letter. In the initial scenario, seven different

clauses require analogical exposition: the eagle (A), the Lebanon (B), the uppermost part of the

cedar (C), the land of merchants (D), the seed (E), the field in which the seed was placed (F) and

the vine that the seed became (G). These seven components can be divided into two groups:

entities (A, C, E, G) and locations (B, D, F). As such, the first of the allegory's three parts can be

summed up as follows:

It is to B that A comes, removes C and takes it to D. A then takes E (either from B

or from D) and brings it to F, where it becomes G.

From a literary perspective, the most striking feature of the allegory's opening verse is the

lengthy and detailed description given to the first eagle. We are told that it is large, of great

wingspan, with long pinions, that it is full of feathers and that it possesses "variegation"

(הרקמה) - a reference, presumably, to its many different colours163. The tremendous detail

given to the eagle, together with the fronting of הגדול" ,"הנשר serves to focus our attention on

this entity and to encourage construal of its identity. Its serving an explicitly allegorical

function is also emphasised by the inclusion of the definite article.

By contrast, the absolute absence of description accorded to the tree top serves to minimise

its function within the text - indeed, it is shortly to disappear from the allegory altogether. All

that we are told is that it is "the cedar", that it is in Lebanon and that its crest is taken by the

eagle. While the definite article appended to הנשר indicated its allegorical function, the

definite article appended to הארז serves the additional purpose of suggesting that it is in some

162.GBHS §5.3.4(a); JM §154; Williams §567; etc.

163.See Greenberg, who suggests the golden eagle on this basis, instead of the griffon vulture: Greenberg,
Ezekiel 1-20, 310.
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sense archetypal. This is reinforced, not only by the absence of adjectival qualification, but

by the nature of its location ("the Lebanon") as a setting suited to the archetypal tree164.

The term used for the crest of the tree (צמרת) appears only within Ezekiel. Its function within

Ezekiel 31, in which it constitutes a metaphorical depiction of the Assyrians and of similarly

great nations165 exploits the semantic domain of a tree's height. Since both passages

characterise that tree as a cedar of Lebanon166, we might assume that the emphasis in Ezekiel

17 is likewise on its stature. The eagle's ability to soar to great heights is exploited in a

number of tropes that feature this bird, giving the confrontation between eagle and cedar the

quality of an archetypal contest.

In the second verse, (the last in which this tree appears) its textual insignificance is further

emphasised by means of the opening collocation. Here, the crest of the cedar is clarified as

being merely "the tips of its shoots" יניקותיו) .(ראש Greenberg mentions this term's

connotations of "suckling"167, but fails to remark upon the necessary ramifications of this

image. In all passages in which shoots feature within the biblical text168, they are either

connected to the tree and deriving their sustenance from the tree169, or are separated only for

the purpose of replanting170.

164.Some 2/3 of all references to Lebanon within the Hebrew Bible demonstrating a figurative employment of
the term, or exploiting the connotations of its representing "the exemplary place"; Kirsten Nielsen, There is
Hope for a Tree: The Tree as Metaphor in Isaiah (JSOT 65; Sheffield, 1989), 126-128.

165.Ezekiel 31:3, 10 and 14.

166.That the cedars of Lebanon are capable of growing up to 30m in height makes them ideally suited to these
characterisations; Zohary, op.cit. 104-105.

167.Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 310.

168.This is the only instance of its being vocalised as though derived from ,*ינְיִקה but יוֹנקֶֶת features in Job 8:16,
14:7 and 15:30, Ps 80:12 and Hos 14:7.

169.Greenberg does mention, within this context, the imagery in Isa 11:1, although it is not clear why he does
so, since no lexeme related to ינק appears within that passage; Greenberg, ibid.

170.Once, and in this allegory's coda: Ezek 17:22.
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Having been removed, these shoots are brought to a land of merchants171 and placed in a city

of traders. They are not replanted, nor do they even share the company of other plants. The

image conveyed is of twigs: useless, separated from their source and serving no purpose.

What is more, the ease with which they were separated from the cedar (conveyed by use of

the verb (172קטף further emphasises the insignificance of their removal, thus downplaying the

function of the tree while asserting the physical superiority of the eagle.

In actual fact, while the tree is relatively insignificant in the context of this allegory, the

choice of cedar carries with it nuances of a contrastive nature. Given its narrative and poetic

function as a tree of great height and girth, its minimisation within this passage draws

attention to those parts of it that are here functioning as metaphors for relative powerlessness.

While on the one hand this again reinforces the power of the eagle, it also serves to contrast

the uppermost shoots with that trunk of which they were once a part. This contrast will prove

informative within the text's narrative development.

Immediately pursuant to its transfer of the cedar's crest, the eagle removes a seed from "the

land" and brings it to a fertile location. Although the land is not explicated, we must assume

that it is a reference to the one from which it had clipped the top of the cedar, and the context

may even suggest that this is a seed from the same. Its being brought to a field suitable for

sowing suggests its placement in Jerusalem173, and its being designated as a "willow"

suggests the intentions of its planter.

Here, the eagle is being characterised as a benefactor, and on initial readings of the text we

may identify it with God174. Its careful placement of the seed in a field highly suitable for

planting and its setting it alongside water both convey the image of great solicitude. Its

intentions that it should be a willow, however, signal a drastic diminishment of its former

171.For Canaan (כנען) as a reference to merchants, cf: Michael C. Astour, "The Origin of the Terms "Canaan,"
"Phoenician," and "Purple"", JNES 24:4 (1965), 346-350.

172.This term appears in a few instances, qualifying also the picking of grain (Deut 23:26), of reeds (Job 8:12)
and the leaves of bushes (Job 30:4).

173.The image of Jerusalem as a field for sowing also invokes exilic depictions of it as a ploughed field שדה)
.Jer 26:18, Mic 3:12 :(חרש

174.Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 321. For the suitability of God to metaphorical depictions of vines, see James A.
Durlesser, The Metaphorical Narratives in the Book of Ezekiel (Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2006), 40.
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stature, and prefigure the further diminishment that becomes evident when the seed sprouts

and becomes a low vine instead.

James Durlesser, by way of an introduction to his analysis of this passage, discusses the

import of vine imagery in biblical texts175. His conclusions are significant, but only convey

part of the picture. He observes that the vine, by virtue of the importance of viticulture to

ancient Israelite economies, serves to represent the nation that inhabits the land and, by

extension, the king who represents the nation, but he does not acknowledge the function of

vines as symbols of political autonomy.

It is specifically by virtue of the vine's being a valued commodity that its possession serves to

signify security and independence within one's own land. This is a trope employed on several

occasions176, with its inverse (having one's vines taken away) serving to represent enemy

invasion and subservience to foreign powers177. As such, the function of the vine in this

instance hinges on the identification of the eagle. At present, in an initial reading of the

psalm, it reinforces the possibility that the one tending to the vine is none other than God. On

subsequent readings, its function here bears a trace of irony. While the vine is expected to

bear fruit and to become beautiful, its remaining always underneath a foreign power (here

depicted as an eagle) subverts the usual political message inherent in this trope.

By contrast with the first part of this section, in which the eagle received most of the literary

focus and the tree was minimised, from verse 6 onwards the primary literary attention is

given to the vine, the growth of which here serves as the chief narrative focus. This is

conveyed by means of the number of verbs with which it serves as subject, as well as the

increased adjectival qualification given to it.

In rapid succession, we are told that the vine bloomed ,(צמח) turned its tendrils ,(פנה)

produced stalks (תעש) and extended branches .(שלח) This heightened activity counteracts its

175.Durlesser, op.cit. 40-42.

176.1 Kgs 5:5, 2 Kgs 18:31 (= Isa 36:16), Mic 4:4, Zech 3:10 - and possibly 8:12.

177.So, for example: Jer 5:17, Joel 1:7 and Ps 105:33.
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diminished status, as the successor to a cedar tree, from an intended willow to a low-

spreading vine.

There are two ambiguities of referent in verse 6. The assertion the vine turned its tendrils

"towards it" (אליו) leaves unclear whether the tendrils were being turned towards the eagle -

and, if they were, whether the preceding infinitive (לפנות) indicates that this was the eagle's

intention - or whether the tendrils were turned inwards to the vine itself. Furthermore, the

subsequent assertion, to the effect that its roots were beneath it יהיו) ,(תחתיו leaves unclear

whether they were beneath the eagle or beneath the vine itself. As such, this second clause

could be understood as counteracting the previous (its tendrils were... and yet, its roots

were...), or it could be parsed as an extension of the same.

The four possibile construals to which this text lends itself are that both the tendrils and the

roots were extended in the direction of the eagle, that both the tendrils and the roots turned

inwards, remaining below the vine, that the tendrils turned towards the eagle and yet the vine

kept the roots beneath itself, and that the tendrils turned inwards but the roots were beneath

the eagle.

In this particular instance the ambiguity is compounded by the fact that the vine ,(גפן) while

usually grammatically feminine, in this passage alternates between expressing the feminine

gender and expressing the masculine178, and thus leaves unclear whether in any one instance

it is the vine or the eagle which is serving as the nominal referent. Since the word for vine

only takes the masculine gender in two other passages179, we must assume that the gender

confusion within this verse is deliberate, and that it constitutes a way of marking the vine's

duality of intentions.

Verse 6 marks the conclusion of this first part of the allegory - what we might term the "set

up". The principle actors have been introduced and their respective relationships have either

been expressed directly or can be inferred. To the outline that we sketched previously, we can

178.So, for example, it is grammatically feminine in verse 6b ותשלח) ותעש, ,(ותהי, verse 7 שרשיה) כפנה, ,הזאת, etc)
and verse 8 (היא שתולה), but grammatically masculine in verses 6a (דליותיו, ושרשיו תחתיו) and 7b (ודליותיו).

179.Hos 10:1 (גפן בוקק) and 2 Kgs 4:39 (וילקט ממנו).
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now assert that the eagle (A) is powerful, that it is cruel and that (paradoxically) it is kind. Its

discarding of the cedar's crest paralleled the extensive (even exaggerated180) care that it

extended towards the seed (E) and the vine (G). We know also that, while the vine (G) bears

some relationship to the original cedar (C), it is but a poor substitute for the same, and its

relationship with the eagle that defeated the cedar and that yet cultivated the vine is by

necessity a complex one.

In the subsequent scenario (which we might term "the transgression"), there are either three

or four features that require analogical exposition: an eagle (a), the vine (G), the location of the

vine (F) and - depending on our construal of verse 8 - the second eagle's destination (d). Of

these, the only two entities to remain from the initial section of the allegory are the vine (G)

and its location (F). The new information (a, and possibly d) corresponds to information in the

first part: this eagle (a) to the former eagle (A), and this eagle's destination (d) to the former

eagle's destination (D). As such, the second part of the allegory can be summed up as follows:

It is to F that a comes, and G yearns towards it - either in the hopes of being

brought to d, or despite having already been brought to F.

Verse 7 introduces the second eagle, which is fronted with the text deictic (והיה) and is thus

potentially set up for an oppositional role within the narrative. That this is a separate eagle to

the first is not conveyed explicitly by the MT181, but is implied by the relationship between it

and the vine, which by seeking sustenance from this eagle somehow betrays the first one. It

has been suggested182 that the second eagle is described less majestically than the first one,

although a decrease in adjectival qualification as regards this eagle may also constitute a

further means by which the textual primacy of the vine is narrativised.

In this instance, it is clear that it is to the second eagle that the vine twists (כפנה) its roots and

extends its tendrils - an inference supported also by the narrative's reversion here to

180.Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 310.

181.Although see the use of אחד in a similar context, 19:5;Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 311.

182.Schöpflin, op.cit. 114; Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 314.
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exclusively feminine pronouns for the vine. The reason as to why the vine has done so is

confusing, the ambiguity centring on the verbal phrase at the verse's conclusion. It makes

sense, as per Greenberg's analysis183, to take the preposition as an indicator of the source of

the vine's roots and branches184, rather than as a comparative185.

In other words, we can assert that from the bed of the vine's planting, the vine stretched forth

its tendrils and entwined its roots around the second eagle in the hope that he would water

it186, rather than suggest that the vine approached this eagle in the hope that it would be

watered more than in the bed of its planting187.

The description of the vine's betrayal contains, in verse 8, an ambiguous phrase. Having

asserted the vine's desire to be watered, the passage continues by qualifying that intention: אל

שתולה היא רבים מים אל טוב .שדה The ambiguity in this construction centres on whether the

phrase represents an extension of the vine's motivations, or a comment by the narrator on the

legitimacy of the same.

Were the intention here that the eagle would water the vine by transplanting it to another

land, then the two clauses in verse 8 might represent that by means of a participle with future-

time referent: "that it be transplanted to a good field... to become a glorious vine לגפן) להיות

."(אדרת Evidence in favour of this construal might be found in the description, "a glorious

vine" lacking prior attestation within this passage. A "glorious vine" is a vine unlike the low-

hanging vine that the first eagle tended; a glorious vine is a vine that will grow in the second

eagle's homeland instead.

183.Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 311.

184.BHRG §39.14.1, GBHS §4.1.13a, etc.

185.GBHS §2.5.4a, Williams §317, etc

186.Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 311-312.

187.Note the construal of the NRSV, which renders the latter clause in 7b מטעה) (מערעות as the beginning of the
clause in 8a: "From the bed where it was planted it was transplanted..." This interpretation does not appear to
reflect a reading in any of the witnesses to the text, nor is it supported by the KJV.
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Alternatively, were it the case that the eagle might water the vine without removing it to a

new location188, the clauses in verse 8 might instead reflect on the ethical nature of the vine's

intentions. "Having been transplanted to a good field... to become a glorious vine", it

nonetheless sought the assistance of a third party and betrayed the one who had planted it.

Evidence in favour of this construal might be found by equting the "good field" טוב) (שדה of

this clause with the "fertile field" זרע) (שדה in verse 5. That both references are qualified by

the same expression (מים רבים) lends support to that hypothesis.

That both of these interpretations work on a syntactic level is due to the temporal

multivalency of the Hebrew participle, the term שתולה either denoting the vine's "having been

transplanted" or its desire to be transplanted instead. A construal one way or the other impacts

upon the degree to which the allegory explicitly textualises the vine's act as an act of betrayal.

Taken on the whole, however, that it is an act of betrayal constitutes an unavoidable

conclusion.

Before progressing to the third and final part of this allegory, it should be noted that we can

now add one more feature to the text's characterisation of its principal actors. While nothing

whatsoever can be said for the second eagle189, the vine's attributes have now been extended

to include those of treachery. We have already observed the contrasts fostered by this allegory

when it came to the cedar (large/insignificant) and the first eagle (cruel/nurturing). The

typification of a vine as both beautiful and deceitful marks a third contrast within this text,

and one exploited elsewhere in Ezekiel, as we shall see.

In the final section of the allegory ("The Punishment"), only two clauses require

interpretation, but the analogue of one is unclear and the possibility exists that additional,

unexplicated entities are alluded to. Of those that are stated explicitly, both have already been

introduced: the vine (G) and one of the two eagles (A or a). In addition to uncertainty over

which of the two eagles will be responsible for destroying the vine, the text also makes

reference in its antepenultimate clause to a "strong arm" גדולה) (זרעֹ and to a "populous

188.A reading in line with the Targum (לאשקאה יתה מעוגית נצבתה) and the LXX.

189."The second eagle is merely there" - Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 318.
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nation" רב) ,(עם the referents of which are unclear. In summary form only, this third

component of the allegory can be stipulated as follows:

G will not survive, with either A or a being responsible for its destruction.

Verse 9 commences, after having reintroduced the fact that this allegory is all the word of

God, with the rhetorical question: .תצלח Inviting the answer no, this question introduces the

ensuing exposition of the vine's ruin. It is perhaps noteworthy that the verb used to convey

the possibility of success (צלח) appears five times in Ezekiel, and always within the context of

an allegory. In addition to its three attestations within this text, it appears also in reference to

the unchaste bride's suitability to be queen (16:13), and in reference to the burned vine's

suitability for nothing (15:4). Its usage in all of these instances bears a trace of irony.

As with the faithless wife in Ezekiel 16, whose beauty is destroyed by her figurative

husband's wrath190, so too with the faithless vine in Ezekiel 17. Having formerly been

possessed of branches (the term employed for which, ,פארות denotes adornment), of tendrils,

of roots and of shoots (בדים) - and, depending upon our construal of verse 8b, of boughs (ענף)

and of fruit - the vine now stands to be stripped of everything. The description of the vine's

destruction, which mentions also its fruit and its foliage צמחהּ) ,(טרפי either suggests it as the

referent of "glorious vine" in the previous verse, or at least contrasts with the same and

highlights the absurdity of desiring further growth and beautification.

There are three ambiguities within this final section, and the first of them concerns the

subject of the verbs ינתק and :יקוסס is it the first eagle who will tear up the vine in recompense

for its having been betrayed, or is it the second eagle who will tear up the vine while

attempting to transplant it to a new land? Is the vine's penalty, in other words, the result only

of the betrayed party's response, or can it even be construed as the natural consequence of an

act of betrayal?

190.On this passage, see Sharon Moughtin-Mumby, Sexual and Marital Metaphors in Hosea, Jeremiah, Isaiah,
and Ezekiel (Oxford University Press, 2008), 169-189; Istvan Haag, Stephen Llewelyn & Jack Tsonis, "Ezekiel
16 and its use of Allegory and the Disclosure-of-Abomination Formula", VT 62 (2012), 198-210; Peggy L. Day,
"Adulterous Jerusalem's Imagined Demise: Death of a Metaphor in Ezekiel XVI", VT 50:3 (2000), 285-309.
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This ambiguity carries over into the following verse as well, in which the focus particle (והנה)

may either serve to indicate a recapitulation of the information in verse 9, or a further

consequence to those already listed. This second ambiguity, while related to the first, centres

once more on the import of the participle, .שתולה In the event that it functions substantively,

in reference to the vine itself, the import may be that it serves as a recapitulation: "And this

plant! Could it succeed?" In this context, the east wind functions as a metaphorical extension

of the same destruction that was visited upon it by one of the two eagles.

Alternatively, we could construe the participle as functioning in the subjunctive and suggest

that, "even if it were [successfully] transplanted, ... the east wind would dry it out". In

addition to lending itself to a construal of verse 9 that equates the vine's destruction with the

results of its being uprooted and brought to a new location, this interpretation of the participle

in verse 10 allows for an additional remark on the efficacy of political betrayal. While an act

of betrayal akin to that which motivated this allegory must almost certainly result in failure,

in the unlikely event that it proves successful, such success can only ever be temporary.

The third ambiguity within this section concerns the tenors of two vehicles in verse 9b. To

whom is the prophet referring when he makes reference to the "great arm" גדולה) (זרעֹ and to

the "populous nation" רב) ?(עם While the specific collocation employed for a "great arm"

appears only once and in this verse, its structural similarity to God's "strong arm" חזקה) 191(זרעֹ

and his "outstretched arm" נטויה) 192(זרעֹ makes it reminiscent of the same, and suggests on

first reading a construal of the divine as its referent. The two other passages in which

greatness is applied to the arm of God both imply restraint in particular - the one, his holding

the nations of the world back from Israel193, and the other, his preserving those in Jerusalem

who are doomed to death194.

191.Jer 21:5, applied ironically against the inhabitants of Jerusalem.

192.Fifteen times, and all of them with salvific connotations: Ex 6:6; Deut 4:34, 5:15, 7:19, 9:29, 11:2, 26:8; 1
Kgs 8:42 (= 2 Chr 6:32); 2 Kgs 17:36; Ps 136:12; Jer 27:5, 32:17; Ezek 20:33, 34.

193.Ex 15:16 (בגדֹל זרועך).

194.Ps 79:11 (כגֹדל זרועך).
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The use of "arm" (זרעֹ) as a metaphor for strength, however positive it may or may not be

when applied to God, can also typify tyranny when applied to humans195. It is noteworthy that

the only other attestations of this noun in Ezekiel - and excluding those passages where it

functions as a literal reference to arms196 - concern the shedding of blood (22:6), or relate

figuratively to the might of Assyria (31:17), Egypt (30:21-24) and Babylon (30:24-25). As

such, while the term invokes the imagery of salvation, that imagery is tempered by its other

possibilities.

References to a multitude רב) ,(עם or to one of its synonymous terms כבד) ,עם גדול ,עם etc), are

sufficiently numerous as to defy generalisation. If we limit ourselves to this particular

collocation, and excluding those instances in which the multitude functions as a literal

reference to large crowds of people, then we can note its martial attestations in Isaiah 13:4,

Joel 2:2 and Ezekiel 26:7, in each of which it refers to a large army (potentially, in the case of

Joel, a divine army) summoned together by God himself.

In Isaiah, the purpose of that army is to defeat the Babylonians, while in Ezekiel the army

(comprising Babylonians) is brought against the king of Tyre. In both instances, the presence

of the army is good news for the oracle's recipients, although such cannot be said for its

attestation in Joel, in which it comprises a feature of the "Day of the Lord", and marks the

beginning of a vast slaughter of Judeans.

While references to the great arm might lend themselves to a salvific reading, their

collocation with a vast multitude suggests a more ambiguous import, and an initial reading of

this allegory is insufficient for determining the meaning of their non-intervention. Does it

convey the first eagle's ability to destroy the vine even without the assistance of an army, or

does it convey the absence of any assistance (divine or mundane) to prevent the vine's

destruction?

195.So, for example, Ps 10:15, 37:17; Job 22:8, 38:15; etc.

196.Ezek 4:7 and 13:20.
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As with the previous ambiguities, an initial reading of this text is insufficient for its

resolution. While these are questions that we may expect to see resolved by the analogue, the

manner in which the analogue will interact with the allegory significantly transcends the

simple task of clausal interpretation. On the contrary, the interaction between allegory and

analogue will be mutual: just as the former will be constrained by the latter, so too will the

latter be constrained. This feature, by which the various components of the passage inform

upon one another in a mutual fashion, is a feature of the metaphorical complex.

Before we proceed to an investigation of their interaction, let us first consider the interactivity

of tropes within this initial complex.

Metaphors within this text have been drawn, chiefly, from the two domains of eagles and of

plants. Within the former domain were two resplendent birds, the first of which was given

more description than the second and which might possibly be seen, therefore, as the more

powerful of the two. Although their flight was never explicitly mentioned, it was inferred

from their movement from one location to the next, and implied by the first eagle's ascent to

the top of a cedar. The verbs that functioned in relation to the birds were initially those of

coming and going, of taking and bringing, and only subsequently those of wreaking havoc

and destruction.

The semantic domains exploited by these eagles (and particularly by the first one) were the

familiar tropes of power and of grandness. The secondary tropes of cruelty and of nurturing

were both employed, and the shift from one to the other and back again was marked chiefly

in the latter instance, and by means of a succession of verbs that described the vine's

destruction.

The plant-related metaphors took several forms, with the primary two being those of the

cedar and those of the vine. These metaphors had a greater influence upon the narrativisation,

yielding locations רבים) ,מים טוב ,שדה זרע (שדה and subsidiary actors ,צמרת) ,צפצפה ,זרע etc)

that corresponded to their semantic domain. What is more, while both eagles and plants

received adjectives appropriate to their nature, only the plants served in interaction with

verbs exclusively from their own domain (קטף ,ויצמח ,להשקות ,מטעהּ ,שתולה).
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The qualities expressed by these vehicles were, like those of the eagles, contrastive. The

cedar evoked the nuances of height and power, together with those of immobility and

powerlessness. The vine evoked the nuances of beauty and splendour, together with those of

treachery and hubris. The vine's location evoked the nuances of prosperity, conveyed chiefly

through the imagery of water, and which were forcefully contrasted at the allegory's

conclusion with the imagery of dryness197 and death.

The interactivity of these tropes serves a functional purpose within the context of Ezekiel's

message, and a consideration of the allegory in light of its analogue will provide more

information as regards the choice of vehicles. At the outset, however, it is apparent that their

influence upon one another in this text is mutual. Just as the power of the eagle further

indicated the powerlessness of the vine, so too did the text's emphasis upon the vine's low

stature serve to re-emphasise the eagle's soaring height.

§3.3.1.2 - Ezekiel 17:12-21

אֶת־מַלְכָּה17:12ּ֙ ח וַיּקִַּ֤ ם֙ ַ֨ ירְוּשָלִׁ ל מֶלֶֽךְ־בָּבֶ֤ א הִנּהֵ־בָ֨ ר ֹ֗ אֱמ לֶּה מָה־אֵ֑ ם ידְַעְתֶּ֖ הֲלֹ֥א רִי הַמֶּ֔ ית לְבֵ֣ אֱמָר־נאָ֙

יו בָּבֶלָֽה׃ ם אֵלָ֖ א אוֹתָ֛ יהָ וַיּבֵָ֥ וְאֶת־שָׂרֶ֔

ח׃13 רֶץ לָקָֽ ה וְאֶת־אֵילֵ֥י הָאָ֖ א אתֹוֹ֙ בְּאָלָ֔ ית וַיּבֵָ֤ ת אִתּ֖וֹ בְרִּ֑ ֹ֥ ה וַיּכְִר וַיּקִַּח֙ מִזֶּרַ֣ע הַמְּלוּכָ֔

ר אֶת־בְרִּית֖וֹ לְעָמְדָֽהּ׃14 ֹ֥ א לִשְׁמ י הִתְנשֵַּׂ֑ ה לְבִלְתִּ֖ ה שְׁפָלָ֔ לִהְֽיוֹת֙ מַמְלָכָ֣

ית15 בְרִּ֖ ר וְהֵפֵ֥ לֶּה אֵ֔ ה הָעשֵֹׂ֣ הֲימִָּלֵט֙ הֲיצְִלָ֤ח ב וְעַם־רָ֑ ים סוּסִ֖ לָתֶֽת־ל֥וֹ יםִ מִצְרַ֔ מַלְאָכָיו֙ לִשְׁלֹ֤חַ וַיּמְִרָד־בּ֗וֹ

וְנמְִלָטֽ׃

אֶת־בְרִּית֑ו16ֹ ר הֵפֵ֖ ר וַאֲשֶׁ֥ לָת֔וֹ אֶת־אָ֣ בָּזהָ֙ ר אֲשֶׁ֤ אתֹ֔וֹ הַמַּמְלִ֣יךְ לֶךְ֙ הַמֶּ֨ בִּמְקוֹם֙ אִם־לֹ֗א יהְוִה֒ אֲדנָֹ֣י נאְֻם֮ ניִ חַי־אָ֗

ל ימָֽוּת׃ אִתּ֥וֹ בְתוֹךְ־בָּבֶ֖

נפְָשׁ֥וֹת17 ית לְהַכְרִ֖ דָיֵּק֑ וּבִבְנ֣וֹת ה סלְֹלָ֖ ךְ ֹּ֥ בִּשְׁפ ה בַמִּּלְחָמָ֔ פַרְעהֹ֙ אוֹת֤וֹ ה יעֲַשֶׂ֨ ב רָ֗ ל וּבְקָהָ֣ גָּד֜וֹל ילִ בְחַ֨ וְלֹא֩

רַבּֽוֹת׃

ה לֹ֥א ימִָּלֵטֽ׃18 לֶּה עָשָׂ֖ ן ידָ֛וֹ וְכָל־אֵ֥ ה נתַָ֥ ית וְהִנֵּ֨ ר בְרִּ֑ וּבָזָה֥ אָלָ֖ה לְהָפֵ֣

197.Note that the word יבש occurs twice in verse 9 and three times in verse 10, thus paralleling the two
references to מים רבים in verses 5 and 8.
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יו בְרּאֹשׁוֹֽ׃19 יר וּנתְַתִּ֖ ר הֵפִ֑ י אֲשֶׁ֣ ה וּבְרִיתִ֖ ר בָּזָ֔ ר אֲדנָֹ֣י יהְוִה֮ חַי־אָניִ֒ אִם־לֹ֗א אָלָֽתִי֙ אֲשֶׁ֣ ֹּה־אָמַ֨ ן כ לָכֵ֞

ר מָעַֽל־בִּיֽ׃20 ם מַעֲל֖וֹ אֲשֶׁ֥ י אִתּוֹ֙ שָׁ֔ לָה וְנשְִׁפַּטְתִּ֤ יהוּ בָבֶ֗ י וַהֲבִיאוֹתִ֣ שׂ בִּמְצֽוּדָתִ֑ י וְנתְִפַּ֖ י עָלָיו֙ רִשְׁתִּ֔ וּפָרַשְׂתִּ֤

רְתִּי׃21 ה דִּבַּֽ י אֲנִי֥ יהְוָ֖ ם כִּ֛ שׂוּ וִידַעְתֶּ֕ ים לְכָל־ר֣וּחַ יפִָּרֵ֑ לוּ וְהַנּשְִׁאָרִ֖ ֹ֔ רֶב יפִּ ת כָלּ־מִבְרָחוֹ בְכָּל־אֲגַפָּיו֙ בַחֶּ֣ וְאֵ֨

17:12 Say now to the rebellious house: Do you not know what these things mean? Tell

them: The king of Babylon came to Jerusalem, took its king and its officials, and

brought them back with him to Babylon.

13 He took one of the royal offspring and made a covenant with him, putting him

under oath (he had taken away the chief men of the land),

14 so that the kingdom might be humble and not lift itself up, and that by keeping

his covenant it might stand.

15a But he rebelled against him by sending ambassadors to Egypt, in order that they

might give him horses and a large army.

15b Will he succeed? Can one escape who does such things? Can he break the

covenant and yet escape?

16 As I live, says the Lord God, surely in the place where the king resides who

made him king, whose oath he despised, and whose covenant with him he broke

- in Babylon he shall die.

17 Nor will he (Pharaoh) employ a mighty army or a great company to do this to

him in war198, when ramps are cast up and siege-walls built to cut off many lives.

18 Because he despised the oath and broke the covenant, because he gave his hand

and yet did all these things, he shall not escape.

19 Therefore thus says the Lord God: As I live, I shall surely return upon his head

my oath that he despised, and my covenant that he broke.

198.I depart in this clause from the NRSV, whose translation reorders its various phrases to divest it of
ambiguity. My translation, while clumsy, preserves some of the awkwardness of the Hebrew - as I discuss in the
commentary below.
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20 I will spread my net over him, and he shall be caught in my snare; I will bring

him to Babylon and enter into judgment with him there for the treason he has

committed against me.

21 All the pick of his troops shall fall by the sword, and the survivors shall be

scattered to every wind; and you shall know that I, the Lord, have spoken.

As with the allegory, the corresponding analogue also features a cast of characters, and a

cursory reading would suggest that they correspond neatly to one another. While in some

respects they do, a close analysis will demonstrate that the correspondence is occasionally

weak, or operating at an emotive level only. The actors are all described here without any

overtly figurative language, save for the reference to the royal offspring as being of "royal

seed" המלוכה) .(מזרע They comprise the Babylonian and Egyptian kings, and the unidentified

monarch of a new Judean kingdom199.

From a structural perspective, this section is also comprised of three parts, which roughly

correspond to the three parts of the allegory. In the first section (verses 12b-14), the

Babylonian king comes to Jerusalem, deposes its ruling party, brings them into captivity in

Babylonia and places a new ruler on the Judean throne. In the second section (verse 15a), the

new monarch rebels against the Babylonian king by sending to Egypt for military assistance.

This verse, in addition to detailing the nature of his betrayal, also includes within it a series of

observations on the likelihood of success, headed with the rhetorical היצלח ("Will he

succeed?"). These observations belong thematically to the analogue's third section.

The third section of the analogue is the part that possesses the loosest relationship with the

previous allegory, but which concerns the inevitability of the king's failure, the certainty of

his not receiving reinforcements from Egypt and the futility of rebellion in general. While an

identification of the king with Zedekiah is perhaps the most promising, we shall be concerned

in this analysis with the function of the metaphorical imagery, and not with the historical

attribution of its parts.

199.For an identification with Zedekiah, see Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 319ff; Greenberg, "Psammetichus", 307ff;
Schöpflin, op.cit. 114; Fishbane, "Sin and Judgment", 178; Cooke, op.cit. 187ff.
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In the first section, which is prefaced with the question, אלה מה ידעתם ,הלא the text speaks of

the king of Babylon (A), who comes to Jerusalem (B), takes its king (C1) and officials (C2) and

brings them back to Babylon (D) with him. He then takes one of the royal offspring (E),

having already taken away the chief men of "the land", makes a covenant (א) and proclaims

him king (G). Loosely conveyed, the information of this section can be represented as

follows:

It is to B that A comes, removes C1 and C2 and takes them to D. A then takes E,

performs א and it becomes G.

Even a cursory glance at this first part of the analogue shows how closely it adheres to the

allegory in both structure and form. The relationship between the various parts is

communicated through the employment of two of the verbs ,בוא) (לקח that featured in verses

4-5 - both of which are applied here to the Babylonian king in his interaction with the Judean

monarchy. His taking both the king and the senior officials thus lends itself to a construal of

הארז צמרת and יניקותיו ראש as possessing two separate referents, rather than as having been

parallel expressions.

The focus particle, ,הנה fronts not only this initial clause but the subsequent clauses in verses

13-15, which are connected to it by means of a string of waw-consecutive verbs. The

impression created is of a rapid-fire series of actions, occurring either right now or in the

immediate future. The mirative connotations of this particle200 emphasise that, as per this

allegory's having also been a "riddle", it is not expected that the prophet's audience should

have known this information previously. Indeed, as we observed, an initial reading may have

suggested that the eagle represented God and the vine, perhaps, the people of Israel.

Now that we know that the first eagle represents the Babylonian king, we can apply to the

king those qualities invoked by the eagle within the allegory, and - more importantly - to the

Judean monarchy those attributes conveyed about the cedar. As such, while on the one hand

we can impute the familiar tropes of grandness, swiftness and power to the Babylonians, we

200.Cynthia L. Miller-Naudé and C.H.J. van der Merwe, הנה" and Mirativity in Biblical Hebrew", in Hebrew
Studies 52 (2011), 53-81. See my analysis of הנה in §3.1.
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can also apply the connotations of powerlessness, immobility and former grandeur to the

Judean king. His transfer to Babylon, which was typified before as the placement of twigs in

a mercantile city, further emphasises his current uselessness and the cessation of his rule.

In the analogue's description of the new king's appointment, the seed from which the vine

grew is the heir to the Judean throne, in which "seed" functions with familial connotations,

denoting the possibility of legitimate dynastic succession. And yet, as we saw in the allegory,

the new kingdom must be merely a fraction of its predecessor. While it was a seed that was

taken, the seed was to grow into a willow instead of a cedar, and it ended up producing a low-

hanging vine in place of the willow.

This contrast between the stature of the vine and the stature of its powerful forebears was

implicit within the allegory, but is emphasised explicitly within the analogue. Here, the text

makes clear the ratification of a suzerain-vassal treaty201 bound by means of an oath. The

relative power of the two parties is already clear, but further stipulated in verse 13b, by means

of a parenthetical observation to the effect that the chief men of the land had already been

removed.

This observation is important, since the means by which it is conveyed further emphasises the

relative power of the treaty's participants and the status of the new king, vis-à-vis the old. The

clause, באלה אתֹו ויבא ("putting him under oath") can be read as featuring a form of the

instrumental prefix often termed the bet privii202. Signifying the price of something, or the

object with which it was exchanged, the unvocalised verse could be seen as alluding to the

fact that the Babylonian king "brought him, in place of an ."אלה The ,אלֵה which features some

seventeen times within the corpus, denotes a great tree - occasionally translated as the oak,

but more probably a reference to the terebinth203.

201.Michael L. Barré, "Treaties in the ANE", ABD 6, 653-656; Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 313, 319ff; Matitiahu
Tsevat, "The Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian Vassal Oaths and the Prophet Ezekiel", JBL 78:3 (1959),
199-204. Tsevat's translation of ממלכה שפלה as "vassal state" has much to recommend it; op.cit. 201.

202.GKC §119p; JM §133c; IBHS §11.2.5d; GBHS §4.1.5j; BHRG §39.6.3ii; Williams §246.

203.So Zohary, op.cit. 108-111.
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The allusion to the king's being brought in place of a terebinth - an allusion that functions on

an implicit level - corresponds to the willow's being brought in place of a cedar; as the willow

became a low-hanging vine קומה) ,(שפלת so does verse 14 stipulate that the new kingdom

should be a lowly kingdom שפלה) (ממלכה and, more to the point, that it not seek to elevate

itself (לא התנשא).

As low as the kingdom may be, we are also informed that it is only by virtue of the king's

treaty that it is able to exist at all. It is here in particular that we see how the treaty ,א) above)

fills the place in this schema that the allegory filled with a reference to the vine's location

זרע) .(שדה While the allegory led us to the conclusion that the fertile field corresponded to

Jerusalem, we see here how it functions on a deeper level as well - as a metaphorization of

'treaty-hood', which construes the state of being bound by a treaty as a location in which

kingdoms can thrive.

Thus far, the relationship between the analogue and the allegory is both tight and mutually

informative. In the second section of the analogue, which comprises verse 15a, this

relationship becomes looser. Here, we are told that the new king (G) sends ambassadors to

Egypt (a), requesting military support (x) in the form of horses and soldiery. If we assume a

correspondence with the allegory, then a simplified representation of these events might look

as follows:

It is to a that G goes - in the hope of receiving x.

The corresponding component of the allegory (which we depicted, "it is to F that a comes,

and G yearns towards it - either in the hopes of being brought to d, or despite having already

been brought to F") is considerably denser. The terseness of the analogue is the result of its

resting upon the allegorical description and thus not requiring the same degree of figuration

in order to convey its meaning. What is more, in the light of the vine's destruction having

already been extensively narrativised, a laconic formulation in this instance may convey more

rhetorical force.
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Taken on its own, this passage makes plain both that which the Judean king has done and

how the narrator feels about it. The assertion that he has revolted (וימרד) against the

Babylonian king indicates not only his breaking of the treaty but suggests an intention to use

Egyptian reinforcements in order to secede from the empire204. The description of these

reinforcements employs the term רב עם ("large army") in order to describe the Egyptian

soldiers, and thus invites comparison with the ambiguous clause in verse 9b, which qualified

the destruction of the vine as something that would happen without a strong arm and an עם

.רב

Initially, we had supposed that there were two ways of construing that qualification. Either

the eagle would be capable of destroying the vine without any assistance (divine or

mundane), or the vine would be destroyed without its ever receiving any support (again,

divine or mundane). The use of this collocation in the analogue suggests a third reading - that

the vine would be destroyed for having requested a large army, and would be destroyed

instead of receiving one.

This is an awkward fit, and we must be wary of not superimposing the analogue onto the

allegory in so simplistic a fashion. We shall return shortly to an interpretation of the רב ,עם

which is relevant to the analogue's conclusion, but for the moment must remark upon the

nature of the king's rebellion. While the allegory suggested that the second eagle had come to

the vine (if only because eagles are creatures of movement, and vines are by their nature

immobile), the analogue suggests the opposite.

In fact, the dual employment of שלח in both contexts - both in relation to the vine's tendrils in

verse 7b and the king's emissaries in verse 15a - suggests an equation between their

respective objects. As the vine extended tendrils towards an eagle in hopes of being watered,

so the king sent emissaries to Egypt in the hope of receiving military reinforcement. This

allows not only for our correspondence between the king and the vine, but suggests a broader

correspondence between the vine and the kingdom as a whole, whereby the parts of the vine

can now represent the various officials of the Judean state.

204.For the relationship between this scenario and the revolt of Zedekiah, see Greenberg, "Psammetichus",
307ff; Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 321ff; Schöpflin, op.cit. 114.
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This observation is of some significance, for while the analogue's conclusion only speaks

directly to the fates of individuals (the king, most importantly, but a general loss of life in

verse 17b), the choice of allegory allows the prophet to allude on an implicit level to the

destruction of the kingdom as a whole. Just as there can be no restoration of a vine that has

been so thoroughly destroyed, so too must the punishment visited upon the king within the

analogue constitute the absolute termination of the Judean monarchy.

Furthermore, an appreciation of this fact now enables us to retroactively add an additional

nuance to the trope of the cedar. The exile of the first king was characterised as the removal

of the crest of the tree, while the tree itself remained in the ground. The exile of the

subsequent king was characterised by the utter destruction of the plant that symbolised his

kingdom. While the first king's deposition could prefigure a new Judean monarchy, the latter

king's deposition marks its absolute conclusion.

After a series of rhetorical clauses that suggest the futility of rebellion, the third section

effectively boils down to this very point: the Babylonian king (A) will bring the Judean king

(G) to Babylon (D), where he will die. No mention is made of the office of the king, but the

interactivity of metaphors between the allegory and the analogue allow us to infer its fate on

the basis of the imagery employed.

In describing the failure of the revolt, verse 17a introduces an ambiguous phrase, and one that

has a direct bearing upon our understanding of two expressions used within the allegory. As a

whole, the relevant clause appears as follows:

ולא בחיל גדול ובקהל רב יעשה אותו פרעה במלחמה

As Greenberg has cogently observed, the ambiguity within this passage can be localised to

the word .205פרעה Were we to omit this term from the verse, the subject is the Babylonian king

who neither requires great force nor a powerful army to destroy the Judean king(dom). This

accords certainly with the image of an eagle uprooting a vine, since the latter's defences are

205.Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 315 and 323; Greenberg, "Psammetichus", 308-309.
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clearly insufficient for an enemy of that nature, and suggests a construal of גדולה זרעֹ and עם

רב in line with this idea: the eagle will be destroy the vine, and will require neither "great

force" nor a "powerful army"206 to do so.

The imposition of פרעה onto this verse somewhat clumsily changes the subject207. As it reads,

the verse suggests that it will be with neither great force nor a powerful army that the Pharaoh

will do this in war - the deed presumably being his coming to the aid of the Judean monarchy.

This interpretation (and the one to which the text in its final form most easily lends itself)

suggests an alternative construal of גדולה זרעֹ and רב :עם that the vine will be destroyed by the

eagle with neither a "great force" nor a "powerful army" coming to its aid.

While a consideration of the word פרעה as being secondary to the text makes a great deal of

sense, it is the flexibility of the language that allows for its inclusion208 and the flexibility of

the text's metaphors that it can so easily be accommodated. What is more, since its

accommodation yields a construal of the clause in verse 9b somewhat in line with the

reference to עם רב in verse 15a, we can consider its inclusion a deliberate one.

The description of the revolt's failure is headed by a curse imprecation in verse 16a, by which

God vows to avenge the king's transgression of his treaty. Together with the assertions that

conclude the analogue (verses 19-21), this marks a theological shift in the prophet's

condemnation of the Judean king, by virtue of which he equates transgression of the

Babylonian ordinances with apostasy. Although Ezekiel is the only prophet to make such an

analogy209, we need not suppose that it was motivated by an otherwise-unprecedented

concern with perjury210.

206.To employ the terms with their analogical connotations.

207.It is Greenberg's suggestion (ibid.) that this was done in order to 'correct' the prophecy after the events had
played out. For observations on this phenomenon within prophet literature in general, see Michael Fishbane,
Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 509.

208.A fact noted by Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 315.

209.Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 321.

210.Tsevat, ibid; Greenberg, ibid.
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On the contrary, the gradual investiture of God within the story is a means by which the

narrative can be made to function on both mundane and cosmic planes simultaneously. While

an initial construal of the allegory may have led us to identify God's presence within the

drama, and while the subsequent analogue stripped it of those meanings, the intensification of

covenantal imagery at its conclusion marks the return of this passage to the celestial plane211.

This development is critical to an interpretation of the coda, which augments the imagery

found within the allegory with new metaphorical content in order to extend the analogue's

political treatment of its themes into those of eschatological salvation. Before we consider

how this is done, and the impact that the coda has upon subsequent re-readings of the text, it

is worth remarking briefly upon the metaphorical interplay thus far.

At various points, the relationship between the allegory and the analogue has been fairly

tight, and has yielded direct correlations that have served to both disambiguate and expound

upon the two texts in equal measure. The nuances conveyed by the arboreal imagery within

the allegory informed the presentation of the king by remarking upon the former glory of his

office. In a similar fashion, the allegorical depiction of the eagle reinforced the solicitude of

the Babylonian monarch, whose growth of the new kingdom was thus conveyed as an act of

uncharacteristic beneficence.

At other times, the relationship between the allegory and the analogue was an evocative one

only. To seek a direct correspondence between every feature of their respective passages

would be to rob the text of its literary import, and reduce it to an act of mere translation. As

such, we need assert no particular relationship between the forms of destruction visited upon

the vine and the elements of the siege depicted in verse 17212, nor assert a correlation between

"the bed of its planting" in verse 10 and Babylonian captivity. The isolated trope does not

211.Greenberg recognises this dual function of this allegory (op.cit. 317), and the means by which the prophet's
condemnation of the king for his political infractions led to (and, in part, represented) a condemnation of his
theological infractions as well (op.cit. 321-323). He suggests general infractions in place of the specific, if
obvious, suggestion that the king's guilt lay in sending to Egypt for horses. For the function of this trope in
Jeremiah, see Jeffrey C. Geoghegan, The Time, Place, and Purpose of the Deuteronomic History: The Evidence
of "Until This Day" (Brown Judaic Studies 347; Brown University, 2006), 162. For the relationship between
Ezekiel and Jeremiah, see Michael A. Lyons, "Marking Innerbiblical Allusion in the Book of Ezekiel", Biblica
88:2 (2007), 245-250.

212.I would also, therefore, disagree with Greenberg's suggestion that the "eagle" represents the Babylonian
king, while the "east wind" corresponds to God (Ezekiel 1-20, 319 and 323).
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work in so substitutive a fashion, and neither do the individual tropes within a metaphorical

complex.

And yet, the interplay of tropic categories (or semantic domains) can, in many instances,

reveal profound connections that might elude a first reading of the text. As such, the

analogical relationship between a fertile field זרע) (שדה and the state of being bound by a

treaty highlights further points of interplay between the semantic domains of fecundity

(water, seed, growth) and of military allegiance (horses, men, treaties).

The vine's being planted in a fertile field alongside water corresponded to the signing of a

treaty. Similarly, the vine's requesting of a second eagle to water it corresponded to a request

for reinforcements from Egypt. We can fill these details out even further: if plantation by a

stream and the care of an eagle represent a treaty, then the duplicitous request of a second

eagle's care implies the proposal of an alternate treaty with a second king213. Similarly, if the

request to be watered implies the granting of military reinforcements then so too might the

initial planting have suggested the same.

In filling the information out in this fashion, we not only gain a broader perspective on those

parts of the analogue that the text draws to our attention, but on the attitudes towards those

events that it encourages us to share. For a vassal state to seek military support from a second

power is logically absurd - as logically absurd (asserts the text) as a well-tended vine planted

alongside water now seeking to be watered from another source.

In the conclusion to this analogue (found in verses 19-21), the prophet introduces new

semantic domains in his exploration of the vine's infidelity. In verse 20, in particular, he

refers to casting a net (רשת) over the rebellious king, of catching him in a snare (מצודה) and of

bringing him to Babylonia. As we shall see in our appraisal of Ezekiel 19 below, this

language is taken from the semantic domain of wild animals; were it to pertain in this

instance to the character depicted by the eagle, its inclusion here would further that particular

213.On the historical merits of this suggestion, see J. Maxwell Miller & John H. Hayes, A History of Israel and
Judah (2nd ed; Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 474; Greenberg, "Psammetichus", 307.
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metaphorical trope. In reference to the character that was depicted by the lion, the language

here is confusing.

Durlesser's appraisal of these "mixed metaphors" is entirely dismissive. He suggests that they

"garble... the message of the oracle"214, fail to contribute anything to the text as a whole, and

actually "damage... the rhetoric of Ezek[iel] 17"215. While so negative an appraisal of

metaphorical complexity is unfortunate, a consideration of verse 20 demonstrates that

Durlesser is not incorrect, and that for whatever reason this passage was included, it cannot

be seen to function alongside the rest of this text.

§3.3.1.3 - Ezekiel 17:22-24

ל17:22 עַ֥ ניִ אָ֔ לְתִּי וְשָׁתַ֣ ף ֹ֔ אֶקְט ךְ רַ֣ ינֹֽקְוֹתָיו֙ אשׁ ֹ֤ מֵר תִּי וְנתָָ֑ ה הָרָמָ֖ רֶז הָאֶ֛ רֶת מִצַּמֶּ֧ ניִ אָ֗ חְתִּי וְלָקַ֣ ה יהְוִ֔ אֲדנָֹ֣י אָמַר֙ ה ֹּ֤ כ

הַ וְתָלֽוּל׃ ֹ֖ הַר־גָּב

ף23 כָלּ־כָנָּ֔ צִפּ֣וֹר ל ֹּ֚ כ יו תַחְתָּ֗ וְשָׁכְנ֣וּ יר אַדִּ֑ רֶז לְאֶ֣ וְהָיָ֖ה רִי פֶ֔ שָׂה וְעָ֣ עָנףָ֙ א וְנשָָׂ֤ נּוּ אֶשְׁתֳּלֶ֔ ישְִׂרָאֵל֙ מְר֤וֹם ר בְּהַ֨

נּהָ׃ ֹּֽ יו תִּשְׁכ ל דָלִּיּוֹתָ֖ בְּצֵ֥

ץ24 עֵ֣ חְתִּי וְהִפְרַ֖ ח לָ֔ ץ עֵ֣ שְׁתִּי֙ הוֹבַ֨ ל שָׁפָ֔ ץ עֵ֣ הְתִּי֙ הִגְבַּ֨ הַ ֹ֗ גָּב ץ עֵ֣ לְתִּי׀ הִשְׁפַּ֣ יהְוָה֙ אֲנִ֤י י כִּ֣ ה הַשָּׂדֶ֗ י כָלּ־עֲצֵ֣ וְיֽדְָע֞וּ

יתִי׃ רְתִּי וְעָשִֽׂ ה דִּבַּ֥ שׁ אֲנִי֥ יהְוָ֖ יבֵָ֑

17:22 Thus says the Lord God: I myself will take a sprig from the lofty top of a cedar; I

will set it out. I will break off a tender one from the topmost of its young twigs; I

myself will plant it on a high and lofty mountain.

23 On the mountain height of Israel I will plant it, in order that it may produce

boughs and bear fruit, and become a noble cedar. Under it every kind of bird

will live; in the shade of its branches will nest winged creatures of every kind.

24 All the trees of the field shall know that I am the Lord. I bring low the high tree,

I make high the low tree; I dry up the green tree and make the dry tree flourish. I

the Lord have spoken; I will accomplish it.

214.Durlesser, op.cit. 63.

215.Durlesser, op.cit. 64.
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At various junctures within the text, Ezekiel delivers an oracle that concerns the restoration of

Judean fortunes216. While there may be some debate as regards whether this particular

passage was composed before the destruction of Jerusalem or afterwards217, there can be no

denying that its placement here is deliberate. The extent to which it utilises imagery that

functioned within the previous two passages shows a desire to extend that imagery into a new

domain - the realm of monarchic restoration.

The language that the prophet uses in this passage is reminiscent of that which he employs in

31:3-9, which serves as a dual oracle against the Assyrians and (in its final form) the

Egyptian Pharaoh218. Both descriptions treat of a cedar tree, its tremendous height, its

superlative beauty, its providing a habitat to all of the various species of birds, and its

superiority over every other tree in the garden/world219. While the oracle in chapter 31 soon

becomes a taunt, with the positive features of the tree being employed to convey the hubris of

the Assyrians (and of Pharaoh), the restorative oracle in 17:22-24 concludes on an entirely

positive note.

The contrast between the coda in this regard and the preceding allegory is a stark one. The

termination of the monarchy described by the destruction of the vine was a final one, and left

within it no scope for restoration. The restoration described within this oracle, however, is no

less final. The recognition by all the other trees (who here function as metaphors for the

various nations of the world) that God alone is the ultimate arbiter provides in turn no room

for further destruction. As such, the allegory and its coda not only complement one another,

but metaphorically frame a vision of absolute destruction and miraculous renewal.

216.On the (non-)relationship between this passage and the other oracles of restoration, see Tova Ganzel, "The
Descriptions of the Restoration of Israel in Ezekiel", VT 60 (2010), 197-211. Although Ganzel is no doubt
correct in suggesting that Ezek 17:22-24 denotes the restoration of an individual in particular, rather than of the
Israelites as a whole (201 n21), this passage does share several of the commonalities that she outlines (in
particular, p200), and merits treatment as an oracle of restoration.

217.See Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 324.

218.For Ezek 31:1-17 as an ambiguous attestation of the metaphor, THE KING IS A TREE, see the Appendix, §5.

219.On the relationship between these images and various Mesopotamian parallels, cf: Geo Widengren, The
King and the Tree of Life in Ancient Near Eastern Religion (King and Saviour IV; Uppsala: Lundequist, 1951).
On the absence of "cosmic tree" traditions in Israelite tradition, cf: C.L. Crouch, "Ezekiel's Oracles against the
Nations in Light of a Royal Ideology of Warfare", JBL 130:3 (2011), 473-492 (481).
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The coda is in two parts, with the first part (verses 22-23a) detailing the removal of the top

part of a cedar and its plantation on a high mountain of Israel. There, we are told that it will

grow into another cedar, producing boughs and bearing fruit. The second part of the coda

(verses 23b-24) concerns this tree's relationship with birds and with the other trees of the

forest - this latter component constituting a demonstration of the supremacy of God in

bringing about the cedar tree's renewal220.

In describing the removal of the cedar's crest and its subsequent growth into a new tree,

several allusions are made towards the allegory, of both a lexical and a figurative nature. The

lexical allusions can be isolated to four clauses, found in verses 22 and 23, while the

figurative allusions are throughout. A consideration of the lexical correspondences between

the coda and the allegory demonstrate that the cedar within the coda is being compared to

both the cedar and the vine withing the allegory:

4b22ויקח את צמרת הארזaולקחתי אני מצמרת הארז הרמה ונתתי

5a22את ראש יניקותיו קטףbֹמראש ינֹקותיו רך אקטף

8b23לעשות ענף ולשאת פרי להיות לגפן אדרתaונשא ענף ועשה פרי והיה לארז אדיר

Lest their be any confusion as regards the specific nuances being exploited by this trope, the

coda's descriptions of the crest's removal features additional adjectival qualification, which

serves to specify those features that are here being invoked. It is not just the crest of the

cedar, but the crest of the lofty cedar הרמה) ;(הארז they are not merely the tips of the shoots,

but a delicate [shoot] from their tips (מראש ינֹקותיו רך).

Importantly, in the coda's reapplication of this imagery, God has assumed the role of the eagle

- an identification to which the allegory had originally leant itself, before the politicisation of

its message within the corresponding analogue. Here, God's motivations as the eagle are

substantively different to those of the Babylonian king. Rather than take the crest of the tree

220.See Greenberg (Ezekiel 1-20, 319) for a similar bipartite division, but one conducted on the basis of
metrical considerations.
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and discard it, this crest is carefully planted in a manner reminiscent of the eagle's careful

planting of the seed221.

The growth of the cedar parallels the growth of the vine, but with the further qualification

that it serves as a shelter for all every type of bird. The expression, כנף כל ,צפור may parallel

the description of the eagles as being of great wingspan הכנפיים) .(גדול If so, the intention may

be to specifically include the eagles within this depiction - although the birds in this verse are

presumably only birds (the nations being depicted as other trees222), the implication may

nonetheless exist that the tenor of this tree will be superior to the tenors of the two eagles.

As for the identification of that tenor, the parallel with the allegory should be sufficient to

suggest that it is the Judean monarchy, or at the least a Judean king. While the crest of the

cedar denoted the king in the allegory's interpretation, the cedar itself, from which he was

removed, denoted his office. As such, while the crest of the cedar is removed and replanted,

the cedar into which it grows may constitute his kingdom as a whole. Note, however, that

while the analogue leant itself to the possibility that the tips of the shoots were the king's

officials, the implication within the coda is that the crest of the cedar and the "tender one" are

both depictions of the king.

From a metaphorical perspective, the suggestion here appears to be that the Judean monarchy

(lofty, etc) will have its king (delicate, etc) removed from it by God. Asserting God's hand in

its removal injects a teleological reading into the text (and possibly a theodical). While the

purpose of this removal may at first be unclear, the subsequent flowering of the new Judean

monarchy will make evident the plans that God had implemented. The fragility of the king

contrasts with the power of the one who planted him, while the location of his planting serves

to augment his height and stress the visibility of this miraculous renewal.

The supremacy of God, the miraculous nature of the king's return and the extent to which all

that had previously transpired had been a part of this one divine plan is made clear in the

221.That the expression, ונתתי, might parallel שמו in verse 4, see Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 316.

222.Greenberg, op.cit. 316-317.
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coda's third and final verse. There, the prophet declares that God alone is responsible for the

fate of every tree - the implication being that of every king, or kingdom. This idea is

expressed specifically in relation to the qualities of height and moisture - two domains from

which much of the metaphorical imagery in the allegory (both positive and negative) was

taken.

By asserting the authority of God, and by featuring him in place of the eagle, the text is also

able to assert that the power held by the analogue's human actors was only ever illusory.

While on the one level, it seemed that the Babylonian and Egyptian kings were the true

power-brokers, the coda makes clear that the allegory was also a riddle, and its interpretation

suggestive of a deeper reality. And, since the interactivity of metaphors is a mutual affair, we

can now also stress of God some of those characteristics pertinent to the political domain -

most notably, that God demands fealty, and that while no nation is capable of uprooting the

tree without God's wishes, God's wishes will be in accordance with the loyalty shown.

§3.3.1.4 - Conclusion:

As we have seen, the interaction of metaphorical tropes within this one metaphorical complex

has resulted in a high degree of mutual information. Even taken on its own, the allegory in

verses 3-10 attested to this phenomenon. There, the relationship between metaphors from the

semantic domain of eagles and from the semantic domain of trees yielded insights applicable

to both categories, reinforcing both the stateliness of the eagle and the lowliness of the vine,

and subverting various of each trope's expected connotations.

With the inclusion of the analogue in verses 12b-18, the structure of which mirrored the

allegory and the content of which provided constraints upon our interpretation of it, an even

greater degree of interactivity was achieved. This occurred not only in relation to the

interplay of individual metaphorical tropes, but more importantly: in the interplay of their

respective semantic domains. By superimposing the analogue over the allegory (to the extent

that such superimposition was required by the text), we saw how the analogue allowed for the

metaphorization of semantic categories, representing abstract concepts with concrete images.
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In so doing, the analogue also allowed for subsequent re-readings of the allegory that would

provide insights not available at first glance. Metaphorization of the state of being in a treaty

as a vine's location in the field demonstrated a surprising overlap between the semantic

categories of fecundity and warfare; recognition of this fact enabled different tropes to inform

one another in new ways, and to yield insights that benefited them mutually. Ultimately, the

interplay of metaphorical tropes and the relationship between their respective domains

revealed additional connections between allegory and analogue, which served to further

underscore the text's political message.

Having finally exhausted the range of connotations that the text's tropes can have, the passage

then produced a coda (verses 22-24) which subverted them all. There, the eagle came to

symbolise God, the trees came to represent earthly kings, and a teleological message was

inserted into what had otherwise become a fairly straightforward political oracle. What is

more, the range of nuances exploited by the semantic domain of trees was augmented once

more.

In the allegory, the tree's height was an ironic feature of the text, contrasting with its

minimisation within the narrative and downplayed in favour of emphases on the cedar's

immobility and lack of defences. The removal of the cedar's crest and its placement in a

useless location indicated the cruelty of the one who took it away - a cruelty that was

subsequently contrasted with the eagle's beneficence in carefully raising a beautiful vine. The

vine imagery was taken from the semantic domains of fecundity and splendour, which were

subsequently exploited in the reversal of its fortunes by images that bore nuances of dryness,

barrenness and wastage.

In the analogue, we were able to add depth to these individual tropes and emphasise more the

relationship between the vine and the cedar and between the vine and the two eagles. Here,

the vine's beauty was downplayed in favour of its lowliness and a re-reading of the allegory

in the light of its analogue encouraged a greater awareness of the monarchy's diminution

within the first half of the text. As a result, both the vine and the cedar possessed nuances that

exploited, first and foremost, their physical stature.
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In the coda, the cedar was described in terms that derived from the semantic domains of

height and of girth, and of beauty and splendour. In so doing, it came to signify a

combination of both the vine and the cedar, and to represent the positive aspects of both.

Ultimately, however, these aspects were all downplayed in favour of stressing the tree's

ability to serve as a safe-haven for every species of bird. Its constituting a habitat, first and

foremost, provided the tropes of height and of leafiness with a utilitarian purpose, and once

more encouraged a re-reading of the allegory in line with these possibilities.

When we consider the metaphor, THE KING IS A TREE, which featured either explicitly or

implicitly several times within these texts, we can now assert a broad range of nuances that

the arboreal imagery had in this regard. In addition to his possessing the familiar

characteristics of "height" (power, regality) and "splendour" (majesty, renown), we see how

the arboreal imagery serves to communicate a number of features about his office: the nature

of his deposition, his relationship with his senior officials, the importance of loyalty, the

importance - at times - of fealty, and his lack of exilic function.

The conclusion of the text, above all things, stresses his primary function as head of state.

Just as there is no use for a tree in whose shade nothing can live, so too is there no value in a

kingdom that cannot provide shelter for its people. This is not only the ultimate goal of every

political enterprise, but is also (in the prophet's words) the ultimate goal of God's master plan.
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§3.3.2 - A Lament for Two Lions and a Branch

Ezekiel 19:1-14 constitutes a two-part allegory. It is framed at its beginning and its

conclusion by the term ,קינה thus signifying its function as a lamentation223. The first of its

two parts comprises verses 1-9, while the second comprises verses 10-14. Taken on their

own, each of these two allegories constitutes a narrativised metaphor: in the first, the tropes

are all leonine and in the second, the tropes are arboreal. In both instances, the narrative

structure is an extension of these tropes and an exploration of their various ramifications.

It is only in the deliberate juxtaposition of these two passages that the text produces a

metaphorical complex, and so while our focus will be on the second of the two allegories in

particular it will be necessary to consider it in light of the imagery in the first allegory as

well.

§3.3.2.1 - Ezekiel 19:1-9

י ישְִׂרָאֵלֽ׃19:1 ה אֶל־נשְִׂיאֵ֖ א קִינָ֔ וְאַתָּה֙ שָׂ֣

יהָ׃2 ה גוּרֶֽ ים רִבְּתָ֥ צָה בְּת֥וֹךְ כְּפִרִ֖ ין אֲרָי֖וֹת רָבָ֑ א בֵּ֥ ה אִמְּךָ֙ לְבִיָּ֔ וְאָמַרְתָּ֗ מָ֤

ם אָכָלֽ׃3 רֶף אָדָ֥ ד לִטְרָף־טֶ֖ יר הָיָ֑ה וַיּלְִמַ֥ יהָ כְּפִ֣ ד מִגֻּרֶ֖ עַל אֶחָ֥ וַתַּ֛

יםִ׃4 רֶץ מִצְרָֽ ים אֶל־אֶ֥ הוּ בַחַֽחִ֖ שׂ וַיבְִאֻ֥ ם נתְִפָּ֑ וַיּשְִׁמְע֥וּ אֵלָ֛יו גּוֹיִ֖ם בְּשַׁחְתָּ֣

יר שָׂמָתְֽהוּ׃5 יהָ כְּפִ֥ ד מִגֻּרֶ֖ ח אֶחָ֥ הּ וַתִּקַּ֛ ה תִּקְוָתָ֑ ה אָבְדָ֖ י נוֹֽחֲלָ֔ רֶא֙ כִּ֣ וַתֵּ֨

ם אָכָלֽ׃6 רֶף אָדָ֥ ד לִטְרָף־טֶ֖ יר הָיָ֑ה וַיּלְִמַ֥ וַיּתְִהַלֵּ֥ךְ בְּתוֹךְ־אֲרָי֖וֹת כְּפִ֣

הּ מִקּ֖וֹל שַׁאֲגָתֽוֹ׃7 רֶץ֙ וּמְלֹאָ֔ שַׁם אֶ֨ יב וַתֵּ֤ ם הֶחֱרִ֑ יו וְעָרֵיהֶ֖ דַע֙ אַלְמְנוֹתָ֔ וַיֵּ֨

ם נתְִפָּֽשׂ׃8 ם בְּשַׁחְתָּ֥ יב מִמְּדִינ֑וֹת וַיּֽפְִרְשׂ֥וּ עָלָ֛יו רִשְׁתָּ֖ וַיּתְִּנ֨וּ עָלָ֥יו גּוֹיִם֛ סָבִ֖

י9 אֶל־הָרֵ֥ ע֖וֹד קוֹל֛וֹ ע לֹא־ישִָּׁמַ֥ עַן לְמַ֗ ות ֹ֔ בַּמְּצדֹ הוּ֙ יבְִאֻ֨ ל בָּבֶ֑ לֶךְ אֶל־מֶ֣ הוּ וַיבְִאֻ֖ ים חַחִ֔ בַּֽ בַסּוּגרַ֙ וַיּֽתְִּנֻ֤הוּ

ישְִׂרָאֵלֽ׃

223.For the notion that the lament genre is, in itself, a symbol, see James A. Durlesser, The Metaphorical
Narratives in the Book of Ezekiel (Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2006), 49-50.
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19:1 As for you, raise up a lamentation for the princes of Israel,

2 and say: What a lioness was your mother among lions! She lay down among

young lions, rearing her cubs.

3 She raised up one of her cubs; he became a young lion, and he learned to catch

prey; he devoured humans.

4 The nations sounded an alarm against him; he was caught in their pit; and they

brought him with hooks to the land of Egypt.

5 When she saw that she was thwarted224, that her hope was lost, she took another

of her cubs and made him a young lion.

6 He prowled among the lions; he became a young lion, and he learned to catch

prey; he devoured people.

7 And he ravaged their strongholds225, and laid waste their towns; the land was

appalled, and all in it, at the sound of his roaring.

8 The nations set upon him from the provinces all around; they spread their net

over him; he was caught in their pit.

9 With hooks they put him in a cage, and brought him to the king of Babylon; they

brought him into custody, so that his voice should be heard no more on the

mountains of Israel.

A cursory reading reveals that this passage is written in two parts. In the first, the prophet

laments the exile of Jehoahaz to Egypt and in the second, the subsequent exile of his nephew

Jehoiachin to Babylon226. The leonine imagery within this section comprises the vehicle of a

few interrelated metaphors. Firstly, and most notably, there is the characterisation of these

two kings as lions - a trope to which we shall return momentarily. Secondly, however, there is

224.In addition to the variation attested here within the ancient witnesses to this verse, note also the following:
of the ten clauses in which this noun (תקוה) is qualified by a verb, nine of them concern its being taken away or
destroyed in some fashion. As such, we might expect that the two verbs in this clause denote also her hope's
destruction, although the import of the first verb is unclear. The verses are Jer 29:11; Ezek 19:5, 37:11; Ps 9:19;
Prov 10:28, 11:7, 23:18, 24:14; Job 8:13, 14:19. The one exception being Jer 29:11, in which hope is said to be
given to the exiles after a set period of exile.

225.This clause (lit. "and he knew his widows") presents textual difficulties, as I shall discuss in the
commentary.

226.That no mention is made of the intervening Jehoiakim may be due to his not having suffered a similar fate;
cf: G.A. Cooke, The Book of Ezekiel (ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1960), 205.
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also the characterisation of Judah, the city, as a lioness. This is conveyed implicitly, on the

assumption that the referent of the second-person suffix ,אמך) "your mother") represents the

Judean people in exile, who function as the presumed recipients of this oracle227.

It is important to note that this is a dual metaphor, since it not only equates the Judean people

with the offspring of a lion, but uses maternal imagery in order to characterise the city's

relationship with its kings. The semantic domains of lions and of motherhood are potentially

conflicting, but the latter appear to be subjugated within this text to the inferences of the

former. As such, in addressing the relationship between mother and cubs, this passage neither

stresses the quality of her affection, nor remarks upon the nature of her grief. In place of the

former, the text merely refers to her raising her offspring, and in place of the latter provides

the basis for her decision to do so again. The relationship between Judah and its kings is

expressed therefore in functional, rather than qualitative terms.

Finally, it is important to note that by referring to Judah as "your mother", the text also allows

us to infer a third tenor for the leonine metaphor: the Judean people as a whole. While the

specific qualities of their kings are not necessarily being imputed to them as well, the text

does suggest that their relationship with the kings is that of siblings. This is a relationship

stressed in various other passages as well228, and one that in some texts serves an important

propagandistic purpose. Its function within this lament may be to inspire feelings of personal

grief.

When it comes to the presentation of these two kings, the leonine imagery serves a threefold

purpose: communicating their youth at the time of their taking office229, their military

prowess after acceding to the throne, and their subsequent degradation in being captured.

227.Note that Greenberg sees the presumed addressee as one of the last kings of Judah instead. For a discussion
as regards the identity, therefore, of the mother, see Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20 (Anchor Bible 22; New
York: Doubleday, 1983), 355ff.

228.Chiefly, Deut 17:5.

229.Note that Jehoahaz was 23 (2 Kgs 23:31; 2 Chr 36:2) and Jehoiachin was 18 (2 Kgs 24:8; 2 Chr 36:9 has
him as 8, but cf: LXX).
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Their youth is communicated by means of a parenthetical remark appended to descriptions of

their upbringing היה) .(כפיר So far as that upbringing is concerned, the first lion is said to have

been raised by his mother, while the second learns through living together with other lions.

This difference may be of significance, given the former lion's correspondence to Jehoahaz,

whose accession occurred after his father's death in battle, and the second lion's

correspondence to the son of the unexiled and presumably unmurdered Jehoiakim230.

In both of these passages, the qualification that concerns their being young (verses 3aβ and

6aβ) immediately precedes a description of their respective capabilities231. In both instances,

these are expressed with the same pronouncement: that they learned to catch prey, and that

they ate humans אכל) אדם טרף לטרף .(וילמד The image of their being man-eaters underscores

their ferocity and marks their transition into adulthood.

Nothing is said of the first lion's adulthood, beyond the fact that he became known to other

nations, who are here personified as individual people. Their learning of his deeds is

expressed with the familiar metaphor of "hearing about" somebody אליו) ,(וישמעו but here

parallels the sound of the lion's roar in verse 7b, which devastates the land. That so little is

said of this first lion may also be of significance, although the primary textual function is to

allow for a degree of progressive incrementation. As such, while more is said of the second

lion's exploits, so too is (significantly) more said of his subsequent humiliation.

Of the first lion's capture, we are simply told that he was caught in the nations' pit בשחתם)

(נתפס and that, with the aid of hooks 232(חחים) was brought to Egypt. While the use of pits

conveys imagery consonant with the hunting and capture of animals, the use of hooks derives

from the semantic domains of both animal and human captives233. Its duality of function

makes it well suited for metaphorical depictions of this nature234.

230.Although note the differences of opinion as regards the tenor of this second lion.

231.One might add to this that, with the second lion, his being young also possesses a contrastive element: he
was in the midst of [adult] lions, though he was but a young lion.

232.Note the possibility of this word's alluding to thorns ,(חוחים) and thus serving as a prefigurement of the vine
allegory.

233.2 Chr 33:11, etc.
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The response of the lion's mother, which features no parallel in the second section, is worthy

of comment. Since it is the only explicit remark that concerns the manner in which the events

of this text might be appraised, we should expect its tone to conform to the strictures of the

genre. On the contrary, her observation appears to be entirely pragmatic, and to serve little

more than a functional purpose within the text. Seeing that her hope had been thwarted and

was lost (כי נוחלה אבדה תקותה), the lioness chooses a second of her cubs and begins again.

In the textual depiction of this second lion, somewhat more information is provided than with

the first. Here, we have an additional qualification that underscores the extent of his ferocity.

Having been told that he learned to catch prey and that he became a man-eater, the text next

presents us with a series of clauses (7a-b) that concern the extent of the damage that he

wreaked and the attitudes of those left devastated by his exploits.

As it appears within the MT, the first of these clauses is problematic. The assertion that the

lion had sexual intercourse with his widows אלמנותיו) ,(וידע in addition to being logically

absurd, bears no immediate relation to its cotext. The targumic "he hunted his palace

women"235 has the advantage of connecting this phrase to the following assertion, which

concerns the destroying of their cities, although it doesn't assist with our construal of the

nominal referent.

Both the Septuagint and the Peshitta render this clause in reference to the manner in which he

strutted236, which preserves the leonine imagery, but does not assist with the following

assertion, to the effect that he laid waste cities. The general sense that the text has suffered an

error of transmission in this instance might lead us to emend it in favour of something more

suited to the imagery of lions or to the destruction of cities237, although it may still be possible

to understand the MT on its own merits.

234.See also Ezek 29:4.

235.Targum Jonathan: ואצדי ברניתיה.

236.LXX: και ἐνεµετο τῳ θρασει αὐτου ("and he prowled in his boldness"); Peshitta: D;?B0' ($ܘܗ.

237.Note the possibility of emending אלמנותיו for ארמנותיו; Greenberg, op.cit. 351.
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From a literary perspective, a preservation of the verb in verse 7a (וידע) is preferable, since it

so neatly parallels וישמעו in verse 4a. In the earlier instance, the verb conveyed the means by

which the nations came to learn of the first lion's activities, while in the second instance it

remarks further upon those activities themselves. The extent to which this clause constitutes

an elaboration upon the murderous impulses of the lion might encourage us to view it not

only as dependent upon the former clause (verse 6b), but pursuant to the same.

As such, the text may be suggesting that the man whom the lion had eaten serves as the

referent of both clauses within this verse. If so, the assertion that he became a man-eater is

more properly to the effect that he would devour men, have sexual intercourse with their

widows and destroy their towns. While the lexemes in verse 7a lack their leonine

associations, the impression that they create is one of a conqueror, both carnal and violent in

his impulses.

Having described the extent to which the land in its entirety was devastated by the sound of

his roar (the latter constituting a metonym for the lion's behaviour), they surround him and

bind him and carry him to Babylon. The sequence of verbs in verses 8-9 also constitutes an

expansion upon those that were applied to the capture of the first lion in verse 4, denoting not

only the means by which he was bound but the purposes of his transfer.

Where the first lion was caught in a pit, the second has a net (רשת) thrown over him as well;

where the first was brought into captivity with hooks, the second is also placed in a cage

;(בסוגר) where the first was brought to Egypt, the second is brought to the king of Babylon - is

brought there bound (במצדֹות) and in order that his roar may no longer be heard. To the extent

that the second lion was further developed by the text, so too has his subsequent degradation

been elaborated.

Taken on its own, this first passage is a narrativisation of the trope, A KING IS A LION. The

semantic domain from which the leonine vehicles are taken conveys nuances of strength and

of pride, and a corresponding degree of humiliation within those components that treat of the

lions' being captured. The depiction of these lions as cubs and as ferocious beasts must
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inform our understanding of the specific tenor of these vehicles, and the description of their

capture and exile reflects on authorial attitudes towards the captivity of the exiled kings.

The subsequent five verses provide the conclusion to this lament, and they do so by

presenting similar information through the narrativisation of a different trope. We shall turn

our attention to this second section next and, having analysed it, will consider the import of

its having been juxtaposed with this one. In particular, we shall consider the means by which

the juxtaposition of these two passages affects the metaphorical nuances within the second

one.

§3.3.2.2 - Ezekiel 19:10-14238

יםִ רַבִּיֽם׃19:10 ה מִמַּ֥ ה הָיתְָ֖ רִיּהָ֙ וַעֲֽנפֵָ֔ ֹֽ יםִ שְׁתוּלָ֑ה פּ אִמְּךָ֥ כַגֶּ֛פֶן בְדָּמְךָ֖ עַל־מַ֣

ב דָלִּיּתָֹיֽו׃11 ֹ֖ א בְגָבְה֔וֹ בְרּ ים וַיּרֵָ֣ ין עֲבתִֹ֑ הּ קֽוֹמָת֖וֹ עַל־בֵּ֣ ים וַתִּגְבַּ֥ שְלִ֔ ֹֽ ז אֶל־שִׁבְטֵי֙ מ ֹ֗ הּ מַטּ֣וֹת ע וַיִּהְֽיוּ־לָ֞

ה עֻזָּ֖הּ אֵ֥שׁ אֲכָלָתְֽהוּ׃12 שׁוּ מַטֵּ֥ ישׁ פִּרְיָ֑הּ הִתְפָּרְק֧וּ וְיבֵָ֛ ים הוֹבִ֣ כָה וְר֥וּחַ הַקָּדִ֖ רֶץ הֻשְׁלָ֔ שׁ בְחֵּמָה֙ לָאָ֣ וַתֻּתַּ֤

רֶץ צִיָּה֥ וְצָמָאֽ׃13 ר בְּאֶ֖ ה שְׁתוּלָ֣ה בַמִּדְבָּ֑ וְעַתָּ֖

י לְקִינָהֽ׃14 יא וַתְּהִ֥ ינהָ הִ֖ בֶט לִמְשׁ֑וֹל קִ֥ ז שֵׁ֣ ֹ֖ הּ מַטֵּה־ע יהָ בָ֛ לָה וְלֹא־הָ֥ יהָ֙ פִּרְיָהּ֣ אָכָ֔ ה בַדֶּ֨ שׁ מִמַּטֵּ֤ א אֵ֜ וַתֵּצֵ֨

19:10 Your mother was like the vine in your blood transplanted by the water, fruitful

and full of branches from abundant water.

11 Its strongest stems became rulers' sceptres; it towered aloft among the thick

boughs; it stood out in its height with its mass of branches.

12 But she was plucked up in fury, cast down to the ground; the east wind dried up

her fruit; stripped off, her strong stem withered; the fire consumed it.

13 Now she is transplanted into the wilderness, into a dry and thirsty land.

238.Translation is in accordance with the NRSV, but modified in various instances to suit the Hebrew nouns and
the number and gender of its pronouns. I have consciously preserved the 3fs for the vine, in order to properly
differentiate it from the stem, for which I have employed third-person neuter. This distinction is maintained in
my commentary, below.
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14 And fire has gone out from her stem, has consumed her branches and fruit, so

that there remains in her no strong stem, no sceptre for ruling. This is a

lamentation, and it is used as a lamentation.

The most noticeable structural difference between this passage and the previous lies in its

constituting only a single narrativisation of the dominant metaphor within it. Where the initial

nine verses expanded upon the respective fates of two lions, and did so in the form of two

parallel narratives, the subsequent four verses comprise only a single narration that concerns

the fate of a vine.

So far as the text's similarities are concerned, the most striking one is their commencement

with a reference to the addressee's mother, presented as it was before with the second-person

pronominal suffix .(אמך) In addition to inviting personal identification with the subject of the

text, this feature also encourages a construal of the ensuing allegory as being parallel to the

previous one in all of its particulars - if not representing the same kings, at least serving in

reference to the dynasty that they both represented239.

Construing the metaphorical tenor as the Davidic dynasty helps preserve another feature of

this trope, and one that marks a pronounced difference between it and the former. Unlike the

relationship between a lioness and her cubs, who enjoy an existence separate to hers, the

relationship between a vine and its branches is analogous to the relationship between a whole

and its parts. As such, a metaphysical interpretation of the vine (the Davidic dynasty, the

Judean monarchy) must be preferred to a physical one.

While it has been suggested that this second passage might constitute a description of

Zedekiah240, it is probably more likely that it represents a general description of the Judean

monarchy and the cessation of the Davidic dynasty altogether. Identification of the branch

239.Note that this implies a dual metaphor: if the recipient of the text is the Judean people and the mother a
reference to Judah, then the city of Judah is also functioning as a synecdoche for the Davidic dynasty.

240.For discussion of this issue, see Greenberg, op.cit. 355ff; Karin Schöpflin, "The Composition of
Metaphorical Oracles within the Book of Ezekiel", VT 55:1 (2005), 101-120 (116).
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with a particular king is less compelling in this instance than it was in the previous passage,

and we shall eschew conjecture in that regard within our analysis.

אמך כגפן בדמך על מים שתולה פרֹיה וענפה היתה ממים רבים - 19:10

The assertion here that "your mother is like the vine in your blood" is problematic, and

whether or not one can accept any given emendation in particular, the MT certainly appears

to be corrupt241. It is interesting that none of the witnesses to the text feature what appears to

be the obvious emendation of .[ב]כרם Given the reference to עבתֹים in the following verse, it is

entirely possible that the vine is to be construed as being situated within a grove of some

description242, although the evidence is insufficient for us to fill in those sorts of details.

As with other manifestations of this trope, the emphasis here is not upon the vine's location

but upon its relocation. Its having been transplanted to its position by a stream is a ubiquitous

trope within the Hebrew literature, but is particularly reminiscent in this regard of the schema

that we encountered in Ezekiel 17. As we shall see, the function of the vine metaphor within

this passage is somewhat analogous to the vine metaphor within the earlier one, and the

possibility of its serving as an extension of the same has been noted243.

This passage continues by noting the positive effects that the vine's location has had upon its

form. The qualification of the vine as being fruitful (פרֹיה) implies an abundance of grapes,

while the term ענפה (a hapax legomenon, which we might render here as "boughsome")

implies its possessing also a number of branches. While both branches and grapes constitute

the components of this vine, the allegory leads us to identify the branches in particular as

being her offspring.

241.Note the Targum in this regard, although its somewhat forced interpretation reflects exegetical confusion.
Note also the fact that both the Peshitta ((*+' 5NQR ܐ3) (ܐ*) and the Vulgate (mater tua quasi vinea in
sanguine tuo) testify to the same reading as is in the MT.

242.As regards the morphology, note the usage of the definite article; GKC §126q.

243.Schöpflin, op.cit. 113ff.
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ויהיו לה מטות עזֹ אל שבטי משֹלים ותגבהּ קומתו על בין עבתֹים וירא בגבהו ברבֹ דליתיו - 19:11

In consequence of the vine's proximity to water, the branches are said to be strong, and yet it

would be wrong to suggest that the strength of these stems is a direct and natural

consequence of the water. On the contrary, the text seems to impute a degree of

transgressiveness to the growth of these elements - a crime for which the vine itself appears

to be culpable. This is conveyed by means of the various intertextual allusions to Ezekiel 17

within this passage, and by the violent response of unexplicated individuals to the vine's

growth.

The strength of the vine's stems is conveyed by means of a genitive construct עזֹ) ,(מטות and is

qualified with a nominal phrase that implies their suitability to be the sceptres of rulers אל)

משֹלים .(שבטי It is noteworthy that various witnesses to the text construe the stem in the

singular244, which would allow its description to function without recourse to the genitive

עזֹ) .(מטה What is more, by eschewing the genitive the remaining construction could serve as

an adjectival phrase משלים) שבט[י] אל ,(עזֹ which might better communicate the extent of the

stem's strength.

Understanding the stem as being either singular or plural makes a profound difference to the

manner in which this text mirrors the previous one. Nonetheless, the fact that it is the vine

itself that is punished for its rebelliousness and not the branch(es) that conveyed its rebellious

nature lessens the ultimate importance of this question. That offshoots of the vine expressed a

capacity to serve as sceptres marks the vine's desire to serve once more as the progenitor of

kings, and need not be identified with the production of any one king in particular.

Having grown strong, the stems (which are here conveyed in the singular within the MT as

well) grow such that "its top" is visible amongst the .עבתֹים As an adjective, this lexeme

qualifies trees in a variety of texts245, and might even function as a substantive for dense

foliage in at least two instances246. Etymologically related either to עבת ("wind, twist, weave")

244.Peshitta: ܕܪܘܪ';! !=M? <I !;)2I J/SB: D$ ;ܘܗܘܘ LXX: και ἐγενετο αὑτη ῥαβλος ἐπι φυλην ἡγουµενων
("and she became a rod for a tribe of princes").

245.Lev 23:40; Ezek 6:13, 20:28; Neh 8:15.

246.2 Sam 23:4 and Ps 77:18.
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or to עוב ("dense, thick"), this term appears well-suited to describing the structure of a vine,

but in its dual capacity as a reference to trees it reminds us of that which the vine is not247.

By virtue of the stem's height and by virtue of its abundant tendrils, it is visible rising above

the vine of which it forms a part. The visibility of this stem parallels the means by which the

lions within the first passage became known to the nations around them, and as their being

discovered precipitated their ruin, so too does this clause mark the vulnerability of the vine's

stem, and even of the vine itself. While the strength of the vine's boughs may not have been a

natural consequence of their location, their having been noticed was a natural consequence of

their strength.

ותֻתש בחמה לארץ השלחה ורוח הקדים הוביש פריהּ התפרקו ויבשו מטה עֻזהּ אש אכלתהו - 19:12

The sudden transition into activity within this verse marks the narrative shift from remarking

upon the vine's growth to describing its destruction, and the contrast between the stative

verbs that were previously applied to it גבה) ענפ, (פרה, and the various verbs applied to it here

serve to further underscore the transition from calmness and tranquility into violence and

aggression.

A clause-based analysis of this verse will demonstrate the means by which this destruction is

conveyed, and the strong parallels between it and the passage in Ezekiel 17.

a1(i) But she was plucked up in fury,

a2(i) cast down to the ground;

B1(II) the east wind dried up her fruit;

c1(iii), c2(iii) stripped off, her strong stem withered;

B2(III) the fire consumed it.

247.For the suggestion that this word derives from :עבת BDB, s.v. עבת II; for the suggestion that it derives from
.II עוב .BDB, s.v :עוב
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In my presentation of these clauses I have attempted to represent the three different subjects

(the vine, its fruit and its strong stem) and to differentiate between whether they serve as the

subject of a passive verb (a1, a2), the direct object of an active verb (B1, B2) or the subject of a

stative verb in the reflexive stem (c1, c2).

The first subject is the vine itself (i). It appears as the subject of two passive verbs and in the

first two clauses only. In the first of those clauses, the verb (נתש) denotes the vine's being

pulled up, while in the second, the verb (שלח) denotes its having been thrown down. The

contrast between sudden upwards and downwards movement parallels its gradual rise to

splendour and the shift, now, to degradation and lowliness.

The first two of these verbs (ותֻתש) is the only one within this verse to be qualified by an

adjective, and features the only adjective within this passage that conveys mood or emotion.

The starkness of sentiment was one that we observed in the previous passage as well, and one

that made the lone reference to devastation (verse 7b - ומלֹאה ארץ (ותשם all the more

pronounced. The reference to fury has a similar impact in this instance, qualifying not only

the uprooting of the vine, to which it is appended, but colouring our perception of the

subsequent four clauses as well.

The description of the vine's being cast down to the ground emphasises its degradation, and

contrasts with the height formerly attained by the strongest of its stems. Its having been

previously visible by virtue of that height, its current location stresses invisibility instead. Just

as its erstwhile grandeur denoted a degree of political importance, so its current status

prefigures the absence of the same - a feature that will be explicated subsequently, in the

lament's conclusion.

The second subject is the vine's fruit (II). This appears as the direct object of an active verb in

the third clause ,(הוביש) and hearkens back to the warnings in 17:9-10, which concerned the

drying out of the vine's fruit in its contact with the east wind. Here, the wind is the first agent

of the vine's destruction to be mentioned, and its appearance makes all the more pronounced

the unexplicated destroyer of the vine in the previous two clauses. While it is tempting to
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identify the vine's destroyer with the eagle from chapter 17, the reasons for the vine's

destruction are less important to this particular text than the manner of its destruction.

Here, the reference to the drying out of the fruit symbolises not only the destruction of those

features that made of it a functional vine in the first place, but the very attributes that typified

it as a vine in verse 10 and that made of it a mother. Since the vine's relationship with its parts

is characterised by this text as a maternal relationship, its necessary grief at the destruction of

those parts must be inferred. As with the previous passage, this grief is uncommunicated, but

the reference to the vine as being also the mother of the addressee no doubt encourages that

grief in the one hearing the lament.

The fourth and fifth clauses feature a single subject (iii, III), which serves as the subject of

two stative verbs in the reflexive stem (c1, c2) and as the direct object of an active verb (B2).

This subject is the vine's strong stem, the growth of which symbolised the vine's attainment

of political glory and the height of which prefigured the vine's subsequent humiliation. Since

this stem in particular represented the maternal features of the vine, its treatment in these

three verbal phrases is of especial significance.

In the first two of those phrases (c1, c2), the verb with which this noun functions is

grammatically plural, although the noun itself is in the singular. As we have seen, the MT's

confusion over the number of stems has been present since they were introduced in the

previous verse. While the possibility of their being two in number parallels most directly the

former leonine allegory, the plurality of these stems may denote a higher number, and serve

as an extension of the assertion that concerned the vine's many boughs.

The verbs used to convey the stem's destruction are reminiscent of those that characterised

both the uprooting of the vine and the withering of its fruit. In the first instance, the stem is

said to be broken off ,(פרק) which might imply the same unexplicated antagonist as was

responsible for pulling up the vine .(נתש) In the second instance, its being dried out suggests a

continuation of the east wind's influence. In the same way that these two verbs relate to the

destruction of the vine and its parts in the previous clauses, so too do they insinuate the

destruction of the stem in the clause after this one.
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There, the agent of the stem's destruction is fire, and the active verb that denotes the fire's

eradication of the stem denotes consumption .(אכל) In addition to providing a second named

antagonist, this imagery also encapsulates the descriptions given in the previous clause as

well. The image of a crackling vine, scorched by fire, allows for both the snapping of stems

and the withering of grapes, and raises questions that concern whether the fire is a metaphor

for the destruction visited upon the vine in earlier clauses, or whether their descriptions

constituted an allusion to the semantic domain of fire248.

ועתה שתולה במדבר בארץ ציה וצמא - 19:13

In this verse and the following, the fate of the vine is recapitulated and concluded. The

opening particle, ,ועתה suggests circumstances consequential to behaviour or events that the

subject manifested previously249. As such, it figures both as a consequence of the destruction

that was visited upon the vine in the previous clauses, and also implies a logical development

from the vine's earlier rebellion250.

Based on the presumed analogue, by which this vine represents not a king but the kingdom,

the reference to its having been transplanted must be seen as depicting a metaphorical exile.

Bereft of ruler, the city itself languishes in exile. The dynasty's not having 'taken root' can be

conveyed, therefore, as a vine transplanted to a thirsty land, in which it cannot ever grow.

This political nuance is made clearer in the following verse, with which the text concludes:

ותצא אש ממטה בדיה פריהּ אכלה ולא היה בה מטה עז שבט למשול - 19:14

In summing up the salient elements of the vine's destruction, the conclusion once more

reinforces its direct political connotations. The consumption of the vine's branches and fruit

in fire means specifically that it is no longer in possession of a strong branch that might serve

as a ruler's sceptre. While that branch was the reason for its having been destroyed, it was

also the reason for its having existed in the first place, and a vine bereft of this one feature is

as useless as one transplanted to a land in which it cannot take root.

248.On the use of fire imagery in Ezekiel, see Schöpflin, op.cit.

249.Cf: GBHS §4.2.14b.

250.Note in this regard the following verse's resemblance to a jussive curse formulation.
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The analogue, whether specific kings are intended by this text or not, is made clear at several

junctures within this text, and abundantly clear in the text's conclusion. Where the vine might

represent either the city of Judah, the institution of the monarchy or the Davidic dynasty in

particular, its only function is to produce a king. Typified as the strongest branch within the

vine, this metaphor enables the text to convey a number of different features about him.

The semantic domains from which these images are taken are those of strength and splendour

- two features that we also noted in relation to the leonine imagery of the former text. What is

more, while the splendour is something possessed by the vine as a whole, the nuance of

strength is primarily contrastive. The king, who grows from out the "vine", is stronger than

his brethren, and reaches higher than all others. While it is his great power, conveyed through

the metaphor of height, that causes the entire institution to be terminated, it was also that

great power that inspired the pride that others had in him, and without which the institution

serves no purpose.

It is noteworthy that in recapitulating the fate of the vine, reference is made to the fire that

issued forth from it, but no reference is made to either the wind in verse 12b, or to the

inferred antagonist of verse 12a. The means by which the destruction detailed in those earlier

clauses can be subsumed within the fire imagery raises again the question as to whether the

fire serves as a metaphor for those passages, or whether those passages served as a

metaphorical allusion to fire.

This feature, by which metaphors in juxtaposition inform one another in a mutual fashion, is

a staple of the metaphorical complex. Just as we must assume that the various images

employed within this text contribute towards its narrativisation of this one trope (THE KING IS A

BRANCH), so too must that trope's narrativisation interact with the one in the former passage as

well.
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§3.3.2.3 - Conclusion:

In juxtaposing these two passages (a juxtaposition that may have been a feature of the

original text), the author invites us to contrast their respective narratives. Features that

differentiate these allegories from one another are at times evident on a superficial reading,

and at times are the outcome of analysis only. In detailing the various elements that

differentiate these two texts, and in noting those features that they both have in common, we

hope to properly delineate the means by which they function in tandem and to gain a clearer

insight into the interaction of their respective metaphors.

In the first passage, the addressee's mother served a purely functional purpose within the text.

Her role was to raise lion cubs and to prepare them for adulthood, and the strictly functional

aspect of this task was reflected in the dearth of sentiment that she conveyed over the first

lion's capture, and her absence from the narrative altogether after the capture of the second.

In the subsequent passage, the addressee's mother served a central function within the text.

Her role was to produce branches and fruit, but in their constituting an actual part of her their

destruction marked her destruction as well, and resulted in her entering a figurative exile of

her own. As such, while the vine displayed as little textualised emotion as did the lioness, she

was personally invested in the fate of the branches to an extent unparalleled with the leonine

imagery.

In the first passage, a clear motivation for capturing the lions is imputed to the enemy

nations. While the lions are characterised by the attribute of strength, it is specifically in

relation to their aggression that this trope functions, and corresponding to the threat that they

posed so too was their punishment.

In the second passage, motivation for destroying the vine must be inferred. While such

inferences might no doubt have been made on the basis of information common to those who

received this text originally, we might also make inferences on the basis of other passages

within the book of Ezekiel. Here, while strength is certainly a feature of the vine's growth,

and the feature disliked by those who destroyed it, the only references to aggression within

this text qualify the behaviour of the vine's enemies, and not the vine's stems.
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In both passages, the destruction was prefigured by the allegory's subject becoming noticed.

The nations hear of the lion, whose exploits have sparked fear into the hearts of all around

him, while the unnamed and unexplicated antagonist of the vine becomes aware of its

presence by virtue of its lofty stem. As the lion's behaviour might be seen as the result of

hubris, so too might this characterisation suit the growth of the stem, and as the stem's

strength was ironic, so too might be the prowess of the lion.

In both passages, the nature of the destruction conveyed information pertinent to a construal

of their respective analogues. The capture of the lions and their being brought into captivity

suited a description of the respective exiles of Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin. The burning of the

vine and its figurative transport to a land without water suited a description of the sacking of

Jerusalem and the cessation of its monarchy.

In order to convey these ideas, both passages invoked the qualities of splendour and of

strength, and in both passages were these qualities implicitly related. It is a feature of the

lion's growth that it learn to kill and a function of its nature that its reputation must be a

fearful one. So too, it is a feature of the vine's splendour that it must possess tendrils and

grapes, and that its stems be long and thick. In both of these cases, since these two features of

lions and of vines are related, so too must be their counterparts: the diminution of "strength"

in both of these cases must also correlate to a similar diminution in splendour.

The extent to which the tropes within these passages relate to other metaphorical complexes

within the book of Ezekiel must necessarily lie beyond the scope of this study, but the

application of arboreal imagery within this passage sheds light upon the functions of this

particular metaphor. By comparing a king to the stem of a vine, the text is able to assert

features that concern his relationship with his brethren, his function as a representative of the

dynasty to which he belongs and the various expectations had of him by his contemporaries:

that he be powerful, that he be glorious, and that he be renowned.

As we have seen in other applications of this metaphor, plants are also capable of expressing

weakness and immobility. Unlike those features exploited by various of the zoological

metaphors that we have seen, neither vines nor trees are in possession of any natural

defences. In this passage, these negative features of the vine are subjugated by the text in
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favour of nuances from the semantic domains of strength and grandeur. Nonetheless, that

they operate within the background and inform the trope's development shows the manner in

which applications of a metaphor bring to bear a fuller range of its potentialities than may be

expressed.

It is in relation to this point especially that the merits of metaphorical interactivity are made

most apparent. While Durlesser remarks upon the diversity of metaphor within this oracle251,

his maintaining a strict separation between the two tropes results in a failure to consider the

import of their interaction. As a result, while he is correct in noting that the oracle in Ezekiel

19 differs from its counterpart in Ezekiel 17 by virtue of its not containing the prophet's

explicit interpretation, he is incorrect in supposing that the prophet has in no way "reshaped

the expected metaphorical associations between the symbol and the subject". Just because the

text does not explicitly inform its audience of what it means, it is incorrect to suggest that it

therefore lacks "authorial comment or... hermeneutical guidance"252.

On the contrary, by employing the two motifs of lions and of a vine, the prophet is able to

emphasise different aspects of strength and of grandeur, while at the same time remark upon

the nuanced relationship that the state has with its king. In the first instance, where the

identity of the lioness was strictly functional, the loss of a lion marked a set-back but a

circumstance from which recovery was possible. In the second instance, where the identity of

the vine is bound up intimately with its various parts, the destruction of her tendril prefigured

her own eradication.

While the differences between these two passages suits well the difference between their

presumed historical tenors, of greater import for our purposes is the manner in which they

inform one another in the production of a metaphorical complex. By re-reading the import of

Ezekiel's vine metaphor into the metaphor concerning lions, one appreciates that even where

the role of the king appears purely a functional matter, there too is he the representative par

excellence of the state as a whole, and there too is the fate of his people intimately bound up

with his own.

251.Durlesser, Metaphorical Narratives, 47-48.

252. Durlesser, op.cit. 54.
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The prophet's perspective, that the demise of the Judean state began prior to the exile of its

final king, that it resulted from the hubris of previous kings before him and from the extent to

which people took their monarchy from granted, is conveyed subtly by the interplay of

metaphors within this oracle, and explains why the entirety of the text (and not merely the

final five verses) is conveyed in the form of a lament.
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§3.4 - The Metaphorical Complex in Numbers

וזרעו במים רבים. ומתוך כך שיזל מהענפים על השרשים יהיה תדיר במים רבים ולא ידאג ולא ימיש מעשות פרי.

זהו המשל, והמליצה וירום מאגג מלכו וגו'

Hezekiah ben Manoah, Ḥazzekuni, Numbers 24:7 (s.v. וזרעו במים רבים)

Numbers 24:5-9 is an example of a text that requires a metaphorical analysis just to identify

this metaphorical trope within it. Together with its superscription (verses 3b-4), this passage

comprises Balaam's third oracle concerning the Israelites encamped in the plains of Moab. It

is a text laden with metaphorical language - indeed, it moves from one metaphor to another in

its presentation of a subject in an analogous manner to which the previous oracles moved

from one subject to another while maintaining a general consistency of metaphor253.

The text features metaphors taken chiefly from the arboreal and zoological domains. For the

former, there is the long-celebrated analogy between the Israelite dwellings and trees; for the

latter, there is the taurine depiction of God and the leonine depiction of either God or Israel.

In all of these instances, a word or a phrase that relates to the domain of trees, of oxen or of

lions is employed in reference to tents, to God or to Israel. This is a classic metaphorical

technique, boiling down to the x is y variety of metaphor.

And yet, as we have seen repeatedly, the manner in which a metaphor can inform a passage

often runs far deeper than simplistic equations of this nature. A failure to treat this passage as

a metaphorical complex brings with it a lack of awareness as to how the different tropes

within it both inform the others and are informed by them, to the extent that the underlying

themes that bind them are subsequently overlooked.

In order to analyse the arboreal monarchic metaphor within this passage, we first require its

positive identification. Unlike other passages that we have seen, in which a term from the

253.Tania Notarius, "Poetic Discourse and the Problem of Verbal Tenses in the Oracles of Balaam", Hebrew
Studies 49 (2008), 55-86 (71).
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conceptual domain of trees is applied to a king, every term used of kings within this oracle

belongs to the conceptual domain of kingship. Where there is some semantic crossover, it is

not to the point of incongruity. As such, we have to ask ourselves: is there such a metaphor

within this text? An appreciation of the complex as a whole reveals that there is.

§3.4.1 - Numbers 24:5-9

ם הָעָיֽןִ׃24:3 בֶר שְׂתֻ֥ ם הַגֶּ֖ ר וּנאְֻ֥ ֹ֔ ם בִלְּעָם֙ בְנּ֣וֹ בְע ר נאְֻ֤ א מְשָׁל֖וֹ וַיּאֹמַ֑ וַיּשִָּׂ֥

ל וּגלְ֥וּי עֵינָיֽםִ׃4 ה נפֵֹ֖ ר מַחֲזֵה֤ שַׁדַיּ֙ יֶחֱֽזֶ֔ ל אֲשֶׁ֨ עַ אִמְרֵי־אֵ֑ ם שׁמֵֹ֖ נאְֻ֕

יךָ ישְִרָׂאֵלֽ׃5 ב מִשְכְׁנּתֶֹ֖ ֹ֑ יךָ יעֲַק בוּ אהָֹלֶ֖ ֹ֥ מַה־טּ

ה כַּאֲרָזִ֖ים עֲלֵי־מָיֽםִ׃6 ע יהְוָ֔ ר כַּאֲהָלִים֙ נטַָ֣ י נהָָ֑ ת עֲלֵ֣ ֹ֖ יוּ כְּגנַּ כִנּחְָלִ֣ים נטִָּ֔

ו׃7 ֹֽ א מַלְכֻת ו וְתִנּשֵַּׂ֖ ֹּ֔ ם מֵאֲֽגַג֙ מַלְכ ֹ֤ ים וְירָ יםִ רַבִּ֑ ו בְּמַ֣ ֹ֖ ו וְזרְַע לְיָ֔ יםִ֙ מִדָּ֣ יִזּֽלַ־מַ֨

יו ימְִחָֽץ׃8 ם וְחִצָּ֥ ם יגְרֵָ֖ יו וְעַצְמתֵֹיהֶ֛ ל גּוֹיִם֣ צָרָ֗ ם לֹ֑ו יאֹכַ֞ ת רְאֵ֖ ֹ֥ יםִ כְּתוֹעֲפ ו מִמִּצְרַ֔ ֹ֣ ל מוֹצִיא אֵ֚

יךָ אָרֽוּר׃9 יךָ בָר֔וּךְ וְארְֹרֶ֖ נּוּ מְבָרֲכֶ֣ י יקְִימֶ֑ יא מִ֣ י וּכְלָבִ֖ ב כַּאֲרִ֛ ע שָכַׁ֧ כָרַּ֨

24:3 And he uttered his oracle, saying: The oracle of Balaam son of Beor, the oracle

of the man whose eye is clear,

4 the oracle of one who hears the words of El, who sees the vision of Shadday254,

who falls down, but with eyes uncovered:

5 How fair are your tents, O Jacob, your encampments, O Israel! 

6 Like palm groves255 that stretch far away, like gardens beside a river, like aloes

that the Lord has planted, like cedar trees beside the waters. 

7 Water shall flow from his buckets, and his seed shall have abundant water, his

king shall be higher than Agag, and his kingdom shall be exalted. 

254.I have transliterated the divine names in this verse, since the NRSV's use of "God" and "Almighty" suffers
in making the character of whom Balaam speaks seem overly-familiar to the reader. On the contrary, the effect
of encountering these names is one of otherness - the sense that we are in the presence of a vision narrative, and
one that is somehow out of the ordinary.

255.Interpretation of this lexeme is problematic, as I shall discuss in the commentary.
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8 God, who brings him out of Egypt, is like the horns of a wild ox for him; he shall

devour the nations that are his foes and break their bones. He shall strike with his

arrows. 

9 He crouched, he lay down like a lion, and like a lioness; who will rouse him up?

Blessed is everyone who blesses you, and cursed is everyone who curses you.

Balaam's third oracle (Numbers 24:3b-9) continues the themes that have been developed by

the preceding two, albeit with some notable differences. Rather than enquire of God and be

told what he should say, the prophet deduces from his previous experiences that the only

words to escape his mouth should be words of blessing. As such, the third oracle neither

requires nor receives any narrative introduction that might serve to situate it within the cycle,

save the acknowledgement that it is God's will that Balaam bless this people.

The opening clauses of the oracle (verses 3b-5) also mark a departure from the foregoing.

Where the first oracle commenced with an assertion to the effect that the prophet had been

hired in order to curse the Israelites, and while the second began with a call on Balak to heed

the prophet's words, the third oracle commences with a lengthy description of the prophet

himself. This preamble, which uses language that at times lacks attestation elsewhere within

the corpus, is introduced by the nominal exclamation נאֻם.

This term appears almost 400 times within the Hebrew Bible, and is almost exclusively used

in construct with .256יהוה The only exceptions to this trend are in Proverbs 30:1 (where it

refers to an archetypal individual), 2 Samuel 23:1 (where it appears twice, in reference to

David) and Psalm 36:2 (where it appears in reference to a personified spirit of iniquity). Its

attestation here thus indicates, as it does in those other four instances, a marked dissimilarity

with what appears to be a phraseological norm, and - in this instance in particular - a very

pronounced dissimilarity with other forms of oracular literature257.

256.IBHS §40.2.3a.

257.George Buchanan Gray, Numbers (ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1956), 361.
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This dissimilarity with other examples of the genre is further highlighted by the series of

terms with which Balaam refers to himself. With the exception of the patronymic בערֹ) ,(בנו

the text employs no fewer than four different ways to refer to its author, the final two being

nested within successive subsidiary clauses. As such, Balaam is "the man whose eye is

clear258" and the one who "hears the words of El" - further qualified as being he who "sees the

vision of Shadday259", and who does so fallen, "but with eyes uncovered". The impression

given here is an esoteric one: an indication that Balaam belongs to a particular caste, that he

has been initiated in particular rites or that he is in some sense 'not of this world'260.

The actual oracle, which commences in verse 5, is of two parts, and is bound together with a

framework that marks its contours and determines it to be a blessing. These two

pronouncements, found in verses 5 and 9b, concern both the intrinsic goodness of the

Israelite dwellings and the generic wish that those who bless Israel should be blessed in

return, while those who curse Israel should be cursed. This phrase is reminiscent of the

blessing given to Abraham in Genesis 12:3, as well as that which was given to Jacob in

Genesis 27:29261.

Unlike the previous oracles, which moved from one subject to another, Tania Notarius notes

that the third oracle focuses on two specific subjects but moves from one metaphor to another

instead262. Within this framework, the first collection of metaphors is of an arboreal nature

and the second collection is zoological. The first subject under discussion is the Israelite

encampment, which functions as a metonym for the Israelite people, and the second subject is

God.

Having introduced this first section of the oracle by means of a general pronouncement on the

intrinsic goodness of the Israelite encampment (a pronouncement that might reflect on either

258.For a discussion of this expression and its meaning, see Baruch A. Levine, Numbers 21-36 (Anchor Bible;
Yale University Press, 2000), 191-192.

259.On the divine names employed by the text, cf: Levine, op.cit. 194-196 and 217ff.

260.So, Levine, op.cit. 193.

261.On its being an inversion of the latter, see Levine, op.cit. 198.

262.Notarius, ibid.
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ethical or aesthetic considerations), the prophet proceeds to compare their settlement to

various natural phenomena. With one exception, the terms employed are all unambiguously

botanical: the prophet likens their dwellings to gardens ,(גנות) to aloes (אֲהלים) and to cedars

,(ארזים) and he stresses their figurative proximity to life-giving water. He also, however,

likens their dwellings to neḥalim (נחלים) - the precise construal of which has long proven

problematic.

Interpretation of this lexeme as "wadis" or "rivers" - an interpretation that aligns with the

references to water elsewhere within this and the following verse - can be found in the

Peshitta263 and the Targum264. Interpretations of this lexeme as referring to a type of tree -

interpretations that align with the other arboreal references in this and the following verse -

can be found in the Septuagint265, and might testify to a use of this term cognate with the

Arabic naḫl, "date palm"266. It is important to note, however, that the adjective (נטיו) functions

differently with both of these construals.

As Baruch Levine has observed, if this term is to be construed as "date palms", the

implication is that the line formed by these palms, planted in a row, is "long"267. In the event,

however, that the term is to be construed as "wadis", it makes no sense to suppose that the

adjective denotes a collection of wadis in succession, but must imply that they are

"elongated" instead. These are long wadis; rivers that stretch out of sight. As such, these two

construals of the phrase reflect a difference in referent. In the former instance, Balaam is

referring to the Israelite dwellings individually: they are each of them like a palm tree, spread

out from one another and in a row. In the latter instance, he is remarking upon them as a

group, suggesting that they are in some sense like an elongated wadi, stretching off into the

distance.

263.Peshitta: -378! ܕܪܕH"

264.Onkelos: נחלין דִמְדַברין

265.LXX: Ὡσει ναπαι σκιαξουσαι ("as shady groves").

266.So BDB; HALOT; Gray, op.cit. 363; Levine, op.cit. 196.

267.Levine, op.cit. 197.
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From a strictly literary perspective, we might consider the former reading the more likely,

since it more neatly preserves a parallelism of referent: the Israelite dwellings are like

individual date palms, arranged in a long line, and like individual gardens, alongside a river.

It stands to reason that the lexeme chosen to refer to date palms (a hapax legomenon) was

chosen also for its allusion to the river, just as the choice of אֲהלים (aloes) was no doubt

chosen for its resemblance to אהֹלים (tents).

Having commented upon their dwellings, the oracle now shifts and treats of a masculine

singular entity in place of the plural subject that we saw in the previous two verses.

Furthermore, the shift to jussive also marks a movement away from description and into the

realm of directive blessings268. This corresponds to a shift away from what the prophet sees

arrayed before him to what the prophet envisages in a future time, and represents a shift in

the Balaam cycle as a whole: where the first two oracles uttered by Balaam concerned the

Israelites in the wilderness, the third shifts in this seventh verse from describing the Israelites

now to describing them in a time yet to come, and the fourth oracle comprises a vision of the

Israelite future exclusively.

The blessings uttered here are four in number. In the first blessing, Balaam expresses a wish

that "water should fall from his buckets" מדליו) מים ,(יזל and in the second that "his seed"

(זרעו) be in much water. The third blessing is that his king should rise "above Agag" ,269(מאגג)

and the fourth is that his kingdom should be elevated. In each of these instances, logic

dictates that the individual to whom the pronoun is referring be the personification of

Israel270, although at no stage is this identification made lexically explicit.

In the first blessing, reference to the personified Israel's buckets invokes agricultural imagery

consonant with the previous botanical tropes. If we are to conceive of this lexeme (דליו) as

grammatically dual271 ("his two buckets"), the impression given by the text is of a person

268.For the differentiation between descriptive and directive blessings in this text, see Notarius, op.cit. 68-69.

269.Based on the LXX's rendering, some scholars emend the name to Gog, or omit the verse altogether. Gray,
for example, omits it, although it need not be a problematic reading; Gray, op.cit. 366.

270.Levine, op.cit. 197.

271.GKC §93z.
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walking with a water-bearing apparatus draped over his shoulders272, which further insinuates

that the purpose of the water being carried is one of irrigation. While this trope serves to

convey the imagery of prosperity, it suffers in causing the text to transform its depiction of

Israel from the trees themselves to the one who cultivates them.

The botanical references are continued in the second blessing, which in many respects is a

development from, or a rephrasing of the first. In addition to these buckets being overfull,

"his seed" should find itself inundated with water. On a superficial level, this would suggest

that Israel's agricultural endeavours should all prove successful; in the same manner in which

he should have an abundance of water, so too should he successfully irrigate his field and

yield bountiful crops.

The superficiality of this reading is such that emendations for it are frequently sought, and the

testimony of various ancient witnesses in this regard has lent a solid basis to these

conjectures. Thus, we find in various translations of this clause (7aα) the assertion that a man

should come forth, or should prosper, from amongst Israel's descendants273. While this might

represent an interpretation of a difficult verse, rather than a straight translation, the

Septuagint's construal of the subsequent clause (7aβ) might suggest a vorlage different from

the MT. There, the text renders וזרעו במים רבים, "and he shall rule over many nations"274.

Emending the text in line with these considerations275 is certainly tempting. In doing so, we

would not only divest ourselves of a superficial reading of the MT (and one that required of

us that we modify the relationship between tenor and vehicle), but would provide a more

adequate introduction to the monarchic reference in verse 7b. There, the assertion that his

king should rise and that his kingdom should be elevated constitutes, thus far, the only

reference to the Israelite monarchy within the Balaam cycle - a reference that is certainly

272.Gray, op.cit. 364.

273.Peshitta: ';Bܗܝ -* J/MR "BQܩ ("a man will come forth from his descendants"); Onkelos: דיתרבא מלכא יסגי
;מבנוהי ("may the king thrive, who grows from his descendants"); Septuagint: Ἐξελευσεται ἀνθρωπος ἐκ του
σπερµατος αὐτου ("There shall come a man out of his seed").

274.LXX: και κυριευσει ἐθνων πολλων. Note also Onkelos: וישלוט בעממין סגיאין.

275.Perhaps, יזּלו לאומים מחילו; BHS.
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anachronistic to the text's wilderness setting, but one which suits the future-time reference of

these verses.

While text-critical considerations of this nature are important, and while they certainly have

ramifications that extend beyond merely ascertaining the nature of hypothetical ur-texts, they

can also prove distracting in their shifting of attention away from the actual text under

consideration. The reading preserved in the MT is not impossible; it is merely difficult. If an

interpretation of these clauses seems too simplistic, it behoves us to adopt a more subtle one.

Certainly, on a subtler level, these clauses do refer to Israel's progeny - a possibility left open

by the bivalency of "seed" ,(זרע) but also one towards which the text explicitly lends itself by

virtue of the ambiguity of referent. Since Israel was addressed in the second-person within

the first part of this blessing, and since the rest of the blessing alternates between Israel and

God in its third-person descriptions, we must be open to the possibility that reference to "his

buckets" overflowing with water is a request for divine bounty, and that it is God who serves

as the nominal referent.

Construing the text in this fashion carries with it the advantage of preserving the

metaphorical depiction of Israel in verse 6. Rather than transforming Israel from a cluster of

trees to the tender of trees, verse 7a maintains the arboreal metaphor by introducing the

divine gardener. As such, the nominal referent of "his seed" in verse 7aβ can be construed

both as Israel, who has produced the seed, and as God, who owns it. Its being inundated with

water allows for the continued growth and expansion of the Israelite nation.

In light of this construal, the references to the king in verse 7b are no longer lacking

introduction. The assertion that his king will "rise" (ירום) is morphologically conveyed as an

action precipitated by the previous clause276, which we can here read as the watering of the

Israelite garden. As such, it stands to reason that while the Israelites are metonymically

depicted as a grove of trees (THE NATION IS A FOREST), the reference to a king growing in their

midst is predicated on the implicit metaphor, THE KING IS A TREE. The assertion that this king

276.In addition to the generally recognised function of the wayyiqtol, see also Williams §180 for the suggestion
that as an imperfective it always indicates purpose or result.
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should specifically outgrow another reflects on the general metaphorical assumption that

arboreal language is well-suited to kings in general - that it is not only the Israelite king who

deserves this depiction, just as it is not only the Israelite nation that can be depicted as a

garden or a forest.

Thus far, the confluence of tropes within this metaphorical complex encourages us to

perceive three general metaphors at play here. In the first, we have a variation of A NATION IS A

FOREST, in the second we have the correlative GOD IS A GARDENER, and in the third: the

implicit, THE KING IS A TREE. In all three of these tropes, the nuances being exploited are those

that concern the beautiful arrangement of trees and the possibility of continued growth, which

correspond to nuances of aesthetic goodness and fertility in their non-divine tenors (as well as

nuances of watchfulness and care in the divine tenor), and with the added elements of

physical and military might in the monarchic.

In the second section of the oracle, the text's attention is shifted away from the Israelites and

to God, who brought them out of Egypt. The phrase employed to describe the manner in

which he did so לו) ראם (כתועפות is a key one, since it forms a crucial component of the

previous oracle as well277. From both a lexical and a syntactic perspective, however, this

expression is ambiguous.

The term תועפות (of root (יעפ denotes height or eminence. It appears also in reference to

mountains in Psalm 95:4, and perhaps in reference to towering heaps in Job 22:25. The term

,ראם on the other hand, denotes the wild ox. Its orthographic resemblance (and etymological

connection) to רום - no doubt together with the difficulty of configuring what might constitute

the "eminences of the ox" - has generated a construal of this noun as another epithet for

"grandeur". As such, various of the targums have rendered the phrase ראם תועפות as "power

and grandeur"278 - a reading also found within the Peshitta279.

277.Num 23:22.

278.So, Onkelos: תוקפא ורומא; Pseudo-Jonathan: תוקפא ורוממותא; Targum Yerushalmi: תוקפא ותושבחתא ורוממותא.

279.Peshitta: D*ܘ'/ܘ D;?B0', "with his strength and his grandeur".
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Interpretation of תועפות as a symbolic reference to horns is attested in the Septuagint280 and

the Vulgate281, both of which construe the animal not as an ox but as a unicorn, or a

rhinoceros. The imagery of an ox's horns is adopted, inter alia, by various of the mediaeval

exegetes and is reflected also in the Arabic translation of Saadiah282. A feature of these texts

appears also to be the desire to harmonise this expression with the references to ראם קרני in

Deuteronomy 33:17 and Psalm 95:4283.

Whichever of these readings we adopt, the phrase also possesses an additional syntactic

ambiguity, and one which centres on the particle לו in its dual capacity as both a dative and a

genitive. In other words, this expression could either convey that God was like the horns of a

wild ox for Israel or that God, himself, possessed the horns of an ox. The former parsing

(albeit with an alternative construal of the nouns) is attested in the Targum284, while the latter

is demonstrated by the Septuagint285. The Peshitta, in rendering the phrase obliquely286

succeeds in preserving the ambiguity: "with his strength and his grandeur" might imply that

God demonstrated these qualities for Israel, or might simply testify to his having possessed

these attributes himself.

The nature of these attributes, in whatever form they manifested, is made clear in the

following three clauses, which demonstrate that the nuances being conveyed are those which

concern brute strength and ferocity. As such, the subject is described as having consumed his

enemies, of having crushed their bones and of "striking [with] his arrows" ימחץ) .(וחציו But

who is the subject?

280.LXX: ῾ως δοξα µονοκερωτος αυτῳ.

281.Vulgate: cuius fortitudo similis est rinocerotis.

ראם).282 קרני =) אלרים ;בארק Oeuvres Complètes de R. Saadia ben Iosef al-Fayyoûmî: Version Arabe du
Pentateuque (ed. J. Derenbourg; Paris, 1893).

283.See, for example, the commentary of Ibn Ezra and of Saadiah, ad loc.

284.Onkelos: תוקפא ורומא דילה. This syntactic construal is adopted by most translations (NRSV, NJPS, etc).

285.This syntactic construal is adopted by Notarius, op.cit. 69ff, and by Levine, op.cit. 197. This is a construal
somewhat bolstered by the similar locution, לו הרים תועפות (Psalm 95:4), in which the pronominal suffix is
likewise genitival.

286.Peshitta: D*ܘ'/ܘ D;?B0'
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As with the ambiguity of referent in verse 7a, so here we find an ambiguity of subject. The

first two of these clauses relate also to the semantic domain of oxen, and thus suggest God as

their actor, with the text persisting in its taurine characterisation of his behaviour. The third

clause, however, is where the chief ambiguity resides. Mark Brettler refers to a possible

LIGHTNING IS GOD'S ARROW metaphor287, and this may be a manifestation of the same.

Alternatively, it may also suggest a general allusion to human warfare, and might thus have

as its subject the personified Israel288. Since the three clauses in verse 9a persist with the same

subjectival ambiguity, we must conclude that it is here left unresolved by the text itself.

Those subsequent clauses denote the subject's lying down and crouching like a lion, together

with the rhetorical question: "who will rouse him up?"289 This same clause appears almost

verbatim in Jacob's blessing of Judah in Genesis 49:9b, where it has as its metaphorical tenor

the restrained power of the king, and it bears certain similarities to the leonine depiction of

Israel in the previous oracle (23:24). Its capacity for representing God is attested in the

references to his roaring290, or to his tearing people apart in the manner of a lion291. As a trope,

the lion is therefore capable of representing the people as a whole, the king in their midst, and

God. The ambiguity of subject thus takes us through to the oracle's conclusion.

At this point, we are in a position to comment in more detail upon the structure of this oracle.

As we have noted, the general blessing formulation at both its commencement and at its

conclusion frames the text, while the shift of subject from Israel to Israel/God in verse 8

marks a division between its two sections. In the first section, the object of the author's praise

is the Israelite encampment, which functions as a metonym for the Israelite people, while in

the second section he praises the behaviour of both the Israelites and God. These divisions are

287.Mark Brettler, "Images of YHWH the Warrior in Psalms" in Claudia V. Camp and Carole R. Fontaine (eds.),
Women, War, and Metaphor: Language and Society in the Study of the Hebrew Bible (Semeia 61; Society of
Biblical Literature, 1993), 135-165 (155). Most references to God firing (metaphorical) arrows appear in the
book of Psalms (Ps 7:14, 18:15, 38:3, 64:8, 77:18, 144:6), but see also Zech 9:14 and Lam 3:12.

288.Note Levine's supposition that the MT features an addition: the Peshitta, which reads וחלציו)ܘ:D3#ܘܢ =) , is
similar enough to the Hebrew spelling for "his arrows" as to allow for an error of this nature; Levine, op.cit.
197-198.

289.Note that in the previous oracle within the cycle, Num 23:24, leonine imagery is applied to Israel, despite
taurine imagery having previously functioned within the same oracle (v22) in reference to God. On the
relationship between these two oracles on the basis of those similarities, see Levine, op.cit. 210ff.

290.For example: Hos 11:10; Jer 25:30; Amos 1:2.

291.Deut 33:20.
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also conveyed syntactically, whereby the frame is in the second-person and the text embodied

by them is in the third.

From a metaphorical perspective, the two sections of this oracle focus on different

characteristics, which their respective vehicles draw out in different ways. Where the former

section utilised arboreal imagery in order to invoke the features of beauty and stateliness, the

latter section employed both taurine and leonine imagery in order to invoke the qualities of

strength, ferocity and military prowess. Since it is with the shift from a plural to a singular

subject in verse 7 that we begin to witness an ambiguity of referent, the text's vagueness as

regards whether its stipulations serve as a reference to Israel, to God or to the Israelite king

signal a deliberate conflation of imagery, and one that enables us to treat all three of these

potential subjects as being qualified by the various characteristics that the text invokes.

It is in respect of these metaphorical considerations in particular that we can now appreciate

the central position adopted by verse 7b, which in referring to the manner in which the

Israelite king outgrows Agag employs imagery that relates to the semantic domains exploited

by both the first and the second half of this oracle. The verb employed in reference to his

growth (ירום) denotes height and majesty, while the qualification of his kingdom (תנשׂא)

invokes the qualities of splendour. These are both characteristics that relate to the descriptions

accorded to the Israelite dwellings and, by extension, to the Israelite people.

At the same time, the reference to Agag - perhaps the quintessential Amalekite king292,

invokes the qualities of ferocity and violence that serve as his name's etymology293. The verb

used to denote the Israelite king's growth, when used in the hiphil, can also serve as a

reference to military power294, and its etymological proximity to the wild ox (ראם) might

therefore constitute an allusion to the same. What is more, and on a purely functional level,

292.For a clever suggestion to this effect, see Rashbam, ibid: פרעה, קרוים מצרים מלכי כל כמו אגג נקראין עמלק מלכי כל
.מלכי פלשתים אבימלך, ושל ירושלים מלכי צדק, אדוני צדק

293.From an Assyrian word for "ferocious"; cf: BDB, s.v. ;אגג René Labrat, Manuel d'Épigraphie Akkadienne:
Signes, Syllabaire, Idéogrammes (Paris: Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1988) 207 and 347 (agāgu);
Jeremy Black, Andrew George & Nicholas Postgate (eds.), A Concise Dictionary of Akkadian (2nd printing;
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2000), s.v. agāgu(m).

294.So, for example, Ps 89:43 (in reference to supporting a warrior in battle).
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the quality of surpassing another named king reflects less on the Israelite monarch's physical

splendour than it does on his strength and his military might295.

As such, the monarchic metaphor employed here (THE KING IS A TREE) can be seen on analysis

to function as a trope within the first half of this oracle, in which it serves as a development

for the arboreal metaphor applied to the people (A NATION IS A FOREST) and as a direct link to

the oracle's second half, in which the metaphorical vehicles all draw upon the qualities of

strength, ferocity and military prowess.

We might add to this that, just as the tree is granted its height (and, by extension, those other

qualities that typify strength and vigour) through an abundance of water, so a consideration of

this trope in other contexts296 might suggest that a king is granted the correlative qualities of

strength and power through good deeds and through acts of faith. The oracle's opening, in

which the generic quality of goodness is imputed to the Israelites, thus serves also a

moralistic function in the person of the king. His ability to typify such a diverse range of

physical, functional and ethical qualities is a feature of the incredible versatility of this

arboreal metaphor.

295.Levine, op.cit. 197.

296.Such as its appearance in Ps 1 (§2.1.2), and in Jer 17:5-8 (§2.1.1).
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§4 - General Conclusions

וכל דבר שהדעת לא תכחישנו כפשוטו ומשפט נפרשנו

Abraham Ibn Ezra (introduction to the Pentateuch, third approach)

A sensitivity to metaphor requires of us that we take seriously its capacity for interanimation.

In conducting this study, my intention was to demonstrate that fact - that it is only by

allowing the semantic domains of different metaphors to influence one another in a mutually

informative manner that we can demonstrate the import of metaphorical complexes and can

show how they differ from narrativised metaphors. What is more, by focusing on arboreal

metaphors specifically, I have intended to showcase the breadth and flexibility of this one

particular trope (THE KING IS A TREE).

Without wishing to restate the conclusions of my individual analyses (for which the

interested reader can consult the appropriate sections), the studies undertaken in this thesis

were designed to showcase how seemingly-similar passages can yield drastically different

interpretations, based entirely on the metaphors with which the primary tropes are interacting.

As such, by comparing Jeremiah 17:5-8 with Psalm 1, and Psalm 52 with Psalm 92, I have

sought to show that the overall import of a passage has as much to do with those tropes that

are in the background as it has with those that are in focus.

A chief problem with other image-based analyses of metaphor is that they have tended to

focus on a single trope to the exclusion of others. While the observations made on the import

of individual metaphors have been informative, their complete disregard for the interaction of

metaphors has resulted in a superficial understanding of metaphorical complexes in

particular. If the true import of the interaction theory of metaphor is to be internalised, then it

is necessary for biblical scholars to consider new methodologies for assessing metaphorical

interaction.

The method advocated in this thesis involved an application of Conceptual Blending Theory.

Here, instead of applying the theory to individual metaphorical tropes (within which the
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source spaces and the target space combine to produce a new blended space with emergent

concepts), I have applied the theory to a broader metaphorical interaction, whereby the

individual metaphorical tropes themselves function as source spaces, the tenor of the allegory

as a whole is its target space, and in which the emergent concepts produced in the blended

space are peculiar to the particular arrangement of metaphors that the complex employs.

In my investigation of eight separate biblical texts, this method of analysis has proven most

informative, and has even resulted (in Numbers 24:5-9) with the identification of a

metaphorical trope that is not noticeable on a first reading, but which is of great importance

to the passage's overall interpretation.

In conducting this study, I have set out to answer two key questions. First and foremost, how

exactly do metaphors operate in the presence of other metaphors? Relatedly, and given my

focus on arboreal metaphors in particular, I have also sought to determine how the presence

of a particular trope (THE KING IS A TREE) might affect and be affected by the other metaphors

around it. It was in respect of this primary question that the dissertation comprises a

theoretical analysis of metaphoricity.

Secondly, I have also set out to determine exactly how theoretical considerations of that

nature might assist us in our primary aim (as biblical exegetes) of interpreting those passages

in which we find a metaphorical complex. What exactly might we learn about THE KING IS A

TREE, and what might we learn about those texts that testify to it, that we did not know

before? How might that knowledge be of service to us in our interpretation of the Hebrew

Bible? It is in respect of this secondary question that the dissertation comprises an image-

based metaphorical analysis.

The following chart indicates some of the ways in which arboreal metaphors are attested in

the literature, together with various of the features that such passages exploit:
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Formation Literary: tropic/schemic

Types: growing/felled; specific/generic; young/old

Specification Parts: branch, twig, leaves, stump, fruit

Location: garden/wild; watered/arid

Physical: height, girth, solidity, foliage

Evocation Qualitative: fecundity, value, immobility, helplessness

Functional: combustion, commerce, consumption, shelter, aesthetic

Perspectival: wonder/disgust; awe/mundaneness

In assessing a particular passage, the first thing necessary is to determine its literary form. Is

it that which we have labelled in the thesis an isolated trope ("tropic"), or is its attestation

embedded within an allegorical schema ("schemic")? In the former instance, interpretation of

the metaphor is subject to all of the usual considerations that an interaction theory mandates

of us: an awareness of its context, its cotext and its genre, together with a recognition of the

interplay between its constituent parts (vehicle and tenor; source space, target space and

generic space).

In the event that we are looking at an allegorical schema, it next behoves us to consider the

number of metaphorical tropes at play within the passage. In the event that there is only one,

the passage constitutes a narrativised metaphor and the interpretation of every individual

trope within it can proceed as though they are isolated from one another, taking also into

consideration their narratival development. In the event, however, that there is more than one

metaphor, our interpretation of the passage requires a sensitivity towards their interaction

with one another.

Having considered the form of the passage, we find three different specifications of arboreal

metaphors: the type of tree, the part of tree and the location of tree. The examples given in the

chart above, any combination of which can yield a number of different possibilities, are not

intended to be at all exhaustive. In assessing their import, we need to consider not only the

metaphorical nuances of trees in general, but the import of these various arboreal
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specifications, the precise nuances of which may be linguistic, but which are always

cotextually dependent.

To give but one example, we considered the fruit of an aging tree in the house of God (Psalm

92:14-15), and in so doing needed to consider the import not only of trees as metaphors for

the righteous, but of these specifications in particular: the type (old), the part (fruit) and the

location (temple). In doing so, we noted that the type and the location contrasted with the

situation of sinners (eradicated, and scattered across the world), while the part (fruit) carried

etymological connotations of healthy progeny. In all three of these instances, the treatment of

the wicked in verse 8 in particular was critical to our interpretation of this metaphor for the

righteous.

Finally, in considering the nuances conveyed by the arboreal specifications, we find that there

are four different evocations: the physical, the qualitative, the functional and the perspectival.

Again, the examples given within each of these categories are in no way meant to be

exhaustive, but are considered to be symptomatic of this particular trope. What is more, these

evocations are conveyed not only by the particular specifications of this metaphor, but also

by their interactions with other metaphorical tropes (and their respective specifications)

within the same passage.

In every text under consideration, I have found that this particular metaphor has demonstrated

a capacity for remarkable diversity, and can be employed with both positive and negative

connotations with equal facility. Pending a more comprehensive study, which might consider

how well these conclusions hold up across other instantiations of the arboreal metaphor, we

can conclude that TREE is particularly well-suited to metaphorisation, and that as a vehicle for

KING it permits of great variation and versatility. This particular trope, THE KING IS A TREE,

appears to have been a favourite of biblical authors for good reason.

The better to see how easily the results of this thesis can be duplicated with other tropes

(arboreal and otherwise), it will be informative to apply the Conceptual Blending Theory to

metaphorical complexes comprised of different vehicles to the ones here considered. In
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addition, a careful investigation of narrativised metaphors in particular will also serve to

clearly differentiate their function from that of the metaphorical complex.

Ultimately, as biblical scholars, it is to texts that we are subject and not to theory. While

metatextual considerations might be interesting, such as the historical background to

individual compositions, it is fundamentally as literature that this material needs to be

appraised, and it is our obligation to treat it as such.

While an increased awareness of the interactivity of metaphors is a necessity, the primary

result of such awareness must be a correspondingly increased sensitivity towards the

literature, and a desire to let the texts speak for themselves. While we may never uncover the

original meaning of any given passage (nor answer the eternal question: does a passage have

"original meaning"?), it is my hope that through more sophisticated analyses we might get

ever closer to the true range of meaning that these texts possess, so stubborn in their refusal

to say just what they mean, and yet so permitting of such inexhaustible interpretation.
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